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America strikes back? Krell is one of that
handful of manufacturers which every
year seems able to introduce, not just new
model numbers, but better sound. The
KSP-7B pre-amplifier proves the point, as
Martin Colloms explains his in-depth
review starts on page 35. Photography:
Tony Petch. Design: Flick Ekins.
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ummer holidays and business trips
abroad made the potential UK
spokesmen for the DAT manufacturers unavailable for comment as we went
to press, but the industry undoubtedly
will respond to the West German report
referred to in our news story ' Is DAT
doomed?' ( p11). In the professional field,
the UK's DAT recorder population is
already considerable, thanks to the efforts
of IIHB Hire & Sales, the official distributors of ' pro' Sony equipment, and one or
two other enthusiastic importers. At the
recent Technics European Press Meeting,
Matsushita executives were far from forthcoming about DAT, and when asked about
the West German report, merely stated
that it was Matsushita's intention to
adhere to the industry standards which
had been laid down for the format, thus
eliminating the possibility of incompatibility. Although no official announcement
was forthcoming, it is believed that anew
generation of four- head DAT machines are
on the way, giving off- tape monitoring and
hence more control of recorded quality.
Whether such development will extend
the use of DAT beyond the present
limited range of studio applications
remains to be seen; but the DAT manufacturers will have to do alot to restore the
format's credibility as an archiving
medium. If, as we all now suspect, DAT as
a consumer product is already dead, it
seems unlikely that they'll bother.

Abrasive comment
Over the years, many ( not, Iemphasise,
all) of the cleaning gadgets, lotions and
potions offered to LP users proved to do
more harm than good, because they redistributed dirt around the grooves without
actually lifting it out, or because the
action of applying them simply increased
the static charge on the record, causing it
to attract more dust. In all too many cases,
each unsuccessful remedy left the chronic
'clicks and pops' sufferer all the more
ready to believe the next quack cure.
You might think that the advance of
science, in the form of compact disc,
would have put an end to all this; but
there are now any number of CD cleaning
products on the market. Ihave one bottle
of 'CD polish' ( from a North American
source) which is claimed to ' improve
sound quality' and 'eliminate skipping'.
The blurb for this product states that its
use allows alarger quantity of data to be
read from your CD, improving many times
the sound quality'. Similar claims are
made for other products. If adisc is dirty
enough, cleaning it certainly will allow it
to be read properly, but Imust suggest
that there really is no need to apply
solvents or polish to discs which have
been used normally.
Recently, the publicity material with
one CD cleaning polish stated that CDs
did need cleaning and that this was 'often
mentioned by Disc Jockeys on the BBC'.
But the industry is hardly unanimous in its

STEVE

HARRIS

support for the use of special compact
disc cleaning products.
The BBC's Gramophone Librarian told
us that the Corporation does not use a
proprietary cleaning fluid and that any ad
hoc attention to discs would simply
involve awipe with aclean cloth, in the
approved manner from the centre outwards. Radio One producer Mick Wilkojec, who looks after the Bruno Brooks
and DLT shows, said that he has only ever
used a very mild solution of washing-up
liquid to remove encrusted BBC coffee.
After treatment, the discs were playable
again, though the inserts were ruined! On
the DLT show, which uses CD for more
than 95% of its music, there are no plans
to use CD fluids or polishes.

Next month
New digital technology may transform the
sound of CD within the foreseeable
future. Next month we offer afirst review
of aproduction- model Sony 630 amplifier,
this including the first PDM ' Bit-Stream'
decoder to be available in the UK; also
reviewed will be one of the latest MASHconverter-equipped Technics CD players,
and Technics' direct digital drive' SEM
100 power amplifier. Further equipment
reviews will include the affordable Arcam,
Marantz and Naim amplifiers, plus the new
Rogers LS4a and its competitors. But apart
from all this, August sees another edition
of The High End, with reviews covering
the Apogee DAX, the Conrad-Johnson CD
player and much more.
Next month, too, we will report from
the Chicago Summer consumer Electronics Show, at which well over 1000
exhibitors attract 100,000 trade visitors
from all over the USA. Other features
planned for August include an exclusive
interview with Versa Dynamics designer
John Bicht and the fourth session of Ben
Duncan's ' Live issues' series.
Music features in the August issue are
headed by an interview with cellist Steven
Isserlis, while the CD and LP reviews will
cover more new material and CD reissues
than ever. The August issue goes on sale
on Friday, July 21. Don't miss it. 1
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MAGNEPAN
MAGNEPLANAR

.following asurvey among readers of
Stereophile magazine in 1988
•

Customer satisfaction

Ma

91% of Magneplanar owners confirmed that if
they were asked to consider another type of
speaker, they would still buy Magneplanar.
8% said that they would probably buy
Magneplanar, but would like to listen to other
speakers first.
1% said that they would buy other speakers.
... following asurvey by Inside Track magazine
among alarge number of US dealers
Dealer satisfaction
Magnepan's position was number one in terms
of distribution, number two in terms of after
sales service and number three in terms of the
sales force rating.

Write or phone for perceptive advice and details of nearest dealer
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
318 Worple Road, Wimbledon, London SW20 8QU
Tel: 01-947 5047 Telex: 894800 Absol G
Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research, California Audio Laboratories, Counterpoint, Davidson- Roth, Duntech Audio Limited, Entec,
Goldmund, Jadis, Kinergetics, Koetsu, Krell, Madrigal, Magnepan, Martin Logan, Micro Seiki, PS Audio,
Sonus Faber, Well Tempered Lab, Wilson Audio, Win Research Group
'I have the simplest of tastes ...
Iam always satisfied with the best'
Oscar Wilde

VIEWS
The price of progress
Dear Sir, how can one possibly keep up
with developments in CD Players? You
put your hard-earned money into the
latest rave review player and what
happens? Within avery short time your
player has been demoted downscale with
players costing half, or even less, than
yours. My own player Marantz CD94 plus
CDA94 still sounds very good indeed to
me. Ihave modified the ( 1)94 with a
hard-wired mains lead and also
disconnected the DAC. I've convinced
myself there's an improvement. Is the cost
of progressing upmarket to one of the top
three or four players justified if in afew
months Fm back to square one? Keep up
the excellent reviews.
Mr D R Changler, Powys

Detached view
Dear Sin Iwas interested by the results
obtained by .)PFarkas from de- coupling
the cartridge from the pick-up arm as
reported in ' Headroom' April 1989. Itoo
agree that de-coupling is correct,
providing the cartridge sees adequate
mass in all planes to prevent movement
of the cartridge at audio frequencies
relative to the record groove. An article
by Eric Leamon, lOnearms and the Twist'
in 11FN/RR April 1982 showed the way.
After afew experiments with aHadcock
G11228 type E, Iset about modifying this
arm. One experiment involved adding
mass in the torsional plane at the bearing.
The improvement in sound quality was
easily heard. A second experiment
involved the counter- weight. The original
counter-weight was de- coupled by two
pieces of rubber, but hanging the counterweight by an elastic band, admittedly a
precarious arrangement, brought about a
big improvement to the bass.
A solution was found tin-the new arm
using aConnoisseur weight, but replacing
the rubber mounting piece with foam.
By building an outrigger on the
headshell and placing weights a
reasonable distance from the centre, an
effective mass of about 12g was achieved
ill all planes including torsional. For a
cartridge with acompliance of 15cu, the
low frequency resonance is at roughly
1211z. As there is now adequate mass at
the headshell to prevent unwanted
movement of the cartridge, the pick-up
arm can then be de- coupled from the
turntable sub-chassis, and counter-weight,
thus virtually eliminating structural
resonances. The arm was simply hung by a
thread, and damped by viscious fluid.
As for sound quality — Imust admit to
being biased — what stands out most of all
is the increased transparency and tracking
ability with freedom from edginess.
Two other advantages are: ( I) because
the arm is de-coupled from the subchassis, the sonic character of the
turntable is reduced, and, ( 2) the cost.
Because the arm does not need an ultrarigid tube and precision bearings it could
hiFi NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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bç made for afraction of the cost of
present ' state of the art' pick up arms. Its
disadvantage is that it is fiddly to set up.
Though Idon't claim this is the perfect
pick-up arm, Iam convinced this is the
best way to make atone arm.
Mr Esfley, Stroud

Setting the CD straight
Dear Sir, At the beginning of the year you
published my letter in which Istated that
as aclassical musician Istrongly believed
that CD was musically and sonically
preferable to all other media.
Of course, as sensible clear-headed
readers will gather. Christmas festivities
had got the better of me; so, to put the
record straight. Ishall state that given that
use of good quality components, vinyl,
reel-to-reel tape ( I5/30ips ) and Radio 3
are far preferable to the sterile,
compressed, cold, two-dimensional CD/RDAT media. Even digitally remastered
vinyl is inferior to the analogue original.
For vinyl/CD comparisons, the classic
case is the Wagner Culshaw/Solti/Vienna
Decca Ring Des Nibelungen. The CDs are
awful. The Boult Vaughan- Williams
Symphonies on EMI: again, the CDs are
sonically dreadfully compressed.
Icould go on, but space is at a
premium. Although, why not? I've been
doing some thinking about the record
companies and their wonderful customer/
public relations ideas. That is: ' if you want
it on vinyl, though, it's only out on CD'.
'Ellis seems to be the philosophy behind
Philips/DG releases of new recordings;
Nimbus, Hyperion, Telarc, Denon, BIS, to
name afew, are not issuing vinyl. Whereas
EMI, Chandos, Decca, Ilarmonia Mundi,
Collins, Virgin Classics et al, are still —
thankfully — keeping us vinyl addicts
happy. Now, I'm not sure, but under EEC
fair-trading laws, aren't the likes of
Nimbus and DG guilty of restrictive
practice, ie forcing customers to purchase
CDs because they, the companies, have
elected to stop producing vinyl?
Iknow that profit margins on CDs are
very high. The only difference between a
budget- price £ 5CD and afull price £ 12
CD is the price tag!
Lastly, what on earth does the BBC
think it's up to, introducing 8dB
compression during morning and early
evening programmes on Radio 3? Whose
brainless idea was that? Car drivers should
be concentrating on the road, not on the
radio. Making in-car Radio 3listening
more agreeable will lessen concentration
on the task in hand, avoiding the idiot in
front of you.
Scott W Montague, Salisbury,
Wiltshire

Quality revival
Dem.Sir, Whatever happened to Quality
Monitor, once one of the most interesting
features of your magazine? Iwell
understand that in the ideologically
confusing period following the

intn ›duction of CD it was decided to
allow only I.Ps the full ' Monitor' scrutiny
and to relegate CDs to the odd and partial
but antiseptically quarantined ' Compact
Disc Monitor' format. Naturally this
artificial division caused the death of both
features; but why have they not been
resurrected in aunified form
encompassing both ( all) recording media?
It is asad and, Ishould, think,
embarrassing situation when
Gramophone provides asober and wellconsidered forum for judging recording
quality and HFN/RR does not. Your
historic role as avaluable watchdog in this
area is in jeopardy.
William Beard, Edmonton, Canada

Got it taped
Dear Sir, We produce anumber of
monthly talking magazines catering for
general and special interest material. On
the subject of I
li-Fi our tape is known as
Audio & HiFi Round tip and contains
general news, equipment reviews, and
other information considered to be
helpful to our listeners. We do not go into
highly technical details of equipment but
try to keep to basic information and the
conclusions of the reviewer. The reasons
for this are that much of the technical
detail would be beyond the
comprehension of many of our listeners
and we are limited to the length of a90
minute tape so we get in as much useful
information as is possible. Judging from
the feedback we get, mainly in the form of
taped messages, it would appear that the
tape is very well received.
We are always looking to extend our
service to others who might benefit from
it and should you learn of anyone who
might like to receive regular copies of
Audio & Hi Fi Round Up then we would
be happy to hear about them. Iwould
mention that there is an annual
subscription of £ 5for the magazine, as
with all our titles, this nominal charge
helps with the cost of tapes, postal wallets,
and the maintenence of our recording and
duplicating equipment. All our readers
and general helpers are volunteers.
Dave Inness, Monument Tape
Services, Wellington, Somerset
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The MC- 2 is an exceptional and
painstaking design which offers liveliness,
clarity and articulation along with very fine
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Hi-Fi Choke

The MA- 50 has a sound quality rating in
the very top class. Like the other A- series
products there is a degree of idiosyncracy
about this design, while the remarkable
subjective performance demands strong
Recommendation.
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A consistent factor was the seemingly
effortless power delivery - it sounded like a
big amplifier...
Priced at the quality end of the budget
sector, the B200 provided amusical standard I
of sound quality rather beyond the asking
price. It could easily form the basis of afine
audio system, and handsomely qualifies for
Best Buy rating.
HiFi Choice

Hi-Fi Choke

The Al can now be regarded sonically as a
class leader in its price group, well settled in
production and benefiting from the advances
also apparent in the rest of the Musical
Fidelity range.
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The Al and Reference 2 are literally ,
made for one another. The sweet music
that results is a real eye opener for the
money freaks who feel they must spend
lashings of cash on state-of-the-art hi-fi
before they can enjoy music. The lucidity
of the Al is matched ideally by the crisp,
efficient ways of the Reference 2.
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The Digilog is nothing less than remarkable...

Now it's no secret that the Musical
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Fidelity range offers great sound and great
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value for money. Hear it for yourself at a
hi-fi shop near you.

The A370 is the best solid-state British amplifier I've ever heard.
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VIEWS
Battle to the death
Dear Sir, Once upon atime, deep in the
audiophile forest the good King Analogue
Vinyl ruled over his people wisely. Peace
reigned until one day in the Digital
Mountains anew force was born in the
land. The evil Lord Compact Disc. The
battle for the throne began. Now the good
King Vinyl was old, while the evil Lord
Compact Disc was young and strong. The
once peaceful forest now rang with the
sounds of indecision. The battle raged for
many years until the good witch Reason
called to both sides. She in all her wisdom
was getting very tired of hearing the same
old argument every month in the Ili Fi
Press, and just wanted people to listen to
the music on what ever bloody medium
they wish to and enjoy it!
Mr D Allen, Hants

HiFi mugs
Dear Sir, Ihave been aregular reader of
HFN/RR for quite afew years, and am
particularly interested in the record
reviews; and also those of equipment to a
lesser degree. Ialso purchase other
magazines when they have reviews which
interest me.
Iam beginning to doubt whether these
reviews are of any value, however take
loudspeaker reviews. For example in the
April HFN/RR, Steve Harris praises the M F
Referece 4speakers, but in another
magazine Paul Miller finds fault with them.
Martin Colloms on the B&W DM1600
describes this tweeter as clean, clear,
sparkling, etc, but Alvin Gold elsewhere
describes this DM1600 tweeter as ' too
brash, splatty, metallic, sibilant, and
overcooked'. Apart from differences
between the experts there is mention of
manufacturing faults cg B&W DMK560
being found to have faulty capacitors, and
of Rogers is•rr with faulty tweeters; and
so on. The makers even allow these faulty
speakers to go forward for review,
showing that they neither know of the
faults, nor care.
So what can ahi-fi muggins do? The
reviewers differ, the manufacturers ( it
would appear) cannot be trusted — so if
things do not seem all they should be
what redress has apurchaser? Ile has no
apparatus for testing speakers ( Ears are
the best test for any speaker), so can only
either blame his amplifier or avoid buying
British!
Perhaps it is time that the Office of Fair
Trading took some interest under the
Trade Description Act and insist that new
lii Fi goods — especially loudspeakers —
should carry atest Certificate.
MrJohn Harvey, Essex

Denon Down Under
Dear Sir, Having recently modified the
audio stage of my Denon DCD1700 along
the lines suggested by Ben Duncan, Iam
pleased to report many significant
improvements — most notably the music
sounds more interesting and involving.
Here are my thoughts on the CD medium:
1. Currently players seem in arace for
8/16/32 oversampling. When
111 FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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oversampling to normal 16 bit 44.1kHz,
recording could be exactly reversed
during replay.
2. With higher performance 18, 20 — bit
decoders eg, of the Burr- Brown type,
presets have to be adjusted with the
possibility of drift in time. Iseem to
remember some cassette players used a
microprocessor to adjust their bias for
minimum distortion; perhaps asimilar
system could be used in CD players?
Some players using 18/20 — bit DAC's
adjust the level to maximize resolution
when the playback is low. It is apity this
could not be determined at the recording
stage so that resolution would be
improved at the recording as well as
playback stage. This could be controlled
by appropriate flags. Unfortunately this is
not part of the original standard and
would render these CD's unplayable on
'normal' players.
Meanwhile Ishall enjoy CD's in their
current format.
MrJ EWatkins, Australia

Shopping and Press Freedom
Dear Sir, When reviewing CD players you
normally give apercentage rating, with
100% going to the best player currently
available. Ihave found this very useful;
there are so many on the market that it is
not possible for the layman to listen to
them all and form ajudgement. Irecently
used your ratings to narrow the choice
down to three or four, then converted to
'Mark 1Earhole' to make the final
selection; as aresult Ibought aMarantz
CD75SE ( in spite of the efforts of one of
the CD specialists who regularly
advertizes in your magazine — when I
asked if he stocked Marantz, he started off
by saying `Oh, you're one of those people
who believes reviews, are your. Ile then
went on to explain that he does not stock
Philips or Marantz because they are so
unreliable, but in any case all CD players
sound the same).
Now, how about extending this policy
to other types of equipment? Some time
in the next year or so Iwill probably buy a
new pre-amp, and having upgraded
progressively over more than twenty
years each new step becomes increasingly
expensive — the law of diminishing
returns undoubtedly applies. For this
reason, my next pre-amp will probably
have to last quite afew years; Iwould
rather now go for something approaching
the state of the art than continue to make
smaller improvements. But what? Iam
aware that you have always regarded
Audio Research products highly, but they
used to be too expensive for realistic
consideration ( realistic, to me, means
dear enough to make your eyes water but
affordable if you want it enough!). When
the SP9 was introduced Ithought here at
least was an ( almost) affordable standard
to aim for, but since then in broadly the
same price range — ie alot of money, but
not completely OTT — you have
commented favourably on several other
products, for example the Musical Fidelity
MV'I' and the Pip 2. A comparative rating

between these and many others would be
very helpful, since Ican see no other way
of narrowing the field prior to listening. At
this point no doubt the cry will go up
'consult your dealer' but Idon't think this
is avalid option; no single dealer stocks all
the possibilities and Ihave had too many
bad experiences of dealers over the years.
The comments earlier made by the CD
specialist were, Iam afraid, only too
typical of the offensive, patronising and
incompetent attitude of most dealers. No,
Iwould rather read abalanced and
considered review by an experienced
reviewer, then go out and check that my
ears agree with his findings to make the
final decision.
Sorry, now for abit of amoan. Ithink
your refusal to review Quad products is
an absolute disgrace. Mr Walker may
disagree with your review policy, but
your duty is to the readers who buy your
magazine and not to any manufacturer,
however respectable, successful and
established they are. If all amplifiers sound
the same provided they measure well and
are used within their limits ( as I
understand it, this is the gist of Ross
Walker's premise) then let him ' put up or
shut up' — let's have a34/606 combination
reviewed and tested every way under the
sun, then if Mr Walker is right Ican forget
about Audio Research, Krell, etc, and buy
another motorbike! Ifind Mr Walker's
dismissive attitude intensely irritating,
and the 'gentlemen's agreement' you
seem to have with him rather distasteful.
C'mon, chaps, whatever happened to the
Freedom of the Press?
Geoff Mackenzie, Horley, Surrey

Moffat's contribution to CAL
Dear Sir, In the May issue of HFN/RR, an
article appears regarding Mike Moffat. The
lead-in statement to the article states that
Mr Moffat did ' much of the design work
for the California Audio Labs CD players'.
This statement is entirely false. Mr
Moffat's only involvement was in regard
to asingle portion on one circuit which
we licensed from him to use in two of our
products. That has been his entire
contribution to our total design effort. To
imply that he was aprincipal designer in
our products is completely false and an
insult to our engineering staff. We are
very proud of our design work and we do
not appreciate the credit being passed to
some other individual!
Art Paymer, California Audio Lab, USA
Neither interviewer nor interviewee should be
blamed for this error, which was mine alone. Ihope
that the CAL design staff will accept my sincere
apologies — Ed
Readers' Letters
Letters for publication should be addressed to the
Editor and must contain no other material or
enquiries. Letters seeking advice on technical
matters will be answered, resources permitting, at
our discretion but we regret that we are unable to
answer questions on buying specific items of Hi-fi
equipment.
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AT OVER MOO THIS COULD
LEAVE YOU FEELING ABIT LIGHTHEADED.
How do we convince you and your wallet to part

unique technology used to achieve the very low mass of

company with more than ahundred pounds

the diaphragm and moving coil assembly (only 20% of

•

for aset of headphones?

that found on a typical competitor's headphone),
results in an exceptionally transient response and a

Well, not any old headphones, you understand.
These are abit special (at this price they have to be!)

reduction in the non-linear distortion, qualities normally
found only in the best electrostatic headphone.

Do we tell you that the Beyer DT 990 and DT 770
are compatible with compact disc players? Yes, but who
. doesn't?
Or, do we mention that you can listen to anyone
from Mozart to McCartney, while someone else in the
room is playing the organ? (an unlikely event, we admit,
but you never know what turns people on).
Perhaps we could persuade you that it will go
nicely with other status symbols, like your Porsche.
Wait aminute, though, we haven't mentioned the
most important thing, yet. The sound.
If we can blind you with science for amoment,
here are just a few outstanding features that should
help to convince you.
The DT 990 is an open headphone with an
unbelievable frequency response of 5-35,000 Hz. The

The DT 770 closed headphone combines the latest
transducer technology with aunique bass reflex system.
This achieves asuperb bass response with well defined
sound image, plus excellent pulse characteristics.
As you would expect they are both light, very
light, and extremely comfortable.
You must hear them to appreciate their real value.
You just can't compare
them to anything else,

beyerdynamicnn

simply because there's
nothing else quite like

EXCELLENCE

IN

SOUND

them. So get down to your HiFi specialist and listen to
the new Beyer DT 990 or DT 770.
Expensive? Yes.

Worth it? Yes.

Every penny

Need you hear more.

FOR YOUR NEAREST DEALER, CONTACT. BEYER DYNAMIC, UNIT 14, CLIFFE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, LEWES, SUSSEX BN8 6JL. TELEPHONE: (0273)479411.

NEWS

NEW AUDIO RESTORATION' PROCESS
A revolutionary

new

signal

processing

method

has

been

developed through British research, and is now being used to
revive old commercial recordings so they may be used on CD.
CEDAR is the result of over four years work, led by Peter Rayner at
Cambridge University with support from the British Library
National Sound Archive and the electronics company Cable and
Wireless. A new venture, Cambridge Sound Restoration, was
formed in March and is handling the marketing and engineering
involvement of the project. CSR's General Manager, Gordon Reid,
told HFN/RR that the process does not involve any new hardware
but combines existing equipment and technology in a new way
with an intellectual view point.
The signal processing is designed to restore the original
recording through the removal of clicks, bumps, scratches and
wide-band noise, unlike the conventional approach of adding to
the material to improve it. Five CDs which have undergone the
process have been released, including the 1953 Walthamstow
Town Hall recording of Holst's The Planet Suite by Adrian Boult,
using other than first generation recordings which suffered
noticeably from asevere 40Hz rumble and other noise.

TB

GOLDRING ADDS NEW CARTRIDGE
existing 1010 model and, as with
others in the range, features a
strong one-piece body made from
Pocan: an ultra-rigid glassreinforced polyester material.
This allows the cartridge to be
bolted tightly to the headshell.
Stylus is aGyger III fine-line (or
line-contact) type, said to offer a
highly-detailed and dynamic
sound. Price is £39.95 including
VAT. Further information from:
Goldring has added anew low-

Goldring Products Ltd, 8

cost moving- magnet cartridge to

Greyfriars Road, Bury St

its well-known « 1000 series' line.

Edmunds, Suffolk IP32 7DX.

The new 1012 replaces the

Tel (0284)701101.

SONY REVEALS BIT STREAM' D/A
RETURN OF TUNING KNOB, ANNIVERSARY WALKMANS
'Bit Stream* digital decoding, a
return to the traditional tuning
knob and the tenth-anniversary
Walkman line-up are among the
features of the new Sony
and
audio ranges. Sony is using the
Philips' 1- bit PDM technology
(see HTNIRR. May) for the
decoder in a new integrated
'digital amplifier'. The TAF630ES is
able to handle six analogue
sources and three digital inputs,
one being optical to allow direct
connection to the output of aCD
player, PCM processor or DAT
machine. The digital filter in the
amp runs at 8- times oversampling
and feeds two I8- bit linear D to A
converters. By inserting the Pulse
Density Modulation system in the
amplifier Sony says it is providing
the ultimate choice to the customer - either conventional
decoding, found in the Cl) player
used, or the selectable PDM ' Bit
Stream'. This method converts
digitally encoded inputs into a

BRIEFING
ALLISON ACOUSTICS has been

manufacturing and marketing of

Tel (0268)590789.

awarded the Diapason D'Or,

DNM products. A new company,

JVC has established amanufacturing

France's most prestigious hi-fi

DNM distribution, will handle the

subsidiary in Longwy, Lorraine,

award, for the IC 20 speaker. Roy

UK sales and will establish anew

France to produce audio products for

Allison received the award at the

dealer network for DNM accessories

the French and other EEC markets.

journées de la Haute Fidelité Show

and Rehdeke speakers. Martin

MAPLIN has produced anew 12-

in April.

Morecroft will head the new concern:

band graphic equalizer with remote.

ATC loudspeakers were used for the

DNM Distribution Ltd, PO Box

The XM0113 Computer Equalizer is

monitoring of the soundtrack to Terry

383, Brentwood, Essex CM 14

£199.95. Maplin Electronics, PO

Gilliam's film, The Adventures of

4GB. Tel (0277)227355.

Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR.

Baron Munchausen.

LINX AUDIO (
UK) Ltd has

Tel (0702)552911.

BAND1RIDGE Limited, the hi-fi and

announced the first product to run

ROKSAN has produced an

video accessories distributor has

from its UK production line.

moved to new premises at Premier

The Theta is an analogue FM

interesting leaflet discussing the pros
and cons of various stylus profiles,
referenced to the Super Fineline used

House, 18 Deer Park Road, London

tuner, said to offer stunning

SWI9 3TU.

performance and exquisite visual

in the Shiraz. For copies, send a

CONCORDANT AUDIO has been

design. Aimed at the FM enthusiast

stamped, self-addressed envelope to

appointed as the distributor for

and existing Linx user alike, Theta

Roksan Engineering Ltd, 21 Ddole

Odyssey toneanns in the UK.

utilizes the traditional Linz

Road, Llandridod Wells, Powys

Concordant Audio, 14 Glyn Close,

lozenged' case work design with

LDI 6DF or visit your local stockist.

Barwell, Leics. LE9 8GL. Tel

Perspex front plate, laser-cut front

YES fanatics will be pleased to note

(0455)43752.
DNM has announced that, in order to

panel switching system, and digital

the existence,of afanzine devoted to

readout display. Price is £399.95.

concentrate on research and further

Further details from The Musical

the band. Going For The 2is
available for £1.50 from 44 Oswald

design work, Karlev-Audio, based in

Design Company, PO Box 20,

Close, Fetcham, Leatherhead,

Switzerland, will now handle the

Canvey Island, Essex SS8 OPQ.

Surrey KT22 9UG.
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JOIN THE CROWD
Min the rrowd now going to Doug Brady
flit rAn Inc teasing number of people are chscriveting that at Doug Brady Ilif you can
listen in omfon to avery wide range of pro duc ts from tb. inexpensive «, the esoteric
The stall are as pleasant as they are
knowledgeable and will help you select what
is right for your system and your budget
Since opening the London shop last year

there have been so many rustomers lis
timing and buying we have had to double
the number cil stall We have also quadrupled
cur sue k and to lit it all in we've almost
doubled OW siie by taking over the shop
next door
If you are looking tor the best in Mk anti
the beta ttlat e to law 11. ( dump is Iii fusil
iitanon,Datato

Dug Bulady J-Lo-n
Kingsway Studios,
Kingsway North,
Warrington, Cheshire.
(0925) 828009.
Open six days.

401 Smithdown Road,
Liverpool 115 31J,
Merseyside.
(051) 733 6859
Closed on Wednesday.

14/18 Monmouth Street,
Covent Garden,
London WC2H 9HB.
(01) 379 4010.
Open seven days.

BRADY'S THE MUSICAL EXPERIENCE!

Th
MAGNEPLANAR
AUDIO RESEARCH
APOGEE

HiFi News & Record Review tells you about
great speakers you can buy.
(Especially when price is no object.)

Speaker Builder tells you
about great speakers you
can build! ( Especially
when price is an object.)
If you're satisfied to read about electrostatics, ribbons, vented, or closed
boxes, subwoofers, horns, 1-lines or infinite baffles, that's one thing. But
if you want to know what's inside them—in reality as well as in theory,
that's another. And if you want to build that speaker of your dreams,
knowing why you're doing what you're doing every step of the way...
well, that's where Speaker Builder comes in, as it has for nine years.
A quick look at one issue is all it takes to let you decide if Speaker
Builder is indeed for you. Use the convenient coupon, or simply call us.
If you like it, that great new experience will keep coming. If you don't
like it, just say so, and we'll return your money. It's as simple as that
Please enter my airmailed subscription for:

V/SA

D two years ( 12 issues) at $60 Done year (6issues) at $35
I'm enclosing S_ in check/money order
Charge to my DAccess
EIVisa card
Exp
Sew..

Charge card orders also accepted via phone: (
603) 924-9464, Mon.-Fri., 9.4
FAX (603) 924-9467.
Remittances in U.S. funds only.

The Advertising Standards Authority./
Pr

UMW,

/lost advertisements are legal, decent,
I.V.1 honest and truthful. A few are not,
and, like you, we want them stopped.
If you would like to know more about
how to make complaints, please send for
our booklet: 'The Do's and Don'ts of
Complaining'. It's free.

t0uL) sOr 41,111/der

We're here to put it right.

.11 1.11r

(Please allow up to 6weeks tor last Issue)

ASA Lid . Dept /. tiro, , •

SpeakerBuilder

This space is donated in I

tog LOUCPSI,EAKEP JOURNAL_

The world's only loudspeaker magazine.
PO Box 444 Dept 659 Peterborough. NU 03458 USA

y

n Place.

London WC 1E 71-IN

mierests of high standards of advertising

NEWS
DAT DOOMED FOR EVER?
The future of Digital Audio Tape appears more gloomy than ever,
with the publication of a report from the central research centre
for broadcasting organisations in West Germany which is highly
critical of the medium as a tool for professional recording. The
Institute for Broadcasting Technology in Munich has published
the results of detailed tests on the recording format in a report
which may shake the Japanese electronics industry.

ENSEMBLE'S PRIMADONNA
The diminutive Ensemble PA- 1
loudspeakers have been joined by
afloor-standing system: the
Primadonna. This is a two-way
design employing aspecial
130mm mid-bass driver with an
ultra- light sandwich membrane
and acustom tweeter. All drivers
are matched and run-in to ensure
perfect pairings. The crossover is
a compensated first-order type,
featuring ultra-low-resistance
OFC air-cored inductors and
selected mylar and polypropylene
capacitors. The front baffle is
curved to minimize diffraction.
The cabinet height is 115cm and
efficiency is stated as 92dB. Price
is £5,500. Vital Systems, 38a The
Meadow Way, Harrow Weald,
Harrow HA3 7BW. Tel 01-863
8988.

DAT was developed, mainly in
Japan, as a domestic audio product; when sales were virtually
by the record industry.
which said that DAT made it too
easy for people to record perfect
copies from CD, the DAT machine
manufacturers upgraded their
recorders and offered them to
recording studios and broadcast
stations as acheap way to record
digital sound. BBC Radio One, for
example, quickly took up the
option to preserve, in quality.
some of its historic recordings
which were becoming damaged
on vinyl. Now, the Institute for
Broadcasting Technology has
investigated whether the consumer DAT format really meets
the high professional standards.
Their results are damning, and
confirm the view that the format
is just a 'domestic toy dressed up
as professional tool'.
If DAT is to be acceptable as a
professional format, says the institute, it has to be able to copy a
tape at least 10 times without any
audible defect appearing on the
last copy, and atape recorded on
one machine must be capable of
being reproduced from another
with complete compatibility.
The researchers in Germany
claimed that three cassettes, each
bought from eight manufacturers,
all failed to satisfy the professional

GRANT AMPLIFIERS
Grant Amplifiers has announced a new range. The four valve
power amp models are headed by the £ 2500 ( per pair) G200AMS
Mk III model. Others include the G60AMS for £900 and the
GIOOAMS which will cost £ 1000 per pair. There is to be a unit
based on the earlier GL50A design which will be a stereo model
rated at 50W rms per channel and will sell for £600. A new
matching pre-amp has been introduced and is expected to cost
around £ 250. Further information from Grant Amplifiers, 145
Gladys Avenue, North Tild. Portsmouth P02 9BD. Tel ( 0705)
694347

'PERSONALIZED' CASSETTES
With more albums being copied
on to unlevied blank tape, a UK
record company is funding the
development and marketing of a
machine to combat ' home taping'.
Known as ' Personics', Thorn
EMI is the largest shareholder in
the company of the same name.
Charles Garvin. founder of this
California based company, comments that the system offers a
'personalized cassette'. lb make
this special cassette. the customer
goes to aparticipating store, after
studying the ' Personics' Music
Makers rminthly catalogue of 4000
titles supplied by US labels.
After making the selection, an
111-H NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

order slip is filled out, and given to
an assistant, who programmes the
choice of song material, up to 90
minutes or some 25 tracks. The
machine records the selected
tracks on to a blank cassette at
high speed. Cost is between 50
cents and one dollar for each
track.
The machine can be regarded as
a sort of ' jukebox'. with optical
disc storage. The material is stored
in digital fiirm, using a process
based on a Dolby ( adaptive delta
modulation system ) originally
designed for satellite broadcasting. This is one of Dolby's few
technical licences.
DA
1'IN 1989

requirements: some worked better after a couple of playings
(when the tape surface became
smoother ) while others produced
clicks. In order to check compatibility between machines, every
radio station in West Germany
made a DAT recording and sent
the cassette to Munich. This provided the Institute with an opportunity to check recordings made
on eight professional, six domestic and five portable DAT recorders — it found that tapes made on
one machine would not always
replay on another.
A startling outcome of the
research is that DAT is of little use
to store ' jingles' or frequently
used material since it was found
that playing the same cassette
over and over again soon led to
degradation of sound quality —
even after just afew playings. The
only way DAT could become a
professional format, says the
report, is to make drastic changes
in the format such as increasing
the width of the tracks and playing the tape faster.
In response to the report, the
BBC said it was concerned at the
findings and would be conducting
research as a matter of urgency
since a substantial sum had
already been spent in installing
DAT players in its studios around
the country.
TB

NAKAMICHI RECEIVERS
Nakantichi has added to its
existing separates line-up a range
of four new tuner-amplifiers. The
TA- 1 (1395) produces 35W/channel and is described as a perfect
match for Nakamichi's entry
level CR 1 cassette deck and
OMS 1 CD player. The TA- 1
features a discrete power stage
with high current capability and
multiple ' isolated-ground' power
supplies, speaker selection for A,
B or A+B and a quartz PLL
tuner section with 10 presets and
auto-seek tuning. The TA-2 (1595)
is rated at SOW /channel and
employs the STASIS technology
which is used in Nakamichi's
separate power amplifiers. Facilities include continually variable
loudness, video record-out selector, pre-in/main-out loop and
remote control operation in conjunction with a Nakamichi CD
player and cassette deck. The
TA-3 (1895) adds to this a rating
of 75W/channel, three video
inputs and two video outputs
while the top-of- the-line TA-4
(11195) is rated at 100W /channel
and can be employed as the heart
of a multi-room system.

PHILIPS OFFERS FREE CDV
DISCS
Philips, pointing out that CDV has
enjoyed greater market penetration in
its first six months than did audioonly CD, will be giving free CDV
discs to purchasers of the CDV475
combi' and CDV185 ' clip' players.
With the '475, buyers can claim six
free discs worth £ 5, including a 12in
compilation featuring tracks from the
Cure, the Style Council, Elton John
and others, an 8m CDV of Dire
Straits' Brothers In Arms and aSin
classical CDV featuring Joshua
Bell. Any ' 185 purchaser may claim
the Sin Joshua Bell CDV and three
compilations; the promotion ends
30th June, and discs can be claimed
up to 31st July. Polygram added 41
titles (24 pop/rock and 17 classical) to
the CDV catalogue.

QUEENSRYCHE SWEAT IT OUT
Reviewer Neville Farmer ( left),
presents Queensniche's Geoff Tate
with aIIFN/RR sweatshirt by way of
apeace offering. Outraged when
Neville gave the album Operation
Mindcrime aless-thancomplimentary review (August
1988), Geoff registered as ' Neville
Farmer IF in hotels worldwide.
Journalists wishing to interview
him would be instructed to ask for
Neville Farmer, even his girlfriend
had to use the 'password'. The band
bounced back after the bad review
and made Neville their special
guest at the Hammersmith Odeon
concert. He said Queensryche gave
agreat show.
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If you're looking for reproduction that really shines, introduce your ears to Agfa.
Agfa tapes are used extensively by professionals in the sound recording industry.
But now you don't have to be aprofessional to tell the difference.
Agfa C- DX II S is abrand new dual- coated chrome tape for demanding connoisseurs.
The perfect accessory for the very best equipment
In fact, whatever equipment you use, you can be sure there's atape in the Agfa DX
audio range for you. Each and every one made to the highest possible standards.
If you thought quality like this was hard to find, you've
obviou&y been looking in the wrong places.

AG FA

ALIVE PERFORMANCE.

NEWS

Agfa Tape Stockists
aessop Photo Centres.
ABERDEEN
Tel 0224 573140
,i1ted Pnotographers
Aylesbury ,
AYLESBURY Brou
Tel 0296 25 ,18

Castophes Ltd.
LICHFIELD Staffs
Tel 254 326 3535
Jessop Photo Centres
uvERPOOl
Tel 051-709 7887

Onnes st Bass/nuise Lw.
BASINGSTOKE
Tel 0256 29001
Jessop Photo Centres
BtFIMINGHAM
Tel 02 ,-632 6831

EVENTS

Vt Oslaen Phan Ions
LONDON SEI
Te 01.407 6833
Vo Muon Photoaapec
LONDON. SEI
Te, 01.477 6447

25JUNE 1989 BADADAY, an
informal day out at Birmingham

Sound % s'acon.
Mano. Part LONDON E12
Te 01.478 745

NAAM Hr- F, Visuel
BIRMINGHAM
Te 021-633 1944
G Kelon Ltd
turban.. 81RMINGHAM
Tel 021-427 3069
Jessop Photo Centres
BOURNEMOUTH
Te 0202 296021

Botanical Gardens held by the

College Camera Centre
Wa manse* LONDON F17
Te 01-527 4633

British Association of Audio

The Cassette Mme
LONDON EG2V
Tel 01.606 4102

Dealers. Announcement of
BADA awards programme will

uessop Photo Cenvxs
LONDON FC4
Te 01-626 1021

GO. Cameras.
BOURNEMOUTH
Tel 0202 529835

be made.

aessop Moto Centres
F-rrlor ',Id LONDON NW]
'
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AIWA SERIOUS ABOUT SEPARATES
40 -7
roprap14.
.•,, 41, Banks
kt
Sussex
607624
I ^ nto Centres
.2'2 293978
uessop Photo Centres
chat. BRISTOL
te 0272 742914
The Cassette Shop.
BRISTOL
Tel 0272 290900
Good Vertu derston
BRISTOL
Tel 0272 692149
Park Gamets
BURGESS HILL, Susses
Tel 04446 42602
Jessop Photo Centres
CAMBRIDGE
Tel 0223 323511
Jessop Photo Centres
CARDIFF
Tel 0222 394567
Whitte.
CHICHESTER W Susses
Tel 0243 787575
whatty1
CHICHESTER W Susses
Tel 0243 174646
Jessop Photo Centres
COVENTRY
Tel 0203 229528
Avent Vsen 8 Sound Ltd
COVENTRY W httlands
Tel 0203 5911371
Jessop Moto Centres.
CROYDON Surrey
Tel 01-686 9565
Jessop Photo Cettes
DERBY
Tel 0332 290419
Carneo Carras
DERBY
Tel 0332 371513

r..0 1102
.550P 8,30 Centres
MIDDLESBROUGH
Tel 0642 230707
1,e Ceseet Camera Co
MODLESBROUGM Ceuta.
Ter 0642 210814
..,5$0 PtOto Centres
NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE
Te 091.261 8280
Fermant Photo Ltd
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE
Te, 0632 29866
Jessop Photo Centres
NORTHAMPTON
Tel 0604 230490
uessop moto Centres
NOTTINGHAM
Tel 0602 418586
Saneo Cameras Warehouse
NOTTINGHAM
Tel 0602 413323
Jessop Photo Centres
NORWICH
Te 0603 6,7724
Jessop Moto Centres
OXFORD
Te, 0865 790086
Jessop Photo Centres
PETERBOROUGH
Tel 0733 558728
,essop Photo Cemes
PLYMOUTH
Tel 0702 672287
ummo Photo Centres
PLYMOUTH
Te 0752 669282
Jessop Photo Centres
POOLE Dorset
Tel 0202 676289
mut, Moto Centres
PORTSMOUTH
Tel 0705 822831
Pusey Cameras
PuRLEs Surrey
Tel 01-668 6363

Phototimen
DERBY
Ter 0332 293634
Jessop Photo Centres.
DONCASTER
Tel 0302 341323
SJ Clear es Co
DORKING
Tel 0306 883340
Eden Aden %Ouatons
EDENBRIDGE. Kent
Tel 0732 863725
Assoit PhOto Centres
EDINBURGH
Tel 031-229 9854
Amer Photographs
FARNHAM sue,
Tel 0252 713116724476
Jessop Photo Centres,
GLASGOW
Tel 041-248 2457
Jessop Photo Centres
GLOUCESTER
Tel 0452 300689
Cameo Cameras
GRANTIYAM, Lass
Tel 0476 73221
Greenforo Photo Centre.
GREENFORD May
Tel 01-578 0256
Motornrsh.
HALESOWEN W Melando
Te 021-585 5021
Jessop Photo Cettes
East Pesta. HANLEY
Sloke.on-Trent
Tel 0782 266621
Vro Olden PhOlOgraPnIC
HENLEY Oxon
Tel 0491 572363
fine Records.
HOVE E Susse.
Tel 0273 723345
Jessor Photo Centres
Hull
Tel 0482 226956
kessors

Photo Centres
'PSWIGH
Te , 0473 210436
k & H Russell 14,o mrnsterk
clODERAPINSTFR Worcester

n.:

r Centres

--AMES Saut

hobenson
12045
-to Cettes

..essop Photo Centres
LEICESTER
Ter 0533 55E468
Jessop Photo Centres
LEICESTER
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Launching its widest- ever selection of hi-fi separates, Aiwa now
has a complete range of full-sized
compact dise players. The 18- bit
8- times XC-005 sells for £ 280 and
is supplied with an optical digital
output. calendar display and dise
file system.
A novel feature is the ability to
scan the entire dise in just 13
seconds and locate the loudest
passage to enable record levels ro
be precisely set. With a full
remote, offering volume control
and 20-key track access. Aiwa is
hoping this weighty model will
prove a serious contender in this
competitive market. l'he XC-004
(£2-19.99) features 16- bit, 4- times
oversampling, dual D/A converters, 20 track random programme
memory with music calendar,
auto and manual programme edit.
three-way repeat, recording
calibration, optical digital output,
quick peak search and full remote
control. This unit also offers synchro recording facility when used
in conjunction with Aiwa's ADR470 cassette deck. The XC-002
(£199) is a simplified version of
the XC-004 which retains the facilities of full remote operation and
quick peak search.
Increasing its range of cassette
decks, Aiwa now claims to have
the most comprehensive selection
on the market. New additions
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SUTTON GOLDF ,ELD W landiands
Tel 021-354 4206
Jessop Photo Centres
SWANSEA
Tel 0792 456332
Assoit Photo Centres
TAUNTON Somerset
Tel 0832 272986
Parren
UlLAPOOL Ross.sme Scotland
Te , 0854 2448
PCertge
Walsall Wood WALSALL
Te , 0543 373023 373207
Phototersn
WALSALL W M oruts
Ir 0922 645837
Walton Cameras
WALTON-01 THAMES
Tel 0932 246346
„„op Photo cet es
WINCHESTER
Tel 0962 53982
James Fleure PLC
WOLVERHAMPTON
le0902 22311
-essor Photo Centres
WOLVERHAMPTON
Ter 0902 3,0758
jessop Photo Centres
WORCESTER
Tel 0905 723400
Ross Pharmacy ¡ gammes,
WROXHAM Nonne,
Tel 0978 213 1
Jessop Photo Centres
YE0101. Somerset
Tel 0935 76776
Jessop Photo Centres
YORK
Tel 0904 645126

include two single- deck machines
and a number of twin decks. pst
launched at a £ 250 price point,
the ADF800 is the company's
cheapest three- head machine and
has facilities like Dolby B/C, HXPro, user calibration and the Aiwa
patent AMTS feature which exerts
a ¡ kg force on the cassette shell
during play - acting rather like a
record clamp. Aiwa's new 2-head
models include the ADF700
which sells for £200 and includes
the latest PC-OCC head wiring
concept.
After six years absence from the
tuner market, Aiwa has announced
the availability of the XT-005 at
£130. A 24 pre-set, fully synthesized model with built-in clock to
trigger other equipment, the new
model features I.F MF FM wavebands, distant/local aerial selection, selectable narrowtwide IF
bandwidth, and the option of station name display in place of
frequency readout.
A new range of Aiwa amplifiers
includes the £ 129, 50W;ch XA005 and the more expensive XA007 model, at £ 180. with switchable m-m/m-c phono input. CD.
direct facility and 80W/ch output.
Further information is available
from: Aiwa UK I.td, Unit 5, Heathrow Summit Centre, Skyport
Drive, West Drayton, Middlesex.
Tel 01-89 - -Mo.

TELARC DIGITAL CASSETTES
'Eelarc is now making its prerecorded cassettes using a 11CW system of production in an effort to
give an extended performance while using TDK's Chrome 5.-‘
tape with playback at 120µ›.
DAAD. or ' Digital Audio Anaog
Duplication'. means a tapeless
master from which to produce the
copy cassettes and the end of
azimuth- induced master errors.
The manufacturer of DAAD. Concept Design of America. daims
that since each pass of a master
tape through aconventional )pbin
stem brings degredation, a
method capable of storing the
information digitally allows each
reproduction to be made from
what is. in effect, a fresh source.
Conifer Records who ensuibutes Telarc in the l'K says that by
improving the quality of the cassette and increasing the productivity of high speed duplication, it
can offer the cassette as a highly
il 1.1' 19949

respectable product and one
which can now compete with
compact dises.
To put this to the test we
obtained a CD and a cassette of
Erich Kunzel and the Cincinnati
Pops Orchestra's Star Tracks Il and
conducted a blind listening test.
using a Technics SL- P200 Cl)
player and aTeac V-5305 cassette
deck the majority of the audience
recognized the tape as having its
usual characteristics. However,
when we substituted a Nakamichi
CR3 3- head machine with its
selectable eq, the results were
interesting: over three-quarters of
the test panel thought the cassette
to sound more CD like, while only
a quarter recognized the cassette
from its ' tape- like' sound.
If () Mers start to use the DAAD
method there are obvious advantages for the listener and manufacturer: seem keen to see cassette
fight CD.
TB

National Trust featuring Fine
Arts Brass ( both dates), the
Northern Sinfonia (7July) and
the Palm Court Orchestra (8
July), Phone (0765)86333.
25 AUGUST- 3SEPTEMBER
1989 International Audio and
Video Fair, Berlin, W
Germany. AMK Berlin (030) 30
38-2274. Fax 30 38-2325.
27-29 AUGUST 1989 East
Coast Electronics Expo, Jacob
Kjavits Convention Centre,
New York City, USA. Contact
Larkin-Pluznick-Larkin, 100
Wells Ave, PO Box 9103,
Newton, MA 02159-9103
USA.
8-17 SEPTEMBER 1989
Montreal International Music
Festival, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada.
14-17 SEPTEMBER 1989 The
HiFi Show, sponsored by
HFN/RR. Heathrow Penta
Hotel. Trade only 14-15
September. Tel 01-686 2599.
14-18 SEPTEMBER 1989
SIM HiFi IVES audio fair,
Milan.
18-21 SEPTEMBER 1989
Media Visie, audio-visual media
trade fair. RAI International
Exhibition Centre, Amsterdam,
Holland. For information, phone
Yjjoustra on (0)20-549 12 12.
6-8 OCTOBER 1989 National
Sound& Vision Show. Last
Drop Village Inn, Bolton.
7-12 OCTOBER 1989 Korea
Electronics Show, Korea
Exhibition Centre, Seoul.
25-28 OCTOBER 1989
Broadcast 89, Frankfurt
Fairground, Frankfurt, W
Germany. For details contact
Wilhelm P Hosenseidl on (069)
7575-6452.
2-5 NOVEMBER 1989
Reproduced Sound 5. The fifth
annual weekend conference
arranged by the Institute of
Acoustics, Hydro Hotel,
Windermere. Contact Ian
Flindell on (0703)593423.
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"... adelightful blend of near-tubeysweetness and
s/s slam ..."

Hi Fi News &Record Review

"A sonic subtlety that is exceptional for the price
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"... an interesting and distinctive addition to the
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??
:VIIIENA preamplifier: £ 5!15.N1M/ MC,CD:Ilimer,Video,2 tape loops.Bypass

THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
alot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23. with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and Acc.
Ang. down to 15 Degrees or have a
"one off" special built, up to 32
elements.

mode. Matching components: POLARIS 2 x 100w power amp £ 595.
AURORA am/lin tuner: £ 595.

—
Selected Sumo Specialists:

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17 ELEMENT STEAL()
GAIN 15 9dB F to B 33 7dB L74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM. arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 136 element.
* British built and designed to withstand our weather for 5guaranteed
years.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range
of masts, brackets, rotors, cables, and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within anominal 150 mile
radius of LUTON. Full details of this service available on receipt of a
large S.A.E. which will bring you our complete "Aerial Guide" which
is much more than just alist of our products and prices, and carries
details of all our services, including MAIL ORDER and site surveys.

Kj West One, London WI

London HiFi Services

Tel: 01-486 8262

London N19 Tel: 01-263 1015

Acoustic Arts,WatIbrd, Herts

Nicholls HiFi, Lewisham SE12

Tel: 0923-33011

Tel: 01-852 5780

Sounds Exclusive, Cranleigh,

Steve Boxshall Audio

Surrey Tel: 0483-276439

Cambridge Id: 0223-68305

Loudspeaker Technology

Moorgate Acoustics, Rotherham

Stroud, Glos.Tel: 028576-561

Tel: 0709-370666

Midland HiFi Studio

Moorgate Acoustics, Sheffield

Wolverhampton Tel: 0902-771774

Tel: 0742-75(1048

(W. & J. Walker, Frodsham,
Cheshire Tel: 0928 33326

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL
RON SMITH

Acoustic Gold

AERIALS
98 ASH ROAD LUTON BEDS.
Day — Luton 36561 94 to 6.0 Eve -- Luton 29560 after 7.30 pm
Shop Hours: 9.0 to 6.0. Closed Wednesday
5Minutes from M1 Motorway. Turnoff No. 11

FOR INFORMAI ION ON IHE 11110LE 51510 11X1,, 1ST) A FULL LIST OF DEALERS,
CALL

ACOUSTIC

OIL)

01-911

1(717 ( 21

HOURS),

FAX:

. 7s.i
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veryone agrees that Britain needs a
'show' — a trade and public showcase for middle of the road audio,
video, tv and satellite that would complement the specialist hi-fi shows.
It looks as if this years ' Brown Goods'
trade show, held every Spring in a mishmash of hotels across London, will have
been the last. Trade, press and exhibitors
alike are sick to death of it.
Now the BBC is trying to plan another
Radio Show. This would double as a
Brown Goods trade show and vox pop
public show.
But only if the BBC learns from mistakes made with last year's ill-fated Earls
Court Radio Show. So far the signs are not
good. The first meeting between the BBC
and the major manufacturers was not
encouraging.
If the Radio Show is to succeed next
time, it is essential to have the story of
what went wrong last time clearly on the
record. So, lest it be forgotten, the Earls
Court Show closed in early November
with the BBC claiming 100,000 paying
customers, and the Daily Mail, which
helped sponsor the show, saying there
had been ' more than 100,000'.
Exhibitors did not believe the figure
and industry newspaper Broadcast assessed total ticket sales at less than 80,000.
PAISS Ltd ( organisers of the Ski Show)
also claimed 100,000. A BBC Radio broadcaster talked on air about over 100,000.
The Daily Mail quoted the BBC's
appointed show director Jock Gallagher
as saying the response had been 'phenomenal, much better than we dared
expect'.
But ten days after the show closed
PAISS were still unable to give an exact
figure. 'We are still computing,' said Rene
Dee, Sales Director.
JVC, who had paid £ 120,000 to launch
Super-VHS and were clearly disappointed
by what they got for their money, had not
got a firm figure either.
Inside the BBC responsibility for the
Radio Show had been split three ways;
between the BBC Radio Publicity and
Promotions Department at Broadcasting
House, BBC Enterprises in West London,
and a team at Pebble Mill under the
appointed Director for the Show, Jock
Gallagher. BBC Enterprises had contracted outside company PAISS to organise the show, thereby making responsibility a four-way split.
Even as the show ended, BBC people
were talking amongst themselves about
70,000 visitors and blaming the grossly
inadequate pre-show publicity on lack of
communication through the four-way
muddle. Everyone had thought someone
else was responsible for what others were
relying on them to do. It was only at the
last minute, when advertisements failed to
appear, that the heads of Radio realized
something was seriously wrong.
A month passed and Ihad still heard
nothing on a firm attendance figure. The
11141 NEWS & RECORD ItEVIEW
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BBC was asked by atrade magazine for an
exact figure, but could not give it. Iasked
again and again, and in mid November the
BBC gave finally me a figure — 99.337
But meanwhile, unknown to the BBC,
the Federation of British Audio had had its
Annual General Meeting. And at the AGM,
Ross Walker, Exhibition Committee
Chairman of the FBA, who had previously
rallied members in support of the Show,
had announced a figure of 65,000. This
figure had come from PAISS. It was
contested by others at the meeting who
thought it nearer 55,000.
Iasked Sandra Chalmers, head of BBC
Radio Publicity and Promotions, where
she had got her firm figure of 93,327
through the turnstile.
Chalmers confirmed that this came
from PAISS. She was unable to explain the
wide discrepancy between the two. '
Ijust
don't know how that 65,000 figure can
have come about,' says Sandra Chalmers.
After the AGM, Ross Walker told PAISS,
on behalf of the FBA, that the industry was
still interested in ashow in two years time
— but only if the organisers stop playing
ostrich. ' Ihave said that they must stop
pretending that everything was wonderful,' says Walker. 'They must acknowledge
the serious mistakes that were made, and
be prepared to take advice.'
Bob Abraham, Managing Director of
QED, was one of the few MDs who
manned astand at the show and thus saw
at first hand how many people turned up.
'Under different circumstances Iwould
have been happy with the 65,000 figure,'
says Abraham. 'What Iobject to is the way
the BBC and organisers haven't been
honest with us. We have been misled over
many things. For instance, it upsets me
now to read ( in Hi Fi Answers) that
Sandra Chalmers says the BBC didn't have
a budget for advertising, and was only
concerned with publicizing the radio
programmes. Next time round — if there is
anext time — Ishall want all promises in
writing.'
Gradually, the BBC has now begun to
own up to the fact that Earls Court had
not been quite the ' marvellous success for
everyone concerned' claimed by Jock
Gallagher. In this new spirit of honesty the
BBC talked several times about inviting
me — as someone who had been publicly
castigated by Jock Gallagher ( in HFN/RR)
for daring to warn of disaster ahead — to a
meeting to talk about the prospect of a
future show, and the points that had come
over loud and clear from the electronics
industry.
It was clear that the Brown Goods trade
is still interested in a show and still
regards the BBC as a potential partner.
But now that Photokina in Cologne is
expanding to alternate as an audio video
show with the Berlin Funkausstellung,
there is no hope of an autumn Radio Show
in Britain competing on European scale.
And the fact that Daily Mail readers
voted Terry Wogan top radio personality
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for the BBC's Radio Show Awards Ceremony, even though he had not been on
radio for four years, surely proved the
point that any future show should involve
television as well as radio — as has
happened for many years at Berlin.
Most important, if there is another
Radio Show, the organisers, both inside
and outside the BBC, will have to work
towards much closer cooperation from
the trade and specialist press. For the last
event, the trade press had their brains
picked for ideas, and were then ignored.
As Ifound, the BBC's reaction to pre-show
doubts, was to sulk and go on the attack.
Advance press publicity for the show was
so poor that many journalists heard little
or nothing in advance, and never even
went to Earl's Court.
So what happened? The mooted meeting never took place. I heard nothing
more until manufacturers started complaining that the BBC had approached
them for support for another Radio Show.
Although the BBC people present had
reluctantly agreed to include tv, the idea
of pulling in satellite and future technology, such as high definition tv, had been
sniffed at.

Bits and pieces...
Iwas in London's Charing

Cross Road
recently, looking in the window of Covent
Garden Records where there was a display of CD players.
Up sidled a young English chap who.
out of the blue, asked a question which
had obviously been keeping him awake at
nights. Iquote verbatim.
'Excuse me, do these have the 15-bit
samples in them — Ihear it's very important.'
Why he should ask me, Ican't say.
I report this brief encounter for the
benefit of all the firms making CD players
and currently waging a war of numbers
over 4, 8 or even 16- times over-sampling
frequencies and the use of dual 16- bit D-A
converters to give 18-bit resolution.
You have now so muddled the public,
fellers, that all they worry about is
whether CD players ' have 15- bit samples
in them'.417

"PLAY THEM AGAIN, sue

In all the bars and the best
clubs in the world it has to be Bose
loudspeakers. Does your home
deserve any less?
The revolutionary Bose
Acoustimass system, with speakers
smaller than abottle, will fill your
room with beautiful sound, without
compromising your living space.
The tiny cube arrays can be
positioned almost anywhere, whilst
the Acoustimass bass module can
be hidden away, under your furniture, behind curtains or in acorner,
yet still produce a crisp bass
sound that seems to come from
the cube array.

In club or concert hall you hear mostly
reflected sound.

Bose Direct/Reflecting speakers reproduce this
accurately all round.

This is only possible with Bose's
patented Acoustimass technique!
The bass sound is launched by two
air columns ( acoustic masses)
instead of by a moving surface of
a speaker.
The Acoustimass speaker system
is available in black or white, and
delivers up to 100 watts of the purest
sound you've ever heard.

Better sound through research
Bose ( UK) Limited, Trinity Trading Estate,
Sittingbourne, Kent ME10 2PD. Tel: 0795 75341.

RADIO
any radio listeners will have long
admired the work of that
extraordinary veteran of broadcasting Ray Moore, who died so tragically
in January, at the age of 47, having
developed throat cancer. It was this illness which forced him to give up his
regular job at Broadcasting House where
he hosted the Radio 2 ' porridge programme' each morning.
It was in January 1988 that he began to
write his moving life-story Tomorrow Is
Too Late — just released in paperback by
Penguin. The book is his witty, powerful,
often humorous autobiography, which
describes his childhood in Liverpool, his
early work in theatre, and his career with
the BBC: first in Manchester and latterly at
Radio 2 in London. Ile documented his
deep and passionate love for his wife
Alma, who had been a librarian in the
record library at the BBC in Manchester,
and who cared for him throughout his
illness. His long fight against cancer
inspired other sufferers to carry on,
against all odds.
Reading his book Ibegan to ask myself
why no-one really acknowledged him
while he was alive. Yes, he certainly
commanded agood daily audience and a
healthy mailbag and, yes, he was
respected by his BBC colleagues. But why
did the Industry not recognize him? It is
perhaps asad fact that it was only after his
departure from broadcasting that he
began to receive awards and accolades for
his work. As his friend and workmate
Terry Wogan said at Ray Moore's memorial service ( held at All Souls' in Langham
Place), ' lie probably wouldn't have
minded abit of praise while he wa... alive —
in fact he would probably have enjoyed it.
It certainly would not have gone to his
head — he wasn't that sort of person'.
Last month Ray posthumously won the
Radio Academy's annual award for oté
standing contribution to music radio,
known as the ' Fergie'. And now the BBC
has released an album of his favourite
music. I trust that BBC Enterprises is
contributing the profits to agood cause in
Ray's honour. Meanwhile the Ray Moore
Charitable Trust was launched at a
celebratory concert held at the end of
April at Croydon's Fairfield Hall.
What angered me more than anything
when Iread the book was the revelation
that Ray was not allowed to announce ' on
air' that he was leaving Radio 2, because it
happened earlier than he planned. Many
of his colleagues were totally unaware of
his illness — they had all seen him grow his
beard but had no idea that it was to hide
the marks of the disease. Ray had told only
his close friends and, for legal reasons, his
Network boss at Radio 2. When the day
came that he decided he must bid farewell
to his faithful listeners he contacted
Frances I.ine, the Head of Radio 2, and
explained that after the forthcoming
weekend he would not be able to continue with his programme. Despite plead1114'1 NEViti & RE( "' I)RI-MEW
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ing with her over the telephone, he was
told not to go in to present what he had
planned as his last show — but was
virtually dismissed on the spot. The BBC
would issue astatement... And so ended
the career of one of the most loved men in
broadcasting. As Ray explains in his book:
'... that was it. It was over. Not with abang
but with a whimper'.

Pirates legalized
As we reported in ' Radio' last month, the
IBA has begun to award the first of its 21
new commercial radio licences. l'he first
four new incremental community stations
include two former pirates — FTP in
Bristol and West London Radio, based in
Ilounslow — along with Sunset Radio in
Manchester, and Stirling Community
Radio in Scotland. Why these ex-pirates
should be granted permission to hit the
airwaves again is not yet clear. When the
scheme was announced, its critics said it
would be away simply to license pirates —
events seem to be proving them right.
Certainly the stations will be kept under
control now they are legal.

Music radio risk
Fresh and innovative music should be the
way forward for Britain's radio producers,
according to the Radio 3Controller. John
Drummond says there should be an end to
the current mollycoddling, and playing
only the sounds listeners know and love.
Speaking at the Radio Academy's fifth
music radio conference in London, the
Network head described himself as an
'eccentric' who liked all kinds of music,
and wanted to break up some of the élitist
mystiques which surrounded the art
today. Making his plea, Mr Drummond
said ' what we have got to have, whether it
is on Radio 1, 2 or 3, or anywhere, is a
sense of risk, imagination and a little
daring'. He told delegates that he could
recall the day when a Mahler symphony
would empty any hall in the country.
'Now the only thing Ican fill an empty
concert hall with for a broadcast is a
Mahler symphony'.
By simply continuing to allow market
forces to dictate what is broadcast, and
leaving it to consumer choice, Radio
Three would go on doing tomorrow what
it did yesterday and the day before,
delegates were told. Mr Drummond highlighted the main problem with programming classical mi.sic on radio in this
country: The majority of people don't
wish to be challenged. They don't want to
be made to listen. They want to hear, but
not to listen. What we are talking about
here is the difference between active and
passive listening, the first of which
requires time, effort and concentration'.
Classical music producers were told they
had to be willing to try new material, even
though occasionally it might mean they
fell flat on their faces, because they might
also find new audiences.
The secret of Radio Three's success was
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said to be its specialization, which meant
it had some 20 or 30 different audiences —
although it reaches asolid-core audience
across the week.

Radio awarded
BBC network, local and World Service
radio collected a total of 23 honours at
this year's Sony Radio Awards presentation. After the Grosvenor House ceremony, BBC's head of network radio David
Hatch paid tribute to the Corporation
winners, saying ' this is a terrific result
reflecting the range and quality of the
BBC's public service broadcasting'.
Radio 4 picked up 10 awards including
those for best drama production
(Cigarettes and Chocolate by Anthony
Minghella); best current affairs programme (Today) and an award for the best
response to a news event, shared with
Radio Forth, for the Lockerbie disaster.
Sue Lawley, presenter of Desert Island
Discs, was Radio Personality of the Year.
Among the independent sector awardwinners were Local Station of the Year,
Birmingham- based BRMB, and Radio 210,
which collected the best daily news programme award. The outgoing IBA DirectorGeneral, John Whitney, received aspecial
award for services to radio.
Of the awards attributed to music- based
productions, Radio One's Kershaw in
Zimbabwe was voted the best specialist
programme; while the best classical music
programme was adjudged Meridian, from
the World Service, for its Bartok Quartets.
The best technical achievement went, not
to an ocean-bound outside broadcast or
transmission from space, but to the BBC
Radio Show staged last October at Earls
Court, for its ability to bring together four
national networks, most local radio stations and the World Service.
Chairman of the awards committee,
Gillian Reynolds, said, ' radio is still avital
part of everybody's life. It's on, listened- to
and remembered. It has, of late, become
positively chic. Smart people like wireless.
Perhaps that's because it has kept its own
voice. When you listen, the experience
remains curiously personal, peculiarly
vivid'. How right she is! 11421
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HEADROOM
mused? You het I was. At least
three readers have accused me of
'imagining Jean-Pierre Farkas, suggesting that Imade up both the man and

disadvantage. And possibly suicidal.
Just looking at the Denons is enough to
make you ask: patriotism aside, why buy
British? In the best Japanese fashion, the

his tweaks because I needed something

Denon P0A-4400A monoblock amplifiers

about which to write. Okay, so Iread too
much Philip K Dick and Philip Jose
Farmer, but even that wouldn't inspire me

offer style, and finish, a far cry from the
(still ) ' garage look' of the ElK competition.
lbe initial impression is absolutely favour-

to create' ahi-fi looney living in Ilungary
who scratch- builds machined brass car-

able, with these 160W units ( at 8ohms
across the hoard ) looking like high- end kit

tridge & couplers and asks us to float our
I.Ps off the platter.
Surprise, surprise: Jean-Pierre is now in
the ' K. working here for ayear. Not only

and offering all the right facilities: input

do Ihope to see him as 111:.\''RR's guest at
The Ili - Fi Show at Heathrow in Septem-

level control for direct feed from a linelevel source, facilities for two pairs of
speakers, coaxial ( single- ended) and XI.R
(balanced ) inputs, sensible protection circuitry,

modular

construction

and

serious power supply. Indeed, a cursory

mystic with some
prove that he exists.

to

examination produced only one negative
response: the speaker terminals are those

In preparation for this event. Iwant to
make certain that some field work has
been done regarding Farkas's theories.
Reader Matthew Parris has already volunteered to report back on the Farkas Il'
raising system, hut I'd like afew hundred

pathetic screw- in jobs which only accept
bare wire ... and not a lot of it.
My first experience of these- terminals
was on the current I1arman/Kardon Citation power amplifier and they irritated me

KR

readers

1
6

a

ber. I intend to photograph this audio

then because it meant & soldering some
fine spade lugs. I've been told that the use
of these terminals has something to do
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for the amplifier. And why should the
Denons be any more noteworthy
than other amps which have driven the
Divas? Because a pair of Denon P0A4400As costs only £ 599. Including VAT.
Think about

it.

That's what

Musical

with electrical safety and how 19mm
spaced banana sockets might accidentally

Fidelity wants for a P1 - 0 ( 85Wich). it'.
£100 less than you'd have to pay for
Albarry's 48W monobkicks and it's £4
more than the I.inn LK280 ( 85W/ch).

he forced to accept a European two-pin

That's just three of the direct competitors,

mains plug or some such nonsense. Now
Denon isn't alone in using these horrible

but there are at least adozen more which

self-addressed envelope c o the III-1V RR

terminals, hut Ithink that importers could

Editorial Offices ( mark it ' Farkas Experi-

specif

is that Idon't think any of them would do
too well with a big, hungry, low impe-

ment' ) and I'll send you enough to cut up
into individual bubbles, alimg with alist of

which meets CK, rather than Japanese,

more

to

join

in on

the festivities.

As

reported in May, Farkas no longer raises
the LP off the platter with pin- points or
watch crowns hut with three ' bubbles' cut
from those sheets of plastic protective
packing material. If you don't have any of
this stuff lying around, send me astamped,

something a hit more practical

with a brief note regarding your findings.

electrical standards. Five- way binding
posts, banana- only sockets, screw terminals - anything but these stupid lugs. That

pro or con.
\Vita's so appealing about the Farkas

aside, the P0A-4400A is an ergonomic
and aesthetic success. Each block mea-

tweaks is that they cost so little. And what

instructions. All I ask is that you reply

would make the point, too. And the point

dance amp- butcher like an Apogee although Icould be wrong - and Idon't
think that any of them are the kinds of
products I'd send out into the great wide
world to fight in the battle tor foreign
sales. I'm fully prepared to acknowledge
their possible superiority over the Demons

beer- budget

sures only 310 x 192 x420mm ( whd ).
which means that it's small enough to

expenditure is that it deflects the criticism
from those who think Iwrite only about
unaffordable components. I have always

hide behind anything only a shade wider
than an LP sleeve.
Islotted these into my reference sys-

experienced real glee when I've stumbled

tem, which consists of very serious luna-

other qualities, including presentation,
perceived value, and overall confidence

across some absolute bargain which will

tic- fringe products from companies such

rating.

give music lovers a taste of the high- end

as

without requiring a mortgage increase.
Not that Denon hasn't got atine reputation. and on many levels. Moving- coil
cartridges. broadcast- quality turntables.

telling, though. is the use of Apogee Divas

Let me explain: the Denon amp - in
addition to being a real powerhouse - is

with their sub-3.5ohm impedance and a

simply a delight, but not without flaws.

tendency to make most amplifiers seem
undernourished. The Denons. against all
logic drove the Divas to sensible levels

The sound it delivers is clean, detailed,
fast and precise. The freedom from smear-

makes

ine

happy

about

Oracle

and

Audio

Research.

More

CD players and budget cassette decks:
Denon's image is an enviable one. What it
and most other Japanese companies have
not been able to do is produce an
amplifier which can overcome the

without sounding harsh or nasty; the
onset of clipping arriving at levels Iwould
not normally entertain. While not suggesting that the P0A-4400A ( or even the

xenophobia of the Western Audiophile.
With rare exceptions. the large Japanese

bigger POA-6600A) is an ideal match. I
must admit to nothing short of admiration

manufacturers do not make amplifiers
which appeal to would- he Krell Rowland
owners. ( Note: Iam not including in this
statement the specialist tweak outfits like
Stax.

Air- Tight.

Dynavector and

a few

others, who do have high- end credibility.
What Denim has done could introduce
to its Western compel itors a Japanese
tradition they've not

et sampled: hara-

kiri. Why? Because Denon's new monoblocks work so hard and sound so good.
and cost so little that even our native amp
builders will

find themselves at a real
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Audiophile (-red? The P0.1-4400A is on the right

in terms of sound- quality. reliability or
even aesthetics. But what makes the
Denon so tempting is a combination of

ing means that transients are as sharp as
they should he, while images are carved
right out of the space in front of the
listener with near- surgical accuracy. What
it lacks is a hit of warmth and weight.
Because the Denon delivers such a solid
punch, with beautifully confrolled lower
registers, the music isn't short of impact; it
simply seems drier and lighter than the
sound I've been enjoying from the vastly
more expensive ( British) valve amps.
Anyway,

what

Denon

managed

to

create was an amplifier which looks the
part, doesn't spit, or spark, gives off an
aura of permanent dependability and
comes from a company which will probably be here long after the last turntable
manufacturer has turned to CD. That's the
confidence part, a feeling that your £ 559
purchase is not a mistake. +
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Have you seen these headphones?
They're the Portalite twins.
Description
Dark, handsome and light, ranging
down to less than 2oz.
Distinguishing marks
Have Koss Portalite tattooed on them.
Wanted
By anyone requiring good sounding,
comfortable stereophones.
Please keep your ears open
for them.

IARS

The word on everyone's ears
HVV International Ltd, 3-5 Eden Grove, London, N7 SEQ. Tel: 01-607 2717

Please send nie full details of the Koss headphone range, plus the address of my nearest dealer:
Name

Address

Postcode

by
AMPLIFICATION

ION SYSTEMS LTD, 61 Mochdre Business Park, Newtown, Powys, SY16 4LE. Tel ( 0686)25266 Fax (0686) 25241

HOT ENOUGH
TO EAT
A fabulous chance to win a pair of the
amazhig Hotakes speakers from Roksan,
as we

go

totally

international

for this

exciting, easy-to-enter competition. Yes,
HFN/RR will accept entries from around the
corner and around the World as we give
away a hot dozen of this handy, highquality design.

THE PRIZE
Aptly named, the speakers are selling like
hotcakes ( a phrase which became anglicized
around 1888, although there is controversy
over the exact saying, with 'go like' and 'sell
like hot cakes' being both in common use
today).
Versatile in 'the extreme, these units are
intended to be used anywhere, and they
provide the high sound-quality associated with
the Roksan name. The unusual shape of the
infinite baffle cabinet ( made from rigid 12mm
MDF) allows the speakers to be accommodated
easily in corners, on bookshelves, or freestanding. By direct connecton to aTV set, the
Hotcalces are an easy and immediate way to
improve the sound quality from the square
screen.
Heavily used in pubs, winebars, and restaurants for high quality background music, the
model uses a single flail-range drive unit. By
eliminating the crossover, the manufacturer
says Hotcakes can be made to offer an integrity
of sound missing from most small loudspeakers.
Whether used as the main speakers of a
complete system or as extension units for
surround sound, or to allow hi-fi in another
room, the detailed sound quality has to be
heard to be believed.

You could be the proud owner of these lustrous deep gloss finish speakers in their piano
black lacquer finish, as we go fully international in accepting entries from outside the UK
for the first time.
Just answer these simple brain-teasers by putting the correct letter in each box. Please
mark your envelope `Hotcakes' and send it to: HiFi News & Record Review Editorial, Link
House, Dingwall Avenue, CROYDON, Surrey CR9 2TA to arrive by 31st July, 1989.
Photocopies of this form will be accepted, but only one entry per household will be
considered.

TOO HOT TO HANDLE

1

I. In which country did the expression 'sell

4. The company Roksan was so named

like hot cakes' originate?

after...

a) England

a) A 19th Century scientist?

b) US

b ) A successful pop record?

c) Germany

c) The first Persian King's daughter?

d ) Japan

d ) Ancient God of Light?

2. Roksan named its turntable after him, but

5. The name of the Roksan tonearm, the

who was Xerxes?

Artemiz, represents

a) King of Persia

c) God of Music

b) Hercules' adversary d) Early hi-fi pioneer
in Augean stables

a) God of Water
b)Spanish explorer
c ) Artesian Well
d) Mathematical instrument from the 15th-

3.1s the Roksan Shiraz cartridge named after
a) Rare gem stone

century.

2

3

4

5

The Rules
All entries must be on the entry form provided:
photocopies will be accepted but only one entry per
reader will be considered.
2 ) There will be no cash or other alternative to any of
the prizes offered.
•
3 ) Employees of Link House Magazines or associated
companies, or of Roksan or its agents, will not be
eligible.
4 ) All entries must be received by first post on 31st
July, 1989, when judging will be carried out. The
Editor's decision will be final and binding; no
correspondence of any kind will be entered into
regarding the competition.
5 ) The prize winners will be notified by post and the
results will be published in the October 1989 edition of
HFNIRR.•
6 ) Entry to the competition is taken to indicate
acceptance of the rules.

Name and Address

b) Egyptian pop group
c) Ancient Persian city
d) Old Mongolian City

Country

Daytime tel no
•
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AUDIO RESEARCH
atrue classic

High on any list of all-time amplifier greats is the original Audio Research 150, alegendary
device much sought after by music lovers around the globe. Designer William ZJohnson has
returned to this exceptional product for inspiration, the result being anew line of all-triode
amplifiers headed by the Classic 150. Already recognised for setting new standards in
transparency and the retrieval of inner detail, the Classic 150 lifts valve technology to ahigher
plane. To complete the range, Johnson has introduced — to come alongside the already
legendary D125 — two lower-power versions, the Classic 30 and Classic 60, for
lessdemanding applications.
Such amplification warrants anew level of preamplifier performance. To meet these needs,
Audio Research is proud to announce the SP 9and SP I4, the first beneficiary of the technology
introduced in the SP- 11 and SP- 15 — the world's reference preamplifiers.
Audio Research: the only choice for the connoisseur.

Write or phone for perceptive advice and details of nearest dealer.

AI
Absolute Sounds 318 Worple Road Wimbledon London SW20 SQL'
Tel: 94' 50-1" Telex: 894800 Absol G.
Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research,
California Audio Laboratories,
Counterpoint, DMP, Duntech, Entec, Goldmund,
Kinergetics, Koetsu, Krell, Madrigal,
Mandrake, Magneplanar, Martin Logan, Micro-Seiki,
PS Audio, Randall Research, Wilson Audio, Sonus Faber

'1 have the simplest of tastes...
Iam always satisfied with the best'

Oscar Wilde

PROFILE
A pianist who considers himself
an expert on recording
techniques ... the James Boyk
personal blend of technology and
music is probably unique

APURIST

by Michael Powell

ON RECORD
JAMES BOYK
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ames Boyk is something of a phenomenon. He is a Professor of Music
and pianist in residence at Caltech in
Los Angeles, and teaches a course called
'Science in Music'. In addition to this and
all his other tasks he is avirtuoso pianist who produces high calibre recordings of
his own recitals using equipment which
doggedly refuses to catch up with modern
trends such as transistorization or digital
sampling. The equipment he uses consists
of very high specification ribbon microphones which feed directly into the
single tube amplifier of a custom built
tape system. The results are high- polished
recordings of a quality which has
impressed the most critical listeners.
Ihave listened to three ' all- tube analog'
recordings, numbered PR- 3. PR- 4 and
PR- 5. There is no doubt that the sound
quality is delightful, completely natural
and crisp. Sonically, they compare well
with the very best solo piano recordings
in my collection: RCA's recordings of
Arthur Rubinstein's majestic Chopin per-
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Oxford Audio Consultants

tr4tc

COME AND HEAR WHAT
ALL THE FUSS IS ABOUT

KRELL KSP-713
preamplifier

I'M YOUR
SOUTHERN
KRELL MAN
BABY!

Demonstrations of this stunning new
product from KRELL bookable at
your convenience.

KRELL
PAR EXCELLENCE
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Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Place, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford ( 0865)— 790879 ( 24hr. service)

'Martins', Church Lane,
Goodworth, Clatford,
Andover, Hampshire SP11 7HL
Telephone 0264 57536
For the widest range of Absolute
Sounds imports in the UK

Write or telephone for appointments or our comprehensive
information pack

YOUR HI-FI SYSTEM SOUNDS
AS GOOD AS ITS WEAKEST
LINK
Audition the

KRELL KSP-7B

PRE-AMP TODAY
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LET US HELP YOU
PUT IT RIGHT
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41 VICTORIA ROAD, CAMBRIDGE (0223) 68305
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Td: 947 5047 Telex: 894800 Awl G.

PROFILE
formanccs, recorded in the early sixties,
and therefore also on tube based analogue
equipment.
Ido not think it is unkind, though, to Mr
Boyk to say that he is not in the same
league as Rubinstein. Whilst his virtuosity
cannot be doubted, his playing has a
slightly nervous quality. Ile is at his best in
the faster sections. His Pathétique, for
example, ( PR- 5) has some basic errors in
its opening Grave' section, but when he
moves on to the Allegro Molto part of the
first movement, he shows great panache.
l*he most satisfying performance comes in
the Stravinsky Sonata, on PR- 4, where his
slightly skittish style is well suited to the
music.
Mr Boyk obviously lends a very high
degree of dedication and perfectionism to
all his endeavours, and so it was particularly interesting to be able to discuss a
wide range of topics with him.
We started by discussing the difference
between the US and the UK markets in
general.
have a theory that in the UK
there is a completely different relationship between consumer and product
from that in the US. Your culture expects
the customer to be worthy of aproduct.
In the US the product must be worthy of
the customer. You put up with inferior or
quirky products as a result.
'I run an MGB, which is grossly undercooled — and that is the opinion of very
expert engineers. British Leyland never
attempted to fix that problem, or to
increase the power output — which was
mediocre at first and atrocious when
emission controls were implemented. In
Britain you accept this; we would not in
an American car. Ilowever, in the US we
enjoy this eccentricity. Incidentally by
way of a complete contrast to both
cultures, the Japanese hate old things.
They have no feeling at all for old "culture". This can cause them problems,
since everything good must be new. They
sometimes overdevelop products because
of this.'
Icommented that it is unusual to find a
musician who is also expert on recording
techniques.
'Why should it be? My background is
technical. My father was atechnician. This
means that Iview music with far more
technical concern than many performers.
When Iam preparing for aconcert, Icare
about the condition of the piano, and the
acoustics of the hall. Although Iam not a
qualified piano technician, Iknow enough
to be able to direct one to adjust the
instrument as Ineed. My responsibility is
not — as with many performers — just for
the part Iplay, but also for the quality of
sound which reaches the listener. Many
performers merely set out to do their part
of the job and ignore other details, or
expect others to cope with them. 1am not
merely a concert giver, Iam a concert
producer. My approach to recordings is
just a logical extension of the same
thinking.'
Iasked whether music is enhanced or
diminished by hi-fi.
'Nothing recorded can match a live
111-11 \ MS& RECORD itEVIF:V..
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performance, however sound it may be
technically. The first big degradation in
sonic quality occurs in the feed from the
microphone to the studio. There are then
further similar but progressive degradations in taking the sound to the recording
medium. These are not so severe as the
first. The most faithful reproduction
occurs with direct transfer to disk —
although this is considered by many to be
an outdated recording method. Most
audiophiles are techno-frcaks who enjoy
having the most " modern" equipment,
which means digital.'
I asked whether, despite these problems, more of the beauty of the music can
be preserved by good recording.
'Absolutely. My own recordings show
that. However, you must have suitable
playback systems. Most hi-fi systems are
nonsense. The average enthusiast concentrates " unbalanced attention" on his system. For instance, often you will hear
ecstatic praise of, say, apre-amp, but then
find that the rest of the system does not
even begin to match up. Even when good
individual components are used, they arc
often incompetently co-ordinated, and do
not work properly together.
'We run aconsulting arm (Sound Decision Services) in the USA which provides
a complete selection service for hi- ti
systems. Two-thirds of our time is spent
ensuring that all parts of a system will
work together. Manufacturers often don't
tell you all you need to know, to be able
to match systems. For instance, what are
the actual impedance minima and maxima
for aspeaker, or what is the phase shift of
a cartridge? This information can often
only be got directly from the manufacturer, if at all. Good speakers like, for
instance, the Spendor LS3, are so insensitive to set up that they cannot be driven
by most amplifiers.
'As a matter of interest, at Caltech we
have asystem consisting of 5pairs of drive
units, including British Hartley drivers,
within 105 cubic foot enclosures — sand
filled — designed by some of my students.

/lead- him kof the totallv-reworked Ampex

le:

Rear view shows that much has been replaced or removed

. . front panel reflects simplified approach?

re"

They are so heavy that they need to be
located on the ground floor to eliminate a
sonic equivalent of the "China Syndrome".
They will run down to 3 Hz: we're
contemplating testing the seismographical output by broadcasting Morse
code at 5 Ilz, in case they interfere with
Caltech's Seismometers!
'I believe that I may be the only
Special umbilical connector
completely independent consultant in the
US Market who will do such things as
measuring the dispersion characteristics
of aspeaker with respect to the room in
which it will be used. For example, one of
my clients has aroom 20 feet by 20 feet.
'Ibis shape of room can only be adequately served by using abipolar speaker
system. I make my bucks on time, not
equipment. It's far tougher that way than
selling equipment, but 1do a complete
job. It all started ten years ago when I
wrote some articles on matching equipment. Imade acomparison of 25 stores to
see what they came up with, and was not
Separate power supplybox. Every improvement to the
impressed by the results. For eight articles
Ampex brought lower noise
29
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studio 1
The Studio 1speaker is an unprecedented addition to the range of
TDL transmission-line speakers, easily accommodated within the domestic
environment. The TDL Studio 1is asmaller, more affordable speaker that
occupies no more floor space than aconventional speaker placed on astand;
yet its bass performance extends through the bottom octaves with the ease and
authority for which the transmission-line is renowned. Similarly, the treble
employs the same metal dome tweeter technology as in the professional
TDL Reference Standard transmission-line speaker. Providing an aural illusion
of afar larger sound source, the TDL Studio 1places within reach,
an authentic transmission-line speaker.

TDL
ELECTRONICS

transmission line speakers

Transducer Developments Limited
PO Box 98 High Wycombe Bucks HP13 6LN England

Tel: ( 0494) 441191

652 Glenbrook Road Stamford Connecticut CT 06906 USA

,

e,

Fax ( 0494) 461803

Tel: ( 203) 324 7269

Fax: ( 203) 324 7027

1
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AUSTRALIA
International Dynamics Pty. Ltd
Melbourne
Tel: 429 1944
BELGIUM
One Tronix, Waasmunstex
Tel: 091 48 9539
CANADA
T C Electronics, Montreal
Tel: 683 7161
CANARY ISLANDS
Audio — Studio, Las Palmas
Tel: 370508
CYPRUS
Geocal Electronics Co. Ltd., Nicosia
Tel: 457851
DENMARK
Audio Sound, Nakskov
Tel: 03 92 6205
EIRE
Ceol Products, Dublin
Tel: 01 961 358/975 984

Ispent adisproportionate amount of time
on research, hut got alot of very interesting — maybe unique data.'
Ithen asked about the Science in Music
course at CaItech.
'The course is classified as amixture of
electrical engineering and music. Iteach
the students " analytic listening". This aims
to open their ears and to get a common
vocabulary for listening. I believe that
comparisons focus perception, so we go
about this by comparing many sound
sources and then describing what we
hear. For example, we analyse the sound
of a piano, describing the image of the
different notes, the nature of the attack
and the intrinsic harmonic structure. We
start off using a live instrument. We
discuss where the sound of the different
notes actually originates. Then we focus
our perception by assessing the differences.
'We analyse various instrumental
sounds in the same way. Then we analyse
the sonic characters of different types of
microphone. The BBC Coles ribbon mikes
are the hest in the world, hut nothing can
come close to the real live sound.

GERMANY
A & 0 Electronics, Stamberg
Tel: 08151/14321
GREECE
Kriton Ltd., Athens
Tel: 806 4802
HONG KONG
Audio Supplies Ltd.
Tel: 5213433

'After this, the students do projects of
their own choosing. For example, one
chose to design a mike stand, for ribbon
microphones. The current head engineer
at Krell was on this course, and others
have gone on to run other companies, in
many different fields. We are having talks
at present with JBL about farming-out
students to them. Iguess it takes aweird
sort of person like me to teach this sort of
course. My students are top flight, and
have enough technical knowledge to support me.
'Of course, there are no really objective
technical measurements to correlate with

ITALY
Audio Reference SRL, Milan
Tel: 79 8035
JAPAN
Noah Corporation, Tokyo
Tel: 833 1721
KOREA
Korean Electronics Ind. Inc., Seoul
Tel: 306 2688/9
NETIIERLANDS
Sound Guided, GA Eindhoven
Tel: 550 696
NORWAY
T.AA IMPORTS A/S, Oslo
Tel: 41 1984

perception; they are badly needed, and I
would dearly love to see them. If anybody
tells you there are, ask for test results
which can accurately and repeatedly provide correct objective rankings in comparison with subjective opinions — they
do not exist.

SINGAPORE
Flair System and Supplier
Tel: 3457351

sœrm AFRICA
HiFi Installations, Pretoria
Tel: 21 9456
SPAIN
Berson Import S.A., Barcelona
Tel: 321 7100

'By the way, do you know The Red Rook
— the Radio Designer's Handbook? Look
at the appendix, Chapter 7, section 7,
which talks about the distorting effects of
negative feedback in amplifiers. Designs
using feedback will certainly have aliability for increased total harmonic distortion. Incidentally that book is a masterpiece of how design can aid clarity, so
much is packed on each page, yet it's so

TAIWAN
Taiwan Audio Trading Co. Ltd.
Taichung
Tel: 2237 609-11
U.K.
TDL Electronics, high Wycombe
Tel: (0494) 441191
U.S.A.
TDL Electronics
Stamford, Connecticut
Tel: 203 324 7269

readable. Langford Smith must have been
a genius.'
Mr Boyk has been quoted as saying that
tubes are much better than transistors. I
asked why.

TDL
ELECTRONICS

'I have heard solid-state power amps
which were every hit as good as any tube
amp. However, I've not found a pre- amp
or line amp to match the best tube
systems. Ihase this on listening experience alone, hut I've lots of individual
opinions from my students to back this
up.
'If you ask why, Iguess the reason is
that, as adevice, the tube is more linear.

II NMS & RECORD REVIEW
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Also, as you know, the associated circuitry
is simpler. You do not need the masses of
biasing components needed in transistorized circuits. More components mean
more room for error. Ifeel strongly that
the early solid-state amplifiers were very
badly designed. Their introduction in
studios messed up recording resolution
and brought about the end of the golden
age of recording. This prepared the way
for and, in many ways masked, the further
degradation which comes with digital
techniqües.
"Fake, for example, some of the excellent original recordings from 1958-1965 —
not re- issues but originals, with all the
scratches and surface noise — and compare them with amodern recording of the
same piece from the same manufacturer.
This will take you, in one stride, from the
all tubé analogue recordings to modern
digital. The high quality and fidelity is very
noticeable. Compare, for instance. Kertesz's recording of the Dvorak Symphony
4on vinyl with the modern digital equivalent from the same studio.
'I'd love to be able to record digitally, it
would be far less trouble, but it's not on.
Some manufacturers have already found
that they can get better sound going back
to analogue recording techniques to produce digital end- products. I've been wanting to see agroup set up to decide where
we will go with recording in the 1990's.
'Your own BBC is the World leader in
recording technology — and their labs are
being closed down by cuts. That is a
crime, because you'll never be able to
assemble all that experience in one place
again. Anybody in this business who does
not subscribe to their technical papers
should do so immediately. They have said
that digital systems will only be viable for
real quality recordings using a 22-bit
sample, at aminimum sampling frequency
of 100 kl lz. If you ask amanufacturer like
Sony when you can expect to see such a
system on the market, they just fall about
laughing.'
Iasked what message Boyk would like
to send out to hi-fi enthusiasts.
'I've given loads of interviews, and
never been asked that before. Iguess that
the first thing I'd say is that, if you want to
learn something about hi-fi you should get
involved in recording. Use a decent cassette deck and mike. The stumbling block
is usually the pre- amp. If you can get hold
of an old Advent system, with Bang and
Olufsen mikes, that's the best. Remember
that the feed is the main place where
degradation occurs.
'If you want to evaluate equipment you
must use an unimpeachable source. Of
course, these things just don't exist. The
nearest you can get is a direct feed —
which is usually impracticable.
'Thirdly, and Isuppose this is the most
important message of all, start going to
live music to see how the real thing ought
to sound. Better yet, get into achorus and
start singing. Make music and you will
become aware of the harmonic and rhythmic basis which you are trying to
enjoy.' -IL
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The concept of hi-fi in every room
has been accepted in America for
more than ten years, while in
conservative Britain the idea is
still treated with sceptiscism.
However Meridian may be the
leader of ahi-fi revolution

MULTIPLE
CHOICE
by Trevor Ruder

B

ritish hi-fi has always had a reputation for being able to reproduce
excellent sound quality despite its
staid execution. The last decade has seen
the product become a desirable acquisition rather than something found exclusively in the hobbyist sector. The first
British manufacturer to combine excellence in audio performance with peerless
aesthetics and user appeal was Cambridgeshire-based Boothroyd Stuart, part
of the AGI group.
Since 1977 Allen Boothroyd and Bob
Stuart have been dreaming up the Meridian range of products by blending
Stuart's visionary approach with Boothroyd's unerring eye for style.
Meridian's goal is to create a path to
hi-fi bliss which is not strewn with obstacles. The equipment is there to produce
sounds for enjoyment, any hassles will
inevitably quell the ultimate pleasure. The
dealers who install the system are
appointed after close scrutiny and are, by
the nature of the product, specialists.
Ilence they install rather than ' bung- in'.
Full training is given to the engineers who
must prove their competence before
being let loose to drill holes in people's
homes. There is considerable skill
required in finding the best system to
meet the needs of each location.
To define the requirements of any
project, the number of rooms to be
equipped must be carefully considered,
while the size and layout of the rooms will
aid speaker selection. The basic idea is
that the sources are connected to the
pre- amplifier which acts as acontrol. The
pre- amp sends signals to the amplifier
which drives the loudspeakers ... sounds
%
.
(ry simple and, in theory, it is. But alarge
house can mean a complex string of
wiring and control connections, especially when hi-fi is required in six rooms.
This is what Idiscovered when on a
cold, damp March day Itravelled into the
deepest countryside on the Kent/Sussex
border to investigate the very latest multiroom installation to be undertaken by
Boothroyd Stuart's own skilled technicians: this was a special project and the
house was more than a simple one-up.
one-down affair.
The heart of this audio system was
situated in the main living area and
comprised a207 PR() CD player, 204 FM
tuner- timer, 201 remote control pre- amp,
and Denon turntable with a pair of 205
power amps running apair of KEF C75s —
all sited in an audio/visual cabinet with TV
and VCR. The drawing room had its own
32

1. Dining Room showing the 1)600s with analogue and
digital feeds and the control cable — this is certainly not a
'wireless' installation

Mare wires . . . 222 system control box and 223 power
supply unit capable of powering up to 10 rooms shown
during installation

4

kik \\\\\\\\\\\\%
2. Nerve centre of the operation: source components and
201 remote pre-amp combined with TV and VCR using
C75 speakers alongside

5. Kef 107s either side of the fireplace with wall-mounted
221 control sensor (right)

3. Splash-proof 220 wall panel and concealed KEF C200
speakers, both able to withstand the humidity of the
bathroom

6. Sub woofers used with the KE CMOs and hidden
amplifiers in the bedroom with provision for TV/video
sound through wall-mounted controller
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207 PRO CD player to allow for an
individual selection of CD-sourced material with full access to the other source
components through ahand-held remote
activating a wall-mounted sensor to the
right of the fireplace. Here apair of KEF
107s have been employed with their own
power amplification in the form of
another pair of 205s.
The oak-beamed dining room has apair
of the new Meridian 600 digital input
speakers with built-in power amplification. ( See Martin Colloms' review last
month.) Again, there is afull remote and
access to all the sources including the two
CD players, System 1, and System 2. The
digital speakers necessitate extra cabling.
Apart from the signal cable and standard
analogue interface, provision is included
to bring digits to the speaker on coax.
The cables Meridian uses are all custom
made to its specifications ( both command
and audio types) although the termination
and measuring is done on site. The command flex carries not only the signalling
between products but also a voltage for
use with a powered sensor: one which
shows its status on alimited display. The
audio cable has four cores: not quadrophonic, but with the twisted pairs
individually foil screened, allowing systems to be carried to each area to give the
ultimate listening choice. With its own
cables, Meridian makes life easy for the
installer by colour coding internally and
printing the information on the circuit
board to allow uniformity no matter
where the system is located.
There are two types of system, referred
to as naïve and smart ( or intelligent)
installations. The basic, with very limited
control and a single audio chain, will
consist of 209 controller and a 201
remote pre-amp with a212 model sensor.
What Ihad been invited to witness was
definitely in the second category which
meant that other components had to be
added to handle the sophisticated signalling and distribution network.
The hub of the installation turned out

to be a223 power supply box — amass of
wires, as Isaw during installation. Phono
connectors on one side are connected to
the source components while hard-wired
to the other side is the four-core audio
cable and a coaxial cable for the digital
audio or FM/TV feeder. This box powers
the sensors and allows connection to the
system.
In the listening rooms a 222 junction
box is connected to the incoming highquality line-feed and then provides output
for whatever amplification is required —
active Diamonds or even Krell and apair
of Apogees. The level of control sophistication for each area is also optional: a
212 infra-red remote receiver, a 213
receiver with alimited display panel, or a
top-of-the-range 221 which allows selection by remote handset or by press-button
at the wall to determine the source,
volume, tuner channel, etc. The display
shows which system is in use, the source,
volume level, CD track number or duration, and tuner frequency or pre-set number. Hence it is possil;ele, at this level, to
program the CD or switch between any of
the tuner's 18 pre-sets.
Kitchens are often catered for by a
simple set-up, with just a sensor to turn
the unit on or off to give sound at a set
level with modest amplification and small
speakers ( Isaw Cl5s used to good effect ).
The bathroom, however, requires special
attention. A 220 wall switch is a lowprofile design which is splash proof and
enclosed in an hermetically sealed plastic
moulded case making it ideal for damp
environments, although it provides only
limited signalling. The speakers chosen
were the KEF C200s which are capable of
handling high levels of humidity and were
recessed into the ceiling to save space. To
provide some extra bass in the adjoining
master bedroom, the C200s were
deployed with sub-woofers either side of
the bed and implanted into the wall along
with concealed amplifiers.
But how much would even the most
basic system cost? It all looked very

expensive. A question Iput to Boothroyd
Stuart's sales chief Steve Hopkins. 'A System 2controller hoard for anaïve system
which plugs in to the 201 remote pre-amp
costs £ 125, the wall sensor is £70 while
the wiring and installation cost is difficult
to estimate without seeing each venue.
Depending where the job is, you can
expect to pay between £ 15 and £ 30 per
hour for an engineer.'
What type of person is the multi- room
concept appealing to, I wondered. ' It
doesn't seem to be the normal hi- ti buff,'
explained Steve. ' Some people would
spend £ 20,000 on one room but we are
catering for those who would be prepared
to spend asimilar sum for sound all over
the house rather than have arack system
in one room, atransistor radio in another,
a bedside clock/radio and so on. We are
now studying architect's plans for a new
home where our M30 speakers are
required in seven rooms. We are quoting
here for someone who would not have
gone into exotic high- end equipment — so
I think that the applications for multiroom are widespread.' If Iwanted to avoid
the expense, could Ihuy the parts and
bash afew nails in the skirting board one
weekend? ' No', came the reply. ' That's not
what we envisage, because while we can
understand someone wanting to run an
audio cable and asensor, the question we
have to ask is who will give advice on the
installation and provide any back-up and
service at a later date?'
In this day and age of digital transmission lines, why did you go to the trouble
and expense of having your own multicore cable rather than just multiplex
everything on asingle optical lead? While
that way out is all very well, the problem
at the moment is that although fibre optics
are interesting, the technology is far too
expensive and we do have to provide the
system at an affordable price. At the
moment we have digital feeds to the 1)600
speaker. Isee no reason why one day we
will not be using a digital pre- amp and
controller.'
Multi- room is now a viable concept
from Meridian but what are the benefits?
Steve Hopkins again. Tor many people, as
we have seen in this house, it is a very
convenient system: accessible in bed
(with TV sound ) and, since the lady of the
house spends much of her time in the
kitchen, she finds the music relaxing. It is
also very handy to be able to keep abreast
of the latest news and travel intbrmation
in the morning whilst having ashower as
well as providing the more conventional
concept of hi-fi in the living room. The
timer can he put to good use allowing the
tuner or system to come on at, a chosen
moment to act as an alarm.'
Meridian sees the concept of multi.
room installation as a vehicle to sell its
products which, through their nature and
styling, appeal to the design-conscious.
Steve Hopkins also feels that it is the way
the industry will be heading. -,
/
L
Supplier: Boothroyd Stuart Ltd, 13 Clifton Road,
Huntingdon, Cambridge PE18 7E7 Tel: ( 0480) 52144

Plan of the complex six room installation
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THE ART OF
LISTENING
The most significant loudspeaker
development must surely be the
new Apogee Duetta Signature. We
are all Apogee enthusiasts here
but the improvement in sound
quality with this model has amazed
us. Atrue ' state of the art' product.
Lower down the price range we
must mention the new
Magneplanar 1.4 which is ahuge
improvement in standards but
amazingly costs no more than its
predecessor at £ 1098. The PS.
Audio 4.6 with anew power supply
is also abig improvement and at
under a £ 1000 is probably the
best pre-amp around at the price.

At Acoustic Arts standards
continue to improve and it gives us
great pleasure to announce that
our premises have been
redeveloped to offer you, our
customer, the finest demonstration
facilities we know of. Two new
studios have been added to cope
with the increase in our business
one of which has been specially
tailored to resemble the structure
of atypical domestic living room.
We feel strongly that we should
recommence our own activities as
the performance of new equipment
has astonishingly continued to rise
and our standards must rise with
them.

Friendly staff in a friendly atmosphere

The landmarks this past year must
surely be the new Krell range. The
KSP-7B pre-amp and KSA-80, 200
and 160 power amps set new
standards in being able to combine
'state of the art' sound quality with
massive power delivery. Just put
one of these amplifiers into your
system and we guarantee it will
transform it.

Come and hear these and many
other fine new products at our new
showroom. You owe it to yourself to
discover why people continue to
visit us from all over the country in
ever increasing numbers.

New Demonstration Room

Acoustic Arts Limited, 101 St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts.
Telephone: Watford 245250
Open Monday- Saturday 9.30-5.30 p.m.
We cater for export orders.

Among the equipment we stock
and love:
A & R, ATC, Acoustic Energy, Air
Tangent, Alexander, Alphason,
Apogee, Aragon, Audiolab, Beard,
Bryston, Castle, Celestion,
Counterpoint, Crystal, Deltec,
Denon, Dual, Ensemble, Gale,
Goldmund, Heybrook, Incatech,
Jadis, Koetsu, Krell, Linx,
Magneplanar, Manticore, Marantz,
Meridian, Micromega, Monitor
Audio, Musical Fidelity, OreII, Pink
Triangle, PS Audio, Quad,
Quicksilver, Radford, Revolver,
Revox, Robertson, Rogers, Roksan,
Rotel, SD Acoustic, SME, Sonus
Fabus, Spendor, Stax, Sumo,
Systemdek, Source, TDL, Tannoy,
Thorens, VDH, WTA, Wharfedale,
Yamaha.

FEATURE REVIEW

AMERICA
STRIKES BACK

A

tfirst glance this modest looking
pre- amp was confused momentarily with the long-awaited PAM"
at apromised £ 1900. However, what had
arrived was a KSP- -1 B at £ 2600 - which
delivered an unexpected knockout
punch.
Compatible with a wide range of products, the

-11

Not quite the model we were
expecting to come from Krell, the
new KS-P7B pre-amplifier turned
out to be amore than pleasant
surprise

can he considered universal

in application. It contains a high- quality,
balanced- output line amplifier as well as a
versatile R1AA phono equalizer, the latter

balanced- input power amplifiers.

Sound quality
We tried the KSP- -1) in several system
arrangements,
amped SI.700s,
sourced by an
fitted with the

the first comprising bidriven by two ME P1405
Alphason Sonata DRUMS,
very capable van den Hul

MC2. This high-output moving- coil is fast
proving to be the best of its kind, and will

by Martin Colloms

he reviewed soon with the Sigma Genesis
2000. A refurbished CDI provided the CD
playback, and reference pre- amplifiers

with an internal switch to cater for either
moving- magnet or moving- coil cartridges.

mute position plus phono, tuner, CD, and

A wide setting range of ten input loading
steps is provided from 4k- ohms down to

aux/line. The next selector is a conventional tape monitor with record and

5ohms, while an option is available which

playback/aux,

alters the gain by a factor of two ( 6d13).

chrome levers are responsible for line

pT-i-Koetsu

Finished mainly in the current Krell

gain and absolute-phase inversion, the
remaining controls comprising balance
(in eight switched positions) and volume.

plus a pair of hi-amped Apogee Duetta
Signatures driven by a brace of KSA 80s.

shade of dark silver-grey - an anodised
treatment for the thick aluminium components of the front panel and the controls the pre- amp's other case-work is executed
in satin- black enamel. The controls are
rather shallow and 1tended to scrape my
fingers on the facia, although this aspect
and the ultra- bright LED indicator are to
be amended in later production.
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The front panel selector switch has a

two

connections.

Two

All inputs and outputs are via top-quality
gold plated phono sockets, while interconnection characteristics include an output impedance capable of driving virtually
any cable or power amplifier. Also, the
true symmetrical output allows for optimum connection of the pre- amplifier to

included MF MVX, PT PIP, ARC SP9. and
Goldmund Mimesis 2. Later, the pre-amp
found its natural home in our second
system, comprising a Goldmund StudioRed Signature disc source,

What D'Agostino has achieved with the
KSA80 power amp and its brethren has
also been attained with this pre- amplifier.
Occasionally one comes across products
which are so good that they change One's
view of what is possible in ternis of the
reproduction of music. Strange as it may
seem, and at arelatively modest price, the
35

new Krell does just that.
Although the overall sound is very
good, the bass is the area where new
ground is opened up. Iam using the word
'bass' in its broadest sense, encompassing
sub- woofer extension, fundamental bass
notes, the upper kick' range including
plucked double- bass, then on to the harmonic region supplied by the cellos,
whose higher frequencies help to construct the edges of low transients. All this
range is magic with the new Krell after
long experience with many other reference pre- amp designs. Perhaps it is best to
begin with the
B's ability to deliver
substantially more pace and drive in what
is usually referred to as the rhythm
section of aband. This was not achieved
in the apparent manner of some products,
namely at the expense of I.F extension, a
trick which does have the psychoacoustic
effect of speeding up bass transients. In
fact, this Krell pre- amp provides more LE
weight than the competition. Like the
Duetta Signature. the bass sounds utterly
coherent, with all the frequencies of a
bass sound appearing in step or in phase.
This is aspeculative justification for abass
quality which sounds more dynamic and
natural.
Allied to this sense of drive was the
realization that the preamplifier was providing far more detail in the low-end, and
consistently gave rewarding insights into
the lower frequency ranges of many
recordings. Muddy, ill-defined bass was
not transformed, but the Krell's ability to
unravel complex bass textures was
remarkable. The unacceptable becomes
acceptable, the average becomes interesting, while the good becomes exceptional.
So strong was the LE performance that it
could be easily heard through asystem of
less than perfect dynamic bass quality as
regards both the power amplifiers and
speakers. Moreover, this quality was maintained for both line and analogue disc
inputs. Very good line stages are rarely
supported by equally good disc eq.
I
lard to convey in words, the mid- range
sounded darkened like a clear evening
landscape just before a heavy summer
storm. Thinking in terms of something
interposed between sound and listener,
the terms veiled or smoked are
inappropriate — a light sepia tint is the
nearest Ican get for this metaphor. In the
treble there was no doubt concerning the
fine focal precision, the high transient
accuracy, or the excellent resolution. Yet
there is something else — aslight lack of
air and sparkle plus amild 'glaze', categorized as atreble coloration of low degrees
— neither the 'glaze' not the ' darkening'
barriers to musical satisfaction.
Like the KSA 80 and its relatives, there
was a certain dryness about the sound
which some would call sterility. Others
might regard this as a positive aspect.
Where valve- tubed excellence was
available for comparison, the KSP-711 was
unmistakably solid-state, and yet aspects
which have made some solid-state designs
recognizably fatiguing — mid- range glaze
or hardness. etc — are reduced here to
36

very low proportions. Interest is sustained
by the high level of musical detail constantly retrieved, as well as the satisfying
ambience and depth within the soundstage which accompanies that detail. Its
resolving power was constant whether
the music was simple or complex; layer
upon layer of sonic texture was retrieved
with seeming effortlessness.
As auditioning proceeded, we became
aware of another area of quality, KSP-7B's
ability to retain dynamic life in the bass
also pervading the whole performance.
Many systems only come to life when they
are driven hard, yet at modest volumes
this Krell remained involving, bringing
out more low-level detail and dynamic
contrast than usual.
When testing the big Krell power
amplifiers Iobserved for the first time,
using my Dumas, that the left- and
right-hand sections of a piano keyboard
were accorded equal weight and expression rather than the usual right-hand
upper- frequency dominance. The -7B
could also similarly balance the range.
Can a designer really fine-tune the midrange balance to such adegree, or is it a
function of the similar components and
circuitry used in these new Krell models?
Although I am occasionally criticized
for it, Iwill continue to give sonic ratings
based on my extensive auditioning of a
wide range of amplifiers. Scoring similarly
to the new KSA200 at 82%, this was the
most musically involving pre- amp Ihave
yet had the pleasure to audition, and rates
a massive 15% points above the average
set by the best of the competition.
Over a period of days, the freshly
manufactured and auditioned pre- amp
'burnt in' to some degree, with a noticeable dimunition of that mild darkening
and treble glaze mentioned earlier; so,
once familiar with the sound, some
further tests were made. hitherto, on
grounds of logic and system- matching the
line amplifier had been set to low gain'.
Also, when experimenting with CD
sources these had naturally been applied
to the marked CD input. Nevertheless,
given the high standard achieved, it was
surprising to discover that significant
changes ( in my view improvements)
occurred with further experimentation in
such matters. Taking the hi- lo switch first,
the higher sensitivity mode sounded even
better than the low setting. The sound
opened up, sounding freer and showing
more air and sparkle. Treble definition
was improved, while alarge proportion of
the darkness and glaze was stripped away.
Straining one's ears still further, it
proved possible to hear differences
between the CD and auxiliary line inputs,
and of the two, we preferred ' aux'. The
seemingly impossible feat of improved
bass and greater atmosphere and ambience were noted. In consideration of
input signal paths within the unit, a final
try was made via the tape monitor input. A
smaller improvement was noted over the
'aux' input, hut one very much along the
same lines as that resulting from changing
from ' CD' to ' Aux'. Different paths on the

circuit board possibly provide some
explanation, while the tape monitor path
does represent the shortest route into the
line amplifier. In numeric terms. Iwould
has-eto gisethe pre- amplifier another 3%
via the disc input with the line gain set
high. and another 6% for the line input
under the same gain condition when
driving via the tape monitor input.
With balanced- input power amplifier
models and optimum interconnects, use
of the KSP-7B's balanced-output mode
was preferred, despite previous trials I
have undertaken using the ARC SPI I II
which did not show much preference for
balanced or unbalanced connection when
a free choice was available.

Design and technology
Built in a heavy-gauge steel case with a
thick aluminium front panel, the structure
is non- resonant and is well shielded magnetically. However, care should still be
taken with its location relative to adjacent
transformers, and the like, if the best hum
levels are to be obtained with analogue
disc inputs. The circuitry is fully up-todate, but the following is largely aversion
of data supplied by Krell.
It should be noted that the pre-amp is
DC-coupled throughout, Krell stating that
there are no capacitors in the signal path,
and perhaps this goes some way towards
explaining the amazing bass performance.
To maintain DC stability, discrete servoamplifiers are used, based on acompound
bi-polar differential circuit using a complementary FET input. From the circuitry
it is clear that Krell's objective is to
produce active stages with the classic
properties of very high bandwidth and
low phase-shift ( from E)C to well beyond
audibility), high dynamic range and output current capability, symmetrical operation and, finally, high input impedance,
imposing very little non-linear loading on
earlier stages.
A generic circuit has been devised
which first saw application in the Krell
Reference Series, then in the new KSA',
`KMA' power amplifiers and now in this
new pre-amp. It is characterized by meticulous attention to detailed operation at
every point. The m-c front-end employs
two complementary JFET pairs biased for
optimum noise and linearity, while the
R1AA compensation comprises high-gain
active filters equalized to within ± 0.1dB
by using 1% polypropylene capacitors
and metal- film resistors.
I.ine-stage gain is adjusted by changing
the shunt feedback loop, and provides a
reduction of fidB if required over the
standard I2dB gain. Thus the maximum
available gain, from m- c input to lineoutput is 80dB, enough for all sensible
cartridges. Examining the signal tracking,
there are some extended paths, slightly
different for various inputs. 'Ibis, plus the
simpler path taken via the tape monitor
input, helps to explain the minor differences heard via the various named ' line'
inputs.
Multiple, discrete low- noise regulators
serve major stages, internally wired as
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double- mono. A three-wire connection
links the pre- amplifier to the remote
power- supply, which includes two
toroidal transformers, a generous reservoir capacity, plus cascaded primary regulation per line. The KSP-7B appears to
define its single central mono ground as
the rear-panel buss formed by the input
connector strip. Aside from a minor subassembly for the two front-panel lever
switches, the whole pre- amp is built on a
well laid-out, double- sided PCB. Topgrade components are employed, including along- life tapped potentiometer of the
wirewound variety for level control,
though of rather low 10k-ohm impedance.
The unit is built to a standard typical of
designs in the £4000-£8000 range, and
should have a long life.

Test results
On test, this pre- amplifier brought back
memories of the MF MVX, since both
these designs demonstrate rather low
line- input impedances, low enough to
mildly prejudice some sources, including
the internal disc amplifier ( the MVX now
has anormal impedance). Indeed, the disc
amplifier's distortion level was significantly worsened when the line-stage was
engaged ( measured via tape monitor,
comparing ' tape' to ' select'). Typically
10k, the line- input impedance value could
reach 8.3k-ohms, rated just satisfactory,
while the input capacitance varied over
the range 350-850pF! Altering the balance
switch also varies the input impedance,
up to a maximum of 15k-ohms. Iwould
like to have seen a higher impedance,
better than 25k and with negligible variation. However, with a600ohm generator
the response was perfectly flat from below
5Hz to 20kHz, falling to — 2dB at 100kHz.
The pre-amp's maximum output was
7.5Vrms from an unflappably low 12ohm
source resistance, enough for any demand
and capable of driving headphones via a
suitable cable. At the other extreme,
analogue disc input matching was up to
specification, from 47k- ohms down to
5ohms in the following steps: 1k-ohm,
800, 470, 250, 100, 47, 25, 10 and 5ohms.
Sensible input capacitance were measured: 273pF via m- m, 2000pF via m-c.
CCIR weighted ( IkHz reference), the
signal-to-noise ratio was fine at 88dB for
0.5V out, while stereo separation was in
the 80dB range at mid and low frequencies, falling to 50dB by 20kHz. Balance
was excellent, while volume control
tracking was very good. DC-offset was
satisfactorily low at around 4mV while on
high-gain the line sensitivity measured a
sensible 130mV for 0.5mV out. At IHF
output levels the harmonic distortion was
typically, — 88dB ( 0.004%), reaching
—69dB ( 0.04%) at 20kHz. The spectrogram ( Graph 1) shows the distortion with
a 10kHz tone at IV out, and reveals low
noise levels, while the main component at
20kHz is the 2nd- harmonic at — 75dB.
Even at high frequencies the distortion
order was aurally ' kind', with negligible
incidence of high- order or crossover
related spuriae.
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quality, even if the top ARC models can
show a little more air, openness and
liquidity in the treble. I am not a bass

Leaving bass out of the equation
entirely, Iwould still have to rate the Krell
'7 as afront- rank pre-amplifier capable of
considerable satisfaction in key areas such
as stereo focus, transparency, resolution,
stage width and depth. Here it compares
very favourably with established references in the £2500 to £800 range, but if
the bass is taken into account, then Iam
driven to place this model at the top
position. Ican readily forgive its slightly
darkened presentation and its mild treble
glaze ( not an obstructive haze you understand), as its get-up-and-go, is focused
enthusiasm, have an ability to draw one
into musical performances, whether rock
or classical.
The build quality is outstanding, the
finish first-rate, and the guarantee runs for
five years. Krell resale values are also
healthy, rather like those for Mercedes. In
the lab, the test results showed it to be
accurate, satisfactorily versatile in its
input matching, and robust enough to
drive any conceivable cable or load. I
hated the excessively bright panel LED
and found the controls too shallow. Also,
the volume action is cramped at the low
end of the scale — but otherwise Ihave no
serious objections.
The Krell KSP-7B is asplendid product
offering better sound quality for the
pound than the excellent ' KM' and ' KS'
power amplifiers. It matches the best of
these and will happily wring all that is
available out of much more expensive
audio systems. A good pre- amp is universal and it should match the ARC Classicg

freak, as readers familiar with my reviews
will know, yet Ihave to admit that the
low-end of this pre- amplifier has become
addictive. It is hard to step down from this
excellent level of IF precision and drive.

well. Itried it with a Classic 30 and also
liked the results. I rate this as the
audiophile bargain of 1988/89 — no mean
achievement as there has been considerable competition. +

Noting that the tabulated input sensitivities are for low' gain and a0.5V output
(close to full output for a power
amplifier), and not for integrated amplifier
IHF levels of just 1W, input overload
margins were generous and well maintained to the highest audible frequencies.
Disc signal-to-noise ratios were good at
66dB and 73dB m- m — though rather
better results than this are achievable.
Very slight hiss backgrounds may be
audible at high volume settings with
low-output cartridges. Check with your
dealer on cartridge matching if this is
particularly relevant.
Separation figures were fine on disc
input, and on m- m the RIAA equalization
was virtually flat. No rumble or infrasonic
filtering was present, but ultrasonics were
mildly filtered above 100kHz. Via m- c
(Graph 2) the results were very similar
save for a 1dB rise at 811z ( not the best
place for a touch of lift in view of the
typical arm/cartridge resonance) and a
shade more rolloff by 100kHz. No doctoring or tailoring was evident, while both
channels were found to be very closely
matched. Very good 19/20kHz intermodulation figures were recorded.

Conclusions
Regardless of price, the KSP-7B can be
bought for its bass alone; Ireckon there is
nothing to touch it here. In any case, the
rest of the range was also of reference

KRELL

Test results
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Graph I. Krell KSP-7B: Spuriae up to 100kHz associated with 101tliz tone at IV output
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Total hormonic distortion,
at rated power, aux/CD input
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz
rated power, aux input
at OdBW, disc ( mm)
at OdBW, disc ( mc)
Noise ( 111F, CCIR weighted )
Disc ( mm) input
Disc ( mc input
Aux/CD input
Residual, unweighted ( volume
control at min)
I)C offset
Input overload
I)isc ( mm) input ( II1F)
Disc ( mc ) input ( 11IF)
Aux/C1) input ( II1F)
Stereo separation
Disc input ( mm)
Aux/CI) input
Output impedance
Channel balance, disc. at IkHz
Volume/balance tracking
Aux/CD input
Input data ( all on low- gain )
1)isc ( mm) input
Disc ( mc ) input'
Aux/CD input

N
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Graph 2. Krell KSP-7B: Frequency response of movingcoil disc input (RIAA error)

Output ( tape
1)isc equalization error,
301-1z- I5kHz
Size ( wdh)
Typical price inc VAT

20Hz
I
kHz
—89dB

20101,
— 69c1B

—86dB
— '8dB
—80dB
—73dB
—66dB
—88.1B
—88dB
I — 3mV, R — 5mV
20Hz
MHz
20kHz
35dB
35.4dB 35.5dB
26.5dB
27dB
26.9011
>28c1B > 2841B >28dB
70dB
8bdB
I2ohm

85dB
60dB
80dB
50dB
I2ohm I2ohm
0.04(18
OdB — 20dB — 60dB
OdB
0.02dB 0.83dB
sensitivity/loading
4.1 5mV 511 to 47k- ohms
273pF variable
027mV 511 to 47k- ohms
2nF
245mV 8.5k.ohms•
”00pF•
7.5V ( 8V max 0ohms)
+0.1dB — 0.1dB
47x5x34cm
£2,600

*see text.

Supplier:
Absolute Sounds, 318 Worple Road, London
SW20.
Tel: 01-947 5047
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JADIS

TUBE GENIUS- 1

Pinewood Music has always supplied the finest amplification in the world,
whether it be solid state, hybrid or valve.

We all have our own preferences as to which technology gives the most emotive
and convincing portrayal of music, and most of us can see the merit in the various
approaches.
But the most demanding and least compromising is the valve purist: he wants
nothing but valves and demands everything from them. Contrary to popular
belief, he does not usually want asugary midrange and afat, warm bass: he
wants accuracy that is freed from an electronic signature.
For him Pinewood has the answer — JADIS. Only JADIS can meet — and often
exceed — the stringent demands of the tube devotee seeking perfection. JADIS
amplifiers are, quite simply, the finest vacuum tube devices available.
With an open structure of brass, chrome and Gold Lion valves, there is no
lovelier creation, either visually or sonically. JADIS amplifiers are French, and
very seductive. There is a model for every requirement. Apart from the stereo
DEFY- 100, the range consists of monoblocs: there is the little JA- 30, the bigger
JA- 80, the massive JA- 200 and the titanic JA- 500, which delivers 400 Waits.
They operate in Class A. There are also two tubed preamplifiers, which are of
superb quality.
The power, dynamics, openness and unrivalled musicality of JADIS will astound
you.
Backed by an impressive warranty and alifetime guarantee of the hand-wound
transformers, JADIS is the epitome of valve technology.

few
'Martins'. Church Lane. ( ioodworth Clatford.
Andover. Hampshire SPI I71IL
"Felephone Andover ( 0264) 57536
Seven days a week service
il,i;ents for:
Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research, CalilOrnia Audio Labs, Counterpoint,
Pantech Audio, Goldinund,
Koetsu, Krell, Aladrigal, Slagneplanar, .11andrake„Llartin-Logan,
Seiki, MIT, PS Audio, Randall l?es.earch, Sicomin, .Sonus Faber, Symo, Well Tempered, Will'

Pinewood Music is aspecialist dealer for ABSOLUTE SOUNDS Ltd

AMPLIFIERS

RADFORD MA50
MONOBLOCK
Radford's renaissance continues
with anew variation on aclassic
circuit, a50W Class A monoblock
valve amplifier, the MA50

by Ken Kessler

I

t was 1978 and I was desperate to
transcend the limitations of an ailing
Rogers Cadet. Not that the Goodmans
Eleganzas were all that hungry; Ijust knew
that Ihad to run something with greater
dynamics, better bass control and asweeter midband. The Radford was the amplifier with all the street cred and a friend
was willing to part with his STA25 Mk III
for £75. Little did I know that over a
decade later I'd be reviewing its greatgreat-grandson. But had you told nte this, l

key change actually links this to a long-

Radtbrds?

wouldn't have been surprised.

departed ancestor. If im memory serves
me well, this is the first amplifier in the

follow? Naaah... it was the actual burn- in

Istill own that STA25, which served as
the heart of my system for five years. What
Ilearned from it has only become appa-

STA series since the sought-after STA15 to
do away with manual bias fitcility. It may

rent during the past few years, when
Arthur Radford allowed Woodside Elec-

be a minor point, but I know from
discussions with dozens of valve amplifier

tronics to undertake the upgrading and

manufacturers that this is the sole remaining cause of techno-fear in would-be tube

manufacture of his classic. The STA25 Mk
IV was a natural starting point, a modernised version of its ancestor. So, too,
were the mono versions, dubbed the
MA75s. These in turn led to the replacements for the STA25 Mk

IV, the new

converts.
That aside, the ergonomics and operation of the MA50 differ hardly at all from
most solid-state products. Radfords run
warm even in low- powered, Class AB or B

Was

a light

show

soon

to

procedure, described in the literature as
'quite normal'.
Although the Radtbrds will handle
deviiish impedances when the transformer is rewired to suit such loads. Iopted
for something abit more in line with the
capabilities of a 50W valve amplifier. " l'he
Radfords were auditioned with Celestion
SI.700s, the rest of the system including
the Marantz CD- 12 CD player, Oracle
Delphi turntable, SME Series V arm, Audio
Technica ART- 1 moving-coil cartridge,
Audio Research SP- 9 and Air Tight ATC-1

STA35. And all of these begat the amplifier

form; the MA50s give off enough heat

under review, the Class-A 50W monoblock MASO Renaissance. And they con-

from each bank of four E1.34s to make the
mesh cage uncomfortable to the touch —

pre- amplifiers.

firmed the lessons imparted by the old Mk

hotter than the 150W Raymond latmleys

Master link interconnects.

Ill: that the basic circuit was so ' good' and

and almost as scalding as the 12- valved

so ' right' that it could evolve along with
the rest of the electronics industry — right

Beard P1000. These need breathing space.
so allow room for two 17x1ttin radiators

'Ibis was no blast from the past, as I
learned through a side- by- side compari-

into the Digital Age.
Back when Arthur was at the helm,

(including

Cables

included

Lieder

speaker wire and Mandrake. Lieder and

son with an STA25 MK IV. Readers with

items like trick cables and tweak resistors

you're considering the MA50s.
As with other current Radfords, the

weren't even part of science-fiction lore.
Gold-plated sockets, ultra- low- impedance

MA50 is finished in black with gold trim.
the cage covering all of the valves in the

experience of Radford products will recognise the mid- band, with its rich
rounded sound and ample detail, hut the
extremities may cause some shock. Partly
this is due to the extra headroom and

speakers, sophisticated solid-state compo-

interests of safety. ( If you want romance
in the form of exposed valves, consider
the presence of pets, children or malad-

greater dynamic capability provided by
the extra power. You'd expect the bass to
have greater impact, just as you'd expect a

roits before removing the protective
cage.) The front sports only an on/off

gain in maximum level and whatever else

nents for mere pence — John Widgery, the
'heir' to the legacy, has addressed or
exploited all of these and more, in the
time he's been entrusted with the Rad ford's development. Ile's now graced the

switches

and

terminals)

d

switch and a green 'on' indicator, while

amplifier with Class A operation and
greater security with nasty loads, by

the back offers three- pin ILC mains input,

reworking the power supply to include
solid-state regulation feeding the phase

and five- way binding posts for speaker

splitters. Other changes include amove to

by a ' sproin-n-ng' sound, hut the amp
settles down immediately. A half-hour is

cathode bias, creating both the Class A
operation and removing the need for
manual bias controls, as well as areturn to
EL34 valves.
The empirical differences connect the
MA50s to its current siblings while one
NEW', tt RECORD REVIEW
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fuse holder, a gold-plated phono socket
connections. Switch-on is accompanied

ample for pre- listening v. -arm- up.
One curious aspect of the MA50s which
had me worried when Itried them with
the 3ohm Apogee Divas was a smell of
melting plastic or paint. Ilad Icooked the

an extra 3d1) can provide. Btu you cannot
prepare for what the Cla,. .\ operation
and those extra decibels do for the edges
of the frequency spectrum.
I've never had any complaints about the
way Radford amplifiers handled the bottom octaves. I've tended to use Radford
amplifiers with small monitors and I'm not
all that bothered about life below 7 011z.
But for those of you who don't believe
that there's any bass to match that which
induces nausea, YO! The Radtbrd works
with ' envy metal!!!
39
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aybe it's just an opinion (we're too modest to suggest otherwise), but during
our 11 years here we have been told many times by importers,
manufacturers and customers, that we are " The best little shop in the country."
Being small has advantages. Without the vast overheads of alarge, flashy
shop, we can devote as much time as it takes to ensure our customers get the
best for their money, whether it's £5or £5,000. Futhermore, we are all
knowledgeable enthusiasts ( not salesmen on commission) with no need to push
the most profitable lines. And we never rush, hassle or waffle- we like to keep
our customers as friends.
Our demonstration studio is furnished as asitting room, but stocked with one
of the finest ranges of HiFi in the country, including the largest selection of valve
amps anywhere. Each and every item is ruthlessly chosen for it's sound quality,
performance, reliability and value. If it's worth having, we probably stock it and
would be delighted to demonstrate why. So, give us aring or drop in- you'll be
very glad you did.
VVe stock fine equipment from:-'
LINN PRODUCTS • REGA•PROAC•AUDIO RESEARCH•CROFT.AUDIO INNOVATIONS•MARANTZ•
•COUNTERPOINT.KOETSU•CREEK•AUDIOLAB•VTL•VOYD.J.A. MITCHELL•EPOS•KRELL•QUAD
•SNELL.SD ACOUSTICS•MAGNEPAN•ORACLE•MENTOR•ROTEL.HEYBROOK • MUSICAL
FIDELITY.SME•HELIUS•TANNOY•DENON•B+W•EAR•A+ R•CAMBRIDGE
•YAMAHA.MONITOR AUDIO.JEFF ROWLAND
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AMPLIFIERS
Uh, sorry about that, but Ijust did not
expect the Radfords to rise to the drum/
bass barrage opening of 1
lelloween's Live
In The UK or the darker moments of This
is Spinal Tap. (This also speaks volumes
for the SI.700s, which continue to confound those without the requisite amount
of respect for British skills with small
enclosures.) Don't think I'm referring
only to extension. I'm talking about
weight, control, power — hell, I'm talking
about MASS. Icranked that sticker up to
II, no — 13, and was hit with a wall of
sound of Spectorian bulk. It was, to drift
into the vernacular, awesome by any 19in
rack- mounted, heat-sinked standards. Yes,
kiddies, the Radfords have the stones to
deal with hard rock, deep rap/funk and —
dare I mention it in this company? —
large-scale orchestral works.
At the other extreme, we're almost
talking solid-state. Say ' Bye, bye' to ' the
classic valve sound', the cuddles and
whispers of ageing tubes and Ortofon SPU
cartridges and slow-cones. The MA 50.
when required, can cut like aknife, with
all the sharp notes having edges defined
with absolute precision and no fatigueinducing grit or grain. It's lean, to the
STA25's plump. and the synergy with the
14.700 produces such an absolutely enticing treble region that you can easily forget
that the SL700 is a descendant of the
dull-as-Clayderman SI.6. The downside is
that the MA50s can seem a bit dry, as
evidenced by the curious portrayal of
space.
As with all monoblock amplifiers, interchannel grief is abyproduct of the sources
and preamplifier, so you can always
assume that left/right integrity is above
reproach from the amps' inputs onward.
The stage recreated by the MA50s — again
referenced to the SI.700s — is simply
massive in all three dimensions; stage

height rivals anything I've used in recent
memory. Width extends beyond the
edges of the speakers, hut it fades off
abruptly enough to warrant the use of a
tape measure. A most staggering illustration of this phenomenon occurs in 'Troubles' on champion Jack Dupree and 1lis
Blues Band, with Dupree in conversation
with Mickey Baker, one voice off-centre
and the other stage- right, past the righthand speaker. The precision with which
the voice is positioned is some of the most
emphatic proof I've heard for silencing
those who refuse to accept such acondition. By the time the recording — a 1967
Mike Vernon production and atestimony
to his brilliance — moves on to ' Caledonia',
the guitar is so far to the right that you'd
think Maggie Thatcher had discovered the
blues. But this is achoice between superlative image placement and three-dimensionality, over a sense of ' air' and atmosphere.
The Radford MASO power amplifier is
one of very few British amplifiers which I
would enter into the global high-end
battlefield. At £ 2127.50 per pair, inc VAT,
the Radfords retail for a lot less than
equivalent-quality imports. Now Iknow
that a couple of Kiloquid is far from
sensible money when the man on the
street considers £ 500 for an entire system
to be nothing short of criminal, but 1have
to describe the MASO as a bargain in
relative terms. What Isee here is another
indication that British valve amplifier
manufacturers are — finally — aiming for
greater glories than 30W/channel afford ables can provide. The natural competitor
for this amplifier is the pending Beard
P1000, while EAR, Croft, Raymond Lumley, Grant, Cadence and afew others join
to make up afield of valve-driven powerhouses which can satisfy the home market
with aplomb. I'm just glad that one of the

RADFORD

best of the current crop wears the same
badge as the first amplifier which made
me valve- mad a decade ago. ,e-

Lab report

by Martin Colloms

The output power specification of 50W
(17dB.W ) was just exceeded at Ikl lz and
at 20k1 lz, the latter indicative of a wide
output- transformer bandwidth. Power
output at the low frequencies was diminished and measured 13.7dB.W ( or 25W).
3.3dB below rated power. This was not
due to peak current limitations, since a
very healthy ± 10A was available —
enough to drive a wide range of loads
including most 4ohm speakers. Usually
the power level falls considerably into the
4ohm loading, but here the MASO only
lost 1.4dB at 1kHz.
The output impedance was fairly low
for a valve design, at under 0.4ohms for
frequencies above 50Hz. At full power the
midband distortion was satisfactory of
0-33%, — 50dB rising to the 1% — 40dB
region at the audio bandwidth extremes.
A fine result of — 67dB was noted for the
high frequency intermodulation test, this
improving to an impressive — 80dB at IW,
OdB.W. Distortion reduced rapidly to a
few dB below rated power and by 1W,
fine results in the — 76dB ( 0.016% ) range
were noted — with astill very respectable
0.06% at 20k1 lz. Graph 1 illustrates the
nice progression, with no high order
harmonics and 2nd harmonic dominant.
Frequency response was, as it should
be, perfectly flat on the audio range, with
the usual shaping outside those limits, and
measured within 0.5dB, 12.51z to 40k1 lz,
and within 3dB, 11lz to 65kIlz. Channel
balance was fine, whilte the input impedance was an easy-to- drive 120k-ohms/
65pF, requiring 103mV for 1W, 0.79V for
full power. The ' A' weighted signal-tonoise was fine at 104dB, ref full power.

MA50
Test results
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Graph 3. Radford MASO: supply modulation, two
thirds power, 35kHz, into 40 hms

Graph I. Radford MASO: Distortion products from
20kHz tone, 1W œupw
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Graph 2. Radford MASO: distortion, I
KHz, 1W output

Graph 4. Radford MASO: frequency response
Supplier
Woodside Electronics, Kimberley Rd, Clevedon,
Avon BS21 60. Tel (0272)877611
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hile there is a proliferation of

cassette with the help of guides. Once the

European hi- ti manufacturers,
cassette deck producers are
somewhat of a rarity in the West, and
many of the firms which make ashowing

deck is operating, two levers clamp the
cassette in place, and a cover is provided
to keep dust from the heads when not in

in this market have their machines made
in the Far East. However, the up-market
Swiss firm Revox has carved out a niche
for itself and built up afine reputation for
tape recorders of all types. The open- reel
machines have achieved almost legendary
status, and the performance and build
quality of its cassette decks has carried on
that tradition.
The 11215 is one of Revox's cheaper
decks. but at £ 1100 it can hardly be
called abudget model. Although its price
can he partly attributed to the
high cost of Swiss

use. This can also be placed over a
mounted cassette. The facia has a black
insert panel which houses the mechanism
and carries the minor controls at either
side, arranged in three rows. At first
glance, location of the buttons appears
rather haphazard, but further examination
shows them to be grouped in a logical
fashion for ease of use.
Metering is with a hargraph liquid.
crystal display which has fine discrimination, ranging from — 30 to + 8d13, in 2dli
steps from -6.111 upwards. It also
responds well to transients. There are two
methods of adjusting the recording level,
either manually or semi- automatically.
The latter involves finding the loudest
part to he recorded and

•
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REVOX B215
Affordable, at least by Revox

standards, the B215 cassette deck
still maintains the engineering
virtues of its predecessors
by Chris Bryant

manufacture, the B215 is ahigh-class unit

with excellent build- quality and finish. It
is athree- head deck equipped with DolbyB and Dolby- C noise- reduction systems.
The player is physically large, with the
familiar Revox house- style in evidence.

pressing the auto- level button while it is
running. This allows the machine to assess
the highest peaks and adjust the recording
level according to the tape in use. The
input is adjustable in 60 steps with a
resolution of 1dB. The display also
includes reminders for tape type, tape/
monitor, the noise- reduction system in

This means that the cassette transport is
centrally located, with controls at either
side and above; all the controls are push-

use, and whether the MPX-filter is on. In

button. There is no loading drawer, the
mechanism being inset into the front

this same inset window is another 1.CD
display with multiple functions — a real-

panel and the user required to locate the

time tape counter, an input level indicator
111-F1 NEVIS & RECORD REVIEW
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CASSETTE DECKS
(IdB steps), and reminders of the various
memory and programmed functions.
Tape types are selected automatically,
but there is amanual override. An automatic tape alignment programme is included,
and to instigate this, record/pause operation followed by ' align' sets the computer
in motion. The system gave good results
with all the tape types and makes tried.
Joining the align button at the righthand side of the cassette arc input level,
input balance, manual tape type, noisereduction selection ( both the latter
single- button sequential ). MPX switching,
headphone volume ( alongside the socket )
and the source tape monitor switch.
Tlw real-time counter is able to compute the tape position of any cassette
employed. Two postions on any tape can
be programmed, either by storing the
current position or defining a location in
minutes or seconds. These locations can
be displayed on the real-time counter
with a ' loe' flag at any time without
disturbing other functions, and can be
accessed from any operating mode
(except record) by spooling.
Set along the top- left, in brushed aluminium, are the transport control keys. itere
are the normal pause, fast- forward,
rewind. play/stop and record controls.
Right at the end is the powerstandby
switch. Directly above the cassette
mechanism are the fade in/out and autoset level keys.
The unit is solidly made. Sophisticated
digital electronics are used tor much of
the alignment and automatic operations.
These are housed on a multiplicity of
boards which inhabit the interior, with
good quality components used throughout. The transport employs a substantial
alloy casting. It uses two DC spooling
motors controlled by microcomputer.
and two individually controlled directdrive capstan motors. The back panel is
simple. being equipped with audio input
and output phono sockets, a serial link
DIN socket for system remote control.
and a 2-pin power socket with an associated voltage selector. An optional remote
control is available.

Lab report
Blank TDK Al), SA and MAXG tapes were
used throughout the test programme.

calling on BASF primary reference tapes
where necessary. CCIIVARM 1kHz
weighted replay noise on all types of tape
measured as expected ( ref Odll ). with the
Dolby- B and C circuits returning the
required reduction. Wow and flutter measured at avery good 0.04%, with spectogram of a 31501Iz signal particularly
clean, showing a well defined central
frequency and little noise modulation of
nutter artefacts ( Graph I ). Speed error
was slight, azimuth was accurately set
with very little error, and the meters read
high at 53mV. The maximum lineoutput capability of OdB was very healthy,
with 2.8V available before distortion
reached I% representing plenty of headroom. Line- input sensitivity was fairly
high at 53mV, overloading with signals
greater than 2.8V. There are no microphone inputs. Measured distortion
figures were very competent on all tape
formulations, with metal ( Type IV)
returning the best results.
At the standard — 20dB level the
recordíreplay response on Type IV ti)rmutation is very fiat across the hand ( top
centre Graph 2), falling by amere I
dB at
20kHz. Type 1and 11 tapes are also good
throughout the mid- band, with a slight
trough centred on 5-6kHz. Type II tapes
gave asubstantially similar response with
Dolby- B and C switched in. Using a
pre-recorded test- tape. there is some 11F
roll-off commencing at 71:11z and down to
—54.1B by 15kilz ( See Graph 2). At OdB the
frequency plot on Type IN' tapes was
practically unchanged, while Types Iand
II rolled off fairly steeply above 10kHz.

Sound quality

Conclusion

Starting with Dolby- 13 pre-recorded cas-

The B215 is virtually built to laboratory
standards, and in terms of reliability and
longevity it should prove second- to- none.
Ergonomics are astrong point, and once
you get used to loading the cassette the
unit is s'en' easy to use. The styling isn't
exactly modern; le, it doesn't conform to
the norm dictated by other manufacturers. Some thought it refreshingly different.
Ultimately, Ifound the sound just a little
bland, lacking excitement and speed
while shedding some detail. Some other
cassette decks sound rather better, but
this Revox is good enough to give years of
consistent recording pleasure.

settes. the sound delivered was well
above that normally attributed to the
medium. The soundstage was very stable,
with excellent width and images created
in their own space with fine solidity.
Tonally Ifound it abit on the wiry side;
some accentuation and added distortion
to the lower treble region was apparent.
The treble itself was decidedly good for
cassette, with plenty of detail but lacking
ultimate air and life. It was generally a
little dead sounding. The bass failed to
match other parts of the frequency range.
introducing some muddle; it was also a

REVOX
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Graph 2. Revox B215: frequency responses at — 20dB
recorded level. Top to bottom, IV, II, I, test-tape, II with
Dolby-B. (5dBldivision)
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little light- weight and lacked definition
and speed.
Using quality metal tapes for record/
replay, the performance was very articulate, with finely tOrmed ambience and
space. The performers were placed within
the soundstage in a rock- steady fashion.
with the various sources and textured
easily discernible and spatial perspectives.
in general all fitirly well preserved. The
treble exhibited some grain and tizz, but
focus and detail were still reasonable.
Mid- range tonal purity was generally
good, but some distortion was noted in
the upper reaches of that band. Bass was a
little subdued, slightly muffled, and it
didn't preserve the slam and attack of the
source to the same extent as some cassette decks excelling in that area.
Ferric and chrome tape modulations
produced a broadly similar performance
to that of metal, but with some loss of
detail and definition in all bands. In
general the reproduced sound was
deemed reasonably open and lively in the
mid- range and treble, but required better
bass weight and scale.
Dolby- B encoded recordings were
almost as good as non- Dolby ones. The
mid appeared to have better clarity and
more detail, hut the treble was a bit
splashy, bright, and ' electronic' sounding.
Transparency was reduced, but the stage
width was still good, with a firm focus.
Dolby- C was more ' processed' sounding. The mid- range was harder, the lower
mid slightly recessed, and the top had
more emphasis and grain. Stereo focus
was now slightly smeared.
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CAREFUL
LISTENERS
ONLY PLEASE
Audio Technica have built up aworldwide reputation on the quality of its transducer products
those delicate
components which turn soundwaves and mechanical movement into electrical impulses or vice versa. Its made us
world leader in the field of cartridge technology and now the same micro- engineering expertise is at work in the 900
series ' phones.
The ' larger than life sensation of our new ATH 909, ATH 910 and ATH 911 models comes courtesy of extra large
diameter drivers with copper clad aluminium voice coils which produce asuperbly natural sound right through to the
critical high frequencies. Add good ergonomic design, soft- feel earpads plus alow overall weight to create amost
impressive headphone.
Comfortable enough, you'll agree, for the most careful of listeners.
Audition the 900 Series soon at your specialist hi-fi store, local BADA
member dealer or simply contact us directly for more information.
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CD PLAYERS

he purpose of this review is threefold. Firstly, to assess the standard
of the two amplifiers, one analogue
the other digital'. Secondly, to compare
the performance of the latter's on- hoard
processor ( driven by an external digital
signal ) with that of a closely competing
conventional CD system. Thirdly, to
establish any impro‘ ements provided hy a
CD transportidigit unit combination over
the same process in a complete' CD
player.

MORE OR
LESS DIGITAL?
Many manufacturers have

promoted amplifiers with DACs
built-in, but so far the sonic
benefits have been doubtful to say
the least. But when we compared
aPhilips 'digital amplifer' plus
CD transport with the exactlyequivalent conventional amplifier

Amplifiers
The front panels of the two amplifiers are
virtually the same The DFA888 has the
word ' digital' indented into the centre of

and CD player combination, the
results upset all preconceptions

the panel, with ' la- bit
oversampiing' inscribed in small white letters
beneath. Below the large volume control
knob on the right is the digital on- off
switch, and to the left of it arc the three
indicator lights which confirm lock to a
44k1 I. or 32k1 I. digital signal. The
rest of the amplifier is exactly the same as
its analogue relative the FA880. and on
both these units the upper half of the front
panel is a plain expanse of black . alloy
extrusion. There is an on off button on the
left, and on the lower half are all the
subsidiary

controls

and

input

selector

buttons.
From left to right are found the speaker
selector, rotary record selector ( which
includes tape dubbing facilities). and standard rotary bass and treble controls. The
latter can he defeated by an adjacent
source/direct button. The row of push-

by Chris Bryant
and CD are gold-plated, while two sets of
loudspeaker terminals are present and can
be switched in and out from the front
panel. The speakers connection system is
via binding- posts only, which don't accept

the standards adopted in the CD880.
The sub- compartment effectively
screens the digital circuits from the rest of
the amplifier. The 1.1 3 clisc pre- amplifier
and

input

switching

board

is

located

back-to-back with the digital board, but
with an intervening steel section. The
pre- amp uses a discrete transistor input
stage followed by an I.M833 op- amp and
solid-state switching.
screened power- supply translifrmer is of decent size and feeds Fina 63V
68004' main supply capacitors. The
power :imp circuit is typical of recent
Japanese practice, with a low- noise, lowoffset, dual op- amp gain stage at the
front-end. 'Ibis is followed by standard
discrete stages. the complementary pair of

reflect that country's manufacturing techniques. ' the case is made from pressedsteel panels and has an extruded front
panel with a fine finish in all- black, and

aluminium heatsink. Output is relay pro-

apart from the silver Philips lettering all
the decals are in white.
'hie digital processor in the DFA888 is
located in a metal box of its own at the
extreme right of the amplifier. Inside this
sub- compartment is a single hoard car-

with a sensitivity switch located on the
back panel ). Aux I. Aux2, Tape I, DAT
Tape2, Tuner DBS ( DliS= digital satellite

digital- out

inputs

for the digital circuitry. Parts are all of
normal commercial quality and not up to

output transistors being large high- current devices bolted to a prefabricated

rying all the necessary circuitry. Input
switching is by
series logic and the

are loudness and balance.
On the back are the digital

The only on- board regulated powersupply is a — 805 3- terminal chip which is

plugs.
Both amplifiers are made in Japan and

41111/1

buttons has a satisfying light click action
and the options are: 1)110110 ( m- m or m- c

tuner), and Cl). Other controls available

a TDAI54 IS I I) \ converter. Output
filtering and buffering is accomplished by
JR(; 5532D dual op- amps. Switching deemphasis and output muting is solid-state.

tected. Icounted ten separate l'( Bs on
the inside, which require afairly complex
wiring harness, but as most of the lowlevel signal and supply cabling is hy
ribbon cable, the loom is kept fairly neat.
The FA880 uses almost identical circuitry. hut
the plum()
board has
difference

as the digital section is omitted
input stage and input switching
more space. The only obvious
in the phono circuitry Icould

see was the substitution of the IA1833

coupled. A Yamaha ADIC ( interface chip )
is used with the necessary logic circuitry
to provide the digital signal for the Philips

with an op- amp from JRC. In the power
amp section there are a fem . differences
which mostly look fairly minor. but there
is an extra connection from this board to

SAA72201)13 digital filter. Following this is

the transformer, which is different though

is buttered and transformer-

of a similar size and type.

located in their own section. Optical
(Toslink ) and coaxial options are pro-

Lab report — FA880

vided for Cl). with selection by an adjacent pushbutton RCA phono sockets are

Rated at 85W per channel into an 8- ohm
load, the FA880 surpassed this figure
easily. Total harmonic distortion was cry

available for the coaxial connection of
DBS and DAT, together with a digit- out
for DAT. The D- A converter automatically
switches to the correct sampling frequency. Of the analogue inputs. the disc
11111 \ I \\ Nee RI ( UK!) RF % 11 ,
.%

.1( 1.1 WM()

good at rated power, the intermodulat ion
results were also fairly good. especially fur
the line inputs and still presentable for
disc. Tlw noise performance was well up
is
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An elegant concept in hi-fi storage by Martin Leighfield

We thought it was about time your sophisticated hi-fi equipment had aresidence to match.
So we set to work, combining traditional
skills with modern techniques, added a
generous measure of innovative design and
this magnificent piece was just one of the
results.
A complete and modular hi-fi storage
system.
Each unit can be used singly or in
connected units of two or three, with the
appropriate top and base. You can even
choose from aselection of tasteful finishes.
We anticipated your preference for a
sturdy construction with attention to detail
and ease of access to every item.
So we incorporated robust fittings and
hinges, smooth and strong drawer runners,
3-smst system
adjustable shelving and aunique device in each
fingshed m Cherry
Paten pestbng. Ohlartsn Leighfielt1
drawer to keep CD's and cassettes upright.
In short, you're ensured alifetime's, troubleSTOCKISTS
free operation.
PLAYBACK
15 PERCY STREET LONDON W1P 9FD
We're sure you would like to know more,
TEL 01-6378392/631 0939
CABINET MAKER
GRANGE HI-FI LTD
so please write, or telephone for all the
The Howe', Howe Road, Watlington, Oxon OX9 SEX
BURTeig TRIN
NI.TeN
A
e% 14 3D 0 information you'll need to gi ve th ose hi-fi i
tems a
Tel: (
049 161)2697/2296
TEL: 0283-33655
Home of their Own.

Martin Leighfield
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IN- HI-FI 63 GEORGE STREET
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CD PLAYERS
all levels, in the manner of atypical Philips
Cl) player. IM distortion measured alittle
higher than we have come to expect, but
was still relatively benign. The output
impedance was also higher than on a
comparable CD player, and the output
level a little low at h. 5V — but bear in
mind that this was from the tape- out
socket.
De-emphasis was reasonably accurate,
but the frequency response was minutely
rolled-off in the treble, to — 0.3dB at
201c11z. Track-access was fast, mechanical
noise very low, and the error- correction
capability an excellent 3mm. The signalto-noise ratios were perfectly acceptable
and spuriae were well suppressed,
although there were some slight interchannel inconsistencies.
The dithered fade- to- noise test showed
both channels to be nearly identical. The
system proved to he very linear down to
—80dB, and although there is a slight
to scratch on all inputs. DC- offset was
kept within reasonable limits, as 26mV
will not trouble speakers, while the output impedance remains below 0.2ohm.
Input overload margins were excellent on
all inputs, and with both disc gain settings.
Stereo separation was good in the
midband hut fell a little at 11F. Channel
balance and liR volume tracking were
good, even at low levels, and the balance
control can on the whole be left
untouched. Sensitivities were around
average for modern integrated amplifiers
and the loadings were sensibly chosen in
each case. Up to 11.5V was available out
of the tape socket from a600-ohm source
impedance, so it should drive virtually

ohms on both.
'Me frequency response of the disc
stage of the DFA888 ( Graph 2) is similar
to that of the FA880 on both the m- m and
m- c settings, although the 11F trough is

negative curvature beyond this ( Graph 3 ).
it remains within fairly tight limits, giving
a resolution error of 2.5c113 at — 90(115. The
—90dB sinewave has a good shape with
little noise superimposed ( Graph • i).

Sound quality

more marked. Also, the line input rolls- off
much earlier, being down by 0.25dli at

The permutations provided by these units

20kI1z. but remains flat down to

with their digital/analogue outputs and

1011z.

inputs are numerous. however, duplication arising from the near- identical cir-

CDD882 CD player
The CD880 player was reviewed by MC
last month, and as the ( I)D882 is basically
that same unit with the analogue compo-

cuitry would, at first sight, make the job
easier, although this proved rather lar
from the truth as each combination

nents left out, further comment here is
superfluous. Build quality and finish are to
the same standards, but there are one or

sounded different. This led to a rather
long listening session, where all was
finally put in a subjective order of prefer-

two minor differences. The disc program-

ence.
Ialso tested both transports on my own

anything. The frequency response of the

ming and transport controls are the same,

line input is ruler- flat from 1011z to 20kIlz

and it still has H'S. hut the output
level- adjustment facility is not relevant so
it has been left off the comprehensive and

system, which includes a digital proces-

tailored at the frequency extremes, with
—1dB roll- offs at 40111 and 601:11z being

helpful display, which is otherwise simi-

Amplifiers included the Musical Fidelity

the same on both m- m and m- c gain
settings. Also, there is aslight equalization

generation, sl) it is 3in CD compatible.
Removing the audio circuits means that
the power- supply transformer has less to

speakers the Celestion SI.700 and Goodmans Maxims. The other CD players were
Marantz CD85, Toshiba XR-9121) and a

do but, as this is a sizeable beast, the

Sony CDP337esd, while several varieties

difference in supply performance for the
digital and transport control circuitry

of exotic speaker and interconnect cables
were employed, including some from

should be % cry small.
I liked the ergonomics. The one- key

Audioplan and Siltech.
The CDD882, which

track- access from both the front panel and
comprehensive remote control is fast, and

circuitry and hence has only a digital
output, did sound better through my

slightly worse for rated power ( 0-045% ),

it competes head-on with the best of the

system than via the standard CD880, but

the intermodulation results were rather
better, especially on the disc input

Japanese. The only outputs available on
the back panel are the Toslink digital

by only a very small margin. Focus was
improved, as was transparency and depth.

( — 57 dB ). The 1)1:A888 has slightly better
noise figures, and although its input over-

optical feed, acoaxial digital output, and a
pair of remote control system sockets.

All serious listening was carried out on
the ' direct' setting. A brief flirtati()n with

Lab report

the tone and loudness controls revealed
them as undesirable for serious listening,

l'he performance of the [) FA 888's onboard digital processor, was measured

but they did their job competently and
will have their uses with tonally unba-

from

lanced programme material.

(Graph 1 ) and was only 1.5(113 down at
2001d1z. However, the phono input is

trough above 2k1 Ix. with the upper treble
depressed by about 0.3dB.

Lab report — DFA 888
On the whole the performance of the
DFA888 was very similar to that of the
FA880. Power output was comparable,
and

while

harmonic

distortion

was

load margins were alittle worse, they are
so good anyway that the differences are
largely irrelevant. Stereo separation measured better on the DE/1888, with worst
case now at 54d13, and channel balance
over the range of the volume control was
very good. Input loadings were different
on the aux input, which measured 20kohms against 27k- ohms on the FA880, hut
the sensitivities were similar. The m- c
input impedance measured 150ohms on
the DFA888 against 130ohms on the
FA880. hut the m- m impedance was 47kIII 11
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lar.

The

the

loading drawer

tape- out

is of a later

socket,

the

digital

source being the ( I)D$82 using the usual
Cl) test- discs.

sor. Comparison was made with seseral
amplifiers and on several speakers.
B200 and Mission Cyrus

1 and 2, and

lacks analogue

Although the phono stages of the two

The difference in output between the

amplifiers are almost exactly the same
sas -e for the type of op- amp used, there

channels at full level was inconsequential.

was a surprising difference between the

hut channel separation fell at IIF to record
an unimpressive 56d13 at 20kliz. Channel

two. The FA880 seemed rather bass- light.
It lacked slam and rhythmic integrity, and

phase-difference was zero, and total harmonic distortion was much as expected at

although the mid balance was good it was
none too detailed. Generally it sounded a

Yet

PAUL GREEN
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SUMMER HI- Fl & VIDEO BARGAINS
A&R Cambridge MkI Alpha tuner £ 149 NOW
Audiolab 8000 amp, soiled
£329 NOW
B&W CM2s speakers
£895 NOW
Magneplaner MG1C speaker
£1095 NOW
Nakamichi CR cassette deck
£345 NOW
Revox CD machine B
£756 NOW
Musical Fidelity MC4 speakers
£499 NOW
Philips CD 880 CD machine
£499 NOW
Denon DCD 1700 CD machine
£649 NOW
Yamaha TX 1000 tuner
£379 NOW
Ariston amplifier ( remote)
£179 NOW
Linn LK1/2 power/preamp
ONLY
Spendor Preludes speakers
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Linn Nexus speakers
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Harbeth HL4 monitors
£575 NOW
Musical Fidelity MUT preamp
£1199 NOW
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Panasonic TX71 21" TV rec
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JVC HAD 400 video, 2speed
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JVC NRD 750 stereo video
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JVC HAD 330
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Panasonic TC 1100 batt/mains
monitor rec
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£449 NOW £329
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CD PLAYERS
little slow and ponderous, with some loss
of mid/bass timing'. The treble lacks air
and inner detail and could do with better
focus. Stage width was up to standard, but
depth was only average and it generally
lacked transparency. Overall it stamped a
rather band- limited perspective on the
reproduction, and was deemed pleasant if
a little dull.
Surprisingly, the DFA888's phono
inputs proved rather better. The sound
was more open and lively, providing the
listener with a more interesting time.
lbough still lacking low bass, the rest was
reasonably tight and fast. The treble was
more detailed and airy. Depth and transparency improved and the sound was
altogether more satisfactory.
The CD880 sounded much the same
played through the analogue CD inputs of
either amplifier, although the DFA888 was
marginally preferred. On the FA880 the
bass was atouch leaden, lacking in ability
to play bass lines tunefully. Mid and treble
alike showed a lack of detail, with the
treble register restricted in air and
delicacy. Width was quite good, but depth
was at apremium and there was ageneral
lack «of transparency. Some muddle was
apparent, focus wasn't precise enough,
and tonal balance was on the thin side.
Ithen routed the digital feed from the
CDD882 through the processor section of
the DFA888, and out through the tape
socket to the 880. ' Ibis didn't give very
good results at all: the width was worse
and there was afurther loss in speed and
life. ' Die bass was poor, there was no
transparency, and the sound was generally
rather bland. Feeding the DFA888 with
the Cl) analogue signal, there was sonic
improvement in bass speed and attack
over the FA880, and slightly greater overall clarity. For sonie reason the power
amp sounded clearer, cleaner, and
demonstrated more transparency.
Finally Ifed a digital signal from the
CDD882 to the processor on the DFA888,
coupled directly to its own amplifier
section. 'Ibis gave the best result of all,
and is thus a vindication t'or the new
system as a whole. 'Me bass was firmer
and quicker, the treble more detailed and
delivering areasonable measure of air and
sparkle. The mid began to conic alive, and
interest in the music was to some extent
restored. Focus and depth was quite
reasonable for a mid-priced integrated
amplifier, and the already good width
improved still further. Vocals were quite
natural and the diction of singers ameliorated.

Conclusion
The nature of digital signals should render
them immune to the losses incurred when
connecting equipment together.
However, this does not necessarily seem
to be the case, as differences can be heard,
for instance, between optical and coaxial
connections. Optical links appear in
general to offer improved mid/treble clarity and detail, whereas coaxial cable
connection can sound better in the bass.
As if this were not enough, not all optical

should conic a little cheaper. Where the
DFA888/CDI)882 system is concerned,
the amplifier is reasonably competitive

links sound the same. Those with the best
light- transmitting properties appear to
sound better, and it is claimed by some
that they are also directional - although I
have yet to hear this conclusively demon-

though the worth of the transport is
difficult to quantify as it has few direct
competitiors, but it does seem marginally
superior to the complete CD880 player
when directly compared. The digital combination shows aclean pair of heels to the

strated.
Not all CD players give out good digital
signals, and the way it gets to your
processor is also important. Philips players in general seem to sound OK, and the
(:D1)882 and CD880 are above average in

normal FA880/CD880, and must thus rate
a success from Philips' point of view.
However, there are amplifiers around
which offer a more refined performance
in this price category, and partnered with
a CD880 should offer superior results.
With an onboard processor they could be
better still. Philips has shim n that this

this respect.
Up till now, inclusion of a processor
within an integrated amplifier of pre- amp
has seemed more of amarketing exercise
than aserious attempt at improving sound
quality. The DFA888 costs £ 300 and the

type of system can work very well, so let's
hope that other manufacturers can follow
their lead and offer further sonic improve-

FA880 £ 200, so you're only paying an
extra £ 100 for the on- board processor.
The CD880 costs £ 450 and the price of
the CDD882 has yet to be decided but

PHILIPS
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ments at sensible prices. +
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Test results
Power output
Rated power into tiohnis.
maker's spec
POWer output'
One channel, tiohm ( dBW )
Both channels, tohm ((
111W)
Instantaneous peak current
Distortion
'Final harmonic distortion
at rated power, aux input ( dB )
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Graph I. Philips FA880: frequency responses
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Intermodulation
-8hdB ( -" I
19/20kIlz rated power. aux ( dB)
-80c1B ( -(Sl)
at 04.1B.W, disc ( m- m )
-5-c111( - 40)
at OdB W. disc ( m-c )
Noise
Disc ( mm) input ( 111F.
-8(MB ( - 7 5)
CC1R wtd)
Ihsc ( m- c) input ( 111F.
( -(I5 )
(:C1R wtd)
-86dit ( - 80 /
Aux/CD input ( 111F, C:(:1R wttl )
-9-id11( - 8-4 )
Residual, unwtd ( min vol )
I.: 2IinV; R: 20mV
IX, Output offset
(2601V, 27mV )
ix: offset. pre- amp
20Hz
IkHz
20kliz
Input overload
35.9
31. 2- .5
Disc ( m- c ) input ( 111F) dB
(37.0) ( 30.1)
42.0
37.2
32.9
Disc ( m-rn) input ( lilt) di)
(54.))) ( 47.0) ( 46.(l)
>28 > 28 > 28
Aux/CI) input ( IIIF) du
Stereo separation
110
60(66) 54 ( 46)
Disc input dB
Aux/CI) dB
-5
73(68) 58(5(1)
Ouput impedance ( damping I
(JIS
0.15
0.18
ohm
Channel balance, disc. at
IkHz 0.71dB
Volume/balance tracking
Aux/CI) input dB

0.3dB

0.08
0.56
0.59
(o 20 ) ( 0.68 I (
sensitivity/loading
Input data
0.28mV -, k-ohms 250p1'
Disc m- m
0.025nik I50ohms 50p1:
Disc ( m4: ) input
I- mV 249, ohms 50pF
Aux.4:1)
IIV max ( I1.5V )600ohnis
Output, pre-amp ( tape)
+0(111 -)) 6dB
Disc en ( inc vAT)mulz.15kIlz
£300 (£ 2001
Typical price ( inc VAT)

Graph 2. Philips DFA888: frequency responses
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Graph 4. Philips CDD882/DFA888: dithered I
kHz
waveform at - 90dB, distortion spectrum above

Philips Consumer Electronics, City House, 430
London Rd, Croydon CR9 3QR, Tel: 01-689
2166.
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J
ADIS:

DEFYALL
COMER
Jadis provides a 'junior' version of
its massive valve power amps, the
Defy 100
by Paul Miller
50

orne 1992, the UK audiophile
should have greater access to the
•
cream of Europe's hi-fi, so perhaps
the introduction of the Jadis amplifier
range is of a foretaste of things to come.
This enigmatic and expensive collection
of Class A valve pre- and power amps has
been received with great enthusiasm in
the States, their unique blend of technical
inadequacy and subjective triumph pro-

viding the touch of controversy that befits
a ' cult' status. This review concerns anew
member of the Jadis clan called the Defy
100 which, with only afiver change from
£3000, is hardly likely to bring ashiver to
either NAD or Rotel. But in the context of
other Jadis products the Defy is still a
relatively cheap model!
The Defy is built on a single
chassis with a common powersupply for both channels. Its
100W spec is beefier than others
in the range; but for this model
Jadis states a 20-25W Class A
ceiling beyond which the Defy lapses into
Class AB1. The mains and proprietary
output transformers are concealed within
a huge black monolith at the front of the
amp, while the three input triodes and six
output pentodes ( per channel) lie
beyond, under a strong metal cage.

In valve terminology, Class A requires
that the negative bias at each output valve
grid must not over- restrict the flow of
electrons from the heated cathode by
adopting too high a polarity. Such a
condition would limit current flow in a
manner causing the valve to be driven
towards cut-off by negative swings of the
audio waveform, which means that for
Class A operation each output valve must

have a relatively high constant current
flowing between cathode and anode. Jadis
employs specially selected tubes with no
active regulation, the DC cathode/grid
potential of the output pentodes being
maintained by alimited ( 14dB) feedback
network. This is set at the factory and will
determine the maximum output available
in true Class A. but Jadis has also equipped
the amp with a ' protection circuit': a
low • value metal-foil resistor in series with
the cathode of each output tube.
The input to the Defy 100 is built
around a single Ea:82 double- triode,
cascode-coupled to the driver stage using
two ECC83 double- triodes. This is similar
to the input configuration chosen for Jadis
Class A monoblock amplifiers, the lower
current/voltage characteristics of the
ECC83 making it the preferred choice as
an input differential amp or buffer rather
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AMPLIFIERS
than line driver. By contrast, the lower
source impedance/higher output voltage
of the ECC82 finds this tube more usually
employed after ECC83s. Anyway, the
ECC83's cathode- followers are capacitorcoupled to each of the parallel- wired
EL34 output pentodes. the latter configured as quasi- triodes with a triple
divided load'. This refers to the way in
which the screen-grid anode and cathode
of each valve are connected to three
primary windings on the output transformer, by no means a new idea.
EI.34s have been chosen to replace the
KT88s featured in earlier Jadis amplifiers
to improve reliability, though the subjective consequences of this may turn out to
be more serious than first thought. Due to
the close proximity of the output valves
and 2x1000µF electrolytic supply capacitors, Jadis has had to find cans with avery
high thermal stability — 200,000hrs at
I05 °C in fact!

Lab report
Power- bandwidth is sufficiently restricted
and distortion so monumentally high that
I have reconfigured the power output
figures ( see table) for OA % and 1% THD
rather than for one/both channels. At
IkHz the amp just attains its 100W —
specification on continuous sinewaves
(plus a decibel or so on the IIIF shortterm dynamic headroom test), with 99W
being maintained over some 5kliz into
8ohms, but falling by 0.3dB when connected to 4ohms. Output into lower
impedances ( only I3W for 1% THD at
2ohms) is seriously hampered by an
avalanche of distortion. so that sensitive,
easy-going speakers will provide the safest
partners for this amp. The high 0.4ohm
output impedance, which will render the
amp more sensitive than usual to irregularities in the speaker's impedance curve.
At 1W ( OdBW) the frequency response
of the amplifier is bandlimited to — 3.8dB
at IFIz and — 6.5dB at 100k1 lz, falling to
—0.5dB at 20kliz ( Graph 1), where the
phase- shift represents nearly a whole
cycle. Stereo separation is excellent,
never less than 95c1B and rising to a
spectacular 126dB in midband at two-

thirds full power. Distortion is less than
spectacular, as '[HD increases with level
and frequency extension to give best/
worst- case figures of 0.1% /
2% between
Odl3W and two-thirds power ( 2011z.20kHz). Second and fifth harmonics
dominate throughout the midband, while
all additive 1M products are principally
2nd-order. As the Table shows, these
latter measured — 37 .5dB ( 1.3% ) at twothirds power and — 54.6dB ( 0.19% ) at
OdBW on the CCIR tests. Other IA IM
tests at two-thirds power revealed a
deteriorating performance with rising frequency, from — 38dll ( 1.25% ) at 11 to
—23dB ( 7.1%) above the audio band —
presumably due to non-linearities in the
output transformer. This was clearly
reflected in ultrasonic distortion spectrum ( Graph 2) which is riddled with
every conceivable IMAID products
ploughing right through the audio band.
Similarly, the preposterous — 56dll
supply modulation figure was highlighted
by the 401z ramped supply test ( Graph
3), which required only a limited 122dll
dynamic window to observe all the phenomena. IM products at 201z ( — 43dI3V ),
60Hz ( — 39dBV) and 1401z ( — 34dBV),
with harmonics at 8011z, 12011z and
1601z are all highly non-linear with
respect to the 4011z amplitude. I am
bound to say that if these results were
obtained from any £ 100 integrated amp it
would probably be consigned to the
dustbin.

Sound quality
In contrast to the JA80 monoblocks,
which possessed a very measured and
sweet treble quality, the Defy 100 was
notably more up-beat and lively throughout the upper octaves. It was particularly
upset by strong percussive sequences,
Herbie Hancock's Eye of the Hurricane
and more obviously Tanita Tikaram's Poor
Cow appeared slight edgy and pinched if
not uncomfortably bright; the faster the
percussion the colder seemed the amp's
response. Very low frequencies were represented too strongly in some cases,
lending an over- heavy and rather soft
aspect. A warm recording such as Tracy
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Chapman's Across the Lines was heard to
possess a remarkably potent sense of
rhythm. but the rich harmonics of the bass
guitar were just too syrupy to be distinguished. In stark relief, her voice sounded
most articulate, the spectre- like vocal
image tactile and convincing in the
musical context. It proved difficult to
reconcile the loss of detail resolution with
the precision throughout the treble.
Similarly, jan Garbarek's Send Word
sounded delightful, the Defy recreating a
marvellous and expansive sense of ambience. At its most captivating, then, the
Dety 100 was capable of resolving subtle
ambient clues; but these were lost on
more complex works. ' Ibis seemed partly
due to the richness of the bass, which
tended to spill over into the lower- mid
and cast a slightly hazy, thickening hue
over the soundstage. Inoticed this with
Beethoven's Symphony 5 ( Karajan/1984 )
which, while remaining grandiose in stature, was nonetheless compromised by
the bloom of strings and low wind instruments. The interjection of delicate violins
imparted a fluttering and expectant air
that is rarely encountered with such
vividness, even though the door to this
emotive vista was closed once the drums
and horns joined the fray. The Defy's main
strength is its midband, its undeniable
transparency, poise and delicacy in this
area overcoming weaknesses elsewhere.

Conclusion
As its name suggests, the Defy attempts to
challenge our acceptance of certain basic
technical standards with asubjective performance which remains beyond
reproach. Unfortunately it is less successful in this endeavour than either the JA80
or JA30 monoblocks. though whether this
reflects the subtle differences in topology
or the change from KT88 to EI.34 pentodes remains in doubt. Either way, the
Defy 100 subjectively fails to camouflage
its technical misdemeanours as effectively
as its brethren. It may enjoy a rapturous
midband, but the very real limitations in
other respects are clearly audible once a
return is made to the comparative security of a good solid-state amplifier.

100
Test results
Max continuous power
(< 0.1% T111) ,‹ I1, T111). W

100
It
FREQUENCY ( Hz)

100

CS

Graph 1. Jadis Defy 100: frequency response at
1W output, showing limited bandwidth
Supplier: Absolute Sounds, 318 Worple
Road, London SW20. Tel 01-947 5047
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Graph 2. Jadis Defy 100: ultrasonic distortion
display, showing innumerable IM and HD products

11411z

20kHz
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(0t1BW
(2spower )
Output impedance ( ohms)
Phase.shift

Dynamic headminn ( 1111:
Rise .time settling time( IOW, I
Fall time ( I
Old Iz )
Pinver bandwidth ( < 1% TI1D I
Squarewave linearity
I2nd- harmonic
Suppls modulation linearity
Absolute polarity
Noise ( A-wtd. 2011z-21/kHz )
(OdBW Is power
Residual noise ( dBV )
Input sensitivity ( 0dI5full output )
Input loading
Typical price( ins: VAT)

+1.13dBI 128 .
1W)
6.4 2.4µwo
6.8µsecs
18011z-51db
-65.5dB
-56.1dB
positive
-91-106.6411
-64 'dB
-9.4 ,1514.SmV
460k-ohms
£2995
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Rupert maintains that holidays are
all very well, but to ensure that
you really enjoy yourself, endeavour
to bring your Chew & Osborne
equipment with you.

C40
Chew & Osborne
HI-FI • TELEVISION • VIDEO
COMPACT DISCS • CASSETTES

. . . sounds outstanding
148 HIGH STREET • EPPING • ESSEX • 26 KING STREET • SAFFRON WALDEN • ESSEX • 70 SOUTH STREET • BISHOP'S STORTFORD • HERTS
(0378) 74242
(0799)23728
(0279) 656401

The Professional Sound Storage
System Direct from the Manufacturer
ST1
Holds 600 records
price £ 192.00
ST2
Holds 480 records
price £ 162.00

Whether your collection is Records, Cassettes or CDs the ARJAY system
is just for you. In fact, at many music studios, stores and libraries throughout the country ARJAY is considered essential equipment.
Its classic and original design makes the best possible use of available
space to provide the ideal storage and display conditions.
You have a choice of the " Record Collection" which consists of five
different sized units, designed specifically for record only collections or
"The Combination" which has three different sized units, designed for a
mixed collection of Records, Tapes & Compact discs. There is aunit just
right for you.

ST5
Holds 120 records
price £50 00

The ARJAY System is British made and is available in a choice of five
functional finishes - Rosewood, Mahogany, Teak, Black or White - to look
good wherever you choose to keep them.
You couldn't put your music collection in better hands or units.

Contact Sandra on 01-390 2101 or send coupon below to:ARJAY Ltd.
54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ
1

Please send me The ARJAY Sound Storage System
brochure.
} IFN/7/ti9
Name
ST4
Holds 240 records
price £97.00

ST3
Holds 360
records
price £ 131.00

All prices are ex-works and inclusive of VAT.

Address
Tel No

LOUDSPEAKERS

MONITOR AUDIO
'BABY SEVEN'
everal times over the past decade.
One or other of the major British

ched

loudspeaker manufacturers has launa ' budget' model which simply

changed the general expectation of what
could be achieved at a certain price.
Monitor Audio's new Monitor Seven is
not exactly aresponse to the Celestion 3
(it was on the drawing board long before
Celestion's giantkiller saw the light of day
and is priced at £ 149) but it is aresponse
to the same market climate. Cabinet
dimensions of 340x165x165mm ( hwd)
result in a slim and well-proportioned
package. In responding to the demand for
ahigh-quality miniature, and thus forsaking the opportunity to offer lush expanses
of polished wood. Monitor might not
seem to be playing to its strengths:
however, the Monitor Seven does benefit
from the company's now long-established
promotion of metal- dome tweeters.
The tweeter used here lacks the gold
colouring used on more expensive models, but is as usual a Monitor- branded
version of an Elac type. It has an effective
diameter of 19mm. The 120mm bass unit
(with atrue radiating diameter somewhat
less than this) is along- throw type said to
he exclusive to Monitor Audio. The
cabinet is constructed of 12mm chipboard and encloses a volume of some 6
litres; it is reflex- loaded by a rear- facing
moulded plastic duct of 32mm internal
diameter and 65mm length. Sides and
back are lined with 25mm thick slabs of
plastic foam. The crossover network consists of three reactive components plus a
series resistor, and is solidly mounted at
the bottom of the back wall. Internal
wiring is of good quality, with connections to the drive units via push on tags.
Externally, electrical connection is by
good- quality binding- posts which also
accept 4mm plugs. The well- finished drive
units make the speakers quite unobtrusive
even with grilles off, except for the rather
stark white lettering on the tweeter frontplate. The grille frames are internally
chamfered in the region of the tweeter to
minimize diffraction.
Ilistened to the Monitor Seven in large
and small rooms, with ancillary equipment ranging from an aged JVC midisystem to a Linn/SME V front end with
Musical Fidelity MVT/MA 100 power
amplifiers and various CD players.
Designed to give its best on tall stands ( I
mainly used 450min-high Partingtons),
the Monitor Seven seemed quite unfussy
about room positioning. Careful freespace placement could give a moderate
amount of depth to the stereo image, but
this was never the speaker's strong point.
In other aspects. it responded better to
being placed close to the wall, though the
rear port must not be blocked off.
Switching to the Seven from a pair of
large monitors, and using them on stands
away from the wall, produced the inevitIll il NEU

it RE(:( ) 1(1) RF:V I
ENV

it IS 19119

With the new Monitor Seven,

Monitor Audio applies its metaldome tweeter experience to a
quality miniature design
by Steve Hams
able sense of loss at the bottom end: the
laws of physics faced no serious defiance
here. Despite a clearly bass- light character, the Monitor Seven did offer a large
and quite believable sound stage, with a
good feeling of integration through the
midrange. the lack of bottom end manifested itself on classical music as an
occasional lapse ( depending on the programme ) into sounding ' small' and on rock
as an inability to reproduce the melodic
content of low bass lines, and the feeling
of a ' hole' in the response: some notes in a
line would almost disappear. The bass
quality generally was quite dry and precise, though; and on most records this
helped give an agreeable sense of bounce
and speed to the performance. Of course,
the quantity of bass, though not its resolution, was increased by near- wall placement, for which the speaker is clearly
intended.
The midrange appeared coherent if a
little thin, and offered a good sense of
clarity; on BBC spoken voice, for example, the Monitor Seven offered a more
listenable rendition of that ' chesty' studio
sound than other small speakers. It was
free of obviously identifiable box or cone
cone colorations and did not exhibit the
often heard tendency of the bass to sound
detached from the rest of the spectrum.
On a pre- digital DG piano concerto
recording ( Beethoven's Emperor/
Kempff ), the Seven did pretty well. There
was anagging feeling that the whole body
of the piano tone was not being captured,
and did not have much transparency, but
the performance gained an attack and
sparkle which was very appealing, along
with a real sense of involvement in the
music. Prolonged listening to orchestral
music, both I.P and cD, left the feeling
that despite an admirable tactile quality,
low-level detail was being obscured and
that instruments should have been more
clearly separated; this could he apparent
on rock too, hut tended to be outweighed
by the general ability to convey excitement and drive.
The upper- mid and treble quality was
thought fine on a good system at quite
long listening distances, but the sound
would undoubtedly become ' edgy' when
the speaker was used with athin- sounding
moving- magnet cartridge or a grainy

amplifier, particularly for nearficld listening, where the balance seemed to tilt
towards the treble quite severely; though
the speaker was almost free of that somewhat keening quality noted with some
Monitor Audio designs in the past few
years. Although this speaker is not ultimately the most revealing, it will not
conceal the shortcomings of poor ancilliary equipment and deserves to be
matched with good, neutral or even
slightly soft- sounding components.
With only moderate efficiency and
rather limited bass, this model will not
suit all situations that demand a small
loudspeaker, and will not transform adire
system into an acceptable one. llowever,
given a competent source and amplification, it proves in iny view to be the most
instantly- likeable design from this manufacturer for some time, and is honestlymade, well- finished and neat in appearance. It deserves to do weft+
Supplier:

Monaor Audio Ltd. 34 Clifton Road,

Cambridge CBI 4ZW. Tel ( 0223)242898/236344
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**TONICS FOR TIRED TRANSDUCERS**
Cost-effective
Audio

Manufacturers of Valve Audio Equiprriciq

t, 100P PREAMP 35CM £ 9500

G 100P PRE-AMP 43CM £250.00

660 AMS
G50 A
G1OOP
G1OOP

200 watts r.m.s monoblock
100 watts r.m.s monoblock
60 watts r.m.s. monobloc),

MAY 1989
(
Pair)

£2500.00p
£1000.00p
£ 900.00p
£ 600.00p
£ 250.00p

(pair)
(pair)

40+40 watts r.m.s. Stereo amplifier
Valve Stereo Pre-amplifier
Valve Stereo Pre-amplifier

43 CM
35 CM

£ 195.00p

All prices quoted as list are net ex-works. All prices quoted as list are net
of VAT. Carriage at cost via Parcel Post or nominated carrier. Payment
with order unless otherwise agreed. Trade discounts upon application.
Export discounts upon application.
Please note that this price list applies to the United Kingdom only
and supercedes any prices previously issued or advertised.
Nothing stated or implied in this document can set aside the
statutory rights of the purchaser.

Grant Amplifiers,
Sales & Administration,
145, Gladys Avenue,
North End, Portsmouth
P02 9BD Hampshire. U.K.
ei?"1A/7"/..1
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upgrade

kits

from

Wilmslow

AUDAX TITANIUM TWEETER UPGRADE.
Change your 1" dome tweeters for these Titanium units and
enjoy crisper, cleaner response. Suitable for replacing
tweeters up to 91dB sensitivity. Kit includes constant
impedance level controls so that you can adjust for optimum
results without any crossover modifications.
order TITANIUM 100 ( 100mm round plate) £43.50 pair
or TITANIUM 12x9 (120 x90mm)
+ p&p £ 2.50

RETAIL PR ICE LIST — GRANT A NI PLIFIERS
G200AMs
(1100AMS

speaker

ELAC METAL DOME TWEETER UPGRADE.
As kit above but using the Elac tweeter which has had such
rave reviews. To replace units up to 89dB sensitivity.
order METAL 25DT30 (104mm round plate) £63.50 pair.
or METAL 25DT29 ( 120 x90mm plate) + p&p £2.50
CONCERTO UPGRADE CROSSOVER.
Replacing the DN12 network in speakers employing the Kef
B139. B110, 127 combination, this crossover greatly improves
detail and definition. ( Screw terminal connections) £48.95
pair+ p&p £ 2.50
WACOUSTIC PANELS inhibit panel resonance and limit
cabinet-in_duced colouration. ( Foam sandwiched between
two layers of bitumin.) Self adhesive. Size: 270 x200 x16mm.
Set of 8 (will treat pair of small/med. speakers) £ 16 + p&p
£2.50
Telephone credit card orders

WILMSLOW AUDIO LTD.
35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire
SK9 lAS Tel: 0625 529599
Call and see us for agreat deal on HiFi
(Closed ah iday Mondays)

Tel: 0705 694347
Telex: 86626
Fax: 0705 670240
designed to sound better

DIY Speaker catalogue £ 1.50 post free ( export $6)

BIRMINGHAM SONY CENTRE
ARE SHOWING OFF IN MORE WAYS THAN ONE!!
NOT ONLY ARE WE SHOWING OFF THE SONY HI Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW AWARD FOR 1988!! BUT OUR
EXPERIENCED STAFF WILL BE ABLE TO SHOW OFF THE VERY LATEST E.S. RANGE TOO!!
ore%

MR

SONIC
111 1
.I
\I \\ S
Abel
0 88

160-162 CORPORATION ST
Telephone: 021-236 2139
(NR LAW COURTS)

(CENTRE)

CARTRIDGES

AUDIO TECH NIA
AT-ART I
Audio-Technica shows its

continued commitment to

fit inside the housing and the coils are in
Audio-Technica's traditional ( and
patented) separate lefuright ' V array.
Fitted to this body generator system is a
boron cantilever with a diamond-coated
top surface, tipped with a nude MicroLinear stylus. A vertical stabilizer, as used

analogue with anew high- end
cartridge, the AT-ART1

by Ken Kessler
c should

consider

ourselves

ky. Audio-Technica in the
IIS is run by one Shig Ilarada, a

changed so
insignificantly
that I'd suspect
these leave the
factory in ready- to- run
condition. The ride height

in the AT- 0C9. is also fitted.

changed not at all, meaning
that the usual post-rtm-in

Weighing in at a substantial 9g, this
cartridge is chunky. The body has parallel

VTA re- adjustment was unnecessary,
further confirming my belief that the

sides and enough flat surfaces to provide

AT-ART Iis one of very few high- end m- es
which don't demand a run-in period - a

man with an intense love for the analogue

plenty of sisual clues for lateral alignment.

I.P - and Audio Technica is one of the

Smart and useful though the rubber sec-

very few Japanese companies with faith in
the format. It was ! Linda who decided
that the t ' K deserved a crack at the
company's new flagship cartridge, quite
unlike the tS operation which doesn't

tion might be, the
aren't ruler- straight.
use either the arm
plate or the lower

titanium section if you set VTA ( or arm

slightly lower than specified, the AT-ART1
improved on every one of its supplied

even know it exists. And when you realize
that Ilarada is committing to a cartridge
which sells for £800 minus five pence.

height ) by eye rather than ear. Installation
in the SMF Series V was trouble-free and
V'I'A was spot on with the top- plate

specifications. The frequency response
was virtually ruler- fiat from 601Iz- IOkl lz.
with a barely significant boost below the

you

parallel to the disc; I set it at

first figure. At the other end, the AT- ART I
was up by only 0.6dB according to my

can

understand

that

this

is

a

courageous move. Even though the tK is
one of the few remaining markets which

grooves cut into it
so you're advised to
tube, cartridge topedge of the body's

I.6g in

still supports the 1.1' with vigour, £800

accordance with the chart supplied showing the factory test measurements.
The rest of the system included the

cartridges ain't exactly easy to shift.
Developed in celebration of Audio-

Oracle Delphi Ill turntable, Beard P1000.
Raymond Lumley M150. Denon Pt/Apower

natural rather than bright or zingy. l'hen

Celcstion

again, we are talking about the edge of the

.4-100A

(Audio Reference Transducer) is simply

amplifiers,

the best cartridge Audio-Technica is able
to produce at this point in time, a car-

SUM) speakers and Audio Research SP- 9
and Air- Tight ATC- I pre- amplifiers. both

chart ...
Which is as good aplace as any to start,

tridge which exploits all that the company

employed without m- c stages. Aside from

has learned while producing the wellreceived ' OC' models. It is innovative, but
above all it's an indication of bravery. So

the obvious necessity of ensuring the
correct tonearm match, potential owners
must audition the AT- ART I with the
pre- amp they'll be using at home. Output

l'he upper registers of the AT-ART1 are
not standard A- T - if you're the type who

money to purchase either a damned fine
CI) player or any one of afew dozen other
moving-coil cartridges?
Structurally, the AT- ART I is the result

Radford

measurements, at odds with the + 3tIB of
Autio-Technica's own tracing. Either way.
there was nothing to suggest a top- end
rise, the cartridge being smooth and

Technica's 25th anniversary, the AT-ART I

what does the AT-ARTI offer as temptation for the consumer with enough

and

convenience which should be automatic
at this price point.
With the exception of the output,
which, I mentioned earlier, measured

Apogee

Diva

MA Si)
and

is stated as 0.35mV ( my sample measured
slightly lower at 0.31 /0.32m\' ) which is
neither ridiculously low nor exceptionally high. The SP- 9 matched it beauti-

of Audio-Technica starting with a clean

fully, while the Air Tight could just about
manage but with little in the way of a

sheet,

margin

assumes that Audio-Technicas lean
toward the bright or sharp. There's detail
aplenty, with deft handling of such easilyobscured or smeared sounds as massed
cymbals, and this is absolutely free of the
exaggeration which brands something as
'hi-fi' rather than ' music'. It's a phenomenon common to almost every cartridge I've used which features a Micro-

matching aspect because the AT-ARTI is

Linear stylus and one of the reasons why I
prefer that profile to the edgier van den

so genuinely transparent - near to Spectral level, in fact - that it reveals in spades

Ilui tip And, miracle of miracles,
AT-ART1 gave a welcome lift to

the insertion of an extra step-up device.
This is not the usual journalistic hyper-

S1,700s without inducing any fatigue.

you actually touch it and find that the
cocoa- coloured lower half is not solid like
the silvery upper portion; it ' gives' under

bole: the head- amps I tried are of the

the character changes slightly to
accommodate the adjective ' liquid'. The
AT- ART I ta‘ours vocals and acoustic

pressure because it's formed from a special rubber compound designed to elimin-

wholly deleterious. I'm 1101 going to list
them; these step-ups have proved just

ate completely any internal resonances.
'Ilk first manufacturer to exploit PCOCC ( pure copper ohm) continuous cast-

dandy with other cartridges, and it would

ing )

ART1. It's simply that the AT-ARTI just
loves to look at i
- k- ohms, so that's the
way I'd recommend auditioning it. Only

rather

as

Omittin

did

with

its

ceramic- bodied MC3000. 1'he Al-ART1
features a titanium body with internal
damping to produce an ' ideal rigiditylightness factor'. At first glance, the cartridge looks like any modern m- c. Then

wire,

Audio-Technica

is

now

employing the latest version of this material, suffixed ' 6N' to indicate purity of
99.99996%. The material is used for the
coils, where it's said to provide the
highest

possible

output

efficiency

and

transparency, as well as for the terminal
pins. l'he coil windings reside within a
ceramic VC mould which ensures a tight
III II \ 1\1

,
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for

headhangers.

I stress

this

highest pedigree, some costing more than
the cartridge itself, and their presence was

be a disservice to brand them as poor
simply because they don't suit the AT-

the
the

midhand is just as rich in detail but

instruments, because some wholly electronic sounds seem a hit thick ill this
region. It changes the character of house/
rap music, making it even more plodding
than usual, but then I only slipped the
stuff.between platter and stylus because
I'm expected to sample every genre. If
you want agraphic visual analogy' for this

you know whether or not your pre- amp is

sonic balance, think of a Lautrec woman,

up to the task.
I measured the AT- ART I at both the

thin at the top and a hit plump down

beginning of the first session and amonth
later, after it had amassed more than 100
hours in the groove. The measurements

below. This can work ill the listener's
lis our if the listener is using asystem with
a rich upper register and a lean lower
portion. The condition is quite subtle, 11> 62
55

"AWARD WINNING HI-FI
AWARD WINNING DEALER"

Ilissun
CLECTROrlID

'It was years ago but, Ican still remember buying my first real hi-fi
turntable. Iwas astudent working weekends in the local take-away,
it took about six months to save the money for that turntable. You
see, I'd set my sights on one of those reviewer legend beasts, carved
out of the living rock. Geez, it looked and sounded pretty.
Ihopped the train to Cardiff. It was one of those drizzly, grey days
that Cardiff wears so well. Panic, Icouldn't find the shop. A cute
blonde with drop-dead looks set me straight. It was atiny, cramped
affair jammed full with real hi-fi. Imet the owner, "Tall Tony", he was
busy but, not too busy to help. Well, the Living Legend sounded
right, looked right and Iparted with the cash. But, how was Igonna
get it back home. It weighed in like Orson Welles in leg-irons. Tony
had an idea, he's deliver it, set it up and check it over before leaving
me to it. Man! That guy was aSaint.
A couple of days later there we were in my sleazy room, Billie
singing the Blues and Tony doing the fine tuning.
Well, I've gotten out of the take-away business and Tony's got
Audio Excellence into three new shops and the Blues, well, the Blues
plays on.'

134/6 CRWYS RD, CARDIFF (0222) 228565
9 HIGH ST, SWANSEA (0792) 474608
58 BRISTOL RD, GLOUCESTER (0452) 300046

audio e cellence

SECOND HEARING

MUSICAL FIDELITY Al
On the market for four years so

far, Musical Fidelity's stylish ' baby'
remains the company's biggestselling amplifier
n October 1985, Ken Kessler succeeded ( by a short head) in offering
the world's first review of the Musical
Fidelity A1amplifier. Ken found, as other
reviewers did later, that the Al offered a
blend of ' musical' virtues which were
simply unrivalled at the price ( then
£189 ) and which helped the product live
up to the company's name. It is only fair to
point out that the enthusiasm was tempered somewhat by awareness of early
reliability problems and controversy over
the claimed Class A' operation of the
amplifier. But the fact is that the Al
survived all that, and in its current form is
better made and finished than ever.
Although budget- to- mid- price amplifiers
have continued to progress rapidly since
1985, the A1has maintained its position
as ( pardon the pun) ahot favourite. In my
own experience, the larger M- F power
amplifiers ( which are generically related
to the A1in terms of circuit design) are
exceptional performers, while the Al
itself still takes alot of beating. It seemed
appropriate to take asecond hearing...
Stew Harris

Outstanding quality, not quantity
Anyone contemplating the Musical Fidelity A1must do so understanding that this
amplifier offers outstanding quality and
not quantity. However it sounds
unreasonably powerful given even aslight
volume control advancement with CD
sources. Though not capable of extraordi-

narily high replay levels, the A1seems to
know almost intuitively where to channel
the musical energy to best effect. Despite
the amp's sounding loud and large at low

volume settings there is limited headroom
within which to work.
Pressed hard with complex rock music
the AIseems unable to make up its mind
whether to clip softly or go brittle — it
runs out of steam in a fairly progressive
and generally well-mannered way. Backing off the volume restores the magic.
The recent Philips recording of
Mozart's Gran Partita ( Frans Brüggen and
the Orchestra of the 18th- Century)
showed the Al's almost unmatched fidelity. The changes in tonal quality can be
heard and imaging is compact and precise.
'hie A1places Mozart's two clarinets with
laser- like specificity and generates agood
sense of the high frequency reverberant
quality of the recording acoustic. 'Vertical' composition is particularly easy to
follow with the amplifier's definition and
transparency. Again solid, rich bass underpins the sound and gives the right rhythmic thrust from the 1(m winds.
The same easy, mellifluous sound can
be found through the moving-coil phono
input, though it seems to enjoy fractionally less headroom than the line
inputs. Malcom Arnold's Scottish Dances
on 1.yrita, for instance, had a slightly
softer, ' blousier' bass quality. Strings,
however, were silky yet still well-defined
within that same admirable middle- range
transparency.
A true hi-fi classic, the Musical Fidelity
A1does not deliver ahuge portion though
it does deal in the right currency. Avoiding all the connotations of ' fashionable
coloration' — if the word ' musicality'
needs to be redefined the Al is the
product that does just that.
David Priikel

VIDUir Al INTEGRATED CLASS A AMPLIFIER

Limpidity and expressiveness
Ihave probably done as many miles with
the Al as most, and digging it out again for
this test wasn't hard since it is used
extensively and frequently. Only the lack
of a headphone socket and a certain
residual forwardness, amounting almost
to coloration, prevent it being an amplifier for all reasons.
The A1 is slightly coloured. The bass,
though deep and full, is slightly soft and
lacking in impact. It is a characteristic
mirrored at the other end of the audio
frequency band, though the treble is
always gentle, sweet and extremely civilized. The phone inputs sounded almost as
good as the line ones ( which is
increasingly unusual) hut there are signs
that the A1is less open and transparent to
CD than some. But it's the mid- band that
makes the A1truly indispensable. It has a
quality that is not easily expressed in
words but which is more often found only
with the very expensive, very capable
amplifiers. There's none of the weediness
that afflicts many competing amplifiers.
The Al sounds large, positive and palpably solid. When reproducing fast, changing music, the amp has a wholly natural
limpidity and expressiveness that marks it
out from the crowd, and the more complex and difficult the music, the more the
Al seems at home.
It's also dynamically sound, aftbrding a
clear view of many low level subtleties
during quite loud and densely packed
passages. The amplifier frequently seems
oblivious of its own ( paper) limitations
and is capable of meaningful weight and
authority into large, ambitious loudspeakers like the SD Acoustics SDI. Along with
Musical Fidelity's own Reference 2, the
SDI is a particularly fine match.
Alvin Gold

Oxford Audio Consultants
HI-FI SPECIALISTS
Our shop facilities are like no other.
Our equipment is without peer, from
the affordable to the very expensive!
Our superb service is the same,
regardless of price.

Featured systems this month on
continuous demonstration:

OXFORD ACOUSTICS/CRYSTAL REFERENCE
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-9
KRELL KSA 80
SONUS FABER ELECTAS
CAMBRIDGE CD2
and
MARANTZ CD 85
MARANTZ PM 75
ROGERS LS6a
Formal opening hours: 10am-6pm,
Tuesday to Saturday; closed Monday
Individual consultations bookable
Home demonstrations apleasure
Free delivery & installation
Custom Home Installations
Full service back-up
Part Exchange
Instant Credit
Major credit cards accepted

OUR AUDIO PRO SUB-WOOFER
'REFRESHES THE PARTS
NORMAL SPEAKERS CANNOT REACH'
Unlike the famous slogan we have paraphrased, we mean every
word of it when applied to our unique 3- way system, based on
the BBC- designed LS3/5A compact monitor and the Audio Pro
B1-45 sub- woofer, which we import from Sweden. The little
LS3/5A units ( only 12 x 71
/ x 61/
2
2in) give a middle and upper
response of singular purity, only just surpassed in our view by
the QUAD ESL63, while the B1-45 adds to this an extended bass
response normally found only in huge and very costly speakers
(which often lack the sheer naturalness of the LS3/5A's upper
response!). Moreover the B1-45, which is by no means bulky
(14 3/
4in square x 21in high), can be placed anywhere in your
room, ' out of sight, out of mind', or even used as an occasional
table; all that confronts the listener is apair of small boxes, easily
absorbed into any furnishing scheme.
To hear this system with even quite modest ancillary components — receiver, CD player, record deck, cassette deck — is an
unforgettable experience and we invite you to visit our studio at
the earliest opportunity. The 3- way system costs £715 in walnut
or black finish; how much you spend on the rest of the
equipment depends on which facilities you require and what you
want in the way of ' mod. cons.'.
As we predicted upon their launch, six years ago, compact
Discs have become the dominant force in classical recordings,
and one of the special attractions we offer to those who buy
equipment from us is a discount of 20% on all subsequent CD
purchases. We are also proud to demonstrate and supply the
latest ' marvel' in the recording field, CD Video, which offers
§pecial rewards to lovers of opera and ballet. This clearly is no
rival to CD as such, although CD Video Players, which function by
way of your audio system and TV set, also serve as ' straight' CD
players.

SUMMER SALE:MD/0AM CD BARGALSS GALORE DURING JULY AND AUGUST

Thomas Heinitz Ltd iusic IN THE HOME
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077
Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 ( Thurs. 9.30 to I: Fri. 9.30 to 7)

We have

STAX headphones with

our expert

full demo facility. Consult

-Michael or write for further information.
PRICE LIST

Agencies include: Oxford Acoustics, Audio Research, Apogee, Air
Tangent, Counterpoint, Koetsu, Krell, Magneplanar, PS Audio,
Sonus Faber, Aragon, Audio Technica, Cambridge Audio,
Goldring, Linx, Marantz, Micromega, Ortofon, Rogers, SD
Acoustics, Stax, Thores, Wharfedale, Allsop, Discwasher,
Foundation, Hunt EDA, Kimber, Lift, Sennheiser, Slate Audio,
Target, That's Tape, QED, van den Hul, Tara.

SR-t4iicl Energiseri
SR- 84 I
Inc' Energiseri
SR- 5N

£ 139 95
£ 209 95

£ 189 95

SR- GAMMA

£ 199 95

SR- GAMMA PRO
SR- X Mk- 3

£ 295 95
£ 229 95

SR- X Mk- 3PRO
SR- LAMBDA

£ 289 95
£ 289 95

SR- LAMBDA PRO

£ 359 95

SR- LAMBDA SIGNATURE
SR- SIGMA
SR- SIGMA PRO

f469 95
£ 459 95
£ 549 95

ENERGISERS
the following energisers are self biasing and requite no connection to the mains They
are connected to the speaker terminals of integrated amplifiers power amplifiers:
SRD-eSB

£ 99 95

SRD-7 Mk- 2SB

£ 18495

The following energisers are connected to the mains and run from any line level source:
ie Pre amp output, Tape Monitor output. CD Player. Tape Deck or Tuner
SRD-X PRO
£ 229.95
SRM- 1Mk- 2PRO Direct Coupled
SRM-1 Mk- 2Direct Coupled
Mus-Fet Output

PART- EXCHANGE AND EX-DEM BARGAINS —
RING FOR DETAILS OF CURRENT LIST.

Mos-Fet Output
£ 550-00

£ 3335.00

SRM-T1 Direct Coupled
Vacuum Tube Output

£ 895 00

EXTENSION CABLES
SRL- I, N

1_ 44 95

SRL 16 or high quality Pro

p&p free within U.K. Overseas p&p £5.00

HI-FI CARE RETAIL LTD

Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Place, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford ( 0865) — 790879 ( 24hr. service)
Write or telephone for appointments or our comprehensive
information pack

DEPT HFN 5,
7/245 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD
LONDON W1P 9DP
(MICHAEL) 01-637-0371 — 01-637 8911
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SHORT REVIEWS

POT
HAPPY BIRTHDAY B77
The fact that few hi-fi products, or even
professional ones, manage to remain current for more than a couple of years
makes it all the more striking that the B77
reel-to-reel tape recorder ( which has a
foot in both camps) is still going from
strength to strength after ten. The
machine is manufactured for Revox in
Switzerland, by the Willi Studer organization and is imported in the UK by FW
Bauch of Borehamwood, one of the 65
distributors of Studer/Revox equipment.
'With a little practising and a dash of
imagination, one will be able to discover
entirely new dimensions in the realm of
sound,' says the multi-lingual B77 handbook. The truth in this statement becomes
evident to the machine's new user within
a few days and the machine offers
impressive facilities to anyone with some
creativity. It is perhaps because of functions like the ability to bounce tracks, to
build in reverberation and to record on
each track individually that reel-to-reel
machines have survived the onslaught of
other recording medium. The improved
specification offered by Viin tape running
at 15 inches per second on a three-head
machine is also very important for those
who want accurate reproduction.
It is essential that the tape transport
mechanism does not distort mechanically,
upsetting the precise alignment, so the
B77 uses diecast parts for the motor
chassis side bearers, crossmember and for
the head block and pinch roller arm. Thus
the machine is insensitive to shock and
vibration while ensuring exceptional stability for the tape guiding system, soundheads and motors, and brake assembly.
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This results in an overall weight of 21kg
which requires asturdy bench or table for
operation. It is possible to stand the 1377
upright, although for editing ahorizontal
mode is easier. However, since the headblock is lower than the operating panel,
editing requires some practice. I found
the easiest way, when making a mistake,
was to start all over again while erasing
the previous attempt. It is advisable to
avoid having edits in tapes intended for
storage as they provide a weak point.
There is some useful advice in the handbook about the storage of reels to prevent
that most troublesome headache for users
of open reel tapes - print- through - and
the relevant parts of the NAB standard are
quoted. There is nothing more disappointing than to find that the work produced
from much loving care and attention has
been wasted by preprint, and it is pleasing
to find that the machine manufacturer has
covered this point.
No fewer than 67 versions of the B77
are available, so it should be possible to
match one to the exact requirements of
any user. In case this is not possible.
Bauch has adesign laboratory which will
try and answer any technical question.
Machine modifications are suggested and,
if approved by Switzerland, become
another possible version.
As well as speed variants ( from 15 to
15/16th ips) there are options for slide
synchronization facilities, self sync, auto
start, logging machines, security applications, dissolve head amplifier, free head,
and the choice of stereo half-track, mono
half-track, mono quarter- track and stereo
quarter- track.
It is not just recording studios and hi-fi
enthusiasts who have found the machine
invaluable; there have been some odd

applications for 877s. Heathrow airport
uses a bank of them to scare birds from
the runway in a set-up which has one
machine triggered by the previous one
running out. Many fire brigades have auto
start recorder B77s to record incoming
999 calls while the super- low-speed version has found favour with broadcasters
who need a permanent record of their
programming, often arranged so that the
recorder operates only when the microphone channel is opened to avoid
making acopy of the music played. British
Telecom used the B77 when Brian Cobby
recorded the speaking clock messages in
1985. The 77 phrases were then digitally
encoded to give the well known 'At the
third stroke...'
Much of the 1960s pop material was
mastered on the B77's predecessor, the
A77. The Rolling Stones used the model
because it was convenient and met their
specification, even though the A77 was
never conceived as amastering machine.
Before the A77, the history of Revox
open- reel recorders extends back to the
T26, although the G36 was the first to
arrive in Britain in any quantity with afew
E36 and F36 models available. The G36
was a three- head, three- motor valve
design and now something of acollector's
item fetching up to £ 500. The A77 broke
new ground by being the first transistorized reel-to-reel recorder and became
firmly established in the UK. Famous for
its relay control mechanism the MkIV
version was the last before the birth of the
logic controlled B77 ten years ago.
The ability to keep their value is fundamental to these machines and Bauch is
able to quote the case of aretired doctor
who had his 25 year old G36 serviced for
£180. The machine had cost him 112
guineas 27 years ago, and it was now
valued at £400. ' Not bad,' said the doctor,
'my outlay is around £ 300 and I'm still
£100 in hand.' Servicing the old and new
models is a large part of the Bauch
operation and a team of dedicated
engineers will carefully restore any
machine to full working order. For an
initial £ 25 fee they will diagnose all the
faults and provide a detailed estimate of
repair. Spare parts for the models are kept
in stock for 27 years and at Borehamwood
Bauch has over 15,000 individual parts
available.
Bearing in mind the limitations of compact cassette and the controversy over
DAT, any serious audiophile must consider reel-to-reel as the only viable tape
option. 1could not live without an open
reel recorder, and the B7- must surely be
rated as the top domestic machine. Available from £ I233 + VAT, supplier: FW 0
Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald St, Borehamwood, Herts WD6 4RZ. Tel 01-953 0091.
Trevor Butler
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The TVA is anew 50 watt RMS per channel stereo power amplifier giving superb
imagery and effortless power. The amplifier combines innovative elegant styling with
highly developed electronic design.
Tne amplifier is reasonably priced at £917.70 inc. VAT. Mentmore valve amplifiers are
designed for the discerning listener. We have been engaged in amajor development
programme culminating in anew product range — designated " M" series. Continuing
research and development brings you innovative design with high audio quality.
See the difference.
Hear the difference.
For further details of the Mentmore valve amplifier range and your nearest dealer, contact:

Mentmore Industries • 24 Mentmore Terrace • Hackney • London E8 3PN England
Telephone 01-986 4125 • Telex 92703 MEN IND • FAX 01-985 3397

SHORT REVIEWS
PHILIPS CD582 REVISITED
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When Ireviewed the CD582 it was at an
early stage in its production and although
it achieved agood sound for the price and
Igave it a firm recommendation, other
critics suspected sample variations. 1also
expressed some reservations concerning
the DAC quality, and noted the serious
—80dB level errors. A sample of recent
production was obtained to check that all
was now well, and it became clear that the
standard is now even higher, both as
regards sonic and measured results. Low
level test sounds were smoother and
clearer, while the player exhibited alittle
more transparency and stereo image
depth than before; low-level focus was
also improved. All in all, the results
consolidated its earlier recommendation.
The measured results were in line with
inside information that rather better
TDA154IA DACs are now appearing in all
Philips ( and Marantz) players, even at the
budget level. This current CD582 showed
only amoderate — 2.5dB average error on
a — 90dB input signal, and gave the strong
linearity/monotonicity result shown by
the new graph. Minor lumps are present
but the transfer function is quite wellbehaved down to a most presentable
—110dB. the right channel a little worse
than the left. This was no fluke, as several
related examples have recently passed
through my lab, with equal or better
results than this. It would appear that with
production from the latest chip masking
(number 15?), Philips has finally cracked
the low-level linearity problem in its
DA(;s.
In its latest form the CD582 remains a
leading contender on the CI) market with
outstanding sound and facilities for the
money.
Martin Colloms
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Philips CD582 ( 1989 production): linearity at below
—60dB, input versus output. Scale is 10dB/division
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LIVING WITH THE SONATA
My long-term studies now turn to a
turntable which I've been using almost
exclusively for the past year or so — my
first British deck since a Rega Planar 2
circa 1979. The Alphason Sonata arrived
fitted with its natural partner, the ¡ IR
100S-MCS tonearm, and it proved to be
such a stellar performer that I had no
qualms about using it as areference from
day 1.
Despite its conventional appearance —
except, that is, for the three towers
sticking up through the top plate — the
Sonata is by no means ordinary. Two
motors, enough mass to warp a flimsy
shelf, a truly effective record puck
(weight) arrangement — the entire package seems so carefully conceived that I
could only criticize areas which are ameliorated by familiarity. Those three towers
— the most noticeable feature — work
perfectly for painless subchassis levelling,
but you do have to get used to avoiding
(Unless you're left-handed Ed-Asstj them
when placing records on the platter. Like
everything else in hi-fi, operation became
second nature and Ididn't think about
them unless somebody else mentioned
the inconvenience.
One unusual quirk which did materialize involved the steel puck. Cartridges of
recent vintage tend to employ magnets
strong enough to mess up your Rolex and
erase tapes at ten paces. The puck acted
like an autolift mechanism with so many
cartridges ( including the Ortofon
MC3000 and MC 70) that Ihad to test it
before trusting the deck to play
unattended. Fortunately, I had a nonferrous puck of the same weight to use
when required. What Iresisted was dispensing with the puck altogether, because
it influences the sound to the same degree
as the clamp on the Oracle or the mat on a
Linn. With the puck in place, you get
deep, controlled bass and absolutely precise imaging; without it there's flatulence
and smearing.
Otherwise, the ergonomics of the
Alphason are ideal, the on/off and 33/45
switches placed just below the front edge
of the plinth and the lid staying upright
when it's supposed to do so. Speed
accuracy remained spot-on during its stay,

and nothing, absolutely nothing, went
wrong.
The arm is just as thorough a design,
although it's not the friendliest choice for
inveterate cartridge changers. Most of you
will undergo the procedure only rarely,
but Imust have averaged a cartridge a
week, so Igrew to hate the front- mounted
anti-bias mechanism ( it likes to slip off at
inopportune moments), the hard- toaccess pillar locking screws and the fiddly
counterweight. That aside, the arm
extracted the maximum from every cartridge Ifitted, so I'll write off the difficult
set-up arrangement as the price you have
to pay for such exquisite performance.
As a package, the two pieces mate to
form an incredibly neutral system remarkable for a number of near state-of-the-art
characteristics. As Ilearned while reviewing the Infinity IRS Betas, the Alphason
combination is capable of reproducing
and resolving the lowest registers with
the kind of authority you just don't expect
at the price. Rumble seemed non-existent,
so the massive woofers in the Beta
weren't flapping about in the breeze,
while low level background hash was
almost impossible to discern. What this
produces are performances notable for
sheer weight but without any sense of
'bottom heaviness'.
Having studied what's available for
high-end turntable shoppers, I have to
regard the Alphason as abargain like the
sorely underpriced Michell GyroDec and
the still-favoured Linn I.P12. Although the
deck has since been subjected to detail
changes regarding the power supply, it
can be purchased for £625 in basic form,
with an extra £ 130 for a superior outboard power supply. ( The top-end power
supply sells for £295.) This places it way
below most of the serious imports and
many of the best native offerings. The arm
remains a steal at £412, not a lot to pay
for apiece of engineering of this calibre.
With really good CD players costing well
over a grand and with some turntables
coming in on the far side of four figures,
the Alphason Sonata is simply too good to
be true.
Ken Kessler
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though — only really noticeable through
speakers with a resolutely neutral mid.
For the bottom- most octaves the ATART Islims down again, asituation tfound
per feet for the overly- rich Divas but less
so for the almost-bass-shy Celestions. In
both cases, the speakers benefit from a
sensation of better control, especially the
Divas which are easily excited, hut this
leanness could rob the Celestions of
much-needed low-end reinforcement. But
while the ' mass' of the bass notes may
seem lighter than, say, that of a ripe
Koetsu, the bass does have exceptional
presence, alight, fleet-footed sound that's
simply perfect for complex bass passages.
Ironically, most of these performances
can be found in the hyperactive club
genre mentioned above — the very type of
music which isn't as favoured by the
AT-ART l's mid.

But this doesn't account for the overall
coherence of the cartridge as regards the
textures, balance and evenhandedness
which obscure such minor faults. The
AT-ARTI sounds 'of a piece' despite the
summary given earlier. Neither does that
description address the positively panoramic spread of sound or the convincing
three-dimensionality which places the ATART I up there with such greats as the
Monster Alpha Genesis, the Koetsus and
the Sumiko Talisman.
What these virtues create, when combined with the above- mentioned dietary
considerations, is a large, indeed massive
soundfield with rock-solid internal images
and reasonably well-defined extremities.
On coherent recordings with well- captured atmosphere, such as the recent
Water Lily record of Arturo Delmoni, the
AT-ART 1 produces a life- like figure sur-
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rounded by aconvincing space, che only
clues to its nature as a recording being a
slight obscuring of the tiniest low-level
details and abit of added liveliness to the
reflections. And since these are characteristics which most of us have to strain to
discern, Isay, ' big deal'.
The AT-ART Iwill appeal most to those
who have been living with CD as well as
LP and don't want to give up some of the
former's virtues although they hanker for
the most ' analogue' of I.P playback. By
skating between the two, the ART I
becomes aperfect high-end compromise
as the gap between LP and CD grows
smaller. It may lack some of the toetingling charm and warmth of the Koetsu,
the absolute transparency of the Spectral
(though it's damned close) or the mindbending speed of the Deccas, but it's one
dandy smorgasbord alternative.

AT-ART1
Manufacturer's Specifications
Output UR
Channel Balance
Separation
Phase
Tracking force
Frequency Reqranse
Coil impedance
Static compliance
Dynamic compliance
Weight
Typical price ( inc VAT )

20

SO

100

500
1k
FREQUENCY IN Hz

200

2k

5k

10k
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ACCE SS ORIES
The Chesky Brothers score ahat- trick with their new
jazz CDs. Ken Kessler tells you how you can acquire

CLUB]

Use this form to order any of the current
HFN/RR accessories.
Please indicate quantity required. AI/prices include posi & packing.

the set even if your local record shop's horizons stop
at the Top 40.

THE JAZZ
BROTHERS

ord has reached us that many readers, taken with the
review in the May issue, are having ahard time finding
copies of the three initial releases on the Chesky
Brothers' jai/ imprint. This is not good news, because the discs
deserve as much exposure as Miss Pamella.

To recap - briefly - Chesky Records is every vinyl fantasist's
dream, the kind of label hardcore collectors would love to
establish. David and Norman Chesky, thank goodness, temper their
music lust xx ith ( I ) taste, ( 2) integrity and ( 3 ) professionalism, so
we are not talking about ahobbyist fluke. Having witnessed the
growth in demand for reissues of monumental classical recordings
from the Golden Age of Stereo, the brothers made the effort and
did what few believed could be done: they reissued these
masterpieces for mass consumption, all the while retaining the
sonic qualities which made them so desirable.
Being canny, the Cheskys realized that they had to generate new
material as well, if the label were to grow beyond its image as
(virtually ) apublic service for audiophiles. Because David Chesky
loves jazz and because it's easier/more cost-effective to record
small jazz groups than whole orchestras, the brothers opted for this
most spontaneous of genres. And because the label had already
established itself as aforce which could earn the approval of the
cognoscenti, Chesky Records had access to ' name' musicians.
Even I. aPhilistine who considers Bix Bciderbecke a ' radical'
artiste, have little trouble following the trails of Clark Terry, Phil
Woods or Frigo Pizzarelli Pizzarelli. It's simply terrific music.
The sound quality is awhole ' nother thing. With the reputation
that the Cheskys have for their vinyl releases, they weren't about to
blow it with their CDs. Working side by side with dbx, the Cheskys
have helped to develop oversampling techniques at the recording
stage which make the Japanese number games look like elementary
arithmetic. The results are CDs which retain so much feel and so
much ambience that they could be regarded, adecade down the
road, as discs of similar worth to the 1.Ps which got the label rolling.
This is an 'Accessories Club Special'. If you huy one Chesky jazz
CD, we'll knock £ 1.50 off the recommended price. Buy two, and
you'll save £4. Buy all three and you'll save £ 7. But act quickly: this
offer is open only until August 31.
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IIFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: black- ash box £22.00 D
!FN/RR 003 Test CD: left, right, sweep. even music! £ 11.95 C
/!FN/RR 004 Blackhead: m- cstep-up transformer: £ 59.95 El
IIFNIRR 005 spikes: timber CI steel C. inc fixing kit, set of 8. £ 10.00 D
IFNIRR 006 Flutterbuster: 33.3/45rpm. 220 240 only. OK for most
synchronous t/t ( specify type); black- ash case £ 79.95
FN/RR 007 Carrydisc: 14 CD's in a40mm travel pack! £ 11.95 Ill
IFNIRR 009 Headcase: headphone amplifier. 40mW Class A unit
allows use of headphones; black- ash case; 220 241)V-only £ 79.95
IFNIRR 010 News Stand: 19in'430mm housing, 361n high, complete
with 5shelves ( 3adjustable) black finish £ 139.95 D
IFNIRR Oil Mushcrusher: 220/240V mains filter. 5A rating £ 24.95 0
IIFNIRR 012 Software Storage System: satin black timber ( Medite).
stackable, supplied in kit form. LP unit ( 12(1 capacity) £37.50 C1
( 'D/cassette unit ( 40/25) £ 19.50 0 singles unit ( 200) £ 29.50. El
II
FNIRR 013 Wallnut: wall mounting two- level turntable support
complete with two shelves; finish, black £49.95 C
lFNIRR 014 Stylus Cleaner: ultrasonic cleaner; £ 14.95
\fission Isoplat: 17in xI
3in Medite isolation platform; £28.00 E
Tweek: contact enhancer: clean all signal connections £ 15.95
Nagaoka LP inner sleeves: pack of 50 £6.95 D
High Performance Loudspeakers: Martin C'olloms' book on the theory
of speaker design £ 18.00 Li
Tape head de- magnetizer: electronic cassette de- magnetizer £ 12.95 O
Michell Tenderfeet: aluminium cones for isolation, set of 3.Small
£5.45 III Large £8.45 E
Cobra Indoor FM antenna: indoor aerial, built-in amplifier £39.95 D
Sicomin CD damper: hest Cl) damper we have come across £ 27.50 D
Extra rings for Sicomin, pack of 20. £2.50 El
Audioquest vacuum tube dampers: set of 4 £ 11.95 LI
Audioquest damping sheet: sorbothane. 6in x6in self-adhesive £ 11.95 El
Good Sound: Laura Dearborn's paperback £ 10.95 117
VPI FIW16.5 record cleaning machine: the ultimate record cleaning
system £375.00; cleaning fluid for the VPI system. per 51: £ 12.50 E
HFN/RR self- build loudspeakers: details available for DCI é:: Bassett
kits, please indicate
Audiophile records: Cantate Domino €6.95 Jazi : it the Pass nshop € 13.9511
Saint-Saëns £6.95 r7 Close-ups: Kahi 1arctei. piano. tih.95
Daros (-brim() € 12.95
.1Cheskv Schcherazade É11.95 \ ham Nixon ( ietslos in LI3
Appalachian
Spring £ f3.50 71Beetho%en Appassionata ( RDCE-11 £ 7.50
Vintage Tenor IRD(E
II) C7.50 LI Romance (1
1:1more IRD('ES) £7.5(1D

Aureum gold-plated mains plug/socket: twin unswitched socket, flush
mounting. complete with two I3Amp plugs. £ 25.00 D
Harrison Cassette Alignment Tape wow! or not wow'? D£18.50
I.ast Formula I £ 11.95 EFormula 2 £ 16.50 10Formula 3
£7.50 EStarter pack £ 12.50 C
Alphason Tonearm Lifter: Yes, it really does! £ 13.95 C
PAS-01: Passive control unit kit £86.50 D
Blacktak: £ 2.00
Recut Records: Beethoven Symphon%S C7.99 11 Ravel Z):: Bartok ('oncenos
4:7.99 LI Beethoven Piano Concerto 1.Choral Fanta.% ( 21 P) t11.99
Point-of- View: stylus magnifier € 7.95 D
CD Feet: Audioquest Sorbothane. Pack of 4 £24.95 I:
Michell Surelock 4mm locking speaker plugs. set of 4, £ 18.95 E
Breakfast Plugs, phonos, pair, £5.95 C
Stax binaural CDs: The Space Sound. £ 15.95 0; Glenn Miller.
£15.95 D
Chesky jazz CD's: one £ 13.45 0; two £25.90 C; three £ 37.80 E

NAME

(
caps please)

ADDRESS

0 enclose PO/Cheque/MO'
/wish to pay by Access/Visa/Diners/Amex'
My card number is

Expiry date

_LI 1 1I111
Signature
Please send orders to HFN/RR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, MK40 1YH
Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR Accessories Club.
Delivery subject to availability.
Accessories Club hotline le 0234 741152

NON UK SALES VAT FREE BUT WHERE APPLICABLE
SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL CARRIAGE CHARGES.
Photocopies of this form arc acceptable. E&OE

*
Please delete as neressarv.
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BUY THE BEST

HI-FI in
DORKING

or

THE BEST YOUR MONEY
WILL BUY

23 SOUTH ST
DORKING,
SURREY.

We cater for all budgets
Our trade mark is value for money. Whether you wish to
purchase a modest priced system or a esoteric set-up
you've come to the right place!

(0306) 882897.

Our staff are both friendly and helpful, from a budget CD
to a Linn/Ekos their sole aim is your complete satisfaction
Call Chris, Richard, Graham or James for an
appointment, please bring along your favourite record or
CD and we will be delighted to demonstrate from our
extensive range of equipment.

NEW CYRUS rre
SPEAKERS l"

rn non
ELECTROrliCf

/an

Mission have always enjoyed
an enviable reputation for
their loudspeakers but the
latest models are extra
special. Come along and give
them a listen and you'll be
just as impressed as we
were. The 781 and 782
represent the finest value
around at under £ 250 and
£400 respectively. Also
available in rosewood at no
extra cost.

SPECIAL OFFERS
AMPLIFIERS
LINX Nebula Integrated Amp. S/H
MUSICAL FIDELITY Pre- Amp/
QUAD 405 ICombination S/H

WAS
£349.00

NOW
f229.00

£500 00

£249.00

£699 00

£549.00

LISTEN TO THE NEW RANGE OF
MISSION LOUDSPEAKERS TOGETHER
WITH THE SUPERB CYRUS ELECTRONICS
IN THE COMFORT OF OUR LISTENING ROOM

SPEAKERS
MISSION 780 Argonaut Ex-Dem

CASSETTE DECKS
YAMAHA KX1200 To of Range
3 Heads etc etc NEW plus
FREE £49 of That's Cassettes
YAMAHA KXW202 Double Deck
with FREE £ 20 of That's Cassettes

£499.00
£179.00

Where to find us
NEWSFL4SH!,
KENW000 DPX9011:1

Ded.catecl co Transport
Breaks New Greened
1
>
Connects Chrect to
D,o,tal Amp or Outboard
0/A Bon

ONLY £499

1

WE ARE AGENTS FOR:
AIWA U AR U ARCAM U ARISTON
▪ B+W U CAMBRIDGE U CANTON
▪ CELEF U CELESTION U DENON
▪ DUAL Ill GALE U HEYBROOK
KENWOOD U MARANTZ U MISSION
MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAD U ONKYO
PANASONIC U PROAC U QED U ROTEL
SENNHEISER U SONY U TANNOY
TARGET U TECHNICS U YAMAHA
• EXTENSIVE RANGE OF POPULAR AND CLASSICAL CD'S
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
ACCEPTED

•

27 Springfield Rd., Harrow, Middlesex
Telephone: 01-863 0938

NOW OPEN MON — SAT

TOP TAPE

• lain • uuri • poomueN • d3m

• Nagaoka • Nakamichi • Ortofon • Quad • QED • Revolver • Revox • Rotel • SME • Sennheiser • Spendor • Stax • Systemdek • Tannoy e Target • Thorens • Wharfedale • Yamaha • Zeta •

• A & R • AR • Ariston • Audiolab • Audioquest • Audio Technica •

Manticore • Marantz • Mission • Monitor Audio • Musical Fidelity

U UPTO £ 1000 INSTANT CREDIT
( SUBJECT TO STATUS)

COMPACT DISC &
HI-FI ACCESSORY SHOP
in
CHICHESTER, W.SUSSEX.
II All Pop & Rock CD's
ONLY £9.99

,›. A

31 SADLERS WALK
CHICHESTER
TEL: ( 0243) 533963.

Celb
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CHRISTOPH VON
DOHNANYI

In Mahler, Schoenberg .. .

at Cleveland now, the tenet
'less is more' prevails
by David Nice

I

aving just recorded Mahler's Fifth
-- ¡ Symphony with the Cleveland
*Orchestra, prior to their European
tour, Christoph von Dohnányi argues his
own claims on the Mahler market persuasively. ' I'm absolutely convinced that
Mahler should not be played in the trumpcard manner. He is following the Viennese
tradition, he's not exaggerating things, he
has very definite indications for conductors,
and it pains me to hear some people treating
his music in away that is artistic and flashy.
This man was so outstandingly modest and
refined, and you have to respect him for that.
'I'm a little worried that if conductors
carry on treating Mahler as he has been
treated over the last ten years, as an exciting
showpiece-writer or movie-composer, peo HI-FI NEW"; & RECORD REVIEW

JULY 1989

pie will miss what he actually means as a
composer.' We had been discussing the
Mahler tradition in Vienna, where the Cleveland would be including the Fifth in the first
of two programmes, and the question of
Bernstein's pioneering work with the VP0 in
the 1960s arose. Dohnányi sees his own
approach as quite different. ' Bernstein is a
genius-ly gifted creative man, and when he
takes 62 minutes over a Tchaikovsky symphony instead of 50 he somehow has the
right to do that because Mahler did the same
with Beethoven and Schumann. But we
normal musicians should be careful to do
what Mahler asks. If he writes poco ritardando, we should make apoco ritardando,
and if he writes ' nicht eilen' it doesn't mean
slow down, and so on.'

Does the Cleveland sound for Mahler
come close to that of the Vienna Philharmonic, with which Dohnányi has recorded the
music of the second Viennese school? 'Well,
first and foremost, it's aMahler sound, but I
do think that the Cleveland Orchestra has
very special qualities. The string playing is
very much from the strings, they avoid the
off-string spiccato effect you often hear.
Above all the orchestra has this impeccable
intonation which is so important for Mahler.
Because if the intonation is not absolutely
perfect, the music itself becomes much
cheaper; the friction between tonality and
dissonance is only interesting when it's well
in tune. Otherwise it doesn't make sense —
not to me, at any rate.'
That's a quality he hopes to keep in
another of the works in the touring programme, Schoenberg's Op.31 Variations. ' I
want to emphasise the fabric, that spider- net
of beauty. Iwant to bring this work closer to
the Viennese tradition. But to do that Ishall
not be observing all of Schoenberg's metronome- markings. They're just an indication.
You know, even before the time he wrote
this, when he was so insistent and stubborn
that other conductors observe the metronome, he rarely followed the markings
himself. It's all so beautiful in terms of sound.
But of course there's more. Ithink Iwould
have preferred it if he had quoted the BACH
motif a little less, and I shall try not to
emphasize that too much and work on the
texture a little more.'
He finds that even in the later Schoenberg
pieces such as the Violin Concerto and the
Piano Concerto there is atremendous possibility for sensuous sound — and still within
the bounds of a tradition. 'This man was
absolutely unique in history, that he should
have been able to compose works like
Pelleas und Melisande, and suddenly to
decide that he didn't need to continue with
successes like that. Sometimes it's so important for a musician, and the audience, to
understand the switch of music at the
beginning of this century. And that's why at
Cleveland I conducted a lot of Schreker,
Zemlinsky, Korngold and Mahler, and then
Schoenberg and Webern — to try and show
them what was finally happening before
music turned, as they think, to the crazy; and
to prove that there was a certain limit you
could reach before you had to do something
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PIERRE LURNE,

AUDION,

SNELL,

SPICA.

MARANTZ,

GOLDRING,

FINESTRA,

TRIPLANAR,

GYRODEC,

At Alternative Audio we try to make the job easier.
We are fully aware of the many ranges of equipment
available ( we stock most of them!). On average we spend
more time assessing new products than we do selling
them. We take equipment home to see how well it
operates in a normal domestic environment. We install
(usually free of charge) most of the systems we sell, so
again we can check if equipment suits different types of
location.

MOTIF,

INCA TECH,

S.D. ACOUSTIC,

With a vast choice of equipment available the task of
choosing a well matched system can be, at best,
confusing, at worst, a disastrous waste of money.

RAY LUMLEY,

ORTOFON,

AUDIONOTE,

J.P.W.,

KELVIN LABS,

KISEKI,

KUZMA,

Buying Ili Fi can be a
nightmare

PINK T.

ROCK

PROAC,

AUDIO INNOVATIONS,

It is difficult, however, to say that one item is definitely
better than another. Only by talking to you can we make a
judgement which is going to suit your individual requirements. Naturally we demonstrate various options, but,
however, we must stress that this can only be done if you
pre- arrange a time in one of our demonstration rooms.
By selecting various components from different manufacturers we assemble real Hi Fi systems to cover the
many different requirements of our customers.
If you would like a list of our recommended systems and
details of our interest free credit scheme, please
telephone or write to the address below.

SME,

Whether you are a first time purchaser or a " seasoned
campaigner" we think you will agree, the best systems
you can buy for your hard earned pennies are at
Alternative Audio.

VOYD,

CONRAD JOHNSON.

18 HILLINGDON RD.,
UXBRIDGE, MIDDX.
OPEN — 11-7
MON SAT.
BY APPOINTMENT

Audiocraft
lge 0895 — 53340

NSA

AGENCIES FROM
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, AIWA, ALLISON, ARCAM,
AKG, AUDIO TECHNICA, ARISTON, AUDIOLAB,
ALPHASON, BEYER, CAMBRIDGE, CASTLE,
CELESTION, DENON, DUAL, EXPOSURE, FUJI, GALE,
GRADO, GOLDRING, HELIUS, HEYBROOK, JBL, KEF,
LINX, MANTRA, MISSION, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MARANTZ, MONITOR AUDIO, MORDAUNT-SHORT,
MERIDIAN, MAXELL, NAD, NAGAOKA, NAKAMICHI,
ORTOFON, PHILIPS, PINK TRIANGLE, PROTON,
MONSTER, JECKLIN, QED, QUAD, REVOLVER,
ROGERS, ROKSAN, ROTEL, SANSUI, TECHNICS,
SENNHEISER, TARGET, TDK, THATS, THORENS,
TANNOY, ONKYO, VAN DEN HUL, WHARFEDALE,
YAMAHA, etc...

iE
»ADA

ALTERCIATIVE
AUDIO
LTD.

93-95 Hobs Moat Road Open from:
Solihull
TUES to SAT
West Midlands B92 8JL 10.00 — 6.00 pm
DEMONSTRATIONS
BY APPOINTMENT
PLEASE

Sales: 021 742 0254
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about it. It needed this kind of man to say,
"Somebody has to do it". And even if some of
his music, by trying to find anew path, may
be alittle formal, you have to realize that he
emphatically did not give up tradition, was
only trying to establish a new language.
'I've conducted so mucil Schoenbreg,
even though Iknow he will never be agreat
public success. But neither will Proust nor
Joyce, and though public success is wonderful to have, it's certainly not the main thing.'
Through his conducting of Salome and
Die Era:, ohne Schatten, Dohnányi has
acquired something of a reputation as a
Straussian. Does he find that difficult to
reconcile with his passion for Schoenberg?
'Well, I know a great deal of Strauss and,
strangely, I find that as I get older I
appreciate it more — many people find it the
other way around — yet Iwould never have
thought of myself as agreat lover of Strauss.
There are afew works which Ithink show
pure genius, like Elektra, parts of Salome
and Die Frau ohne Schatten where he really
turns wild, just does everything he wants to
do. Many of the later operas, Ifeel, have a
certain limit of musical importance, and
perhaps there's not so much great music in

Der Rosenkavalier. Iused to say that conducting Strauss is something you doubt
whether you should do, and afterwards you
doubt whether you should have done it, but
while you're doing it, it's fabulous! Intellectually, he doesn't present much of a challenge to me. Itried to work on Salome in
Vienna and London a little differently from
usual, balancing out the textures. Of course
you can leave off half of it and it still sounds
good! But the way he follows the text
without letting it degenerate into a mere
programme music — the first ten pages of
Salome, for example — is a miraculous
translation of theatre in orchestral terms.
'Strauss's epilogues are incredibly beautiful. Karajan told me they were the main
reason why he conducted this composer.
But there are many more complications
beneath the surface. He was a great man
when he didn't compromise. At the end of
his career he thought that with him opera
would be gone; he didn't even believe that
Die Frail ohne Schatten would be staged
again. So he wrote the Frau fantasia. I
condutted this piece once in Vienna — one
of the most terrible things he ever did.
Because he did not seem to he aware which
parts of Frau were the great parts. For me,
he's alittle like Wagner. Wagner's Alberich is
for me more interesting musically than
Wotan, and Mime sometimes more interesting than Siegfried. In Die Frau ohne Schatten, all the Nurse's music and the question.
mark music is far stronger than all the
affirmative stuff.'
Even Mahler at his most affirmative is not
to Dohnányi's taste. Perhaps it all comes
down to his view of turn-of- the-century
optimism. But he is honest enough to admit
his own problems with awork like Mahler's
Eighth Symphony. ' Of all the symphonies it's
the only one Icannot, will not do. Maybe
some day I will come to it. But at the
moment Icannot understand this piece at
all. I actively dislike it. I know what he
wanted, but...you see, I don't feel so
strongly about conducting that Iwould take
on pieces Idon't like."rhat, ultimately, is the

reasoning behind the Cleveland programmes — ranging impressively from Beethoven
to Tippett, but with no rigid notions of what
will go with what. 'All good music fits
together. Once you have acertain distance
in time between the works, it doesn't matter
what you do.'
Dohányi's philosophy of his function at
Cleveland is amodest one. ' For me, the basic
thing is to work with an orchestra so that I
need to do less and less. My happiest
moments are when Iput my hands down by
my side and the orchestra plays music,
because we have rehearsed in the right way.
The role of aconductor has been turned into
absolute nonsense. Of course in the past
there was a concert- master who led the
orchestra, and then it became more complicated and the group of people, these musicians, needed someone who would say, "OK,
let's do it this way". But essentially the
miracle of music remained the playing and
the sound. The conductor has to be the one
who produces it, but Idon't understand how
some conductors enjoy so much showing
their professional ability, which is really just
asubstitute for something which should be
done better by the players themselves.
'When Icame to Cleveland, the players
had been trained to be very dependent upon
beating, especially in the previous ten years.
But when Itried to make them forget about
bar- lines, and to work on the phrasing, it
seemed as if they had been waiting for the
opportunity — they loved it. And Istill say to
them, "The more you listen to each other,
the less you need me". It's supposed to come
from Toscanini, this tradition of beating very
clearly and thinking that beating is everything. But I've just seen a long television
programme on Toscanini, which showed
him in rehearsal. Suddenly he screamed at
the orchestra and said, " Don't watch my
stick, Idon't know what it's doing, listen to
each other." And once an orchestra starts to
do this, and the conductor is the one who
gives the lead for style and phrasing, and
being really able to listen to each other, then
suddenly the musicians really wake up.' +

BOOKS
SCHUBERT: THE COMPLETE SONG
TEXTS with English Translations by Richard Wig-

of translation were noted, and one or two
misprints.
Peter Branscombe

more. Fort-word by Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau. 380pp.
Hard covers, £ 19.95. Published by Victor Gollancz

ADRIAN BOULT by

Ltd, 14 Henrietta Street, London W
. C2E 8Q).

This is an ideal present for the Schubert
lover whose knowledge of German is
inadequate for following the finesses of the
songs. In this handsomely produced volume
Richard Wigmore has provided straightforward translations of the texts, in alphabetical
order, set out line-for- line against the original words in two columns on the page.
Each song is prefaced by its title, the name of
the poet, the Deutsch catalogue number
(alas, not the revised numbers from the
definitive second edition of 1978), and the
year of composition. Reasonably enough, the
incomplete songs are excluded; so are ones
like ' Der Graf von Habsburg' which are only
now on their way into the canon. Not all the
strophes are included of apiece like ' Idens
Schwanenlied': five of seventeen doubtless
suffice. The value of the book is enhanced by
the inclusion of the original English words
for asong like ' Der blinde Knabe', as well as
a literal back- translation of the words
Schubert actually set.
A few minor infelicities and inaccuracies
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Michael Kennedy. 342pp.
illustrated, with 4 appendices, 12pp footnotes; inde-

xed. Paperback £8.99. Published by Macmillan London Ltd, 4 Little Essex Street, London WC2 3LF.

Saving £9 means aloss of hard covers ( and a
ghastly dust- jacket), aless comfortable scaling-down of page and print size and, more
regrettably, missing half the period photographs — including an amazing shooting
portrait of the two Boults, father and son
extrordinarily alike, from the 1987 Hamish
Hamilton original.
If Michael Kennedy's biography is better
than his Barbirolli hook, that is because so
much documentation was meticulously preserved by Boult; and his family diaries give
telling details of a musically precocious
child. There are some grey areas: perhaps
too much space is devoted to the now
irrelevant ' Russell Case' ( where Boult's
motives and reaction come into question in
a political incident), whereas the relationship with his wife, Ann, divorced from a
long-standing singer friend, develops offstage% the reader suddenly reaches the bald
statement of Boult's marriage to her, at 44.
But these pages do form a sharply illumin-

ated picture of social and musical life in the
early 1900s — the young Boult, privileged in
education, taken under the wing of a
homosexual socialite and musical patron
(thus he first met Elgar); the Leipzig studies,
early concerts, and then the long haul with
the BBC SO and LP(); finally the Indian
Summer of recordings with Christopher
Bishop, at EMI. Extracts from critical letters
to colleagues, the adolescent Britten's destestation of Boult's musicianship, a backbench view that, for all Boult's preoccupation with clarity with the stick, he was
actually amiably imprecise and inspired no
confidence, all confound the received
image. Kennedy also illustrates, from letters,
bull's concern for interpretational detail in
unexpected areas of repertoire; even as a
child he sat, analysing the inadequacies of
performances he attended.
In short, this study ( a 'centenary ) ear'
reprint) spans two very contrasting eras in
professional music, and Ithink it can only
influence our so-conditioned attitude to the
legacy of Boules recordings. In all, I'd be
tempted to go for the hardback: the picture
quality is better, and it's easier on the eye.
Either way, it is a very well constructed
narrative.
Christopher Breunig
09

GLASGOW

Glasgow's newest hifi store can be
found at 145, Bath St., Glasgow (Diagonally opposite the entrance to the
Sauchiehall St Centre)
WHAT'S DIFFERENT ABOUT US?

Straight talking.
We will not give you pretentious hype
and try and palm you off with expensive
equipment that isn't good value for
money.
Alternatively you'll find we're not
interested in selling 'cheap 'N nasty'.
Our sales technique doesn't include
"£5.00 cheaper than anywhere else, take
or leave it".
What you will find is this: some of the
best demonstration facilities in Glasgow,
arelaxed and friendly atmosphere, an
opportunity to exchange equipment if
you're not entirely happy, afree two
year guarantee, achoice of the best of
British equipment (including Cyrus,
Mission, Quad, Tannoy, Qed, Ruark
and more) and achoice of the best of the
Rest (including Dual, Denon, Yamaha,
Rotel, Allison etc). We can also demonstrate surround sound and can install
complete room to room systems. We
are Glasgow's Meridian stockist.
OPEN SIX DAYS — 10am-5.30pm.

SUMMER

IN HIE CITY

Hi-fi or holiday? The annual dilemma weighs heavily
on even the most disciplined audiophile! To help
alleviate the stress we suggest the purchase of quality
ex-demonstration and part-exchanged equipment
that will satisfy the aesthete and leave change for the
traveller.
The options include components like the Pink
Triangle PT. TOO £399 and Voyd (£795) turntables and
achoice of tonearms from the Alphason Xenon (£150)
through to the SME Series V (£990); Electronics like
the Meridian 207-Pro player (£799) and Musical
Fidelity MA50 mono- blocs (£649) with still the best
miniature loudspeaker, the ProAc Super Tablette
(£199), and the compact Studio One (£399).
Also on demonstration are the Stax range, Aragon
amplifiers and the new Alphason Orpheus
loudspeakers. Full details from

PHONOGRAPH
60a Erpinghani Road. Point,.
London SWI5 IBG
Tel: (01) 789-2349
Mon.-Fri. 10am-1pm, 3.30-8pm.
Sat. 10am-1pm.
Demonstrations by appointment.
Free delivery UK mainland.
FULL EXPORT FACILITIES AVAIIABLE

MAIL ORDER ADVERTISING

British Code of Advertising Practice

Advertisements in this publication are required to conform to the British
Code of Advertising Practice. In respect of mail order advertisements
where money is paid in advance, the code requires advertisers to fulfil
orders within 28 days, unless alonger delivery period is stated. Where
goods are returned undamaged within seven days, the purchasers
money must be refunded. Please retain proof of postage/despatch, as
this may be needed.
Mail Order Protection Scheme ( Limited Liability)
If you order goods from Mail Order advertisements in this magazine
and pay by post in advance of delivery, Do it yourself will consider you
for compensation if the Advertiser should become insolvent or
bankrupt, provided:
(1) You have not received the goods or not had your money returned;
and
(2) You write to the Publisher of Do it yourself summarising the
situation not earlier than 28 days from the day you sentIour order
and not later than two months from that day.
Please do not wait until the last moment ta inform us. When you write,
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DAVID
HILL
moves from Westminster to
Winchester —
the recordings continue

he organists of Winchester Cathedral
or College have included Thomas
Weelkes, Jeremiah Clarke, Samuel
Sebastian Wesley in the 19th-century, and
George Dyson in the 20th. In more recent
times, Martin Neary brought Winchester
Cathedral into the charts with Andrew
Lloyd-Webber's Requiem. At the age of 31
the present Master of Music, David Hill, has
quickly gained a reputation as one of England's up-and-coming choral conductors and
solo organists; he now has some twenty
recordings to his credit. Amongst these are
several of Spanish church music, particularly
that of Tórnas Luis de Victoria — notably the
Requiem and three masses: Ascendens
Christus, O Quam Glorinsum and Ave Maris
Stella. [
See also ' Reviews'. His recordings
for organ include W'idor's Fifth Symphony
and Liszt's Fantasia and Fugue on the
Choral 'Ad nos ad salutarem undam'.
Whilst at Chetham's Hospital School of
Music in Manchester, David Hill won the
coveted prizes in the Fellowship examination at the Royal College of Organists and a
silver medal from the Worshipful Company
of Musicians. After an initial schooling at
Chetham's he went up to St John's College at
Cambridge as Organ Scholar, where he
accompanied and conducted the choir,
staying an extra year whilst Dr George Guest
was on sabbatical leave. Whilst still astudent
at Cambridge, Hill broadcast for the BBC as a
soloist and became conductor of the Alexandra Choir, thereby firmly setting his reputation as a choral conductor.
How did directing the choir benefit him?
'It taught me how to conduct long, complicated works on three hours' rehearsal with a
professional orchestra and soloists. That's
good training — it sets you up really. If you
don't know how to beat time properly
you're in trouble. It's what a lot of young
musicians lack — being thrown into that kind
of situation.'
I asked him how influential his days at
Cambridge had been with the college choir
there: 'St John's choir was a huge influence
on my thinking. It is a musical body; it
sounds like a group of musicians who have
come together to sing as a choir and not
simply as a collection of people — there are
so many choirmasters who do not impart to
their choir in clear terms what kind of sound
they are after. George basically lets St John's
choir sing — using their whole voice — and
that's got to be right. It is living a bit more
dangerously, of course, and you have got to
know how to rein it in, if it gets slightly off
the lead or over the top, but it's better that
way round than having to extract it from a
group of singers who have not been taught
how to project. Projection, whether for a
speaking voice or asinger, is something that
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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achoirmaster has to know almut. Apart from
all that, St John's disciplined me into the idea
of performing to a high standard every day,
as well as coping with everything else in life'.
After leaving Cambridge, David Hill went
to Durham as sub-organist at the cathedral.
Durham is a magical place, intoxicating
everyone who goes there, and the wonderful
cathedral is an inspiration to behold. How
does he view his days there and how did he
develop musically? 'We particularly associate with Durham; it was a very enjoyable
two years. It gave me the chance to practise
alittle bit more, hut the more Ihad to teach
the less time Ihad to do other things and we
had to work all hours of the day to make
ends meet'. One of the guide books to
Durham reads: ' In such expert hands, the
Psalms, so often the bugbear of an Anglican
service, are a delight, as the ' Cathedral j
choir sings them antiphonally, while the
organist adds a scenic obbligato'. This
sounds as if the writer had heard Richard
Lloyd at the organ: how much did David Hill
learn from him whilst at Durham Cathedral?
'Richard represented, to me, the friendly.
paternal figure of acathedral organist doing
great work; he became a close friend with
whom Ihad to work. Also an outstandingly
good musician, amarvellous composer and a
superb improviser.'
In 1982, David Hill moved to take up the
prestigious post of Master of Music at
Westminster Cathedral. What was it like
moving from the Anglican liturgy to that of
the Roman Catholic church? ' Ienjoyed it! It
was very hard at first because it was totally
new. Ileft Durham on a Sunday night and

started at Westminster on the Monday morning! You really have to have a year in the
Roman Catholic Church's calendar to understand it all, as there is awhole cycle of saints'
days and liturgical events. Although the
Anglican Church celebrates the saints by
mentioning them at Evensong in prayers or
in hymns, there is no specific music sung for
them; in the Roman Catholic liturgy each
saint has his or her own set of plainsong
Propers — pieces of music which vary
according to the church calendar. It is avery
complicated liturgy, but since Vatican II it
has become simpler even when singing the
Latin Rite. A lot of people interpreted the
decrees in their own particular way. The
advent of the vernacular to some people
meant the total exclusion of Latin from any
liturgy when, of course, Vatican II never said
that. Most of the music that was lost was
through musicians wishing to peddle their
own music instead'.
David Hill has established something of a
reputation as a choir trainer and can be
found lecturing the subject — notably for the
Royal School of Church Music and The Royal
College of Organists.
Westminster Cathedral Choir have always
had a high profile since George Malcolm's
days there. But in recent times they are
acknowledged, under Hill, as one of the best
in London. Iasked what the choir was like at
Westminster when he went there and what
it is that makes a choir stand out from the
rest? ' Westminster Cathedral Choir experienced difficulties in the ' 70s. Stephen Cleobury brought in some splendid new boys and
the sound developed. My contribution was
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to continue the revival. Ididn't stop anyone
from singing out; Ididn't ask any part to sing
quieter. If anything I often used to say
"you're not singing up enough!". Blending
the sound from the lowest common denominator — in other words blending from the
part which sounds the weakest ( some would
say the nicest ) — is the wrong starting point.
If you do you are liable to land the singers in
all sorts of vocal difficulties, though it may
sound pleasant enough.
'A choir needs a clear idea of the sound
that is required. Beating time and getting it
together are important components but not
as important as the actual sound the choirmaster wants. The individual voices need to
be good but there are too many singers
around who are prepared to hide behind the
person next door to them; it's not that Iwant
acollection of great solo voices throughout
the choir, rather Iwant them to produce
their proper, natural sound. And to do that
there is a lot of science required behind
vocal training. Singing is an art about which
we must learn more. Playing the organ, even
very well, does not equip a person for
training achoir properly. Iam not advocating splitting the posts of organist and choirmaster — rather that we must treat each area
quite separately. If as organists we are aware
that tonal adjustments are required for
performance, by the selection of different
stops to create the appropriate sound, then
equally it is not good enough just to stand in
front of a choir and say "You're too loud.
You're too soft" without actually saying why
these things are the case. We really need to
address the problems as well as the possibilities. At Westminster some people thought
the choir had a "shouty tone", but George
Malcolm's famous phrase, that "good singing
is a controlled form of shouting", is absolutely true; if you listen to children playing
in a playground they don't shout to each
other in an insipid head voice: it is astrong
resonant chest-sound that they produce
naturally. And if you do the same with boys'
singing voices they begin to sound like the
parts behind them — their adult counterparts
— and that's what singing is about. A large
acoustic can do alot of work for achoir but
ultimately that doesn't solve anything. A
well-produced sound in aresonant building
will still sound well in a dry acoustic; so
Westminster choir was happy about singing
in the dry acoustic conditions such as that at
the Festival Hall. Relying on a resonant
acoustic is something which we must all,
including myself, be very wary about.'
The choirs of St John's Cambridge and
Westminster Cathedral have something in
common: some would say it is the 'continental' sound. What is it that makes them
similar? ' It is the production with greater
pressure on the sound. We are not just
dealing with something which is relatively
undeveloped — the sound is more advanced.
more adult if you like. The boys are asked to
sing with a voice which does, to all intents
and purposes, the same thing that an adult
voice does. If this means that the sound that
is produced is fuller, clearer, brighter and
more resonant, then it is "continental"
because for decades the continentals have
sung with their whole voices. In addition to
their normal training the boys were taught
to sing at Westminster by my wife, although
she doesn't teach the boys here at Winchester yet. Ihave gleaned a lot from her and
from sitting- in on singing lessons as an
accompanist over the years.'
Iasked David Hill about his future recording plans and what had given him most
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satisfaction about his time at Westminster
Cathedral. The recordings, I think. I felt
there were so many gaps in the repertoire
that hadn't been recorded and we set about
doing less well-known works — mostly 16thcentury Iberian music. At Winchester we are
going to record neglected 16th-century
English music. My dream is to sing the very
best music of the past. We're looking
towards acommission now — but I'm not a
great pioneer in this way as was my predecessor Martin Neary. Some modern composers whose work Ido like are John McCabe,
Robert Walker, and Jonathan Harvey and
John Taverner, both of whom appear on our
music lists regularly since Ihave been here,
and will continue to do so. But there is so
much old music which hasn't been sung, and
Ifeel that this is as important as promoting
new music. Martin Near)' was agreat entrepreneur in this area and enjoyed that aspect of
his activities, whereas I feel much more
committed to exploring unsung Tallis Masses and recording them, as the public still
want to know about these things.'
Which of the Westminster recordings
does David Hill like most? ' Ilike them all for
different reasons. Ithink that the best that
the choir produced was the Victoria
Requiem. Ironically we missed the Gramophone Award for that this year, as we
were runner-up; although we won one in
1984 for our recording of Victoria's 0 Quam
Gloriosum which Ifeel is less good. Ialso
like the Britten Ceremony of carols which
was recorded when the boys' sound was
particularly strong'.
Westminster Cathedral put David Hill
right in the front line of cathedral music,
does he feel that moving from London out to
Winchester will reduce his connections
with the capital?
'Not really. Iam director of The Chorus at
the Royal College of Music and Iteach on a
Church Music Course at the Royal Academy.
Iam Associate Conductor of the Philharmonia Chorus; so I have plenty of other
opportunities. Ihave worked with members
of the BBC Symphony, the Bournemouth
Sinfmietta and The City of London Sinfonia
with whom I broadcast a live St John
Passion in Holy Week 1988. The thing that
put Westminster in the front line was its
recordings and you could do that from
anywhere. Winchester has been important
for EMI and has had ahigh profile for agood
number of years — with the Lloyd-Webber
Requiem for example — although we will be
starting new recording projects; the boys

have just recorded Mozart's Mass in C- minor
with Hogwood and the Academy of Ancient
Music. I'm looking forward to working with
Hyperion again; in my estimation they produce some of the finest recordings currently
available.
'Collaboration with orchestras has always
been a great interest of mine and Ihope it
will be an area of growth in the future.'
Does this sort of conducting work pay
well, I asked? ' I'm not so much worried
about the money, to be honest, because I'm
very lucky in that I have a base here in
Winchester, and the Dean and Chapter are
kind enough to understand the position of a
musician. To be a good musician you have
got to do lots of different things, you have to
diversify. Here at Winchester ( as at Westminster) Iam allowed to undertake all sorts
of extra activities. Iam very fortunate tobe
able to work from here so making money is
not the motivating force; it is rather acase of
being allowed to develop as a better musician in this wonderful context.'
David Hill has toured quite extensively
now. 'With St John's Cambridge Iwent to
France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Australia, America, Canada and Japan. It was great
fun, except for dysentery in Japan — playing
the organ with dysentery is not an enjoyable
experience! With Westminster we went to
Holland, France, and did a lengthy, highly.
successful tour of America in 1986.'
What are his future plans as a solo
organist? 'Well, there is a recording of
Vierne's Second Symphony to be released on
CD, and Ihave been asked to record aCD of
Bach for Pickwick, and to record the new
organ at Winchester Cathedral. Idid seventeen recordings at Westminster which, in six
years, was quite alot, so I'm quite pleased to
be slowing down a bit for a while. Ihave
been to Australia three times as a solo
organist and then did athree- and- a-half week
tour of America in October 1988. In fact I
went to America twice last year and so I
want to take abit of time out to recharge the
batteries.'
The American organ scene is supposed to
be a thriving environment, in that they are
prepared to build organs designed as historical copies — something the English are
reluctant to do. 'There are some fine instruments, some are less good. At lot of the
recently- installed organs have electric
action and so on, and are designed to be
eclectic instruments. Some of these are
unspeakably bad, but some of the old Skinner organs are marvellous.'
Does David Hill do as much teaching as
some other British organists? ` Ithink Idid
too much at Durham and went right off it.
When I arrived at Westminster without
having to do any Iwas somewhat relieved.
But I'm enjoying it again now and I've
changed my ideas about lots of things. As a
player and musician I've changed alot. Iwas
lucky to have been taught by Gillian Weir
and more recently by David Sanger. Idon't
have set ways of playing. If one is not careful
one gets over- anxious about sounding clear,
and the result can sound ridiculous. Ilike a
very balanced approach such as Gillian
Weir's — who studied under Anton Heiller. If
you talk to David Sanger — who is a fine
player, and an incredibly important teacher
— about articulation you realize there aren't
set ways of doing everything, and you have
to understand what conditions may have
been like at the time to be able to make
value-judgements on any aspects of interpretation. Once upon atime Ihad hard-andfast rules, and Idon't any more'. -It
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ADVERTISEMENT

NEWSLETTER
Vol. 5, No. 2
In our May Newsletter we referred to the sad demise of the UK
Importer of both Cello & Conrad-Johnson Products.
We would like to point out
that this referred to the former
UK Importer Automation Sciences and no reference to either
Aston Audio or Audiofreaks
was intended.
We apologise for any confusion that may have been
caused.
AMERICAN
LOUDSPEAKERS
The birth of the high-end in
Britain introduced us to a new
world of amplifiers, in terms of
build and sound quality. But
there was afeeling that British
loudspeakers were world-class.
Today the situation is that our
loudspeakers up to £500 — £600
are highly refined: much superior moving coil designs which
yield highly satisfactory results
when suitably matched with the
ideal amplifier and loudspeaker
cable.
At £595 we encounter American designs such as the SPICA
TC-50: moving coil and enclosure it may be, but there the
conventional answers give way
to something innovative and
very successful. At the remarkably low price of £675, if your
space permits, you must listen
to the MAGNEPLANARS. The
slimline SMCa's pack a punch
along with an open, natural,
uncoloured sound. The new
model 1.4, also available in
natural beige or hi-tech black,
has been launched at £ 1,098 per
pair and we are simply stunned
by the excellence of these
amazing loudspeakers.
Although they are easy to
drive, we have found astonishing compatibility with the
COUNTERPOINT SA12 Power
Amplifier at £ 1,250. We also
confidently boast that we have
our supplied 1.4's sounding significantly better than other
1.4's. With asecret loudspeaker
cable and our custom ( steel and

light oak spiked stands) they
sound and look amazing with
improved lower mid- range
resolution and cleaner more
powerful bass. The stands are
hand-crafted and very stylish;
available direct from ourselves
at £ 129.00 per pair. We also
undertake modification to biwiring or bi-amplification: a
simple job which y1:31ds spectacular increase in presence or
"slam".
But all this tweaking is icing
on the cake and we truly salute
everyone at Magnepan who
contribute to the excellence and
consistency of such outstanding products. As officially polled, this company have an
unrivalled customer loyalty and
satisfaction. Jim Winey has
written a chapter in high-end
history, and you can participate
for a very low entry price. For
the more ambitious, the
patented ribbon design of the
model 2.5's will be the goal.
APOGEE ACOUSTICS
This aristocratic and uncompromising company offer avery
different approach. Given asuitable environment and substantial amplification, Apogees correctly employed ( and this can
never be on the cheap) represent the highest aspirations of
many audiophiles. We are
amazed at the number of disappointed users who place
them on the market, often
themselves acquired secondhand as bargains.
Apogee loudspeakers are officially imported to Britain by an
expensive courier service and
an individually monitored
shock-detector. This costly service protects the ribbon elements against damage which is
not always (though often is)
physically obvious. We also
have much experience of greyimported amplifiers, often with
unsuitable transformers or
rewired power- supply which
would be appropriate if the
appliance was a toaster.

The Music Room, 50 Bridge Street
Manchester M3 3BN, 061-835 1366
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As Apogee dealers throughQt the world are beginning to
appreciate, and our British
friends at Pinewood and Unilet
are among them, the DAX crossover is more than acrossover.
While it again significantly
raises the cost of properly using
Apogee loudspeakers, it also
significantly raises high-end to
the scale and majesty of live
music.

to acquire the best equipment
for the most economic outlay.
And summer is certainly the
time for bargains... Imagine
paying £ 1,875 for apair of Martin- Logan Sequels ( see recent
rave review in TAS): phone
Manchester without delay and
save £800!

SUMMER SALE
We have an Alphason Sonata/
Alphason Xenon turntable/arm
INFINITY SYSTEMS
reduced from £910 to £595 and
We have long been enthusiastic
a KINERGETICS KCD-3 0
advocates of these in-car and
reduced from £ 1,695 to £ 1,150.
domestic loudspeakers: they
In Glasgow we have a SYRINX
are truly for those in search of
PU2 Gold with GRADO SIGNAthe ultimate. But we have differTURE THREE MM cartridge
ences of opinion about how
second-hand at a mere £200. In
they are being promoted in BriManchester we have Roksan
tain, so for the time being we
XERXES on demonstration: a
must sadly relinquish the
Cognoscenti, aRosewood and a
agency and offer for sale at silly
Black Ash, some or all are for
summer prices one pair of IRS
sale and we ask £ 1,150 for the
Betas ( see TAS and Stereophile
marbled, £590 for the wood and
reviews) for £6,750 ( including
£540 for the high-tech black. All
two woofer towers and dediprices exclude tonearm, but
cated crossover) and one pair of
include full setting up and twoIRS Deltas, the civilised veryear guarantee.
sions, for £3,650. These are fully
As usual we have an unequalboxed, guaranteed and include
led range of amplifier bargains.
the appropriate expert installaTwo BEARD CA.35 Pre-amps,
tion in Great Britain.
now only £ 545; one pair
MARTIN LOGAN
ALBARRY M1008 100 Watt
We have once again resumed
monoblocks with power plus
this agency under the aegis of
finesse, and good looking ( 750/
Absolute Sounds. Again, these
pair) and from SUMO we have a
designs are quite distinctive
few demonstrator Pre- amps
and yet equally world- class.
and Power-amps, so phone for
Confused? The way to choose
availability and price. At the
your goal is to combine reading
very top of the tree we have one
the reviews and attending
ex-dem AUDIO RESEARCH
exhibitions with plans based
D-125 approximately one yearupon impartial and expert
young (!) for £3,550. In Manadvice. Do not choose upon
chester, we have one splendid
price alone if you are seeking
ROWLAND Coherence One Prevalue for money! Within the
amp in champagne livery at
Martin- Logan range there is a £2,800.
choice which again, is not
We have many leading British
merely a homogenous range
loudspeakers in the sale: PROflagged at certain price points.
AC SuperTowers at £650 and
Having stressed this folly of
KEF 103/3 with KUBE at £499
buying " bargains" which
are two examples, and as usual
actually waste money, The
we can arrange delivery or
Music Room does very much
installation worldwide with our
see its reason for existence in
full commitment and service
helping people — who are prethroughout Britain.
pared not to buck the system —

The Music Room, 221 St. Vincent Street
Glasgow G2 5QY, 041-248 7221
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ELGAR: Cello Concerto/BLOCH: Schelomo
Steven Isserlis ( vIc)/LSO/Hickox
Virgin Classics VC 790 7352 (50m 56s)
(also 1.1 , )
The coincidental timing of this release,
coming one month after the centenary
reminders of the devastation wrought
upon European Jews under Hitler's dominance gave it an extra- musical charge for
me, which Ibelieve many are bound to
share. Bloch's Schelomo (Solomon) was
prompted in 1915 by the cellist Alexander
Barjansky. Bloch confirmed, in the 1940s,
his greater preoccupation with structual
forms: there was no conscious programme
in mind. Yet the writing sets cello as a
voice of reason against the colourful,
emotional orchestral writing - and given
his broad concerns, and the linking of
contemporary conflicts and the Biblical
past, it is difficult not to liken the soloist's
role to that of prophet, or Cantor.
But for a record producer„chelomo
poses a question of taste, of balance.
Productions like the Rostropovich/Bernstein ( EMI), or the wonderful Navarra/
Ancerl ( which Ihope Supraphon will have
the good sense to reinstate in their CD
'Crystal Collection' ), place the soloist very
forward. Yet here, Andrew Keener and
Mike Hatch - in a quite marvelloussounding piece of work - have realized a
far subtler and more musical solution, For,
without 'solo' presence, Isserlis's predominantly quiet voice speaks the more
tellingly; the concentration of the listener
is helped by the natural balance, the ear is
more able to accommodate the huge
orchestral climaxes with their Straussian
opulence and sweep. The more you listen
to this recording, the more economic in
construction the work seems. It emerges
here as far greater than those who link it
with subsequent Hollywood scoring for
B. de Mille' epics would give credit.
Under Hickox, there is some magnifi-

cent and committed playing, a nice transparency of texture: each rehearing is
rewarded by some incidental detail
beautifully played - solo oboe, or horns.
Yet this is clearly Isserlis's record: it's
another performance which shows his
rare sensitivity and musicianship. It's not
any extra- musical associations that make,
say, the solo playing after the great pivotal
climax so profoundly moving. End to end,
though, one marvels at the musical thinking, from that restrained, sad, finely
expressive beginning, with its sense of a
gradual development ( in the first third, a
spaciousness, time to spare for the piece),
to the very end, where the tone is so dark
in its spent-ness.
Every listener will take what he will
from this Schelomo. For all its Jewishness,
it has a universality of message. For me, it
is one here of eventual optimism.
Commentators invariably write of
Elgar's eligiac mood of despair in the Cello
Concerto ( composed three years after the
Bloch, and coupled once before on
record: the Fournier/Wallenstein). Idon't
find that so in this fresh, equipoised
reading. This new version has already
created alot of excitement, from the first
rumours of a rather special performance
'in the can'. Whether or not disadvantaged
by seat position in the unreliable Barbican
Hall, Imust say Iheard little hint of that
the Sunday before the sessions. But concert performances do not necessarily
accurately portend subsequent recordings!
I think some readers will find Steven
lsserlis's Elgar very understated - but not
undercharacterised. He does play well
below the Novell° score's ff markings at
the last section, from 70, largamente. And
Ido wonder - judging from LP. Imust add
- at the winds vs. cello pitching at 71. The
finale transition into the Poco pin lento
(66) is beautifully done, and there are no
slides or licentious accentuations anywhere. What is readily apparent is the

admirable differentiation between the
sound-worlds of the two composers. Ilike
Hickox's moustache- twirling splashes of
Elgarian brass; and the LSO winds finally
come into their own at 53. ( He is so
supportive, in this first Virgin Classics
project.) In the Allegro molto (ii) Isserlis's bowing is feather- light, the rhythms
springy. At the very beginning of the
Concerto there are wonderfully seamless
transitions ( at the Moderato) between
Isserlis, violas to cellos, then to violins:
and something similar at Fig.8. One after brings asimple eloquence, at the soloist's
espressivo - and I love the way he
despatches the finale's downwards
accelerating motifs, three after 47, Figs-IS.
62 - asort of Oh, no!' to introspection at
those points. The slow movement itself is
kept utterly simple, and there's alot of wit
and boldness in the finale.
I've yet to hear the Cl), but these works
comfortably fit I.P. Even so I'm impressed
by the superb range, and depth of bass
here. These are certainly great vinyl transfers of outstandingly musicianly recordings, full of subtleties. (
A*:11
Christopher Breunig

ELGAR- Cello Concerto ,
BLOCII- Stirlamo
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RECORD OF THE MONTH
JS BACH: The Six Solos for unaccompanied violin, BWV1001-06
.Mark Lubotsky
Clavigram 2897 943 (2CDs, I.i0m 30s)
(Philips )
Lubotsky plays a modern- fitted, tuned and
structured violin with a reproduction baroque bow by the German maker Lothar
Seifert. The inevitable compromise results in
a slightly low average speed, but some very
effective pointing, notably in the dancemovements: the Loure of the third Partita is
really slow, therefore, but very affectionately
played. The tension inherent in the modern
instrument's actual sound sometimes seems
to fight his tender bowing, and although
Lubotsky cunningly adjusts the tension of
the bow between rapid lines and slow
polyphonies, Ifound that Iinfinitely preferred the former in this recording.
The detail is obviously very clear in this
recording, which strikes me as about ideal clear, not too broad, not too close, but very
real in quality. Perhaps this should not be
one's only recording of these wonderful
solos, but it certainly makes avery interesting set with which to compare others,
111.11 NEWS& RECORD RI.:VIEW

J111 19149

whether or not ultimately you prefer Kuijken ( now on EMI CD ), Perlman, Shumsky.
or Heifetz. [
A:1*/11
Stephen Daw

JS BACH: 3 Sonatas for flute with harp
accompaniment, BWV1033, 1020 & 1031
E Partita in a for unaccompanied flute,
BWV1013 11 Suite in El, for harp,
BWV1006a
Irene Grafenauer (110 .“aria Graf ihrpf
David Geringas ( tic)
Philips 422 061-2 (62m 54s)
The main message that comes over from this
disc is that of expressive, joyous musicianship. ' Me material is partly not by JS
Bach, although it is all highly enjoyable
music, and that which is not probably
springs from his sons and their friends
around 1730. The two unaccompanied
works ( 1006a and 1013 ) may very well have
been his only solo compositions for each
instrument, and here they are especially
delightfully put together. The idea that the
harp might replace the more usual continuo
instruments ( in, say. the C major Sonata)
would not have surprised Bach much, and its

substitution for harpsichord in BWV 1020
and 1031 would then be quite orthodox; it's
very agreeable to hear Bach played well on
the harp.
The sound is very pleasant and clear, but
for my tastes just alittle too broad and close
in effect; this b : ill intimate, domestic music,
but Ishould like alittle more context and a
little less immediacy. Altogether, nevertheless, an enjoyable experience. [
B:11
.Step/ten nazi'

JS BACH: The Six Suites for unaccompanied cello, BWV 1007-12
Esther Vyffenegger ( rk)
Novalis 150 037-2 ( 2CDs. ' 5m 3-s)
Esther Nyffeneger proves to be a worthy
successor to her teacher Casals, with an
ample tone supported by a rich palette of
different rates of vibrato, a clear ability to
convey the structural dignity and the emotional drama of each movement, and that
special ability to include momentary
silences in her vocabulary. When the how is
at its busiest she can sound just alittle lumpy
in rhythm and accent. but in general the
—77

CLASSICAL

BARTOK: Concerto for Orchestra
Petite Suite O Dance Suite
Gyorgy Sandor (pno)
CBS CD 44526 (53m 58s)

E

This is fascinating. The piano transcription of
the concerto for orchestra, which I must
admit Idid not know existed, was made by
the composer in 1944 for a projected NY
ballet. It remained in the possession of
Bartok's son Peter until 1985, when it was
passed on to Sandor to make a performing
version. Bartok apparently realized that parts
of the orchestral score were too complex to
be reduced to the medium of two hands, so
the piano reduction is considerably shorter
than the original. While, as Sandor confesses,
'the orchestral score is infinitely richer...'
the keyboard version reveals many new
perspectives of the music to delight and
inform us. The other two transcriptions are
also by Bartok, the Petite Suite having been
forged from six of the 44 Duos for two
violins, and the Dance Suite from the
orchestral score to which it conforms more
closely than does that of the concerto.
Sandor's playing throughout can only be
described as effortless, and his command of
this most taxing programme is masterly. Tile
sound is realistic, clear and resonant without
being unduly close. [
A:11
Kenneth Dommett

BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 1 & 4
VPO/Abbado
DG 427 301-2 (62m 46s) ( also LP/MC)
'Ibis coupling of live performances from the
Musikverein Clan and May '88 respectively
for 1 and 4) completes the Abbado/VP()
cycle. With hardly a sound from the audience, the disadvantages of a live recording
are minimized, though there are the almost
inevitable tiny flaws iii chording and phrasing which studio retakes usually conceal.
The sound is rather thin, at times cloudy in
No, I; it is fuller in No.4 — even aggressive in
the finale. Much wind detail comes over
finely in both works. Overall Ifelt some lack
of spontaneity, of burning conviction — the
Andante of No.1 with rather generalized
string playing, the fast movements lacking
poise. Appropriately, the B-flat Symphony is
weightier ( a mysterious, pregnant Adagio
opening, and a strongly characterized slow
movement ); the finale however seems to me
to() fast, the ma non troppo ignored. Unless
you are keen to have 1 and 4 together
(otherwise available on CD only in Furtwiingler's early-' 50s recordings) you would
do well to look at the numerous alternatives.
111:2]
Peter Branscombe

BEETHOVEN: Diabelli Variations
Sviatoslav Richter (pno)
Philips 422 416-2 ( 52m 20s) ( also LP/M(2)
It is difficult to conceive that this Olympian
masterpiece has ever been played with a
78

more apt or transcendental mastery. Richter's way with Diabelli's ' cobbler's patch' of a
waltz is characteristically stern and unyielding, his Variation Isculpted, as it were, ()ut
of granite. Yet just when you feel that others
(notably Stephen Bishop-Kovacevich, also
on Philips) offer awider spectrum of feeling
or engagement, Richter allows warmer attributes to crown and intensify his prodigious
command. Variation 8 is aloof and the
rhythm of 9 is momentarily unpoised, but in
18 Richter's profound speculation is
expressed in a phantom, moon- lit sonority
so peculiarly his own. Twenty ( surely the
`black pearl' of the set) is like an unfaltering
gaze into the infinite, and 31 is of alimpidity
and finesse that positively forbid comparisons. The final Tempo di Minuetto is brisk
and joyous, rather than visionary or intimate,
but such is the force of Richter's unique
personality that criticism falls silent; one can
only respond in awe and wonder. The
performance was taken ' live' from a 1986
Amsterdam recital, evidence that Richter
remains the greatest, most comprehensive
pianist of all. True Beethovenians will always
regret that Kempff felt unready to record the
Diabelli Variations [
yes! Mus Ed], but they
have ample compensation from Schnabel,
Brendel, Bishop-Kovacevich and now, most
of all, from Richter. Apart from afew ' noises
off' the recordings are highly successful.
[A:1/1*]
lityce Morrison

BEETHOVEN: Piano Concertos 4 & 5
Walter Gieseking (pno)/Philharmonia/Galliera
EMI CDZ 762 6072 (68m) studio recordings from 1955
These early stereo productions, from Abbey
Road, have never appeared in our LP catalogue ( only tape): the earlier versions with
Karajan holding sway for some years. What a
lovely sound Gieseking made — though he
abhorred exercises ( 'Why vex the fingers to
no purpose?'). These restrained readings are
not technically immaculate, but in quiet
authority they exemplify this German artist's
classical manner: 4(i) is a model account,
marred only by the inserted unidentified
cadenza which comes at you from much
closer perspective. That said, the sound
quality is truly amazing for its age. Ifind 5( )
a shade unfeeling: Gieseking is, here and
there, too self- regarding, though you could
not fault the way he sets out the solo part.
And the ' Emperor' finale is too imperturbable. As so often with these vintage Philhar-

monia transfers, Galliera emerges as a most
under- rated conductor. Of major musical
and documentary value. [
B/C:H(1*/1)]
Christopher Breun ig

BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 5* O Piano
Sonata in E, Op.109
Stephen Bishop Kovacevich (pno)/LSO/
Davis
Philips 422 482-2 (59m 13s) *C) 1970
The sonata ( one which Bishop Kovacevich
also recorded for EMI, in 1966 ) was taped in
1978, and is new here. This time, the tempi
for ( ii) and ( iii)/theme are slightly faster —
the Prestissimo, Ithought at first, not quite
working, for it sounded skimmed rather than
stormy. Yet listening again, at a more apt
highish setting, Idid not feel this; and there
are subtle inflections of expression within
this spontaneous- seeming account. But
there's a faintly curious highlighting of
Beethoven's grace- note values in ( iii 'bar 6
— which are more simply integrated in the
repeat. Otherwise, the variations reflect
Bishop Kovacevich's inward- looking manner, the Leggieramente ( II) delightful, ranging wide in touch, singing out the climax,
fading and bursting into ( Ill). Indeed, the
flow from one variation to the next is most
affecting. CD, of course, is the perfect
medium for such raptness ( contrast the
terrible old EMI piano recording of Op. 109)
— and in the ' Emperor' slow movement we
have a raptness unequalled by any other
partnership, not even Fischer/Furtwângler.
One can only say, what a pity the Davis/
Bishop Kovacevich collaboration is no longer a feature of today's Philips enterprises!
The concerto recording has come up
reasonably well; it is good to have it on a
£4.99 CD. To have so eloquent a reading of
the Beethoven sonata as well... [
C:1/11
1A/13:11
CbristopherBreunig

BERLIOZ: Symphonic Fantastique
LSO/Frémaux
Collins EC 1001-2 (50m 03s)
Frankfurt RSOlInbal
Denon CO-73208 (56m 05s)
These two discs bring the total of Fantastic
Symphonies on CD up to 36, of which Louis
Frémaux's is the fifth to feature the LSO, and
the first work in aprojected Berlioz cycle on
the new Collins label. Ihave long admired
Frémaux's intense and devoted Requiem
Walter Gieseking (photo: Roger Hauer()

playing is of a very high quality.
The sound is immediate and quite wide in
image, and although there is hardly any
audible left-hand noise, and most of the
bowing sounds extremely clean, I must
confess to finding this recording just ashade
too overwhelming; it's almost claustrophobic. Otherwise, the cello has been admirably
captured. [
B:1]
Stephen Daw

reviews
with the CBS() ( EMI), and hoped that his
approach to the symphony would offer some
fresh view of this abundantly recorded work.
Alas, it does not. His is a rather ordinary
version, in some respects the opposite of
Roger Norrington's return to the 1830s in
being just astandard late- 20th-century performance in the received' style. Such personal indulgences as there are, especially
some rather overbearing fortissimo climaxes
in ' Reveries & Passions' ( i), are unconvincing. The ' March to the Scaffold' ( iv) is much
too brisk for such a doom- laden event, the
'Witches Sabbath' ( v ) becomes something of
afrantic dash, and neither of the work's two
repeats is included. Incidentally, both the
recordings reviewed here also omit the
optional cornet part from the ' Ball' ( ii), and
employ standard ( one-octave-high) orchestral bells in ( v ). The Collins team contrive to
make the Henry Wood Hall sound quite
spacious, and accommodate awide dynamic
range, but woodwind detail is sometimes
masked in astring-dominated balance. If one
dipped in at a few brassy climaxes the
recording could seem impressive, as also
might Frémaux's performance, but all- in-all I
found this a disappointing issue.
Turning to Eliah Inbal, his smoothly sculptured yet highly dramatic approach represents aquite different wing of non-authenticity. Recorded with excellent balance in the
slightly smaller sounding Alte Oper ( the
Frankfurt RSO's normal performing venue),
this Denon co-production with the Hesse
radio corporation offers some very fine
sound, again with wide dynamics. The performance includes both repeats and proceeds at agenerally more leisurely pace, one
whose slowness sometimes threatens continuity — only to be saved by the orchestra's
consistently beautiful sound, or because
Inbal's fine feel for pulse and phrasing
eventually comes to the rescue. The Frankfurters' silky string-tone is a joy to hear,
while their woodwinds captivate the ear
without fail. If the first movement and the
central ' Country Scene' ( iii) both seem a
little drawn-out ( with the latter's distant
thunder' far too immediate), ( ii) moves with
graceful and lively conviction, ( iv) has a
powerful impact at amuch more march- like
pace than Frémaux's, and ( y) goes all-out for
grotesque drama. This movement draws on
every colouristic, dynamic and rhythmic
resource to depict its supernatural orgy, and
is capped by a quite overwhelming finale.
Despite departures from classical purism
which could dismay Norrington disciples, I
feel that Inbal's romantic crests more than
offset his sentimental troughs. Berlioz's
incredible 'episode in the life of an artist' can
take a great deal in its stride, and there's
certainly room for a view,.. such as this.
Frémaux [A/B:21, Inbal [
A:1 */2].
John Crabbe

COPLAND: Music for the Theatre E
Quiet City D Music for Movies D Clarinet
Concerto
William Blount ( c1t)1Orch of St Luke's/
Davies
ASV AMM 158 (66m 54s)
Copland's concerto has been having agood
run for its money recently, with new recordings by McDonald, Hilton, and Stoltzman
appearing in the last year ( two more are on
the way!). William Blount's is not yet aname
to be bandied-about with as much familiarity
as theirs, perhaps; and at first thought one
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may query the advisability of still another
version. Blount's technical skill, though, is
fully equal to the challenges posed by the
last part, and he is capable of the warm
sustained line demanded by the first. Dennis
Russell Davies handles his small orchestra
with confidence, and his choice of programme shows off its qualities. The two
suites, the first early, the second from
Copland's mid-period, are nicely contrasted,
though the Epilogue from Theatre, Quiet
City (soloists Chris Gekker — rather wide
trumpet vibrato — and Stephen Taylor), and
'New England Countryside', first movement
of Movies, do share a similar atmosphere
which, on continuous listening, threatens
monotony. The recording is bright, very
clear, Blount ashade close perhaps, but full
of sparkle. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

DVORAK: Symphony 1 D The Hero's
Song
SNO/Jürvi
Chandos CHAN 8597 (74m 1ls) ( also
LP/MC)
Here we have the alpha and omega of
Dvorak's orchestral career. 'The Bells of
Zlonice' is his earliest surviving work for the
medium, The Hero's Song' ( a better title
than 'The Heroic Song' since it is the Hero —
vaguely defined — who is its subject rather
than the Song) his last. This piece, so long
neglected, has now received two recordings,
the recent one by Gregor for Supraphon, and
now Jarvis to replace Klima's rare and
ancient original. There is not agreat deal to
choose between the two new recordings in
terms of performance. The SN() have always
played so marvellously for their Estonian
ex-conductor that any idiomatic inflexions
brought to the music by the Czech PO give
them only marginal advantage, and Jiirvi's
sense of rhythm is quite the equal of
Gregor's. Where this new version scores is
in the quality of the sound, which has wide
range and is bell- like in its clarity compared
with the Czech product. The symphony also
receives a splendid performance, though,
since Járvi's version is uncut and observes all
repeats, its length becomes more than
'heavenly'. The sense of commitment everyone brings to the performance alleviates
some though not all of the longueurs native
to the work.[A/A*:11
Kenneth Dommett

DVORAK: Festival March Cl Polonaise in
El, D Polka in B E Prague Waltzes D
Waltzes Op. 54
Prague SOIBelohlavek
Supraphon C37-7922 (50m 42s)
Dorati recorded the Prague Waltzes, Polka,
and Polonaise for Decca with some other
pieces in 1981, and that version has held the
stage unchallenged till now. This Czech
recording dates from 1981-82 but has not
previously come my way. It gives
Belohlavek, conductor- in-chief elect to the
Czech PO, an opportunity to display in
Dvorak some of the talent that he has so far
devoted, on record at least, to other Czech
composers, and which has earned him the
most prestigious job in Czech music. The
music itself, admittedly small-scale Dvorak,
is occasionally Smetana-ish. Designed to
entertain rather than edify, it is treated
seriously but not solemnly, and it succeeds
admirably. The sound, digitalised by the
Denon engineers, is bright, clear and well
focused. An attractive issue. Pity they could
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not have put in another piece to bulk up the
not over-generous playing time. [A:11
Kenneth Dommett

DVORAK: Slavonic Dances Opp.46 & 72
13P0/Maazel
EMI CDC 749 5472 (79m 26s)
Somehow this performance of Dvorak's most
popular pieces fails to catch fire. It may be
that Maazel's response to the inherent folksiness of the music is less than wholehearted;
that the BPO, for all its polish, stays too
much on the surface of the music; or that the
sound is rather dull and constrained. Whatever it is, the mix disappoints. One's feet
tend to stay still when they shouldn't! Jârvi's
Chandos version is not perfect but has more
of the spirit of the music; and Kubelik's
performance for DG, though somewhat
patrician, is more idiomatic. [B:2]
Kenneth Dommett

DVORAK: String Quintet Op.97 D Sextet
Op.48
Raphael Ens
Hyperion CDA 66308 (65m 36s)
A delightful coupling of two contrasted and
treasurable aspects of Dvorak's chamber
music. The Quintet, of course, is the 'American' one, as rich in American Indian allusions as the Sextet is redolent of the Bohemian landscape. The Raphael Ensemble give
a decidedly robust and spirited reading of
the Quintet, attacking it with fire and gusto.
By contrast the Sextet is relaxed, calm and
poised, though with a genuinely presto
Furiant. Throughout the playing is rhythmically alert, sensitively phrased and cleanly
fingered. A pleasing touch of asperity to the
violins tempers the warm, natural sound.
[A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

HAYDN: Trumpet Concerto D Horn
Concertos 1 & 2 D Divertimento a tre
John Wallace ( tpt)/Michael Thompson
(hrn)/Philharmonia/Warren-Green
Nimbus NIM 5010 (57m 36s) C) 1984
A lively and pleasingly full CD, particularly
welcome for its rarity, the E-flat Divertimento for horn, violin and cello ( Hob.
5, of 1767), played with deceptively easy
mastery. The recording is over- resonant
with, at times, ill-defined detail. The Trumpet Concerto seems to me least successful
here, with a rasping quality to the solo
instrument, and some questionable style
both in the first-movement cadenza and
some would-be embellishments in the finale.
The Andante is also on the slow side. The
horn concertos are happier, more in style,
with gently tinkling harpsichord something
of aluxury with this fine orchestra, and more
modest cadenzas — though the first movement of the Second Concerto seems rather
too fast. Michael Thompson is equally adept
at scaling the heights and plumbing the
depths. 113:1/2]
Peter Branscombe

HAYDN: Violin Concertos in C D in A El
In G/SALOMON: Romance in D
Simon Standage ( vIn)/English Concert/Pinnock
Archly 427 316-2 (60m 19s)
A most welcome and delightful issue. We
have here the three surviving violin concer79
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tos by Haydn ( the authenticity of the one in
G has been questioned), all of which date
from the 1760s, and a rare, and much later,
little Romance by the impresario who
brought him to London. Though the C- major
work is available in numerous versions, the
other two, hardly inferior. arc to he had only
in the recent Cappelletti S(X) recording
(which Ihave ta ) theard Iof all three. With
string ensemble - 1 1 2 2 I. and Trevor Pinnock directing from the harpsichord, the
textures are beautifully clean, natural in
barance. Simon Standage plays the solo parts
with admirable control, tact, and where
required delightful virtuosity; his cadenzas
are models of style; only in brief passages of
sour intonation is he anything less than
brilliantly successful. Ialso like the recorded
quality very much: spacious, well laid ( put,
not over- resonant yet full of life. IA:11
Peter BranSCOMbe

HAYDN: Overture ' La fedeltà premiata' C
Symphony 96 in D D 102 in B 4
Austro-Hungarian Ila.rdn Orch/Fischer
Nimbus NI 5135 ( 51m I5s)
Last April Iwas lukewarm in reviewing the
first of this Nimbus series of I
lavdn symphonies, recorded by a new chamber orchestra
directed by Adam Fischer in the Esterházy
palaces. This pairing of 96 and 102, preceded by the sparkling Overture to La
fedelta premiata, is a bit more successful,
though the performances fall some way
below the standard of the hest British teams,
with occasional signs of insecurity, and a
rather generalized feel about them; an
impression strengthened by the distant and
impersonal recording. There is some good
woodwind playing in both symphonies, yet
little sense of excitement or profound commitment. The middle movements of 102
sound just a bit stodgy, and in several
movements aheavy ritardando muddies the
closing bars. It is a nice idea- to couple the
symphony that used to be called ' The
Miracle' with the one that properly should
bear that name, hut there is too little joy or
insight here. IB:21
Peter Bmnscombe

HANDEL: Concerti Grossi, Op.3
Handel & Ilardn Sot -Hogicood
Oiseau Lyre .421 729-2 (60in 29s ) ( also
MC)
In this sort of repertoire, comparisons are
never straightforward. hut, reluctantly setting aside the Harnoncourt ( the execution is
very lovely, yet too frequently the tempi
imposed are idiosyncratic), the principal
competitior here is the Archiv/English Concert disc. Pinnock and flo¡.,,wood are much
more consistent about pacing and, whilst the
playing is sweeter, more relaxed on Archiv.
llogwood's Boston group produce an
extraordinarily clear, open sound. This is the
first recording the Handel & Haydn Society
has made under its current Music Director.
However, the diversity of Op.3 stems from
the fact that it was an assemblage of existing
music devised by publisher John Walsh, and
this Oiseau-lyre production ( for instance )
relegates the organ movement 6( ii) to an
appendix, restoring a three- movement concert() in D. Hogwood also freshens the
corrupted text and textures of Concerto 3.
For the average listener these will remain
matters of musicological principle: so which
is the nuire enjoyable %•ersion? Well, Ihave
to say Pinnock's. There is. for me, a certain
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artificiality of stance in this new Handel disc;
Ilike the crisp direction up to apoint. but it
could he described as ' in 18th- century
costume and manners', whereas the English
Concert CD is natural and more joyous. The
final Menuetto from No.-1 perfectly illustrates the differences. Pinnock varying the
gait expressively, Hogwood stiff- laced, selfconsciously in check. IA:1]
Christopher Breunig

HONEGGER: Symphony 2 C Concerto da
Camera D Prelude, Arioso and Fughetta
/ Musici de Montreal/Tut ore).
Chandos CHAN 8632 ( 5Iift 51s ) ( also
1.1)/MC )
Honegger's Second Symphony is in danger of
being over- recorded on CD but this issue is
to he welcomed, not so much for the fairly
orthodox reading of the symphony, but for
the two rarer couplings. Turovsky's reading
of the Symphony is a little unleavened and
lacks the unsurpassed beauty of Karajan's
BP0 strings and a little of his tension and
mystery. 'Ille Concerto da Camera's opening
pastoralism has immediate appeal, the piece
developing with charming invention. The
flute and cor- anglais soloists are pushed
rather far forwards in the resonant acoustic
by the recording. In the Prelude. Arioso and
Fughetta — based on the musical notation of
the name BACH — the Montreal players don't
quite negotiate the cascading opening of the
Prelude. The recording too has something of
areverberant blur. 1A/13:1]
Dw .id Pnikel

LISZT: Mazeppa C Harmonies du Soir C
Hungarian Rhapsodies 2 and 60 Funérailles CI 3 Petrarch Sonnets D Consolation 3
7'zimon Barto (pno)
EML CDC 749 5662 (74m 55s)
Addicts of shims und drang virtuosity need
look no further. Tzimon Barto is a determinedly sensational, stylistically gaudy
young pianist tapping Liszt's vein of theatricality for all it is worth hut, also, often
reducing his stature as a composer in the
process. Mazeppa is among the least subtle
of all virtuoso studies and here, Barto's
exuberance and outsize gestures are truly
exhilarating. But in Harmonies du Soir (a
heady precursor of French impressionism)
his playing is so lavishly tinted and inflected
as to become self-defeating. The Hungarian
Rhapsodies survive such idionsyncrasy better, even when their elements of real
musical or poetic distinction arc ignored in
the interests of display; hut in the three
Petrarch Sonnets Barto is again unable to
temper ardour with reflection. In Funérailles the central octave build-up explodes in
an uproar that could make even Horowitz
pale, yet the music's magnificence, the very
heart of this most eloquent of funeral elegies, is sacrificed to superficial effect. lbe
recording captures Barto's colossal range of
dynamics but the performances give a distorted, seriously misleading view of Liszt's
genius. [
B:1/4]
Bryce Morrison

LLOYD: Piano Concerto 4 D The LilyLeaf and the Grasshopper D The Transformation of that Naked Ape
Keith') w Stott (pno)/LSO/Lloyd
Albany Records AR004 (69m 21s) ( also
LP/MC ) C)

George Lloyd was born in 1913 and his
swashbuckling, neoromantic Fourth Piano
Concerto shows an endearing, unapologetic
return to a previous tradition and style.
Lovers of Samuel Barber or, indeed, of
Medtncr and Rachmaninov, will not have to
take too wide astep and will surely revel in
such overt emotionalism, strong and sumptuous melodies, such a tug at the heartstrings. After hearing Kathryn Stott play the
Ireland Concerto at the Proms in 1982,
Lloyd felt that he had found his ideal soloist,
a belief horn out in a performance of total
romantic conviction.
In the solo items Lloyd is, again, very
much the unabashed romantic or — more
specifically — pantheist, responding to natural phenomena, or his belief that human
beings add up to so much more than the sum
of their parts, with a rapture that is most
taking. Here, surely, is living proof that
music which is outwardly anachronistic can
sound vibrant and moving, in a way not
always achieved by more fashionable or
contemporary idioms. Miss Stott's agility in
'Her Hair' or her way of sending ' Her Soul'
soaring blithely above and beyond earthly
travail or reflection are merely two instances
of her supreme artistry and pianism. The
recordings could hardly be bettered. [
A:11
Bryce Morrison

MAHLER: Symphony 5
Cleveland Orch/Dohnanyi
Decca 425 438-2 (65m 21s) (also LP/MC)
Years of saturation in performances which
take Mahler as far down the expressionist
path as possible — Bernstein's, of immortal
memory at the 1987 Proms, and subsequently recorded, an example of the style at
its best, -Filson Thomas's more recently
flaunting it at its mannered worst — mean
that patient re-acclimatization is necessary
here. Dohnanyi never goes to the awesome
dynamic ends of the earth, and his drama is
hardly as palpably human ( that breathtaking
bid for the major in the second movement,
which collapses so precipitately into the
abyss, is only one example where the
graphic touch is lacking). But neither is the
magnificently drilled Cleveland playing in
any way impersonal. A good contrast, before
Iput Bernstein out of mind altogether ( and
that's difficult), is in these two conductors'
respective handling of the third and fifth
movements. Bernstein's scherzo remains
lumpishly cognizant of its krliflig origins, a
vast and heavily riotous symphonic experience with careful adjustments to the various
tempo-changes. Dohnanyi actually breaks
his oath of fidelity to Mahler's markings by
sweeping blithely through the etum ruhiger
landlers for strings, and although his judicious slackenings for the magnificent horncries make these moments stand out as they
should, the total effect is alittle lightweight,
not quite the pivotal twilight- zone of moods
Bernstein makes of it.
But Dohnányi's cleanness and light touch
serve him well for the rondo. 'Ibis time it's
his turn to keep the giocoso element evenly
in mind, and since he rarely veers from the
path as Bernstein does — save for an extra
pulling-out of stops to generate fresh energy
in the climactic fugue — the charm never
wears thin over the usually rather prolix
span of the movement.
l'art One wears better on repetition. Inow
like the smooth, legato lines of the strings in
the funeral march ( accents rarely passing
unnoticed, though); that stands them in
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good stead for their reasoning role in the
chaos of the following movement. Their
playing is admirably disciplined throughout.
The violins may not have the darker
resources of their VP0 counterparts, but
these Clevelanders almost out-Viennese the
European orchestra in the charm of the
second Iândler in the scherzo, and the
grazioso reappearance of the Adagietto
music in the Rondo, with inner parts
deliciously deft and natural. All that's missing in the reading as a whole is a sense of
the music being in the players' bloodstream
— the Adagietto especially sounds calculating, effectively aping ecstasy. But that may
be there by the time of the tour. Clear,
rather lightweight sound. EA/B:1*/21
David Nice
MARTINU: Five Madrigal Stanzas E Four
Madrigals for oboe, clarinet & bassoon
1:1Three Madrigals for violin and viola
Madrigal Sonata
Dartington Ens
Hyperion CDA 66133 (56m 56s) digital ®
1985
Not all the music here is of prime importance even to Martinu admirers, but it is
enjoyable, which is what it was intended to
be. The Stanzas were written for Einstein ( a
good amateur violinist) and Casadesus in
1942, and are of historical interest rather
than intrinsic musical value. The rest, notably the violin and viola duos written for the
Fuchses, and the Sonata, are in a different
category. All the performances here are of
the highest quality, and their transfer to CD
offering a marginal improvement in clarity
over the excellent LP original should
reawaken interest in this adventurous issue.
IA:1]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Symphonies 26, 28 & 30
Concertgebouw1Harnoncourt
Teldec 8.44090 (53m 42s) digital ( LP:
6.44090, MC: 4.44090)
There is nothing effeminate about Harnoncourt's Mozart, and anyone who still nurses
the idea that Mozart is anodyne ought to
listen to this. Brisk barely describes the
tempi; Harnoncourt makes the music leap at
you and grab you by the throat. His brass is
like the baying of hounds in full cry. Horns
snarl in high register, strings snap at the
phrasing, their trills flutter like Tibetan
prayer flags in a Himalayan gale. It is all
powerful stuff, and there is no question but
that it sets the blood coursing, initially at any
rate. But is this precision, this ferocity, really
what Mozart expected? He may have been
enthusiastic about the precision of the Concertgetxmw strings, might possibly have
applauded the bite of brass and woodwind,
but would he not have been rather disconcerted at the low charm- rating? Of these
three, only No.28 ( K200) is considered to
rank high among Mozart's symphonies, and
it does so to some extent because of its
lyricism. In this performance one gets the
impression that that would be regarded as a
weakness, to be noted in passing but not
dwelt on. The urge not to hang about comes
across quite strongly throughout, and even
slow movements have an underlying restlessness about them. Whatever happened to
Concentus Musicus? The sound is bell- like,
sharply analytical and reinforces the
impression of martial inflexibility. Try the
finale of K202 if you are not sure what I
mean.[A:21
Kenneth Dommett
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MOZART: Piano Concerto in B, K595 III
in F, K459
Andras Schiff (pno)/Camerata Academical
Vegh
Decca 421 259-2 (59m 13s) ( also MC)

Robust rather than coarse perhaps; but the
performances still give great pleasure with
their lively sound and sprightly attack. One
might cavil abit over Baumann's candenzas,
the heavy muting seems out of context here
— but the technical control is impeccable.
Michael Haydn's pretty little piece makes an
attractive coda and, incidentally, makes the
record extremely good value. [A:11
Kenneth Dommett

This is very different from the Kempffi
Leitner K595 on DG ( which Ihave always
loved); such simplicity of expression is not
Vegh's way — he dots and crosses, lavishes
affection on the scoring, lets nothing pass.
And in ( i) Schiff seems to conjure with time
— the tempo is not slow — savouring the
musical resonance of Mozart's every note. I
do find his decoration some 3m 21s into the
Larghetto rather artificial, but otherwise this
is marvellously done: beautifully balanced,
piano against orchestra, and with wind
playing of real distinction. The Salzburg
strings are not silky ( at first hearing Ieven
had to check that they weren't period
copies), but quite coarse-textured.
The Fmajor, too, is excellent in the outer
movements. But for me the Allegretto
doesn't cohere — it's a difficult movement,
and Brendel and Marriner are more successful there, Ithink. ( K459 is possibly Brendel's
very best Mozart concerto recording.)
There's something a little restless about the
conducting. Even so, this valuable coupling
does bear out everything Schiff said of
working with Vegh, in last month's profile.
[A:1*/21
Christopher Breunig

MOZART: Piano Concerto in d, K466
in c, K491
Denis Matthews (pub)! Vienna State Op
Orch/Swamwsky
Vanguard VECD 7503 (60m 50s) ( also
MC) ( PRT)
At least a reminder of the thoughtful musicianship of the late Denis Matthews ( though
his name is not on the CD cover! ). Iguess
these undated recordings, in sequence
K466/491 contrary to all the labelling, are
from around 1959. It was fairly unusual then
to have such an elaborated — but effective —
ornamentation of the line in the opening
section of 20( ii ); the Beethoven cadenzas
are played, as one would expect.
Although the sound is dim and dated, and
the orchestral accompaniments are far from
flawless under Swarowsky ( Abbado's conducting tutor), it is clear that the Vienna
winds were responding to each other like
true chamber- musicians — thereby matching
the soloist's concern for balance and suitable
musical integration. This is particularly so in
K491, the better of the two performances.
(Tape hiss apart, the sound is more vivid
here, too.) On this evidence, Professor
Matthews was a rather limited technician,
but his care for piano sound and understanding of the music make for amore pleasurable
experience than the objective ( ? ) rating
might suggest. [ B/C:2/3]
Christopher Breunig

MOZART: Horn Concertos/M HAYDN:
Concertino in D
Hermann Baumann ( hrn)IMozarteum/
Hager/Phil HungaricalTalmi
Teldec 8.44054 ( 71m 12s) ® 1979
Reviewing the Mozart in September 1979
(the Michael Haydn is an addition from
another source, and a pleasant one too). I
remarked on an absence of coarseness in
Baumann's playing. In the light cast by Cl)
transfer one needs to modify that a little.

MOZART: Gran Partita, K361/370a
Alan Hacker & the Music Party
NATO CD1132 ( 48m 30s ) ( PRT )
These French productions are very basic
when it comes to information. No notes, no
timings ( the one above is reasonably accurate), not even an indication of whether or
not the recording is digital ( though it
probably is). The work, increasingly known
as the Gran Partita, is still more familiar as
the Serenade in B- fiat, and this performance
of it — on period instruments of course — is a
very good one; poised and finely shaped
slow movements, sonorous, lively yet controlled fast ones with no hint of antiquarianism. There is, very occasionally, the suspicion of a clipped phrase, but it would be
very pernicketty to made much of that. The
sound is clear, rich and worthy of this
marvellous music, the instruments nicely
differentiated if possibly a shade close. One
of the best versions for along time, so don't
be put off by the skimpy presentation. [
A:11
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Music for Oboe
Oboe Quartet E Quintet in c, K516b
Divertimento K251
Robert Canter ( oh)/Lonclon Baroque
Amon Ra CD SAR 34 (60m 52s)
To dispose at once of a possible mystery in
this not entirely appropriately- named
recital: the Quintet is an arrangement by an
unknown hand of the String Quintet in
C- minor K406 — itself an arrangement of the
Wind Serenade K388 — as an oboe quintet.
It's a reasonably successful, and quite an
attractive alternative version of the original
(and has been recorded before, by Holliger,
if not by others). Robert Canter and his
colleagues are, of course, devotees of original instruments, which in the case of the
strings means dry tone and, generally, Ifear,
some shaky intonation which might reasonably have been edited-out — unless of course
the instruments used were unable to get
round the notes. The best, ie most enjoyable,
performance here is that of the Divertimento which spins along quite nicely, and
contrives to sound atmospheric and moderately sophisticated. The Quartet on the
other hand sounds dutiful and rather dull by
contrast. One for specialists. IA:2/31
Kenneth Dommett

NIELSEN: Maskarade
Soloists/Danish RSO & Ch/Frandsen
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP(CD)9073/4
(2CDs, 139m 47s) ® 1977
Considering how attractive this opera is, it is
surprising that no other recording has
appeared. Frandsen is a great Nielsen interpreter ( though he did not apparently qualify
for Grove), and his direction of this adaptation of Holberg's 172-i comedy, which
Nielsen made between 1904 and 1906, has
81
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all the sparkle consistent with its Goldonian
type plot. The singers, led by lb Hansen,
Tonny Lindy and Mogens Schmidt Johansen,
are from the Royal Danish Opera. The score
is full of felicitous touches ( the Folies
d'Espagne episode in Act I, for instance),
rich in the kind of pastiche that hints at
period while remaining entirely individual
and modern, and excellent in its characterisation. The recording levels on the Cl)
transfer are rather low but volume can be
increased without loss of quality, and the set
may he unreservedly recommended since it
brings to Cl) a thoroughly enjoyable opera.
[13:11
Kenneth Dommett

NIELSEN: Music for Wind Instruments
Quintet, Op.53 U Serenata in vano E 2
Fantasias Op.2 CI Canto serioso
Incidental Music from The Mother'
Athena Ens
Chandos CHAN 8680 (43m 31s) 0
1979
This contains virtually all Nielsen's chamber and instrumental music for wind
instruments. Despite occasional inattention to dynamic markings, indifferent
balance in the Quintet, and the availability
of alternative versions of some of the
pieces, the generally high quality of the
performances, the comprehensiveness of
the contents, and the fact that this is their
first CD appearance make this a valuable
collection. [
A/13:1/21
Kenneth Dommett

NIELSEN: Suite, Op.45 U Theme & Variations Op.40 0 For Young and Old, Op.53
Werner Bürtschi (pno)
Ex Libris CD 6014 (63m 26s) digital
Werner Bârtschi has appeared on some
Continental labels — he recorded Onslow's
Septet for Jecklin — but Ihave not previously
encountered his work on a general release
here. In selecting two of Nielsen's ' biggest'
piano compositions he enters the lists in
competition with Westenholz on BIS, and,
most recently and on CD, Nina Miller's
comprehensive Hyperion set. Both these
pianists also play the 27 exquisite miniatures
For Young and Old written in 1930. Bartschi's performances, recorded in 1984 and
1986, incline to the martellato style
favoured by Miller; but, though fairly closely
recorded, the piano tone is rounder, less
resonant. The performances are very persuasive, and the Op.53 pieces sensitively
played. For those wishing to explore this
comparatively little known repertoire hut
not wishing to invest in all of it, this
recording offers arepresentative sample and
reasonable value. 1A/13:11 Kenneth Doninzett

PROKOFIEV: Suites — Chout CI Le Pas
d'Acier D The Love for Three Oranges
SNO/Jürri
Chandos CHAN 8729 ( 63m 37s) ( also
I.P/MC)
Prokofiev's buffoon Chout is an outrageous
little Russian devil, and the main thing is not
to apologise for his lurid sense of humour.
Jârvi certainly doesn't. The SN() players are
stretched to the limits of their considerable
brilliance as clarinets shrill in gaudy parody
(if demure womanhood, cellos ooze crocodile tears, and muted brass cuts like a knife
for the Merchant's choice of ' bride'. There,
too, among the exotic offspring of Petrushka
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and the Scythian Suite, remains Prokoficv's
rich melodic vein; and Jârvi makes sure that
tongue- in-check folksiness and the ardent
sighs of love in the distorting- mirror find
their way through clouds of incense so
liberally applied. his speeds arc generous,
expansive. with a glance across to the
symphonic output, hut only once is he
liberal with the markings — taking the final
dance at asteadily mounting pace. That's the
only point where the recording — made in
Glasgow's City Hall, with resonance carefully controlled — sounds at all unable to deal
with the lavish scoring. The Love of Three
Oranges suite benefits, too, from this massively atmospheric approach, the card- game
reminding us less of the supernatural folk in
this opera than of the altogether more
menacing demonism of The Hen' Angel.
Enticed by the empty-headed motor
rhythms of The Age of Steel, Iturned back to
this team's recording of the Second Symphony, and was reminded how far Jârvi has
brought the SN() since those exciting hut
decidedly scrawnier days. [
A:1 *j David Nice
PROKOFIEV: Violin Concerto 2/SHOSTAKOVICH: Violin Concerto 1
Viktoria ( vin)/RP011'revin
Philips 422 364-2 (60m 50s)
'Prokotiev's ( i
minor Concerto is warm,
lyrical and loving. But there is very little love
in Shostakovich. Warmth, perhaps. hut love
... almost none, and where it is there, it is
the more powerful for being understated.'
(Thus Mullova on the two works in question. as related to me last November.) lier
veiled. intense tone catches that opening
Nocturne as it surely must have sounded in
the composer's imagination: ' it's such deep,
soul-searching music ... this is the way
Shostakovich was: aman who cried quietly'.
Previn and his orchestra mirror this introverted seriousness with obvious perception,
while Philips' recording has quite excepti)nal depth: try those descending cello/
bass/tuba crotchets, 7m iOs into the first
movement. Within a minute or so ( at 8m
22s) we're at Fig. 19. a fine place to sample
Mullova's sweet but firm tone con sordino.
The fleeting, riotous Scherzo, with its
wicked glissandi and wild dance rhythms,
dons more than a suggestion of Mahlerian
irony. Both here and in the relentless final
Burlesca (" Ibis furious music expresses alife
that no-one outside of Russia could p)ssibly
imagine') Mullo', is technical equipment
enables her to despatch the solo line with
dispassionate vehemence. Only in the noble
Passacaglia did I find Previn slightly cool,
most especially at the outset where other

conductors ( Mitropoulos, in particular)
have encouraged the horns to sound more
sternly commanding. But here, too. Nhillova
is at her finest: poised. proud and — in the
treacherous ensuing cadenza — fervent. This
is great playing; more assured than thé later
Oistrakh ( whose last recording of the work
Mullova doesn't particularly care for ). more
warmly sensuous than Kogan.
The Prokofiev ( i
minor faro; best where
the mood is delicate and inward- looking.
such as 5m 16s into ( i) ( Fig. 1
6: piu tr«nquillo), or that chilling moment. 9 after 21
(7m 20s in ) where the soloist plays against
deathly low- string tremolos. There are one
or two instances where Prokofiev asks for a
lit tle more animation ( Pow pin moss() ), and
where Previn pushes forwards rather too
forcefully ( 1m Ois into the first movement.
2m 06s into the last I. but elsewhere there's
plenty of expressive nuance and flexible
'elbowing' from one passage to the next. The
lyrical .
1,1(1(1We assai is:I little slower than
usual. hut ( iii) is well paced, superbly
played, and appropriately raw. Still, competition is fierce, and one mustn't forget Sitkovetsky ( Virgin Classics) or Heifetz's
second recording ( RCA ).
This disc is more or less indispensable for
Shostakovich 1: a riveting performance that
can stand comparison with CBS's classic
Oistrakh/NYPO/Mitropoulos version from
1955. [
A/B:11
Robert Cowan

RACHMANINOV: Symphony 2 in e
LSO/Rozbdestvenski ,
IMP PCD 904 (66m 13s)
Rozhdestvensky's often ponderous symphonic manner heightens, not without acertain
aptness, the depressive bent of the Rachmaninov Second, with IMP's typically fullblown recording on hand to add the necessary varnish. Engineer Trygg Trygvason
rather than the conductor. I hazard, is
responsible for the haunting balances of ( i)'s
development, je that melancholy texturing
of solo violin, muted horn, and nagging
violas; there are fewer interpretative
smudges than on the bedevilled Tchaikovsky
issues from the same source, though
moments like the early rit, before the
first-subject proper begins give momentary
cause for anxiety. The scherzo barely hangs
together; the Adagio blooms profusely — one
can he thankful that Rozhdestvensky cherishes his tradition enough to take the big
romantic climaxes without a hint of the
'alienation technique' that has been apportioned this composer from certain quarters.
[A:2]
Dal ,id Nice

This is bold, essentially masculine music;
sometimes a proliferation of ornate gesture
takes over ( in tes Triolets, from the G major
Suite, for instance), but elsewhere one is
frequently startled by the intrepid inventiveness and originality of Rameau's modernsounding harmonies. The power of these
outspoken chordal progressions sets in as
early as Tracks 2 and 3 ( the A major Suite's
Courante and Sarabande), while the sheer
exuberance of the same Suite's closing
Gavotte with six doubles ( which is, or was,
quite often performed as a separate item)
begs repeated sampling. La Poule (G major
Suite. Track 1I ) is of course the self-same
hen dressed up by Respighi in The Birds,
whereas L'Enharmonique (same Suite,
Track 14) reveals its composer's feel for
delicate textures.
William Christie plays on two instruments, aGoujon-Swanen harpsichord for the
A major suite, whereas the G major is
performed on aRuckers-Taskin. 'I'he latter is
the more steely in tone, but both sound
impressive in Harmonia Mundi's close,
realistic ( ADD) recording. As to Christie, his
phrasing is supple and refreshingly unforced,
while his command of rhythm and sonority
is worthy of comparison with Leonhardt at
his best. [A:1]
Robert Cowan

RAVEL: Pavane pour une infante
défunte D Le Tombeau de Couperin C
Sérénade grotesque C Jeux d'eau
Valses nobles et sentimentales C La
Valse
Louis Lortie (pno)
Chandos CHAN 8620 (66m 28s) ( also
I.P/MC )
This is an auspicious start to Louis Lortie's
complete recording of Ravers piano music.
Jeux d'eau is, for once, très doux as marked
and, throughout, ' Amies tonal translucence
and response to even the subtlest directions
can make many other pianists — frequently
French — seem brash and careless by comparison. His Valses nobles et sentimentales,
too, suggest asupreme sense of acomplexity
never far beneath Ravel's deceptively
inscrutable surface, and in Le lbmbeau de
Couperin he delightfully reconciles the
music's Janus- like way of glancing in two
different directions: back towards musica
antiqua and forwards towards amore modern, astringent tradition. His opening,
initially dry and detaché, quickly blossoms
into a witty and engaging play of light and
shade, and the final Toccata is essentially
seen as a part of the whole, not a seperate
virtuoso stunt. Lortie's La Valse is a tour de
force of pianistic glory, stylishly and authentically ' orchestrated', and his Sérénade
grotesque and Pavane are, respectively,
pungent and haunting. The recordings are
full and clear, and Vol.2 is already eagerly
anticipated. These are among the most
distinguished Ravel performances on record.
1A:1/11
Bryce Morrison

REINDL: Sinfonia concertante in D/
STALDER: Symphony in G E Flute Concerto in B 4
William Bennett (' 10/Jose-Luis Garcia
(vIn)/ECO/Grilliths

Novalis 150 031-2 (50m 03s) digital (IP:
150 031-1, MC: 150 031-4)
A most welcome issue, and something of a
discovery even for the experienced traveller
of the byways of 18th-century music. JFXI)
Stadler ( 1725-1765), who was born and
died in Lucerne, and spent his best years in
Paris, is on this evidence a lively, attractive
composer of orchestral music — a brief and
elegant three- movement Symphony
(c.1756 ), and amore substantial, personable
Flute Concerto (c. I760 ), done with just the
right balance between expressive tenderness and high spirits by William Bennett.
Constantin Reindl ( 1738-1799 ), German by
birth but active in Switzerland, is represented by a tuneful, imaginatively-scored
Sinfonia concertante ( 17 89) in four movements ( minuet second), which will be a
valued addition to any library. The ECO
performs very well for Howard Griffiths,
with lovely solo playing, and the recording
(St Barnabas Church, London, January 1988)
is of perfectly acceptable quality, though the
tone is on the shallow side and some of the
detail is not as clear as one could wish.
Nevertheless, strongly recommended — an
ear-opener to those who perhaps thought
that a pair of Swiss Jesuits would have
restricted their activities to church music.
[13:11
Peter Branscombe

RESPIGHI: Ancient Airs & Dances Suites
I and HI Cl The Birds C Botticelli
Triptych
I Solisti VenetilScimone
Erato ECD 75366 (66m 24s)
Elegant, fresh playing blows like anew wind
through these familiar pieces. Scimone conducts at agenerally relaxed pace but points
the rhythms and encourages a keen attack
from his high strings. The fairly small forces
are an asset and thankfully are far removed
from the shimmering strings heard a little
too often in the Ancient Airs and Dances.
The effect is less welcome. however, in The
Birds where the famous Prelude is short of
substance. A crisp and woody recording
with plenty of air sets the seal on an
enjoyable and generous recital. If only the
playing time limit hadn't prevented squeezing in the second suite of Airs. [
A:1]
David Prakel

ROSSINI: II Barbiere di Siviglia
Horne/Nucci/Ramey/Dara/BarbacinilOrch
& Ch La Scala/Chailly
CBS M3K 37862 ( 3CDs, 156m 57s)® 1982
Long in the shade of the strongly-cast,
relentlessly sparkling Marriner version,
Chailly's Barber has its own, rather more
brutal, points to make about the folk obsessed by mammon and calumny who beset
Rossini's heartless Seville. Strings jab and
shudder their way towards the literally
explosive climax of Basilio's ode to slander,
menacingly and chillingly done by no less
than Samuel Ramey; the Act Ifinale crackles
with adangerous edge cdthe-abyss intensity.
The fun is here too, though, in the RosinaFigaro duet, the Act 2 trio and quintet;
rarely, alas, the vocal style. Ramey alone has
the poise among the men; otherwise there's
the over-bristling Nucci, Enzo Dara as a
comic but hardly secure Bartolo, and an
Almaviva hopelessly at odds with ornamentation ( Ihope miscasting hasn't put paid
to Paolo Barbacini's recording carrer; here's
a bright- toned tenor who has much to offer
in less florid repertory.) True Rossinian
honours go to Marilyn Horne, nimble and
cutting in her wit — trilling for time in the
recitatives — and generous in legato line.
( Rosina was destined for adiva's career if the
singing- lesson aria which has Bartolo snoozing is anything to go by. ) Bold, theatrical and
aptly hard- edged recording keeps the
listener on the alert. IA:1/3]
David Nice

SCHUBERT: Piano Sonatas in c, D 958 D
in A, D 959
Maurizio Pollini (pno)
DG 427 327-2 ( 70m 40s) C) 1988
This deeply satisfying Cl) of the first two of
the last three sonatas ( the only coupling of
them, in itself a welcome idea) is the
product of a 2CI) set issued in April 1988,
but not reviewed in these columns. Pollini
gives wonderfully athletic, poised accounts
of both; relaxed tempi and delicate poetic
shadings are as much a feature as the deft
feel for structure and the scintillating runs
and passage- work. The recordings ( Salle
Wagram 1985/ Musikverein 1983 ) are very
fine, apart from an unexpected touch of
harshness in the Vienna location. A lovely
issue. [
A:1*/1]
Peter Branscombe
,VeumeisterDG,1

RAMEAU: Nouvelles Suites de Pieces de
Clavecin ( 1728)
William Christie (bpd)
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901121 (64m 08s)
® 1983
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SCHUBERT: Winterreise
Ian Partridge ( ten)/Richard Burnett (f-pno)
Amon Ra CD-SAR 41 ( 63m 30 s)

on CD). It is a shame that the disc has no
access points for the slow movement, or
finale. There are several unfamiliar features
here, such as the Spring- like fanfare which
introduces the Scherzo, the extra leap at the
start of ( i), the modulation into the Allegro,
and various other interesting scoring and
compositional alterations. The inspired
bridge passage into the finale was part of the
original conception ( though it too differs
markedly at the point of transition ).
The coupling is also rewarding, with its
glowing seductive opening bars: though
overlong and unsure in dramatic development, its melodic ideas are attractive, exciting even. Burgmüller's Andante shares with
that of Schubert's Ninth an oboe theme over
a ' walking' string accompaniment. Schumann orchestrated the trio and extended
coda to the Scherzo, but set aside the notion
of developing the draft fragments to make a
finale. In this performance there are more
signs of unfamiliarity with the work: some
plodding conducting and questionable
chording here and there in ( ii). But, bathed
in a warm, unspecified acoustic, this is
mostly an enjoyable out- of- the- ordinary
release. [A/B:1/2/3]
Christopher Breunig

There are more beautiful tenor voices
around than Ian Partridge's, but kw with the
directness of utterance, insight, and sheer
musicality. He is partnered by Richard Burnett on a fortepiano made in Vienna by
Contras Graf in or around 1820. It is a
crisp- toned, expressive instrument ( rarely
'tinny' in tone) more naturally suited to
Schubert's intentions than a large modern
concert grand can be. The recording
definitely favours the voice; but so it is on
the recital platform, and the details of even
complex accompanimental figures come
through. Finchcocks, where the recording
was made, has an agreeably warm acoustic.
Pianist and singer are a very well attuned
pair; without exaggeration or undue reticence they bring Schubert's cycle to vivid
life. There is a real sense of cumulative
achievement; tension and relaxation are
skilfully handled, climaxes properly dramatic. If Partridge cannot often float high notes
softly, his emotional range is equal to all
Schubert's demands, and he phrases deftly,
though is once or twice taxed by low-lying
passages. Ornaments are neat, always part of
the line. And the words come through with
admirable clarity. The insert contains full
German texts and elegant, searching translations, hut no note. For those who prefer a
tenor in this cycle ( as I do), Partridge/
Burnett may now well become first choice; a
noble interpretation, and a safer recommendation than Haelliger/Dâhler or
Schreier/Richter. Commended. [
A:11
Peter Branscombe

SCHUMANN: Symphony 4 ( 1841 original)/BURGMULLER: Symphony 2
Berlin RSOISchmiihe
Schwann CD 311 010 (also LP) ( Impetus)
Schumann's Fourth and the guitar? It seems
that one of the composer's first thoughts for
scoring the Romanza of his Symphony of
18-11 was to include apart for guitar: heard
in this performance doubling pizzicato
strings. Apparently it was the idea, in 1851,
of working on the incomplete Symphony in
D by Burgmüller ( who died at 26), which
prompted Schumann to revise his own
D- minor. In the mid- 1950s Stanley Pope
recorded this original version, and in a new
SBF Berlin co-production Georg Schmühe
conducts areading that is properly involving
(unlike some recent Schumann Mahler etc

SESSIONS: When Lilacs last in the
dooryard bloom'd
Esther Hinds ( sop)/Florence Quitar ( con)/
Donzinic Cossa ( bar)1Tanglewood Ch/Boston SO/Ozawa
New World NW 296-2 ( 42m 08s) ( Conifer )
Roger Sessions's setting of Walt Whitman's
valedictory poem to Lincoln was composed
in 1970, in memory of Martin Luther King
and Robert Kennedy. Sessions's craggy and
rather gritty music generally tends to rebuff
the listener on first hearing, but has its
rewards for the persistent. Solti gave the first
performance in 1971 but did not record it.
Ozawa's recording, apparently still the only
one, first appeared in the US in 1977 but was
never generally released in this country.
Hindemith, who used the same text in 19-16
to mark the passing of Roosevelt, had more
success in establishing his work before the
public, possibly because his response to it
was more obviously lyrical that the American composer's. Also, the numerous recordings that have been made of Hindemith's
work have had the benefit of better singers
than serve Sessions here. Except that it
represents a major American composer by
one of his most ambitious and arguably finest
works, it cannot be unreservedly welcomed
despite ()zawa's sense of commitment. The

singers, especially the soprano, make
ungrateful sounds, and the general acoustic
is mushy and poorly focused. Digital reprocessing for CD does not seem to have
improved matters greatly either. A pity,
since anyone who recalls Sir John Pritchard's
memorable first European performance
broadcast from the 1985 Proms will, if one
may quote Andrew Porter, find that 'one is
amazed that one did not respond at once to
its vigorous, lucid progress, and its fullthroated passionate lyricism'. IC:2]
Kenneth Dommett

SHAPERO: Nine Minute Overture CI
Symphony for Classical Orchestra
LAPOIPrevin
New World NW 373-2 (53m 19s) digital
(Conifer)
Harold Shapero is known here mostly for his
keyboard music and a few songs, and ( by
big-band jazz enthusiasts) as a one-time
arranger for Benny Goodman. Very little of
his orchestral music has made its way across
the Atlantic, but this spirited and rather
brashly recorded version of two pieces from
the 1940s may not give afaithful impression
of it as a whole. The Overture ( 1940) was
his first real success as acomposer and won
him aPrix de Rome that he was unable to
take up. He had studied with Piston and
Hindemith, at Harvard and Tanglewood, but
the evident influence in both Overture and
Symphony ( 1947) is Stravinsky's type of
neo-classicism. The Symphony has become
Shapero's most popular work — not surprisingly, since it incorporates a lively feeling
for rhythm and syncopation, has good
orchestration and, in the Adagietto, an
attractive streak of lyricism that one is
tempted to attribute to the composer's
Jewish antecedents. This is the most consistently rewarding of the four movements.
Previn, whom one might consider an ideal
interpreter, considering that he has enjoyed
something of the same career background as
Shapero, responds enthusiastically to both
works, extracting from them their colour
and vitality and essential Americanism. The
sound, as I have said, is rather fierce but
clear and sparkling. 113:1] Kenneth Dommett

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 13,
Yar'
icola Chiuseler ( bass)/Men of the Choral
.Iris Soc Washington/Nat SO/Rostropozeicâ
Erato ECO 75529 (62m 20s)
In the course of the Shostakovich concert
series recently shared out between the
Royal Philharmonic and the ISO, the Thirteenth Symphony fell to Ashkenazy and his
players. That was one of the kw disappointments in the cycle, and this is still a
reminder of what it might have been in
Rostropovich's hands. Isay ' still', because it
is often hard indeed to battle through
underpowered orchestral playing and glean
a sense of what Slava's Shostakovich, at its
best, is all about. Climaxes are wafer-thin — a
fault of the recording, partly, but the brass is
weak, horns notably lacklustre; the woodwinds fail to bite, even in the Byelostok
episode of ( i); and the strings fall short of
Ghiuselev's expressive force in ( iii). He may
be cavalier with dynamics and pitching, but
he does seem to feel Yevtushenko's sentiments very deeply — which is more than can
be said for the Washington basses. Recent
performances have shown that you need a
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core of professional voices to flesh out the
choral sound, but it isn't so much that as
their apparent incomprehension of the
words they're singing. Ifound the lament at
Babi Var which follows the orchestral holocaust almost offensive in its blandness, its
failure to register any kind of pity or terror
after the event.
And yet this is very much a work which
Rostropovich cares about. He may not be
the subtlest of baton-wielders, but the Mussorgskyan Thirteenth rarely calls for that,
and he knows how to punch home a
rhetorical point, how to build up the incipient terror of ' Fears (not even decidedly
unslithery woodwind can deny him that),
how to conjure areal atmosphere in ' In the
Store' for Ghiuselev to feed on. And what
relief there is in the rarefied creative air of
the last movement's instrumental passages.
Shostakovich never penned anything more
haunting than that wistful theme first heard
on flutes, and Rostropovich lets you know it.
So, in spite of even- thing, Ilook forward to
Slava's thoughts on the other symphonies.
Even if they have to come from Washington.
[B/C:3/1]
David Nice

SMETANA: String Quartets 1 & 2
Medici Qt
Nimbus NI 5131 ( 46m 53s) digital
These performances have all the virility that
one missed in the Medici's recent recording
of the two Janacek quartets. Curiously, as
with janacek, this release treads on the heels
of a reissue by Calliope of the Talich Qt's
charaterful performances and it is difficult to
avoid making comparisons. If anything the
Medici redings are more red-blooded than
those of the Czech players. They attack with
greater vigour and in No.1 draw the constrasts between life and love, triumph and
tragedy, much more sharply. In No.2 the
interpretations follow more parallel paths
and either should dispel finally any doubts
about the musical validity of this troubled
work, though again the British quartet has a
marginally profounder feeling for Smetana's
disturbed state and once again attack the
music more positively, an impression helped
no doubt by Nimbus's clear-edged and
atmospheric sound. Calliope offer a longer
programme in the shape of a sizeable portion of Smetana's piano music, but for those
who only want the quartets this is atreasurable coupling of these most individual
works. [
A:11
Kenneth Dommett

STRAUSS: Elektra
Behrens/Secunde/Ludwig/ Ifung/Hynn inen
Tanglewood Fest Ch/Boston SO/Ozau.a
Philips 422 574-2 (2CDs, 102m 07s)
It is along time since an effective challenge
has been made to the new classic, if still
controversial, Nilsson/Solti Elektra (Decca,
1967), amazingly vivid in its ' Sonicstage'
recording even now. The live' Rodolphe
production, featuring lite Vinzing in the title
role, scarcely competes, so anew version is
long overdue.
Philips, recording a live series of concert
performances last year, have chosen their
cast carefully, though Ican't help feeling that
it was a mistake to entrust Ozawa — hardly
the world's most eminent Straussian — with
this most violent and complex of scores.
Predictably he pales in comparison with the
hyper-energetic Solti, but Ifeel he may have
taken Strauss's famous injunction to conductors to play the score like Mendelssohn's
fairy music a little too literally. Certainly
there is transparency here, but it is of the
Ravelian variety. Ozawa's relative inexperience of the theatre disadvantages this issue —
listen to his bland response to the thumping
brass motif in Elektra's opening monologue,
and the lack of tension at 'Was willst Du,
fremder Mensch?' — a pity because there is
some distinguished singing and characterisation here.
Most interest will undoubtedly focus on
Behrens in a title role almost monopolised
by Nilsson during her heyday, and one
associated with the most resilient and voluminous hochdramatisch sopranos. "lbe great
post-war Elektras have been few: to Nilsson,
one might add Varnay, Lammers, and possibly Inge Borkh, whose Gesamtaufnahme —
with the usual theatre cuts — under Bohm in
Dresden remains a document of a kind.
From Behrens one might have expected
an Elektra in the Borkli mould, but the voice
has less stamina, is weaker in the crucial
middle and lower registers — which sound
stretched in her soliloquy — and lyricism,
admittedly a commodity at a premium in
this work, comes less easily to this essentially lyrical singer after years in the most
arduous repertory expected of a soprano.
More surprisingly, Ifind she sings the role
with considerably less irony and black
humour than Nilsson: 'Triitimst Du, Mutter?'
in her confrontation with klytaemnestra, her
sarcastic ' armes Geschüpf to her sister and
the entire interview with Aegisth lack the
gleeful spite of the older singer's inflections.
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Iwould be loath, nonetheless, to forego
this set, principally for Christa Ludwig's
magnificently sung and characterised
Klytemnestra, who consistently reminds you
that the role was created by the bel canto
contralto Schumann-Heinck, who surely
cannot have conjured the depraved, corrupted Queen with the psychotic terror
mustered by Ludwig. Secundes Chrysothemis is decently sung, no more, and there are
good maids, if not quite the line-up assembled for Sohi. Hynninen is anoble () rest and
Ulfung a plainish Aegisth ( probably nearer
Strauss's conception of this important cameo
than the neurotic Stolze).
Philips have recorded the concerts in a
natural and clean ambience and there are
mercifully few of the 'horror' effects so
beloved of John Culshaw. Marie Collier's
Chrysothemis howling like an animal and
Regina Resnik's way-over- the- top laughter in
an echo chamber have not improved with
age. Now on to Sawallisch with Eva Marton
(EMI) and, possibly, Abbado with Norman
on DG, or so it is rumoured. 1A:21
Hugh Canning
TCHAIKOVSKY: Eugene Onegin
Vishnevskaya/AtlantovIMasuroklOgnitetsev/
Bolshoi Theatre Ch & OrchlRostropovich
Chant du Monde LDC 278 485/86 ( 2CDs,
I53m 28s) ® 1970
Milashkina/Allantov/MasurokINesterenko/
Bolshoi Ch & Orch/Ermler
Olympia OCD 115A/B ( 2C1)s, 141m 35s)
® 1980
Originally Melodiya recordings, these two
sets offer polarised interpretation of
Tchaikovsky's seven lyric scenes — Rostropovich overtly emotional to the point where
the drama threatens to peter out under
spacious and flexible tempi, Ermler much
tauter, more vitally theatrical. The singers in
both cases, of course, are the 'official' Bolshoi casts. By 1980, the Otello mettle of
Atlantov's tenor can scarcely do justice to
the poetic sensibility of young Lensky, and
an older Masurok, still singing magnificently,
inevitably sounds stiffer, less sympathetic
than his younger self. Neither Milashkina nor
Vishnevslcaya are ideally youthful — compare
the 53-year-old Mirella Freni's astonishing
feat of vocal légérdemain on the new DG set
— but Vishnevskaya is memorably touching
in the letter scene and aptly imperious at her
dismissal of Onegin in St Petersburg. Milashkina is very fine too, except the voice lacks
personality. Neither transfer really offers
acceptable modern sound. The Olympia
issue is execrably coarse and relentless, but
both performances supply more authentic
Onegin experiences than the smooth, polyglot Levine on DG. So,1C:1*/21for Rostropovich, [
C/D:1/2] for Ermler.
Hugh Canning

TCHAIKOVSICY: Symphony 3 '
Polish' CI
Capriccio Italien D Eugene Onegin —
Polonaise
Bournemouth SO/Litton
Virgin VC 790 761-2 (68m 23s) ( also
I.P/MC )
Capriccio Italien provides the aptly brazen
fanfare to Andrew Litton's Tchaikovsky symphonies cycle; but by choosing to launch it
decisively with the Third, he certainly isn't
trying to seize the market roughly by the
throat. Nor is this a performance which
85
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favours flashy gestures at any point; indeed,
the warm, almost homely. Bournemouth
sound ( captured in the Orchestra's home
base, Poole's Wessex Hall) sees to that. First
glimpse of the Allegro brillante, following a
scrupulously observed funeral- march preface, made me wonder if that sound might
not be too unfocused, hut the ff restatement
of the theme finds I.itton tautening it with
brilliance. Kinship with the Suites is emphasized as contrast counts for more than unity,
with a leisurely, winsome second subject
and a peppy, gopak-like rounding-off to the
exposition. l'he balletic fantasy of the
scherzo, with featherlight foretastes of
RimsIcy and The Nutcracker, again raises the
spirit of the Suites; so too, as immediate
contrast with adeliberately foursquare tread
and bumptious confidence, does the Polonaise ( topped, rather than trumped, by its
Onegin counterpart immediately afterwards). Litton places his symphonic weight
not only in the Andante elegiaco — strings
soaring in promise of raptures to come when
Litton records the later symphonies, avision
chillingly dissolved here — hut, rather more
strangely, in the Alla tedesca. Tchaikovsky
could hardly have envisioned it at this pace.
which alters its character from a Schumannesque interlude into a limping waltz,
prophetic of the Pathétique: yet Litton
makes apolished argument for seeing it that
way. His Capriccio is first-rate — sheer
sensuous enjoyment in the dance- tunes, but
the opening is again a gripping pledge of
symphonic tension to come, tensely built
towards the climactic fanfares. [
A:1]
David Nice

VICTORIA: Responsories for Tenebrae
Westminster Cath Ch/Hill
Hyperion CDA 66304 (75m 28s)
Tenebrae is the service of Matins followed
by Lauds on the last three days of Holy
Week. The eighteen, polyphonic Responsories are from Victoria's Officium Hebdomadae Sanctae, published in Rome in 1585;
they are set for SATB or SSAT and are
transposed down and sung at modern pitch.
Westminster Cathedral follow an 18th-century practice of singing ' Tenebrae factae
sunt' and 'Aestimatus sum' with tenors and
basses instead of SSAT — to great effect.
The quality of the singing is exemplary
and the clarity of the recording is most
pleasing; there is great beauty in this glorious polyphony, and those not acquainted
with its riches should treat themselves to
this disc. Some highlights of this recording
are the suspensions in 'Amicus meus' where
'in the end [Judasj hanged himself, the
similar motion of the parts at the cadence of
'pie] will deliver me into the hands of
sinners' in ' Unus ex discipulis meis', and the
sheer depth of emotion in the performance
of ' My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken
me?' from 'Tenebrae factae sunt'. Choirmasters who doubt that choral perfection can be
attained should listen to the tone-control on
the word `Vidente' and the pianissimo entry
at ' si est dolor' from 'Caligaverunt oculi mei'.
I do not object in principle to the
utilisation of the same tapes for repeated
sections, and also appreciate the problems of
location recording in abusy part of London
like Victoria, but 'Animam meam dilectam'
contains a few bumps and a little traffic
noice, both of which are served up twice.
This remains a minor reservation of this
outstanding disc. [
A*/A:11
William McVicker
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VIVALDI: The Four Seasons — with readings
Romolo Bruni, Jack Edwards ( narrs)/Adelina Oprean ( vIn)/ECCO1Faerber
Hyperion CDH 88012 (48m 29s)
The exact relationship between Vivaldi's
'Four Seasons' and the poems which were
published in preface to them is vague. We
know that letter- references were printed to
link obvious relationships between parts of
the music and particular lines in the poetry
(usually the letter comes before the line in
the poem and immediately preceding its'
illustration in the music); but we do not
know whether the poems were written first,
whether the verses were Vivaldi's own, or
whether there was any intention that they
should be read out when the music was
played, which is what is done here — and
quite effectively.
The performance is musically warm, rich
and dramatic, the recording tidy, well-proportioned and rounded in colour or timbre.
The balance between the soloist and the
accompanying instrumentalists is realistic,
and Oprean plays with poise and lyrical
expression. All in all, this is a good basic
performance, with good documentation, the
added interest of the poems on the disc in
English and Italian, and ageneral impression
of youthful joyousness. [
A:1]
Stephen ¡)au'

VIVALDI: 12 Concertos Op.3 ( L'estro
armonico)
I Solistiliani
Denon CO-72719 20 (2CDs, 106m 26s)
ISolisti Italiani play with an elegant suavity
(derived, perhaps, from IMusici) combined
with an energetic emphasis which Iassociate also with ISolisti Veneti/Scimone. There
is nothing especially authentic about any of
these groups apart from one very important
aspect: simply their completely Italianate
temperament.
This would be my first choice of moderninstrument readings of this wonderful collection: arguably his very greatest achievement. All of the music is warmly played, it
has communicative life and accuracy, and if
the occasional note is just a fraction out, or
ugly, we must recall that the exact number
of players here — about adozen — results in
some very exposed doubling,s, with violins
in twos and threes. The location sounds just
right ( large room in Italian villa?), the
recording honest and realistic. Possibly the
soloists ( variously four, two, and one violinists in these works) are just alittle too close,
and wide, in comparison with their orchestral colleagues for comfort, but this is partly
a matter of taste. Good taste is everywhere
else abundantly in evidence. [
B:1]
Stephen Daw

VIVALDI: 12 Concertos Op.9, ` La Cetra'
Simon Standage, Catherine Mackintosh
(vIns)1AAM/Hogwood
Oiseau Lyre 421 366-2 (2CDs, 110m 24s)
(also 2MCs )
Simon Standage's useful notes introduce
Vivaldi's ' Lyre' Concertos ( both sets, but one
neither complete nor published) very well;
his playing is affectionate, too — but to my
ears this blends ill with the crisp and far less
'modern' playing of his accompanying
ensemble. Christopher Hogwood's almost
papery harpsichord sound, and his gently
supportive work on the organ strike me as

exactly right for the music, and the band is, if
perhaps alittle large in the violins, clean and
light in the right ways. Only in the 2- violin
concerto ( 9), however, do we escape from
an impression of avery considerable distinction in style — and in period too — between
the soloist and his peers.
The recording is particularly delightful in
its accuracy and proportion regarding the
continuo bass instruments and the violas. I
was slightly less pleased with the tutti violin
tone, which, in the less delicate passages,
sounds a little unblended; but possibly the
recording is simply ' honest' here. Scale and
distance struck me as excellent, and a little
close, respectively. IA/B:2]
Stephen Daw

VIVALDI: Six Concertos for
d'amore, RV392-6
Massimo Paris ( vla da)!! Musici
Philips 422 051-2 (73m I8s)

viola

These are Vivaldi's complete concertos for
the viola d'amore. Idon't know them well,
but Inote that an instrument of 1748 is used
by the soloist with 'original baroque bow'.
As usual, however, IMusici play with modem instruments, including what sounds to
be very much a heavyweight 1950s-period
harpsichord. As a result, orchestra and
soloist sound poles apart in volume of tone
and in style of attack — something which
obviously seriously affects things.
The recording sounds as though it has
been distantly set in a comparatively small
hall or large room — alas, too far away from
the soloist who therefore sounds not only
too soft but also unfocused. At times Paris
tries to play with more projection, but
where he does this, he is straining the
capabilities of both his instrument and his
technique. [C:3/2]
Stephen Dan ,

WEBER: Overtures — Euryanthe D
Oberon CI Der Freischütz D Ruler of the
Spirits D Abu Hassan D Peter Schmoll
Invitation to the Dance (orch. Berlioz)
Hanover Band/Goodman
Nimbus NI 5154 (55m I4s)
Despite great enthusiasm for the Hanover
Band's Beethoven, Ihave to confess to some
disappointment with their Weber. 'I'he 'original instruments' philosophy still applies,
but I'm not persuaded that the composer's
idiom has been properly captured in other
respects. Initial impressions were not helped
by the opening phrases of Euryanthe, so
rushed here as to be barely recognizable,
while Goodman's shaping tends generally to
be rather too episodic, especially in Der
Freischütz. But this is not to deny that there
is much expressive playing. Especially intriguing is the pianissimo violin/viola passage
in the middle of Euryanthe, treated here like
the introspective adagio from a late Beethoven quartet! Abu Hassan and Peter
Schmoll ( the two earliest compositions) are
well proportioned, as is Berlioz's orchestration of Invitation to the Dance — apart from
a rather unromantically staid pair of solo.
cello monologues. Regarding the cellos,
intonation in this department made me
wince on occasion, which is a poor advert
for authentically minimal vibrato. In this
respect Norrington's I.CP recordings are
more accurate — if less spontaneously enthusiastic.
Sonically, a comparatively distant setting
within All Saints, Tooting, tends to cloud the
upper strings in some tutti passages. Also,
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the trigger-happy brass ( including one of
those gorgeously fruity narrow- bore trombones) too readily hog the limelight from
the right, sometimes imparting a suspicion
of roughness to the texture. Violins brought
nearer and drums placed N. it hthe horns — or
behind the fiddles — might have produced a
better balance. Nevertheless, if played fairly
loudly with aslight leftish bias, the sound is
perfectly acceptable. [
13:1/31
John Crabbe

COLLECTIONS

singly good, with many originating from tape
rather than shellac. There are 135 items in
all, covering almost as many singers. Were I
pressed to name a favourite sequence, I'd
choose the Russian school, which contains a
wide selection of exceptionally fine performances, most of which would be wellnigh impossible to obtain in any other form.
[H:H] Robert Cowan
No CDs are planned. Some items here
were previously unpublished. The 39pp
illustrated booklet gives critical biographies,
an introductory essay, and recording data —
but no song texts. — Mus Ed]

THE RECORD OF SINGING (Vol.4)
EMI EX 769 7411 • ( 81.1,$) C) 1939-1958
One would need an entire issue of 111,.\• RR
to do justice to a set NLICh as this, hut
available space would hardly accommodate
as much as a comprehensive listing of
contents! But let me not waste words. Vol.4
of this invaluable series takes us from 1939
to the end of the 78rpm era; there are in
effect six separate recitals — covering the
Anglo-American, French, German, Scandinavian, Russian/Slavonic, and Italian Schools.
Previously unissued items include aVarnay
'Dich, teure Halle', aMack Harrell Rattenfanger', some I.ipatti songs sung by Cuenod, and
a marvellous 1929 Mark Reizen version of
Tchaikovsky's Op.47/5 ( with Albert Coates
providing atypically flamboyant accompaniment on the piano), and a Gobbi ' Nemico
della patria!' (
Andrea (' enier). All are
worth having, as is the main body of the set,
from Vinogradov's rapt Sorochintsy Fair aria
to Callas's thrilling ( live) Armida extract,
from (; rummer's Reger to Flagstad's Purcell.
Being post-war, most tracks sound surpri-

AMERICAN PIANO CLASSICS — NANCARROW: Prelude & Blues/IVES:
Varied Air and Variations D Some
Southpaw Pitching D The Anti-Abolitionist Riots D The Alcotts (Concord
Sonata) III Three-page Sonata/ERROLL
GARNER: Erroll's Blues I=1 Erroll's
Bounce/COPLAND: Piano Variations CI
Blues 2 and 3/THELONIUS MONK:
Monk's Point D Round Midnig,ht/GERSHWIN (arr. Finnissy): A Foggy Day 11
Fidgety Feet Ill But Not For Me
Joanna MacGregor (/ no)
LDR LDRCD 1004 (65m 15s) ( also MC)
(PRT)
Ihave rarely encountered amore thrilling
or sheerly enjoyable record debut. Joanna
MacGregor's tribute to America in all its
teeming and restless variety is made with
such sensitivity and poetic vitality that it
would be hard to equal. Perhaps her
secret lies in her wide-ranging gifts, her
extensive repertoire and her capacity as a
composer and arranger, accomplishments
reflected in an uncanny pianistic expertise, a rare communicative brio and a
relish for each and every idiom ( qualities
you cannot teach). Take Michael Finnissy's arrangement of ' But Not For Me' and
try to imagine a more delicate or acute
response to acomposer seen, as it were,
through the mists of time ( with New
York's jazz age already adistant memory ).
Nostalgia of another kind surfaces in "the
Alcotts' ( from Ives's Concord Sonata)
where once again Miss MacGregor's
evocation always ensures amoving rather

MUSICIANS FOR ARMENIA
BEETHOVEN: Coriolan Overture
Piano Concerto 1 — Rondo/DEBUSSY:
Syrinx/RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: 'The heavy
clouds disperse"/MOZART: Fantasy in d,
K397** D Sinfonia Concertante, K364 —
Andante/CHOPIN: Etude Op.10/12**/
TCHAIKOVSKY: 'At the Bair* /VILLALOBOS: Bachianas Brasileiras 1 — ( ii)
Modinha
ECO/Previn/Barrr Douglas (pno)/James
Gaited) , (111)/Galina Vishnevska.ra ( sop)/
•• Andrei Gavrilov (pno)/Cho-liang Lin
(vIn)/Yuri Bashmet ( vla)/ECO Cellists/Rostroporich ( pm), tic)
RCA RD 87779 (52m • 15s) ( also I.P/MC)
Interspersed with broadcast messages from
musicians ( excluded here), these performances formed a late- night concert at the
Barbican last December, organized at short
notice in aid of the Armenian earthquake
disaster fund. Royalties from the RCA
recordings go to the Red Cross. For those

than merely homespun affection. Nancarrow's Prelude, described by Finnissy in his
excellent notes, as 'a bright and jazzy
cocktail' is brilliantly articulate; and
whether lost in dreams or on the qui vive
for more present or immediate vitality, all
these performances are, literally, spellbinding. If Ihad to single out one item ( a
thankless task) I would choose Joanna
MacGregor's arrangement of Garner's
Erroll's Bounce. Tossed off at a recent
Wigmore Hall recital to wild acclaim, this
is infinitely teasing, sophisticated and
engaging. The recordings — when you stop
to consider them — are ideal. And so, Miss
MacGregor, how about the complete Ives
Sonatas, Samuel Barber's piano music and,
of course, more of those delectable
arrangements? Encore! IA:11
Bryce Morrison

JOANNA McGREGOR
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present, it was a deeply moving event:
nowhere more so than when Rostropovich
introduced and performed a movement
from a Britten Suite — presumably omitted
here for copyright reasons. Dare Isuggest
that the recording offers an object- lesson to
critics when, rehearing the music free of
visual information both flaws and jewels are
revealed not necessarily consistent with the
live encounter?
Perhaps the item most able to convey the
intensity of the occasion is the Rostropovich-led movement from the Bachianas
Brasikiras, which he turns into a tragic
lament. If at odds with the music, it could
hardly have been more congruent with his
own identification with the cause. ( Remember, too, that he and his wife were seen by
satellite television in Russia. Countries all
over the world received sound/tv.)
For those merely curious about the
musical content, highlights are Gavrilov's
Mozart ( but not his Chopin), Vishnevskaya's
Tchaikovsk-y, the rapt interplay between
I.in/Bashmet in K364 — even if, in the cold
light of day, it may seem lacking momentum.
It is perhaps inappropriate to give other than
an [A] rating for the engineering quality.
Christopher Breunig

OLD CZECH MARCHES & DANCES
Czech PO/Neumann
Supraphon CO 2112 (48m 02s)
'hie music here is by a number of Czech
composers who enjoyed popular esteem
during the late 19th and early 20th-centuries. The most prominent in terms of output
and reputation was Julius Fucik, represented
on this disc by four marches and a waltz,
Ballerinas. These and the other pieces are
all different from those Neumann and the
orchestra recorded for Orfeo in two excellent collections entitled ' K und K Festkonzere. In addition to the Fucik items there are
three by the Czech march king Frantisek
Kmoch, a Galop, Attack!, by Komzak, a
march, Baj-Kaj-Laj by the little known Karel
Pospisil, and the attractive Valse rêvée by
Frantisek Prochaska. Marches outnumber
the waltzes eight to three, which is a pity
really since they are rather more interesting
— the third, incidentally, is Kmoch's The
Silver Elbe, and there was room for more.
Although not in the first flight of inspiration,
all the music is attractive and is not otherwise available. The recording quality is good
though not quite the equal of the Orfeo
issues for immediacy or brilliance. [
A/B:1]
Kenneth Dommett

THE CONCERTO IN EUROPE
PAISIELLO: Harp Concerto in A/GRETRY:
Flute Concerto in C/GARTH: Cello Concerto in B h/STAMITZ C: Viola Concerto
in D
Jasna Merlak ( hp)/Marc Grauu ,
els (Ill)/
Alexander Baillie ( v1c)/Tabea Zimmermann ( vla)/ECCO/Demetriades
Hyperion CDH 88015 ( 59m )
To represent the concerto in 18th-century
Europe on one disc — which is what this
collection aims to do — is clearly impossible,
but the compilers have turned up aquartet
of attractive if unfamiliar examples of the
genre. I.ike its companion record, The
Symphony in Europe', it avoids the obvious
masterpieces and instead puts before us
typical examples dedicated to the entertainment principle, drawn in this instance from
87
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Italy, France, England and Austria. John
Garth ( 1722-1810) is the least known. He
was a friend of Avison, and resident in
Durham; his collected works amount to
twenty-four instrumental pieces and some
30 Collects. His concerto ( one of six comprising his Op.1 ) was published in 1760.
Stamitz's dates from 1774. It is impossible to
date the other two precisely — Paisiello's is
presumably an adaptation of an undated
keyboard concerto composed for the Princess of Parma, and the Gretry is of uncertain
authenticity. The four young soloists acquit
themselves with distinction and appear to
enjoy themselves, and the virtuoso orchestra
responds enthusiastically to the spritely
direction of their Greek conductor. The
sound is lively, warm and well balanced.
[A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

DOUBLE-BASS
BOTTESINI: Concerto for double- bass
and strings/DRAGONETTI: Andante and
Rondo for double-bass/DITI'ERSDORF
Concerto for double-bassNANHAL: Concerto for double- bass and chamber
orchestra
Ludwig Streicher (dbl-bas)/Munich CO/
Stadlmair/Innsbruck CO/Costa
Teldec 8.44057 (65m 42s) 0
This outstanding coupling puts two
favourite Streicher LPs back-to-back. The
generosity of the programming and wonderful musicianship of the soloist let this disc
reach out beyond the confines of an enthusiast issue. Streicher's 'cellist's feel' produces
an elegant articulation and superbly well

DG 20th-CENTURY CLASSICS
BERG: Chamber Concerto C Four Pieces
for Clarinet and Piano C Piano Sonata
Op- 1
Zukerman ( eln)1Pay ( clt)/Barenboim
(pno)/Ens InterContemporain/Boulez
DG 423 237-2 (49m 22s) 0 1978
BRITTEN: Serenade for Tenor, Horn and
Strings Op.31 D Les Illuminations Op.18
C The Young Person's Guide to the
Orchestra
Robert Tear ( ten)/Dale Clevenger ( hrn)/
Chicago SO/ Ph i!harm 071 ia/G i
uI
in i/ Orch
Nat de Paris/Maazel
DG 423 239-2 (65m 03s) 0 1979, '62
IVES: Three Places in New England'
Symphony 4 C Central Park in the dark
Boston SOITilson-Thomas'/Ozawa
DG 423 243-2 (57m 06s) C) 1970, ' 77
LIGETI: Chamber Concerto D Ramifications CI String Quartet 2 D Aventures D
Lux aeterna
Ensemble InterContemporain/Boulez/
LaSalle Qt/N German Radio Choir/Franz
DG 423 244-2 (68m 13s) C) 1968, ' 70, '83
SCHOENBERG: Verktirte Nacht D String
Trio
LaSalle Qt with McInnes ( vla)/Pegis ( v1c)
DG 423 250-2 (46m 28s) (D 1984
STRAVINSKY: Symphony in C CI Symphony of Psalms CI Concerto in D
BPO etc/Karajan
DG 423 252-2 (64m 30s) O 1972, '79
TAKEMITSU: Quatrain C A Flock
Descends into the Pentagonal Garden CI
Stanza I C Sacrifice E Ring C Valeria
88

intoned sound from his big- voiced instrument. The ' bel Canto' Bottesini concerto,
too, stands apart from the rest of the
programme as being more than an enjoyable
instrumental showpiece. [
A/B:1*/2]
David Prakel

decidedly old-world ( 1938) performance of
the Hallelujah Chorus', with the Toonkunst
Choir, that rises and falls with the nobility of
Gothic architecture. The set comes with
informative notes by Michael G Thomas.
111:1/21
Robert Cowan

TRIBUTE TO WILLEM MENGELBERG
Soloists/Concertgebouw/Mengelberg
Archive Documents/Michael G Thomas
AD 102/3 • 2LPs
recordings from
1938-43

ORIENT EXPRESS — Music by Rota, Leoncavallo, Rossini ( arr.), Massenet,
Debussy, Schrammel, Stolz, Kreisler,
Horvath, Muhr, Rimsky-Korsakov,
Enesco
Salonisti
Decca 425 200-2 (65m 38s) ( also LP/MC)

This useful, well-transferred double-pack
treats us to a lithe, animated 1939 Lieder
emes fahrenden gesellen (although admittedly Hermann Schey is a little coarsegrained ), a sturdy Zauberjltite Overture
(1944) and arapt Tristan Prelude & Liebestod ( '43) where, at the outset of the
Liebestod, distant horns are particularly
magical. Mengelberg's special brand of flexiBach forbids aconsistent pulse in any part of
Cantata 57 ('Selig ist der Mann' ), but Jo
Vincent's silvery soprano is surely a justifiable excuse for preserving this loving but
somewhat lachrymose 1940 reading. Gaspar
Cassado's orchestration of Schubert's Arpeggione Sonata features the arranger as soloist.
Cassado had already recorded this work for
Columbia ( cond. Harty), where it was labelled 'Concerto in A minor'. The orchestration
is quite attractive, but Schubert's original
design is frequently fleshed-out with additional tutti passages and a considerably
modified solo line. Still, it's interesting — and
very well played ( 1940). But for me, the
high-spot of this set is abroad, dynamic and

Tashi/Boston SO/Ozawa/soloists/Wakasugi
DG 423 253-2 (59m 45s) 0 1971, '80
BERIO: Coro
Cologne RSO & Chorus/Berio
DG 423 902-2 (56m 48s) C) 1986
While Boulez conducts Berg's Chamber
Concerto with an eye for classical form and
precision his soloists attempt to explore the
lyrical, but are given neither the time nor
space. Barenboim's reading of the Piano
Sonata is two-dimensional and cursory
where clarity is required. Barenboim,
however, responds to Pay's exquisite playing
in the Clarinet and Piano pieces which are
far more satisfactory. Dry, close sound at
times. [
B:2]
Maazel's Young Person's Guide is no
competition for the composer's own recording now available on CD. Nevertheless it is a
good makeweight for Guilini's collaborations with Robert Tear in the two Britten
song cycles. Orchestral sound may be rather
thick and heavy but Tear is truly idiomatic —
technically perfect as Clevenger's horn contribution is, it lacks Tear's idiomatic touch.
[A/B:1/21
A superb value Ives issue, though none of
these performances can now be rated as
first-choices. Ozawa's Fourth lapses into
muttered confusion alongside Serebrier
(now on Chandos). Tilson Thomas's Three
Places in New England was recorded before
his outstanding Third Symphony and New
England Holidays, but still comes over as
fresh and impulsive. Recording is good, but
thin in the New England orchestral set.
[KB:2/11
DG has trawled its Ligeti back catalogue
and amalgamated the Boulez orchestral
recordings and Aventures with the pioneer-

ISalonisti had the Wigmore Hall audience
(literally) laughing in the aisles last December, at some of their more outrageous
virtuoso application to bons-bons ( or, as
colleague HC might have said, Inals-mals'
...) like the music from Fellini films, and
Viennese concoctions. The group, two
violins, cello, double-bass and piano, is led
by Thomas Fun, and the Cl) accurately
reflects the sophistication, honing and spicing of their live performances. The liner
note, the programme linked by the loose
theme of the Orient Express route, follows
the pattern of the spoken introductions at I
Salonisti concerts.
The sound is rather ' saturated', closely
recorded in a Swiss church. It's the right
approach, but like asking for half aspoon of
sugar and getting five. Setting aside the fact
that I was chided at Wigmore for calling
them ' determindedly jolly', now Ican only
marvel at their musical élan. [
A:11
Christopher Breunig

ing LaSalle recording of the String Quartet,
to produce another disc of outstanding
value. Only Volumina has failed to survive.
The string quartet recording and performance remains exceptional, while CD transfer
makes the swirling textures of the concerto
far easier to fathom. 1A/B/A*:1*/2]
On rehearing, the LaSalle Verklarte Nacht
now seems dry and unyielding; details are
fussy while the whole doesn't move forward
fluidly and has an unwelcome abruptness —
there is also a beauty of tone missing. The
Schoenberg Trio similarly shows moments
of fractional dislocation — aclose recording
doesn't help here either. [
AB:2]
Karajan's Stravinsky is not to my liking:
too many edges and angles of the precise
structure are rounded, and a gentle syrup
poured over the remains. This is especially
unfortunate in the Symphony of Psalms
though Karajan's sound can be alluring, as in
the finale. The classical lines of the Concerto
are blurred — a generous, reverberant
recording doesn't help. [
B:2/31
Compact Disc's clarity helps the listener
dig into the colours and textures of Takemitsu's music. The contents of two DG
recordings are combined, though the real
interest remains with the orchestral works:
Quatrain and the dreamworld of A Flock
etc. The smaller-scale works have powerful
echoes of Far Eastern music. [
A:1]
Berio's Coro, too, gains from reissue on
CD. Singers are distributed throughout the
orchestra, singing individually and together.
The scale and patterns of this layout now
make better sense. Texts are from the folk
poetry of various nations, and also by Pablo
Neruda. A compelling, coherent account is
secured by the composer's own involvement. The recording is of truly wide dynamic range. IA:1]
David Prakel
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JC BACH: 6 Symphonies, Op.3 ASM/Marrifler Philips 422 498-2 ( 52m 39s)
1970
From the 1970 Rise of the Symphony'
album. Elegantly turned here, the 013.3 set
was composed in 1765 for concerts in Soho
— Italianate, three- movement, sonata-form
works with central andantes/andantinos in
opera aria style, and dance- like finales. Marrifler stands interpretatively apart from Hogwood, who in acomparable Oiseau Lyre set
of ' Overtures' takes outer movements at afar
more modest pace than here; Marriner's
slow movements are sweetly lyrical. Simon
Preston ( uncredited) provides asilvery continuo part. Quite good sound, though CD
loses some of the ' air' around the harpsichord, and quality of string-tone on the
original LP transfer. Slight, not memorable
music, but certainly engaging at the time of
listening. [
B:11
JS BACH: Italian Concerto D Toccata in
D, BWV912 El in d, BWV913 D Fugue in a,
BWV944 I: Fantasy in C, BWV906 Gustav
Leonhardt(bpd) RCA GD 71952 ( 50m 34s)
C) 1977
'Ibis Hamburg art- museum recording is
pleasingly recessed, allowing one to savour
the tonal range of the 1728 Zell harpsichord
in asuitable ambience. The pleasantly jangling old instrument sings under Leonhardt's
fingers: judicious ( not idiosyncratic) delays
give the phrases alift, azest; and even where
Bach sets up ornamented clusters of repetitive shapes, the listener always feels that the
music is 'going somewhere'. Strongly characterised, Leonhardes performances are
secure in architectural concept, dynamic
and exciting in their unfolding. So, even if
the programme looks ( on paper ) specialized
in appeal, this ' Seon' transfer ought to prove
anything but that. [
ATB:1]
BEETHOVEN: Eroica Symphony D Overtures — Egmont I: Prometheus El Fidelio
BPOIKempe EMI CDZ 762 6232 ( 74m 09s)
C) 1961, ' 58
Since Kempe's two Eroica readings are,
detail for detail, amazingly consistent. EMI
can he excused for muddling the recording
data here: this is not the 1974 Munich PO
production, but the more beautiful Berlin
version, released here on AS!), then reissued
by World Records. Iunderline the distinction, not just because the Berlin wind
section is vastly superior, but more in
gratitude that such a collector's item — a
performance monumental in its breadth, yet
warm, lyrical in expression — should come
on a budget Cl). Iremember the old EMG
Monthly Letter panel's dismissive description of the overtures: ' the soft underbelly of
Kempe's Beethoven': yet I have treasured
my MfP copy — perhaps Coriolan and
Leonora 3will surface somewhere? Now, of
course, we can at last hear Kempe's Funeral
March without abreak; and EMI have done a
marvellous job on the tape transfer. But,
such musicianship... 1B/C:11
BEETHOVEN: Overtures — Ruins of
Athens D Coriolan El Leonora 1
Prometheus 0 Egmont El Leonora 3
Fidelio Bavarian RSO/Davis CBS MDK
44790 (62m 59s) ® 1986
From anew CBS series of digital-sourced CD
reissues ( with MC equivalents). Fidelio is
added to the original 56m programme. Look
elsewhere if you want the theatrical frisson
of a Norrington performance; these are
broadly paced readings with moments of
grandeur, but scrupulously prepared, and
with singing lines predominant — reflective,
not too unlike Kempe's Beethoven ( yet with
111 FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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a more austere visage). It is good to see
Leonora I included. Recommended. Sound
quality rather soft- edged. [
A/B:1]
BERG: 3 Pieces, Op.6 CI Lyric Suite/
SCHOENBERG: Verklárte Nacht D Variations for Orchestra, Op.31 D Pelle .•; und
Melisande/WEBERN: Passacaglia, Op.!
5 Movements, Op.5 D 6 Pieces, Op.6
Symphony, Op.21 BPO/Karajan DG 427
424-2 (30)s, 178m 32s) C) 1973
In a note marking the release of these
performances, Karajan claimed a *special
relationship' with the Vienna School: not
something he had previously evidenced. He
said he'd needed around fifteen years of
working with the orchestra to tackle pieces
like the Schoenberg Variations (for which
seating arrangements were varied to suit the
demands of the scoring). And Berg's Op.6 —
the only one of these Karajan reissues not
already out on Cl)! — haunted him for twenty
years. 'yet the Berlin Philharmonic are able
to play it as if it were by Mozart'. 'lite CD
transfers are of superb quality. Iwould say
losing nothing of the original character of
the analogue originals ( the dynamic range
strikes me, subjectively, as very wide, notwithstanding the ' Views' complaint in HENT/
RR April ). 'lite beauty of orchestral sound —
Verkliirte Nacht is ravishing to the ear: a
memento, as it were, of probably the last
BPO/Karajan London concert — is exceptional, and this set should form part of every
serious collection. It will certainly reward
the open-minded listener. And, even today,
which record company ( apart from CBS,
who undertook such repertoire with
Boulez) could match it? 1A/A*:11
HAYDN: String Quartet in C, Op.20:2
in D, Op.20:4 Esterhazy Qt RCA GD 71959
(43m 4-ts )
These 'Seon' productions probably date
from the late ' 70s. Not generously coupled,
even at mid-price, they offer a pair of
period- instrument performances, graciously
phrased, with generally good intonation.
No.32 has a fugal finale; 3-i features a
Menuetto ' alla Zingarese'. Some string
bulges are no doubt acidified by ADD
transfer. The general effect is of an attentive
and civilised musical approach ( Jaap
Schriider is leader) — although one might
add that the 1936 Lener Qt readings had
rather more about them! [
B:2]
HUMMEL: Septet, Op.114 ( fte, cit. trpt. Yin,
d-bs. pn))/KREUTZER: Grand Septet,
Op.62 ( clt, hm, hsn, vIn, vla, vIe, d-hs )Nash
Ensemble CRD 3390 ( 62m) C) 1981
Antony Hodgson's reprinted note is full of
pertinent observations on these vastly dissimilar septets by two pupils of Albrechtsberger. Conradin Kreutzer's is the more
conventionally scored, and more conventional in what it has to say. The Nash
Ensemble plays both persuasively — the
Hummel is especially enjoyable, the Kreutzer has moments of questionable string
intonation, and aweaker recording— and the
late Simon Ltwman's Rosslyn Hill Chapel
productions are transferred faithfully to Cl).
(If you have aclean I.P copy there's no point
in replacing it.) [
A:1*][B:1/2]
REICH: Drumming El Six Pianos 0 Music
for mallet instruments, voices & organ
Steve Reich & Musicians DG 427 428-2
(2CDs, 128m 37s) (D 1974
Part 4ofDrumming— combining the forces
of the previous sections: ( i) tuned drums,
(ii) marimbas/voices, ( iii) glockenspiels/piccolo/whistling — contes on C1)2, since this

version runs for almost 29m longer than the
1987 Nonesuch re-recording. ' Ibis is largely
through repeats cut, although Reich
devotees are divided over whether or not
the remake is more casual, less crisply held —
1 would say these were complementary
performances ( the Ensemble is mostly constant), but the sheer beauty of sound on
Nonesuch would win me over to it. The
piece for six small grand pianos has transferred less convincingly to CD, with an electronic sheen of artificiality, whereas the ' Privilege' I.P reissue preserved the tonal character of what Itake to be a purely acoustic
piece. Its pleasant jangle has given way to
something maddeningly homogenised [
C];
but other pieces are [
A].
SCARLAM: Sonatas — K3, 185/184, 227,
238/9, 52, 192/3, 208/9, 252/3, 191 Gustav
Leonhard( ( bpd) RCA GD 71955 ( 48m 05s )
C) 1978
I.ighter and brighter, the sound on CD
creates an entirely different impression from
the darker, rather airless German original
'Seon' I.P; thus Leonhardes recreative manner, searching hut sobering, is now uncovered. He plays a Skrowoneck copy after
Dulcken. Short measure, and no access
points for the second of paired sonatas! Not
for those seeking charm or mercurial display
in Scarlatti. IA:11
SCARLATTI: Sonatas — K430, 394-5, 25960, 308-9, 429, 460-1, 9, 402-3, 446, 206
Blandine Verle! ( bpd) Philips 422 496-2
(5 3m 36s ) 0 1976
'Ibis corresponds with the later of N'erlet's
two ' living Baroque' I.Ps of Scarlatti sonatas
— both exemplars of harpsichord analogue
recording. Replay level for CD is critical, to
focus the close Hemsch image against
ricocheting resonances in the church ( ? )
setting. Verlet is an accomplished technician, hut her rather florid, intense manner is
wanting in longer musical perspectives:
these are note-for- note readings, too even in
insistency for • the listener to share the
involvement ( the quieter moments thus
come off best). [
A:2]
TCHAIKOVSKY: Nutcracker — excerpts
Ambrosian Singers/PhilharmonM/Tilson
Thomas CBS MDK 44656 ( 70m . f6s) C)
1985
Always asympathetic Tchaikovskian.
Thomas is a damn' good story- teller: what
makes this Nutcracker outstanding is the
flair for dramatic pacing, the sequencing
flowing effortlessly. Playing not quite
immaculate in the overture, and acuriously
bass- light digitally recorded sound ( the production is licensed from Caedmon, with a
narration deleted). Happily enough, this
single CD has almost the complete ballet:
Act 1is continuous, and cuts of about 10m
don't much harm Act 2. Twenty access
points. 1A/B:1*/21
CHILDREN'S WEEKEND
BIZET: Jeux d'enfants*/DEBUSSY: Children's Corner/DUKAS: Sorcerer's
Apprentices/PROKOFIEV: Peter and the
Wolf Sir Ralph Richardson/LSO/Sargent/
'Suisse Romande/Ansermet/Pascal Rogé
(/no) Decca 421 626-2 ( 65m 235 ) ® 1960,
'64, '80
Delightful compilation, vintage Ansermet
(excellent Sorcerer), and ' Uncle' Ralph's
unbeatable Prokofiev narration, with agood
orchestral performance under Sargent. Astonishing sound there, still. Does the Debussy,
rather ordinarily done, have much appeal to
children? Idoubt it. IC:21[A:21[B:1*][A:1*1
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BARON, BERNE, ROBERTS:
MINIATURE
JMT 834 423-2 (53m 46s) CD
This is an unusual US trio — Joey
Baron, drums, Tim Berne, alto,
'and Hank Roberts, cello and
vocals — playing unusual, eclectic music. Their intl , ences
range from straight-ahe: I jazz
and electronic music, to
nous
popular genres. They pat it
together in a very Eurt, jazz
way, often sounding tot.. uy
improvised. There's humour
there too, and you can never be
quite sure what to expect next.
Their playing is strong and committed, so requires committed
listening. Iliked the juxtoposidon of outrageous exuberance
and exquisite sensitivity [A*:11
Ken Hyder
JOVA STOJILIKOVIC BESIR &
HIS BRASS OFtKESTAR:
BLOW BESIR BLOW!
GlobeStyle ORB 038
There are times that the ensembles sound positively Spanish,
but it's Yugoslavian, or to be
more precise, Serbian, and
maybe the muslim influence is
the connection. At any rate this
is abunch of self-taught players
from a tradition of self-taught
players: meaning they play by
ear and by feel. The energy is
highly infectious, and the trumpet solos have all the appealing
precariousness of Don Cherry,
or even Miles Davis. Indeed
there is a remarkable contrast
between the music's wellexecuted moments and
moments when it sounds like
it's about to fall apart. [A.:11
Ken Hyder
CHINA CRISIS: DIARY OF A
HOLLOW HORSE
Virgin TCV2567
The first hearing of this is
pleasant, the second inoffensive
and a third hearing becomes
uninteresting. There are a few
good tracks on the album
(including the single 'St. Saviour
Square' and the happy-go-lucky
'Singing The Praises of Finer
Things' ) and the band evidently
comprises some competent
musicians, but the effect of the
album is weakened considerably by unimaginative vocals
and by mixing which lacks that
necessary punch. [C:31
Karen Doutbwaite
JOHN COLIANNI TRIO:
BLUES-O-MATIC
Concord CJ 367 from
Note Distribution

New

I think it was saxist Tommy
Smith who complained in a
recent radio interview that the
trouble with British jazz audiences is that they always
examine his playing for
'influences'. Abroad, they simply
III FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Crosby, Graham Nash and Larry
Carole King still writes the sort
of songs that others would be John McNally, along with jazz
men Chuck Domanico and Her
pleased to get their mitts on.
bic Hancock. The fare is varied,
'Down To The Darkness', for
ranging from reggae (' Have A
instance, falls easily out of the
Heart') and down- homey blues
'Up On The Roof mould, while
'Sweet Life', which includes a ('The Road's My Middle Name')
through to the heart-tugging
The rise of Phyllosan rock con- guitar break lifted from George
mixture of torch and country
tinues. Both of these releases Harrison's greatest riffs, is
that comprises ' Too Soon To
contain their fill of above aver- poppy enough to make it onto
Tell' and the gorgeous Raitt and
age songs, both feature singers the Eurovision centre stage. And
Herbie Hancock one-to-one
if Whitney Houston ever gets
who have lost nothing in
rendition of the Lisley's ' IAin't
approach or delivery. King's around to recording 'Someone
Gonna Let You Break My Heart
album, her first for five years, Who Believes In You', then I'll
Again'. But throughout it all,
heads off with the title track, a definitely be down to William
Raitt sings with all the right
Hill's with a fiver, backing its
Spring.steen kick with Eric Clapamount of gritty emotion, headton acting as an honorary Nils chances of going No.1 IA:1].
ing soft and head-on-shoulder at
Lofgren, and Mike Brecker pro- Bonnie Raitt's album is equally
exactly the right moments but
viding all the parts that Clar- unmissable, produced by Don
remembering to pay her Bluesence Clemons wasn't around to Was and featuring a back-up
ville dues whenever a trifle
reach. As astarter it sounds like line-up that includes one-time
more heat is required. [
A*:111
a hit. If not, no matter. for Beach Boy Ricky Fataar, David
Fred Del lar

CAROLE KING:
CITY STREETS
Capitol EST 2092
BONNIE RAM:
NICK OF TIME
Capitol EST 2095

accept and enjoy his music for
what it is. Yet how can one hear
Colianni without being so often
reminded of other pianists? But
the best bits of the record
sound modern, such as the startling key change that opens ' Liza'
and the crash chords of all
instruments in 'All God's Chil-

most interesting and rewarding
rccord. [A:11
Denis Argent

lun Got Rhythm'. Guest on four
tracks is young tenorist Lew
Tabackin; his influences look
back well past Trane and Rollins, and no one who enjoys the
many Concord albums of Scott
Hamilton is likely to find I.ew
too modern, despite one or two
THE EVERLY BROTHERS:
short ugly outbursts. Sometimes
SOME HEARTS...
there are touches of Webster
Phonogram 832 520-1
and even Hawk, and he plays
Phonogram 832 520-2 ( 38m
lovely flute on Strayhorn's 'After
02s) CD
All'. There are two blues tracks,
and some joyful easy- tempo
Remember the Everlys were
mainstream playing in ' Exactly
among the first of the 1950s acts
Like You', in which Tabackin
to re- stake their claims in the
stars. Colianni's technique is
1980s, so this is no copycat
impressive, and whether he
response to the belated and
reminds you of Peterson, Shearing or asort of neoHines, it's a now posthumous success of
JULY 1989

their friend and kindred spirit,
Roy Orbison. Some Hearts... is
simply the evidence we needed
to prove that the brothers' mid1980s reunion concerts and IPs
were more than just show biz.
There's none of your ' more of
the same'- type stuff, the curse of
golden oldies who find themselves unable to break away
from the original formula ( cg
Chuck Berry). Instead, it really
is fresh, in the way that Torn
Jones' Kiss' is light years from
'Delilah'. What you can't ( and
don't want to) escape are the
matchless harmonies which
saturate Some Hearts..., but
with the material stretching the
Everlys beyond previously
established confines. It's darker
than the standard fare and the
voices have changed just
enough to create something of a
disguise. Add this to the crack
(mainly British) backing band
and you've got what really
could be called New Everlys.
1A/B:11
Ken Kessler
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ARETHA FRANKLIN:
THROUGH THE STORM
Arista 209 842
Arista 259 842 ( 35m 47s) CD
Much though Iadore gospel, I
have to admit to a preference
for Aretha in a soul vein. Yes,
she can sanctify like nobody
else, but her funk-factor should
always take precedence.
Through the Storm finds the
Queen of Soul back on Secular
Street, and that's just the way I
like it. After duets with Keith
Richards, George Michael and
Annie Lennox, Aretha has continued the tradition with no less
than four, one at the beginning
and end of each side. By now
you've probably heard the title
track as performed with Elton
John; of far greater impact is
'Gimme Your Love' with the
now- incarcerated King of Soul,
James Brown. I've never heard
it said that Aretha has a cruel
sense of humour, but she does
no favours for Whitney Houston
by letting the neophyte share
groove space. Aretha closes the
set with adelicious cooperative
effort involving the Four Tops.
hut the killer comes two tracks
earlier, with the self- produced
'Think ( 1989 )'. Is it possible to
remake a classic like ' Think'? Is
the new version 20+ years
fresher than the original? Oh, ye
of little fitith! [
A:11 Ken Kessler
GOODBYE MR MACKENZIE:
GOOD DEEDS & DIRTY RAGS
Capitol EST 2089

Mr Mackenzie

This one really has been a long
time coming. The Mackenzies
are a perfect example of Scottish pop rock, mixing some
great melodies with oodles of
purposeful playing, but occasionally getting it wrong in the
quality control department and
passing off second-rate material
with adisplay of hopeful hectoring. Standouts include the
band's theme song ' Goodbye Mr
Mackenzie' ( tragically remixed
from its earlier appearance as a
single), ' Good Deeds', ' Open
Your Arms' and ' The Rattler'
(another single). It is to be
hoped that now the group have
got some ageing material off
their minds, they will get round
to recording the perfect pop
record that Mrs Mackenzie
always knew they were capable
of. [ 13:21
Pete Clark

album seemed to sum up much
of what the ECM label was
about. This new album is a live
recording from that same band,
made in lbkyo, ten years ago. It
sounds fresh and clean, and in
no way dated. Since then, the
principal participants, Jarrett
and Jan Garbarek have moved
on. For me, Garbarek's was the
stronger, more appealing voice,
and it's so on this recording. He
puts together the soul of American jazz sax players, with a
sound that's his own, and it
would be simplistic and misleading merely to label it ' European'. Drummer Jon Christensen, and bassist, Palle Danielsson keep things moving along
like akind of bright jazz boogaloo, and Jarrett plays with characteristic romatic lushness.
[A*:1]
Ken Hyder

JOE JACKSON:
BLAZE OF GLORY
A&M Records CDA 5249 ( 5'm
I2s) CD
Old Joe sneaked this one out
quietly it seems. But perhaps
that's just part of the British
attitude towards his kind of
music. Britain can hardly lay
claim to Portsmouth's most
musical son anymore as we
don't play his records on radio
so no-one buys them, and in
return he lives, writes and
records in America with Americans and never fails to stick two
lingers up at the homeland that
rejected him. Just as he loves
America so America loves him.
His songs are straightforward,
with melodic and lyrical
strength and they are always
immaculately recorded. Blaze
Of Glory is no exception. Having spent several years building
up to the all- live studio album,
he now takes a step back and,
while still preserving the tension of live performance,
employs some of the better
aspects of overdubbing. He also
shares the lead vocal billing
with Joy Askew, Graham Mahy
and Drew Barield loosening the
grip with which his own ' distinctive' voice sometimes
strangles agood song. Blaze Of
Glory is a rich, colourful and
very musical album, sweeter
sounding than normal, with
more varied arrangements.
Definitely worth buying. [A:11
,Vez ille Farmer
JAMES: ONE MAN CLAPPING
One Man Records ( Rough
Trade) Oneman 1 (Dist by
Rough Trade)
Recorded completely live in
Moles subterranean nightclub/
studio in Bath. The lineup is
typical guitar/bass/drums/
keyboards/vocals but the
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arrangements are inventive. The
twelve songs are simple, intelligent, laid back and interesting.
The recording is so good that it
sounds more like astudio album
than a live one, with hits of
clapping between tracks. This is
partly down to the in-house
engineer. Mike Long's, familiarity with the club studio and
partly down to the rather precise and unexcited playing of
James. [
B:21
"
Verille Farmer
KEITH JARRETT:
PERSONAL MOUNTAINS
ECM 1382
I remember visiting a German
saxophonist's home in East Berlin. There he proudly showed
me a copy of Belonging, an
album that had cost him, on the
black market, six or seven times
the Western selling price. That
AL GREEN: LOVE RITUAL
Hi Records HI UK LP 443
VARIOUS: 1320 SOUTH
LAUDERDALE AVE
HI Records HI UK LP 430
Love Ritual is not the
Reverend Green's new LP but
a gathering of glorious Willie
Mitchell- produced tracks
from the Hi vaults which few
fans will have heard. Living up
to its sub-title of ' Rare &
Previously Unreleased, 196876', the set delivers a slew of
outtakes, alternate mixes, and
even the rare debut single, all
remixed brilliantly by Zu-Zazz
Records' Colin Escott. While a
new Green release is due
shortly, the odds are that it
will favour gospel over soul,
so the 10 tracks here also
serve as areminder of Green's
secular brilliance. Besides
learning that Green's debut
was a slow, funky version of
the Beatles' IWant To Hold

STEVE LACY AND STEVE
POTTS: LIVE IN BUDAPEST
West Wind ITM 2011 (44m
03s) Cl) ( distributed by
Impetus)
These reeds players go back a
while, and here they're in duo —
on soprano and alto, respectively — in a live performance.
Lacy, in particular, likes taking
chances on stage. He seems to
take great delight in painting
himself into a corner, then
finding his way out with some
nifty footwork. This performance is typically quirky, full of
musical jokes and good humour
— but of the subtle kind. The
playing is splendid, and they
work their acoustic space well,
shifting the dynamics expertly,
going for rich textures, and
striking contrasts. On soprano,
lacy is in aclass on his own, and
he's always worth a listen. It's
music to stay cheery to. IA:11
Ken lIrder

Your Hand', Iwas pleased to
learn that enough Green lingered in the archives to yield
more than just a package of
curios for collectors. Love
Ritual stands up as stunning
soul LP in its own right. [
A/
B:1/11 (Note: CD has extra
material.)
As if that wasn't enough, the
archive dredgers managed to
locate another seven Green
rarities to make up one side of
1320 South Lauderdale Ave,
the latest in a series of multiartist Hi compilations. Green's
material is backed with rare
V Wright and Don Bryant
tracks, remarkable in that
these two are not overshadowed by a performer many
call the greatest soul singer of
all time. This should inspire
you to check out LPs from the
late Mr Wright and Hi's forthcoming Bryant retrospective.
[A/B:11
Ken Kessler
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CYNDI LAUPER:
A NIGHT TO REMEMBER
Epic EPC 462499-1
The return of the unusual one
after far too long an absence
sees her in a bit of a pickle.
Which direction to pursue?
Madonna has returned to claim
her rightful position as queen of
the hop, the Bangles and
Belinda Carlisle have staked a
strong claim to the slightly rockier slopes and any number of
more or less feisty little creatures have annexed bubblehead pop land. So what's wacky
Cyndi to do? Well, she makes a
brave stab at it on the first side,
edging into Bonnie Tyler territory on ' IDrove All Night' — all
big chords and big drumbeats —
before really hitting her stride
with Primitive', a school-ofMichael Jackson strut with the
chord change that is just right.
Elsewhere, songs like ' Insecurious' ( sic) hint at her erstwhile
loony charm. She has more
range than Madonna, but like
the latter, has atendency to slip
into Olive Oyl vocal territory
when her voice is at all pushed.
Only ' Heading West' among the
material here manages to drag
out of Miss limper the quirky
pathos which really gives her
identity. IA:21
Pete Clark
JULIAN LENNON:
MR JORDAN
Virgin JLLP3
All right, I'm one of those weird
souls who hoards records by
such as The Poppees, Pleasers,
Klaatu and Sleepy Hollow
simply because they sound like
The Beatles. It figures, therefore,
that Ihave something of a soft
spot for Julian Lennon merely
because he often sounds like his
pater. In fact, on this record in
particular he sounds best when
he sounds like his pater, though
Ican imagine that more than a
few eyebrows are raised when
Jools resorts to tossing in such
momentos as the voice through
the megaphone and the use of
cellos, both of which occur on
the overtly Beatlesque 'Open
Your Eyes'. But this is all
eminently preferable to the
strange style he adopts for the
heavy crunch AOR lead-off
track that is ' Now You're In
Heaven', which comes replete
with exaggerated pronounciation — for ' heaven' read ' hevon'
and so forth. Elsewhere there's a
pleasing folk- waltz ( ' Sunday
Morning' ), yet another Fab Four
mind- nudge in ' Make It Up To
You' and asong called 'Second
Time' which is only notable
because it features guest appearances by Tim Schmit and Peter
Frampton. Most of the album
was written with guitarist John
McCurry. The credits now read
'Lennon and McCurry'. Pretty
close, huh? [
A:2]
Fred Dellar
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

DAVID LIEBMAN:
TRIO + ONE
Owl OWL051 ( 61m 12s) CD
(distributed by Harmonia
Mundi)
In aworld of post-Coltrane saxophone players, Liebman is
good, but of course there are a
lot of good reed players, and it's
hard to be outstanding. Here,
Liebman has the good sense to
pick two of the best rhythm
section players on the scene,
bassist Dave Holland, and drummer Jack deJohnette. He sticks
to soprano saxophone throughout, and plays with passion,
excitement and conviction.
He's inventive too, within the
post-Coltrane range of devices.
The drums/sax duet of ' It's Different Out There' harks back to
Coltrane/Elvin Jones thrashes,
but it cannot be dismissed as
mere replication. There's an
energy on this track in particular, and on this session as a
whole, that's missing on all too
many jazz albums. Some players
have even been known to coast
on the top of deJohnette's
powerful playing, but Liebman
takes advantage of it to good
effect. The other member of the
trio — so to speak — is Liebman's
wife Caris Visentin who adds
some plaintive oboe from time
to time. This is one of the more
satisfying and stimulating modern mainstream jazz releases to
grace my ears for some time.
[A*:1]
Ken Hyder
DAVE McKENNA QUARTET:
NO MORE OUZO FOR PUZO
Concord CJ 365 from New
Note Distribution
Puzo is a friend of the pianist,
and there is no bouzouki music
here either — just typical hardhitting McKenna in the title
track, a fastish blues. As usual
the selection is an offbeat mixture of favourite standards —
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Gershwin, Kern, Van Heusen —
and tunes which would have
seemed unlikely jazz material,
such as Charlie Chaplin's
'Smile'. One unfamiliar delight is
a short track by Fats Waller,
with the usual splitting of the
royalties, in this case on Conrad as well as the usual Razat
'Lonesome Me' is McKenna in
his quieter style. Just when one
was beginning to feel that
McKenna albums were beginning to become just too regular
and predictable, like those
monthly Charlie Kunz medleys
in the 1930s, along comes an
innovation to surprise us — in
this case, yet another brilliant
guitarist, Gray Sargent, making
his debut on Concord. As well
as his solos, the record also
features a most melodious bass
solo by the experienced Monty
Budwig, who is of the Ray
Brown school. Not the most
exciting Concord release of the
year perhaps, but certainly all
hard to fault within its unpretentious sector of the market.
[A:1/21
Denis Argent
MAMMOTH: MAMMOTH
Jive Records Hip 56
The debut album from apedigree heavy metal band with
supergroup potential. The
album really does make for
great listening — the songs, written almost exclusively by Mammoth's founder members, John
McCoy and Nicky Moore ( exSamson vocalist) — span such a
variety of moods with intense
emotion and flaunt the talents of
each member of the band, every
one of them a true musician. I
can't imagine anyone tiring of
Nicky Moore's voice, whether
he's raunching through a song
like ' Long Time Coming' with
real power, or feeling his way
through my favourite track, a
love song, ' Dark Star'. I wish
Mammoth had gag together

years ago, it seems John
McCoy's talent was crushed in
Ian Gillan's band where I
scarcely noticed him, despite
his twenty-two stone physique!
[A:11
Karen Douthwaite

STEPHAN MICUS:
ME MUSIC OF ME STONES
ECM1384
Over the years, Micus has made
some pretty minimalist albums,
relying on flutes, or ringing
flowerpots, and acoustic ambiences which attract the tag
'atmospheric'. This lavishly presented album — gatefold sleeve,
insert with ' atmospheric' photographs — is an extension of the
genre. That's to say that the only
thing better than an evocative
flute, is an evocative flute
recorded in the Taj Mahal, or in
this case, Ulm Cathedral. There
are some choice moments,
especially with the Irishflavoured tin whistle, but it's all
a bit too static, and a bit too
precious. [A*:2/31
Ken flycler
SARAH JANE MORRIS:
SARAHJANE MORRIS
Jive CHIP 59 (59m 51s) CD
Cover versions are traps for any
.singer making a debut album.
Morris, previously best-known
for being Mrs Low to Jimmy
Somerville's Mr High with The
Communards, obviously wasn't
warned aout the ploy. For she's
come up with awhole suitcaseful of sucker-plays here, tackling
Billy Paul's 'Me And Mrs Jones',
Bobby Hebb's 'Sunny', The Beatles' She's Leaving Home' and
Gilbert O'Sullivan's ' Alone
Again Naturally' amid an array
of more than acceptable originals. That she doesn't completely
flunk out is something of a
wonder. That she sometimes
grabs the listener on both an
emotional and technical level, is
a near miracle. Aided and abetted by a superior line in musicians and producers that
includes Ben Sidran, Gary
Barnacle, Randy Brecker, and
Django Bates, she wends her
jazz-oriented way through a
song-set that's best when Morris
eases back on the intensity
lever. If, like me, you can always
find time for asinger who takes
chances and doesn't stick to the
rules, then this album could
provide a rewarding experience. [
A:1]
Fred Dellar
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MORTAL SIN:
FACE OF DESPAIR
Vertigo 836 370-1

SABRI MOUDALLAL AND
ENSEMBLE: WASLA D'ALEP
Maison Des Cultures Du
Monde MCM 260007 (68m
52s) Cl) ( Distributed by Harmonia Mundi )

Do peop:e really dare to go into
record shops and buy this kind
of nonsense? This is mindless
thrash and shows little evidence
of talent. Hie guitars and vocals
aren't in tune; and the drummer
and bassist don't seem to have
consulted each other over the
order of tracks. I was hoping
that
Innocent Torture' was
recorded as a tribute to martyr
music journalists listening to
the whole album before reviewing it. Alas, this didn't seem to
he the case unless, of course.
the singer means us to take Oie
words ' Ifound myself aslaughtered corpse impaled upon a
fence' symbolically. [
13:41
Karen Douthwaile

Arabic music has alot going for
it. It tends to be passionate yet
relaxed, and its rhythms are
often loping grooves that make
you want to dance around in
circles. 'Ibe melodic lines and
decoration twist and turn like
the intricate patterns of Arabic
art. This release of Syrian music
has all those qualities, with the
added ingredient of a vocal
team wailing heartfelt songs,
interspersed with instrumental
passages featuring the flute.
zither, oud, and drum. The
timescales in Western music are
shorter than in the Arabic ones.
Where Westerners usually try to
contract pieces to make them
conform to recording or performance expectations, these
musicians have traditionally
improvised on tunes and have

Where others may hammer out
the obvious, Mohan hints at the
structure and fills out the detail
with flexible subtlety. This
approach is of course well
suited to the compositions of
Thelonious Monk whose pieces
are set out clearly, if quirkily in
the top line. His trio of Bill
Frisell, guitar and Joe Lovano.
tenor, is tailor-made for a fresh
look at Monk. Lovano has
incorporated into his own style
all the characteristics of robust
saxophone playing associated
with Monk's music in the past,
but Frisell's angular approach
indicates new perspectives.
This is a mature, and sympathetic reworking of Monk's music.
succeeding where others failed,
simply because the players are
eschewing simple repetitions of
past glories by past masters.
avoiding the gimmickry which
has also blighted Monk's memory. Set to be one of 89's best
for me. lik*:11
Ken Hyde/.
THE TRIFFIDS:
THE BLACK SWAN
Island ILPS 9928
PETER CASE:
THE MAN WITH THE BLUE
POST-MODERN
FRAGMENTED NEOTRADITIONALIST GUITAR
Geffen 924-238-1
Triffids have employed
the services of Morrissey col-.
laborator Stephen Street to
produce their second set for
Island, but that does not signal
an unseemly rush towards
synth-pop. The vision, as ever,
is idiosyncratic with David
McComb's thoughtful, often
troubled lyrics pushed to the
front of an understated mix.
This music is about life in
modern Australia and modern
everywhere: drink, topless
)4

PIXIES: DOOLIME
4AD CAD 905
4AD have spent a bloody fortune on the packaging for this
one, so someone's hoping....
The good news is that lavish in
this case does not mean superficial. Also, any thoughts that the
replacement of Steve Albini
behind the desk might mean a
dilution of Pixie nastiness are
quickly dispelled: Gil Norton
does it with razor blades too.
The roller-coaster madness of
the vocals is held in glorious
check by the devastatingly
effective guitar/bass/drum lines.
the glorious rock just explodes
in your face. From the opener.
'Debaser' ( which takes as its
minimalist subject matter the
eyeball slicing sequence in the
film Chien Andalou), the Pixies

Romeo'. Daughter

PAUL MOTIAN:
MONK IN MOTIAN
JMT 834 421-2 ( 50m 03s) CD

let them find their own length.
Although the singing is strong
on
emotion,
it's
the
instrumental passages which
impress most. IA:2] Ken Hider

bars, love, lust ... and just a
little more drink. Positively
elegiac stuff. [
A:1] Case's folk
music is uncompromisingly
traditional in its approach, the
upright bass and the harmonica often providing the pulse
and the ilavour. His songs are
less personal than those of the
Triffids. hut despite being
touched by Western myth,
they share a quality of being
concerned with an often
uncomfortable reality, rather
than falling back on emptyhanded pop/rock cliché. The
only reservation about Case's
LP, which features good playing from the likes of Ry
Cooder, David Hidalgo and
David Lindley. is that it lacks
the eerie beauty of the hest
material on his debut set.
IA:21
Pete Clark

blast a disturbing path through
the gut of modern neuroses,
pointed up by the definitive
cheesewire guitar of Joey Santiago. The overall effect mixes
the familiar, the thrilling and the
disturbing: rather like finding a
stranger cutting their toenails
with a chainsaw in your bedroom. One of the best halfdozen electric bands in the
world. [
A:1*1
Pete Clark
FLORA PURIM & AIRTO:
THE SUN IS OUT
Crossover CR 5003 (distributed by New Note)
It's hard to go wrong with an
album from this Brazilian couple. Some are better than
others, but they always deliver
more rhythmic excitement than
most. This album may not he
their hest — and the last track is

pretty dire — but it's better than
average, and that means that
while the production is slick
and tight, it's not so polished
that you can't see the guts of the
music for the reverb. They
straddle a few categories to
produce music which may
attract jazzers, and rock fans, as
well as those who have recently
discovered that other countries
have their own music too —
even in the third world. In the
mix there are afew tricks which
owe more to IA sessioneering
than Rio rauchiness, but they've
never tried to go for a purist
music. Nevertheless, they make
wouldbc I.atin bands from
\X'althamstow sound a bit silly.
If you need a bit of sophisticated samba to brighten your
life, look no further. (
A:1/21
Ken Hyder
ROMEO'S DAUGHTER:
ROMEO'S DAUGHTER
Jive Records Hip 69
Jive Records Chip 60 (45m
54s) Cl)
It is rare for a new band to
possess enough talent, and
enough of the unusual, to render sceptics speechless and to
earn a good following, hut
Romeo's Daughter should be
able to do both, and get to the
top of the Charts. And if they
don't make it in the UK. they
should he successful in the
States, where this powerful. original kind of rock is appreciated.
Leigh Matty's vocals are confident, accomplished and, above
all, have real soul. The hand
sound like Heart but more
'alternative' and not quite as
heavy metal. Stylish production
by Mutt Lange and John Parr,
whose involvement in the
album vouches for the talent in
Romeo's Daughter. Why can't
radio stations see things the
same way. trust in Messrs Parr
and I.ange's active recommendation and give the
bewitching single ' Heaven In
'the Back Seat' some airplay?
[A*:11
Karen Douthwaite
PONCHO SANCHEZ:
LA FAMILIA
Concord CJP 369 from New
Note Distribution
This from the Picante label
(piquant. of course) is mostly
Brazilian and Cuban, recorded
in Hollywood by Sanchez, percussionist and vocalist, leading
specialist s on varied percussion
devices, including strange African drums, are mixed with such
typical jazz sounds as a rasping
brassy trombone whose player.
Art Belasco, is excessively fond
of extreme top note blasts.
Typical modern sax playing is
by Gary Foster, more acceptable in arestrained 'A Time For
Love'. As well as ' native' tunes
there are boppish versions of
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SIMPLE MINDS:
STREET FIGHTING YEARS
Virgin MIND SCI

energy. True, masterly musicianship from the band itself,
particularly Michael MacNeil on
keyboards, and contributions
from specialist instruments
(bagpipes in a cover of Peter
Gabriel's ' Iliko' and pennywhistie in ' Belfast Child' ). Slick special effects, are used to great
advantage to enhance Jim Kerr's
voice ( not that it needs much of
that!) and to build atmosphere
in ' Kick It In' and because of
this, that song as well as ' Wall Of
Love' are my favourite tracks.

Matt Johnson continues to
refine his personal vision of hell
on earth, although his musical
approach has changed quite
drastically, possibly by virtue of
his desire to work with the likes
of Johnny Marr. The single.
'Beat( en ) Generation' gives
some idea of where Matt Johnson's heading — the verbal landscape stays much the same, hut
is underpinned by a looser
musical backing from Johnny
Marr, almost ashuffle in the case
of the single. Much of what
Johnson says on the subject of
personal and universal foul-ups
is a welcome antidote to the

Still, ask me tomorrow and I
might choose ' Mandela Day' and
'Soul Crying Out'. [
A*:11
Karen Douthawite

inchoate blatherings of the average pop weasel in unsuitable
attire. Uneasy listening. hut well
enough crafted. [A:11 Pete Clark

An album brimming with power
and passion and bursting with

TNT: INTUITION
Mercury/Polygram 836 7771
836 777-2 ( 36m 53s) CD

'Green Dolphin Street and
Monk's Well, You Needn't'. The
whole affair is heavy with insistent polyrhythms ( even on
cowbells!) and to ears which
are more used to the tidy studio
set-up of reeds and brass in
big-band style, this 1988 recording seems shapeless and unbalanced. There may be alot here
for percussionists, but Isuggest
that it's a 'physical' record for
those who have become bored
with cerebral modern jazz.
[13:21
Denis Argent

JOHN SCOFIELD: LOUD JAZZ
Gramavision 18-8801-1 ( distributed by New Note)
Scofield is one of the most
enjoyable electric guitarists
around. His playing is alive with
attack and presence. While he
works on his 'sound', and most
guitarists are obsessed with
their ' sound', Scofield doesn't
degenerate into pretty- prettiness, or trickery which masks
the playing. The man is all
bottle, and the energy and
inventiveness of his lines are
what's important. Personally, I
prefer to hear him in a more
rhythmically fluid setting. On
this album, the rhythm section
is very much a separate team,
working a furrow through tight
'n' tasty superfunk. And after a
while it becomes same -, and
you cry out for a measure of
improvised interplay between
Scofield and the rest. But alot of
people like this kind of set up,
and it's certainly good of its
kind. [A:21
Ken Hyder
111.11 NEWS & RECORD RE\IEW

JOHN SCOFIELD: FLAT OUT
Gramavision 18-8903-2 ( 51m
30s) CD ( Distributed by New
Note )
Recent Scofield releases have
seen the guitarist set against
inflexible funk rhythm sections.
producing music which Ihave
found deeply unsatisfactory.
Scofield is fluid and inventive
and sounds at his hest when he
has something and somebody to
play with. " Ibis release sees
Scofield in much happier surroundings. Although the music
is on the heavy side rather than
light and airy, there's an acoustic bass this time — played by
Anthony Cox — and the drummer Johnny Vidacovich plays
with asympathetic looseness. In
fact Scofield has succeeded in
getting the best of both worlds.
combining the tightness and
punch of funk and the openness
of jazz., opening with the
Meters' favourite, ' Cissy Strut',
and taking in standards like ' Secret Love' and ' All The Things
You Are'. Enjoyable, uplifting
stuff. [
A*:1/2]
Ken Hider

e
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THE THE: MIND BOMB
Epic EPC 463319-1

TREAT: TREAT
Phonogram 836 727-1
836 727-2 ( 43 3's) CI)
Typically American soft rock
from TNT — strange, considering it's aNorwegian hand. The
songs are pleasant enough and
on the whole the hand is
pretty musical, hut there's
nothing very original about
TNT — unless we can bear to
consider Tony Harnell's lead
vocals. Is the poor man in
pain; has he locked himself
out of his flat; has Kim Basinger stood him up at MacDonalds? What is the cause of his
excrutiating howling? There is
no variation in the level of
emotion, and sadly, the album
seems tedious after the third
SWANS:
THE BURNING WORLD
MCA MCG6047
We've all heard of the perils of
signing to amajor label, hut this
is ridiculous. Actually, Swans
know what they're doing: their
previous policy of achieving
purity of form by ripping people's cars off had run its course
— the only thing to do was to
take it right down. The Bunting
World kicks off with
River
That Runs With I.oN e'. the title
indicates the more measured
approach, but one no less purposeful for that. The standout
track is the strangely beautiful
'Jane Mary Cry One Tear', hut
the faint of heart should make
first acquaintance with this set
via a version of Blind Faith's
(yes, it's true) ' Can't Find My
Way Home'. If this is selling out,
you're advised to buy in. [
A:1]
Pete Clark

track. IC] because the mixing
isn't good; the vocals are too
prominent and 121 because,
vocals apart, the performance
is good. Variety in lead vocals
is something another Scandinavian hand, Treat, does
provide. Not only does singer
Robert Eernlwnd change the
mood of the vocals from song
to song, he practically changes
identity. I detected distinct
Motley Crüe influences, then
Scorpions and Journey but,
strongest of all, Bon Jovi
chanting, chorus-style harmonies. Unfortunately the band
don't exhibit such an extensive musical repertoire as the
singer and the production
does nothing to ' beef up'
insipid, unmemorable guitar
solos. Still. I did like 'The
Winner' and 'Strike Without a
Warning': catchy little numbers, the pair of them. [
B:2]
Karen Donthwaite
WEDDING PRESENT:
UKRAINSKI VISTUPI VJOHNA PEELA
Reception REC 010CD (26m
40s) Cl)
Tell me it's a joke. Well it's got
to he — hasn't it? Imean, when
David Gedge and his indie
heroes begin an album with a
version of 'Those Are The Days'
that has balalaikas blazing and a
line in unison, vodka- inspired
vocals that go ' di, di, di, di' then
things have certainly changed
since Yorkshire last went in to
hat. 'Ibis is purely music to
support the visuals on any
Ukrainian visit that Wish Yon
Were Here cares to leave in the
charge of Judith Chalmers, the
soundtrack to Piddle,. On The
Roof Maybe this'll become
known as the band's Black
(Sea) Album. Or, more precisely, a right load of old Cossacks! 1B:4]
Fred Dellar
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SMOKY BABE:
HOTTEST BReiND GOIN' —
THE BLUES OF SMOKY BABE
Ace CH 261
Spellbinding acoustic blues.
IA:1]
THE BEE GEES: ONE
Warner WX 252
Still mad about the beat and
Travoltian festivities. But they
do it better than anyone else.
Their harmonies remain peerless and unsullied — the stuff is
catchier than a cold. [A:1]
LARRY BOONE: SWINGIN'
DOORS, SAWDUST FLOORS
Mercury 836 710-2 ( 30m 56s)
CD
He may look New Country but
Boone is pure Grand Ole Opry
right down the line. In case you
thought that the young'uns
were rebellious, here's the natural heir to Ernest Tubb. [A:2]
BREWERS DROOP:
THE BOOZE BROTHERS
Red Lightnin'/Target RLCD
0079 ( 37m 05s) CD
The long sought-after pre- Dire
Straits recordings of Pic Withers
and Mark Knopfler. The cover
gives Knopfler top billing but
collectors will find a lot more
Dave Edmunds on this disc.
Pre-pub rock pub rock, mainly
of historical interest. 113:2]
IGOR BRIL & THE ALL-STAR
SOVIETJAZZ BAND:
LIVE AT THE VILLAGE GATE
Mobile Fidelity MFCD 861
(73m 57s) CD
A fine set from an outfit that
easily passes off as a genuine
Blue Note act from, say, 1962.
Purists? These guys make Editor
Harris look radical. [A:11
JOHNNY CASH: CLASSIC CASH
Mercury/Phonogram 834
526-1
Mercury/Phonogram 834
526-2 ( 53m 28s) CD
The Man In Black re-records 20
of his classics and does a fine
job, but why? The superlative
originals are all still available.
[A:2]
BRIAN CHATTON:
SPELLBOUND
MMC/EMI MMC1017
Punchier- than- usual release for
this label. Showcase for
keyboards, not a million miles
away from Hammer, Vangelis or
others of this ilk. Still, it sounds
like a soundtrack for another
urban thriller. [A:2]
THE CHIEFTAINS:
A CHIEFTAINS CELEBRATION
RCA RD87858 ( 46m 49s) CD
Blissful testimony to 25 years of
traditional Irish folk music performed by what can only be
termed an institution. Nothing
radical here, though the band
stays 'with it' by employing
guests like Nanci Griffith and
Van the Man. [A:1]
HI- H NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

IAN CUSSICK:
TREASURE ISLAND
Line/TM/PRTLICS 9.00684 0
(49m 04s) CD
Cussick has produced an absolutely joyous, rocking set to
please those who want singer.
songwriters with more grit than
Chris De Burgh. Amusingly, the
disc's high spot is a three-track
taste of Cussick live in concert;
a refreshing ' Love The One
You're With'. [A:1]
DIED PRETTY: LOST
Beggars Banquet BEGA 101
CD ( 45m 285) CD
Just what we've come to expect
of the latest generation of
Aussie rockers: high energy,
awesome percussion, jangly
guitar flavourings. 'Ibis crew
floats inbetween INXS and Midnight Oil and should please fans
of both. [A:1/2]
DREAMS SO REAL:
ROUGH NIGHT INJERICHO
Arista 259 457 ( 40m 34s) CD
Is there something in the water
in Athens, Georgia? Here's yet
another killer outfit from awee
town in the middle of nowhere,
doing nothing which could
shame their spiritual kin, REM.
Simply breathtaking in terms of
scope and feel, outrageous
enough to relaunch the term
'power trio'. The find of '89?
(A:11
CLIVE GRIFFIN: STEP BY STEP
Mercury 836 737-1
836 737-2 ( 50m 28s) CD
Between Hall & Oates and Rick
Astley are dozens of artists who
wish that they were black, and
on Motown or Stax. Griffin
works hard enough to allow you
to forgive him for not being
named Otis. Blue-eyed soul
with a sharp edge. [A:1]
HENRY GROSS:
SHE'S MY BABY
Sonet SNTF 1008
Another bid for success from
the exShaNa-Na lead singer.
Great sense of melody and feel,
resulting in superb pop with
more than alittle of the vintage
rock ' n' roll spirit present
throughout. A Yankee Dave
Edmunds? [A:2]
JOADY GUTHRIE:
SPYS ON WALL STREET
Line/TM/RPT RNCD 9.005850
(32m 51s) CD
Woody's grandson doing a fine
impersonation of his ancestor
with a modern itinerant follcie
shtick. A revival for American
folk/roots? [A/B:1/2]
EDDIE HINTON:
LETTERS FROM MISSISSIPPI
Line/TM/PRT INCD 9.001720
(40m 38s) CD
As you'd expect of an ex-Muscle
Shoals player, this is a no-nonsense exercise in gritty gettin'
down. Think of all the best
growling music you can — early
JULY 1989

Fabulous Thunderbirds, Root
Boy Slim, Dr John; Hinton's
right up there. Southern R'n'B of
the finest sort. IA:11
HURRAH!: THE BEAUTIFUL
Kitchenware/Arista ICWCD10
(51m 36s) CD
Tight guitar-band activity from
an outfit due to reap some
well-deserved success. Intense
material with presentation slick
enough to attract those with
short attention spans. Not,
however, to be confused with
Wet, Wet, Wet. [A:1/2]
K-9 POSSE: K-9 POSSE
Arista ARCD-8569 ( 40m 58s)
CD
The opening track — ' Ibis Beat
Is Military' — set the mood for
the whole disc, martial rap
music which will either delight
you or destroy you with its
relentlessness. Chest- beating
lyrics, wry rhymes — sharper
than the norm, so IB:11.
LATIN QUARTER: SWIMMING
AGAINST THE STREAM
RCA PD74037 ( 46m I8s) CD
Pop with brains and a conscience. Intricate, moody yet
somehow unforbidding despite
the messages. Call it CD rock if
you must, but this stuff is good
enough for Eurythmics, Steely
Dan and Dire Straits worshippers. [A:11
NAPALM DEATH:
THE POOL SESSIONS
Strange Fruit SFPSD 049
It runs only 20 minutes yet it
contains 25 ' songs' as ' performed' on the John Peel Show;
quantity is how one measures
the worth of athrash band. It is,
quite simply, relentless noise
and no spotty-faced, brain-dead
17-year-old can dismiss criticism of this crap just because the
critic is on the far side of 18.
Not clever enough to rate as a
bad joke, Napalm Death don't
even warrant the adjective
'anarchic'. It is, though, the least
expensive white noise generator since Metal Machine
Music. IC:41
RICKY NELSON:
'LIVE' THE COLLECTION
Castle Communications
CCSCD211 ( 52m 17s) CD
The title and reissue-style packaging obscure the fact that this
was recorded just months
before Nelson's death. Excellent
blend of hits and covers, including Mickey Jupp's 'You Know
What I Mean'. The fans were
right: he could've made a come
back. IB:1/21
MICHAEL NESMITH:
THE NEWER STUFF
Awareness AWL 1014
'Update' LP covering Nesmith's
musical output during the
1980s while he was busier making videos. A mix of the unreleased and some latter-day clas-

sics ( the stunning ` Rio'), showing why this ex-Monkee doesn't
need revival gigs. A neglected
singer- songwriter worthy of
your support. [A/B:1/11
LUCKY PETERSON:
LUCKY STRIKES!
Alligator/Sonet AL 4770
Debut from a 24-year-old challenger to Robert Cray. Peterson
is a triple talent, smolcin' on
guitar, keyboards and vocal
chords, but the nicest thing is
the big, bold, brassy sound that
others seem to think is out of
fashion. A bluesman for the
1990s. [A:11
THE PLIMSOULS:
ONE NIGHT IN AMERICA
Fan Club/New Rose FC 048
In the same month as ex-Plimsoul Peter Case's second solo,
Fan Club unearths astupendous
live set from the dear departed
band in 1981. Premier power
pop of the Flamin' Groovies
calibre, no-nonsense garage
band music worthy of Nuggets.
[B/C:1/.11
WAYNE TOUPS &
ZYDECAJUN:
BLAST FROM THE BAYOU
Mercury 836 518-1
Mercury 836 518-2 ( 35m 14s)
CD
Soulizydeco hybrid played by
young white guys emulating
Rockin' Dopsie with more than
a touch of the Nevilles for seasoning. Possibly the least forbidding way to sample the genre.
[A:2]
UDO: MEAN MACHINE
RCA PD71994 ( 40m 58s) CD
Or what happens when you're
purchased by a German company: you have to release music
by German acts. Teutonic heavy
metal is slick and professional,
even the attempts at the
innately unpolished thrash. Not
bad for eme Klone. [
A:21
VOW WOW:
HELTER SKELTER
Arista 259 691 ( 51m 04s) CD
Original material bar the title
track, the most heavy meted
song in the entire Beatles
canon. This Japanese outfit
offers afrantic version, but they
sound like a slavish copy of'
whatever the Nipponese corporate mentality has deemed the
perfect HM band. Flawless
heavy metal ... a contradiction
in terms, huh? IA:21
SPEEDY WEST:
STEEL GUITAR FROM OUTER
SPACE
See For Miles SEE 249
Two amazing I.Ps squeezed
onto one slab of vinyl, 24 tracks
from one of the most aweinspiring pedal steel players
ever. Tracks date from 19511963, which doesn't stop them
from earning an [ A/A*:11
rating.
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MUSIC

,Meridian
NATURAL SOUND
RECORDINGS
COMPACT DISC
World famous artists on Meridian

John Shirley-Quirk
Evonne Kenny
James Bowman
The English Chamber Orchestra
Thea King
The BBC Philharmonic Orchestra
John Bingham
David Sanger
The Choir of New College, Oxford
The Choir of St. John's College
Christopher Herrick
Dennis O'Neil
Roger Vignoles
John McCabe
Sarah Walker
Meridian CDs are obtainable from all good record shops or
post free from the
address below.£11 99 remittance with order.

SUPERIOR SOUND
COMPACT
i
gIUM
DIGITAL AUDIO

SUPERPRESSING RECORDS

Reference. Propnus MFSL Sheffield Lab. Alp PAW Windham HA. blare, AUG.
Chesky. RCA Direct Cut.
Japanese etc send SAE for list
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CcM
MAIL ORDER C.D's

BLUE NOTE/BLUE BIRD CD'S AT £7.50

RING MARK ON
01-807-6606 NOW
FOR YOUR FREE CATALOGUE
OF OVER 3000 JAZZ & BLUES CDS
ALL AT CRAZY PRICES

Send SAE for catalogue and details of
free CD offer.

Chandos
JULY RELEASES
Brahms: Piano Concerto No. 1/
Mendelssohn: Capriccio Brillant
lsraela Margalit - piano/London Symphony
Orchestra ¡ Thomson
CHAN 8724 - CD; ABRD/ABTD 1364 - LP & Cassette

Johann Strauss & Family in London
London Symphony Orchestra/Georgiadis
CHAN 8739 - CD: LBRD/LBTD 022 LP & Casseo
Bax: Choral Works - Enchanted Summer Fatherland - Walsinghame
Hill/Williams-King / McWhirter / RPO/ Handley
CHAN 8625 CD; ABRD/ABTD 1314 - LP & Cassetlo
Beethoven: Symphonies 1 & 3
City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra/Weller
CHAN 8751 CD; ABRD/ABTD 1390 - LP & CaSsen( •
Music from Estonia, Vol. II
Lemba: Symphony Part: Cantus in Memory of
Benjamin Britten Tobias: Jules Caesar Overture
Eller: Tone Poem - Twilight Tormis: Overture No
Scottish National Orchestra/Jarvi
CHAN 8656 CD: ABRD/ABTD 1342 - LP & Casse: J.S. Bach: Organ Works Vol. II
Piet Kee
CHAN 0506 • CD. EBRD/EBTD 0506 • LP & Cassette
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SPECIAL OFFER ON SHEFFIELD DIRECT CUTS
Lab 11 - Harry James - Sell Harry £600
We stock the lull range ol Shetleekl LPs at£12 95 each
NOW BACK IN STOCK THE FABULOUS LAB 23
JAMES NEWTON HOWARD & FRIENDS
NOW IN STOCK - LABS 25 - 26 8, 27.

£ 12.95

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED LPS INCLUDE JAZZ AT THE PAWNSHOP - f13.99 DOUBLE LP
Dynamo crystal clear Good-time small group Jan Al. on CD at £ 14 99
ORTOFON TEST RECORD - £9.95
The Cream of the tracks from the much sought after Opus 3 label
DAFOS. LAUDETE. CANTATE DOMINO. CAROL OIGO. - 3tales in stock
We carry • vest range of CD's, but sire realty vinyl specialists - w. can
supply hit UK lebele of conventional presaings. We stcK-it electronic, folk,
blues, soul, R.B. Country, is,,.
etc Oil UK, us and Ja ppreseInga.
we au odor • award. »Ma fer
orreeisoal Ur LP'.
or W. pew nay bow » gale & fibs ktolly.
We endeavour to offer aprompt and helpful mall order service
P/Paolong is £ 1for the 151 LP and 25p each thereafter We are open for
browsing at BECKENHAM RECORD CENTRE
64 BECKENHAM ROAD. BECKENHAM. KENT 01-658 3464

P)RTIA\111:11%1111ERS
1NIOTIR%%1 R0111
Sr 11.1BRIDGE
CHESHIRE
SA15 : 111).
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CD Library
SIMPLY THE BEST FOR * HIRING — 12p PER DAY
* SELECTION — POPULAR,
CLASSICAL & JAZZ
* DISCOUNTS— VERY
CHEAP NEW CD's
* SERVICE — FAST,
EFFICIENT & FRIENDLY
FOR YOUR INFORMATION PACK.
PLEASE WRITE OR PHONE
OLD COURT CD LIBRARY
2 LEMON GROVE,
WHITEHILL, BORDON,
HANTS, GU35 9BE
TEL: ( 04203) 2432

Ravel: Piano Music Vol. II
Louis Lortie
CHAN 8647 - CD; ABRD/ABTD 1333 - LP & Cassette
Baroque Cello Concertos
Haydn: Divertimento Mozart: Conerto. K447
Tartini: Concerto in D Boccherini: Adagio & Allegro
IMusici de Montreal/Turovsky
CHAN 8768 - CD; ABRD/ABTD 1407 - LP & Cassette

JUST ARRIVED FROM THE U.S.A. - BEATLES ON ORIGINAL MASTER MFSL
Revolver, For Sale. Rubber Soul Help Please Please Me HARD DAYS
NIGHT SGT PEPPER (a. £ 15 99 each ( DOUBLE WHITE coming soon)

78A Warwick Road, Edmonton, London N181RT

MAGNIFICENT MUSIC
MERIDIAN RECORDS, PO Box 317,
ELTHAM, LONDON SE9 4SF.

SHOP

MUSIC & VIDEO
EXCHANGE
56 NOTTING HILL GATE
LONDON W11
01 727 0424
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
HIFI
RECORDS
TAPES / CD'S
VIDEOS
WANTED FOR CASH
OR EXCHANGE

NONE REFUSED!

ECORk5
M MUSTER
DISCO1 NT S1 ,
111, ORDER
FOR LPN, (ASSET -IFS & COs
10 - 20% off RECOMMENDED PRICES
\lost I.Ps £5.99 Ow Post & Packing
51,1. TAPES OF Alt SIC MAILABLE
SF:ND lot Kft ANTS LISTS WITH AS.A.E.
AND sEe: non

In cn tot -COI .W

BE SAVING NOW.

ILL IWODI CIS NEW AND 61:4RANTEED.

TO
ADVERTISE IN
THIS SECTION
CONTACT
BEVERLEY
SIMPKINS
ON
01-686 2599
EXT.469
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reissues
JEFF BECK:
JEFF BECK GROUP/ROUGH
AND READY
Castle Communications
TFOLP 019
Castle Communications
TFOCD 019 ( 40m 47s; 36m
54s) CD
Beck's sensational third and
fourth solos in anice, affordable
package. Peerless guitar work
wrapped in a jazz/rock pastry.
One to please jazzers, headbangers and funksters. [A/B:1/11
THE BEVIS FROND: MIASMA
Reckless Records CDRECK
13 ( 73m 37s) CD
THE BEVIS FROND:
INNER MARSHLAND
Reckless Records CDRECK
14 ( 71m 51s) CD
THE BEVIS FRONT:
TRIPTYCH
Reckless Records CDRECK
15 ( 74m 46s) CD
For surviving acid casualties,
the retro-psychedelicist's four
LPs spread over three magical
CDs. All that was spacey in
Hendrix, the Airplane and every
other act from the Original Hippie Era is present in this bunch,
unbelievably recorded during
the past decade. [A/B:11 the lot.
BLOSSOM TOES '70:
NEW DAY
Decal LIK 48
Subtitled 'formerly BB Blunder',
this set is a direct follow-up to
the Blossom Toes double,
released a few months back.
The remnants of the band
teamed up with Julie Driscoll to
produce this fine set of songs
somewhere inbetween late
1960s pop and early AOR. A
choice artefact. [A:1/2]
GARY BOYLE:
ELECTRIC GLIDE
Line/TM/PRT LICD 9.00746 0
(36m 00s) CD
A reminder of how people mellowed down in ' 78, an excellent
British crossover jazz/rock set
from one of our best guitarists.
A bit Grusin y, but what the
heck. IA:1]
CHICAGO:
AT CARNEGIE HALL
CBS CDCBS 66405 ( 168m 50s)
CD
33 tracks recorded live in New
York in Spring 1971 and reissued, one assumes, more for
nostalgia than for great musical
merit or interest. Competent
production, but if you want to
bring a rowdy party to an
abrupt end this set will surely
do it. [B:41
THE NAT KING COLE TRIO:
IN THE COOL OF THE
EVENING
Official/Charly 3026
Yet another set to reaffirm
Cole's prowess as a pianist, 16
rare tracks dating from 1943-7.
Something for everybody, the
NEWS & RECA)R1) REVIEW

jazz fans hearing world-class
keyboard activity while traditional Nat fans are treated to
ample doses of his smooth singing. [H:11
BING CROSBY:
OUT OF NOWHERE
London 820 553-2 ( 55m 29s)
CD
16 tracks ( 1931-3) to accompany the recent Where The Blue
Of The Night. Some material
from films and impressive
guests ( the Mills Brothers)
make this a dream set. Note
especially Bing's ' Brother, Can
You Spare A Dime'. [H:11
GIPSY KINGS: GIPSY KINGS
Telstar STAR 2355
Whether you're a purist or a
sangria freak who shouts 'Ole!'
every time you glimpse aruffled
shirt, this flamenco stomping
will get you going. Forget the
hype which inspired this reissue
and try it anyway. [A:1]
BUDDY GUY ANDJUNIOR
WELLS. DRINKIN' TNT
'N' SMOKIN' DYNAMITE
Red Lightnin' RLCD007 ( 44m
58s) CD
Two bluesmasters live at Montreaux in 1974 and backed by
Bill Wyman, Pinetop Perkins,
Terry Taylor and Dallas ( CSNY)
Taylor. Cooking performance,
better- than-you'd-expect results
from the white boys and a fine
take of ' Hoodoo Man Blues'.
[A/B:1]
ROY HARPER:
FLASHES FROM THE
ARCHIVES OF OBLIVION
Awareness AWLD 1012
Reissue of awonderful live double ' recorded at various concerts up and down England at
one time or another'. Covers
Harper in a variety of moods,
from the rustic to the caustic.
The roots mob will love it.
113:1/2]
JOURNEY: ESCAPE
CBS 4601852 ( 42m 53s) CD
Treat your neighbours to ten
melodic tracks on CD. Good
production highlights clean
guitar sound. There's no excuse
for wimp-rockers to miss this at
a ' Nice Price' unless, that is, the
sentimental tale unfolded by the
lyrics is too much. [A:1*]
McGOUGH & McGEAR:
McGOUGH & McGEAR
EMI CDP 7 91877 2 ( 45m 04s)
CD
For the Beatlemaniacs, Macca's
brother's rarest release. Two
thirds of the Scaffold produced
this whimsical set in 1968,
eccentric as only the British can
be, with guests like brother
Paul, Jimi Hendrix and others of
that calibre. Is it any wonder it
became a £ 50+ collector's
item? For once, it's ( musically)
worth it. [A:11
JULY 1989
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ROSE MADDOX:
CALIFORNIA ROSE
See For Miles SEE 251
Early- 1960s, pure country corn
from a curiously neglected
C&NV talent. Very much in the
traditional mould and not a
source of inspiration for New
Country, hut almost certainly of
interest provided you like Patsy,
Dolly and all them other gals.
[A*:1]
MOUNTAIN:
THE BEST OF MOUNTAIN
BGO BGOLP33
Gatefold reissue containing the
cream ( pun intended ) from this
powerhouse ancestor of today's
metal merchants. Contains the
still- heaviest riff- rock single of
them all, ' Mississippi Queen'.
[C:1*]
ROY ORBISON:
OUR LOVE SONG
Monument/CBSMNT463417 1
ROY ORBISON:
RARE ORBISON
Monument/CBSMNT463418 1
ROY ORBISON: BESTLOVED STANDARDS
Monument/CBSMNT463419 1
Among the first of the posthumous reissues, noteworthy
because they consist of lesserknown material rather than the
usual hits. All of the songs are
sonic delights from the Monument vaults and even the
unnecessary digital remixing
can't sully them. If you haven't
got the originals, these will do
nicely. IA:1/1*1
GRAHAM PARKER & THE
RUMOUR: NOWLIN' WIND
BGO BGOLP 48
GRAHAM PARKER & THE
RUMOUR:
HEAT TREATMENT
BGO BGOLP 45
Parker's first two, timely in light
of his re-emergence. Classy
soul/funk/pub rock/R&B stew
which stands up better than just
about anything else from ' 76.
Simply breathtaking; what
Springsteen would be if he had
any imagination. [ B:11 for
both.
THE PIRATES:
A FISTFUL OF DUBLOONS
Edsel ED102
The turn of the decade ( the last
one, that is) reunion of this
country's best-ever bona- fide
rock 'n' roll band. Fiery guitar
courtesy of the legendary Mick
Green, a treat and a lesson for
the Stray Cats. [A/B:1]
THE RADIATORS:
GHOSTOWN
Chiswick/Ace WIK 85
Punk- era collectible, unavailable since the turn of the
decade. Notable for high musicality amidst the angst, as well
as the inclusion of a future
Pogue. Features two ' reunion'
tracks. [A/B:1]

JIMMY RICKS:
OLD MAN RIVER
Official/Charly 6035
A real find, avocalist who makes
Paul Robeson sound like one of
the castrati. De-e-ep R&B from a
former member of the Ravens,
stunning versions of standards
from the 1940s and 19505.
[11:11

SPIRIT: SPIRIT
Edsel ED 311
A sixties debut I.P which left
everyone speechless. Seminal
West Coast band of the Love
calibre and hest of the lot for
guitar usage by Randy California. [A/B:11 [ Also reissued: The
Twelve Dreams of Dr Sardonieusl
DUSTY SPRINGFIELD:
A GIRL CALLED DUSTY
BGO Records BGO LP46
And about time, too. Her debut
solo LP, deleted for nearly two
decades. Hear why aged hacks
wax glorious about Ms Springfield, why she's Great Britain's
Aretha. Simply unequalled
female vocals. [A/C:11
KOKO TAYLOR:
LOVE YOU LIKE A WOMAN
Chess/Charly CD CHESS 1007
(56m 47s) CD
Her 1969, Willie Dixon-produced masterpiece plus nine
extra tracks from 1964-1967,
with backing by Chess' crack
house band. The best from the
Chicago blues queen, including
the sleazy 'Twenty- Nine Ways'.
[A/B-11
lOcc: THE COLLECTION
Castle Communications
CCSLP 214
Castle Communications
CCSCD 214 ( 72m 56s) CD
The band's first two LPs, /Occ
and Sheet Music, in one package. Exquisite pop with bite,
mainly from the lyrics. Like XTC
in loons. [A/B:11
VARIOUS:
THE SONGS OF BOB DYLAN
State Of The Art STDL 20
24 Dylan cover versions from
1964 ( Sam Cooke's Blowin' In
The Wind' ) to 1987 ( Siouxsie &
the Banshees' "This Wheel's On
Fire'). As with any set of lists,
some will complain (' No Manfred Mane, ' No Rick Nelson!'),
but overall the choices are spoton. [B:1/2]
JIMMY WITHERSPOON:
MEETS THEJAZZ GIANTS
Affinity/Charly CD CHARLY
169 ( 62m 28s) CD
Live At The Monterey Jazz Festival and The Renaissance Club
1959, on one CD. Jazzier than
normal, with Witherspoon
doing sets to worry Rushing and
Williams. The material includes
the cream of jazz/blues standards. [A*:11
99

SPECIALIST GUIDE
BEDFORDSHIRE
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LONDON

E

ANALOG AUDIO

dawsons

Specialistsj
849 High Road, londoq N12
Tel: 01 445 3267

SPECIALISTS IN HOME ENTERTAINMENT
FOR OVER 60 YEARS

Finchley's Centre for ( ( lest
Denon, Dual, Maranti
NA)), Onkyo, Pioneer, Proton, Rote), Yamaha.

Sony E.S. Technics, Denon, Aiwa,
LT.L., Dual, Mordaunt Short. Gale, Castle

SPECIALIST AUDIO EQUIPMENT
BRITAIN'S PREMIER DEALER FOR
EA- DEMONSTRATION AND SECONDHAND HI.FI

Stockist of full range of speakers and
ulectronics for all major manufactuiers.

Please phone for details.

Large range of Accessores

•Our prices are as low as those in the private ads but we also offer afull
12 months parts/labour guarantee. part exchange. nail order and
credit facilities
•We buy all unmarked Hi Fi equipment for cash

23 Seamoor Road,
Westbourne. Bournemouth. Tel: (0202) 764965

1111-F1 MARKETS}

•This is what the FINANCIAL TIMES said about us Anractive discounts
are available at Sound Deals
Friendly service fyou are interested in
atrade in do talk to them
•Please phone for an appointment as we like our clients to take advantage
of our demonstration facilities id you .. orne by tra n we will arrange for
you to be collected from Efiggleswade station/
•These are afew of the reasons why in lust over three years we have built
up amassive clientele of regular customers and friends

The place where people care about hi-fi

E

E

Phone for details now on (07671312249 and ask
for the secondhand sales depl
548 SHORTMEAD STREET. BIGGLESWADE.
BEDFORDSHIRE SG18 OAP

CLONEY

PS M25 via AI to our loor , sonU, lust Over 35 m i
outeS

BUCKINGHAMSIIIRE

AUDIOVE\UE
AUDIO CONSULTANTS AND RETAILERS II
24 CHURCH ROAD, CRYSTAL PALACE,

Aylesburylil-Fidellty
Ç.)
THE real Hl-FI specialists in Buckinghamshire
Aiwa, AKG, Alphason, Audio Technica ( CD Players also). ADC. AR.
A&R, Beard. Boston, BLQ, Castle. Celestion, Denon, Diesis. Dual.
Exposure, Gale Goldbug, Goldring, Grado, Gyitedek. Heybrook.
Harmon Kardon, KU, Logic. Linn Arms. Monftor Audio, Michell.
Magnum. Mantra, Musical Fidelity. Meridian. Mission. MordauntShort, Marantz, Monster, Myst Nakamichi. Nagaoka. NAD. Ortofon.
Paragon. Philips ( CD only). P.S. Audio, Proton, Quad. QED, Rata.
•otel. Revox. Revolver. Ro)ssan. Sennheiser, Something Solid. Sondeo.
Stand & Deliver, Spendor. Systemdek, Tannoy, Target. Teac CD,
Thorens, Trio CD, Walker, Wharfedale, Yorkshire. Yamaha. Zeta.

55 Main Street, Blackrock
Dublin. Tel: 0001-888477
0001-889449
Linn, Rega, Creek, Naim, Castle,
Aragon, Quad, Nakamichi,
Arcam, Tannoy.
Closed all day Mon/Thur & Fri open till 9pm

Major credit cards welcome

E

LONDON SE19 2ET — TEL: 01-771 7787
Stockists of: Linn Hi Fi, Naim Audio, Creek, A&R,
Denon, Dual, Revolver, BLO, Yamaha, Marantz etc.
2single speaker demonstration rooms,
Instant Credit Facilities.
All equipment delivered & installed.
Comprehensive turntable rebuilds etc
Interest Free Credit. 2year warranty
Open 10-6pm, — Closed all day Wednesday

N

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks.
0296 28790
OPEN10am-bprn. Monday-Friday,,9.30am-5.30Saturday
oredlt card facilitiHavailable

CANTERBURY HI-FI CENTRE
50 BURGATE
CANTERBURY
KENT

CHESHIRE

BUY, SELL, EXCHANGE
8g REPAIR CENTRE
FOR TV, VIDEO /I HI-FI

SPECIALIST GOLDRING DEALERs

ASTON
THE

HI-FI

AUDIO

TEL: 0227 - 65315

CONSULTANTS

4 West Street
Alderley Edge, Cheshire

LANCASHIRE

Tel: 0625 - 582704
Open: Tues Fri 10-6pm
Sat: 9am-5pm

(-st.on

iv
•
•
•
•
•
•

NEW 8, RECONOITIONED EUUIPMENT
FULLY GUARANTEED
COMPETITIVE PRICES
TECHNICAL ADVICE GIVEN
EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME
FULL BACK UP AND REPAIR SERVICE
FOR PERSONAL & PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE

CANAL BRIDGE
AUDIO VISUAL

Closed: Lunch 1-2pm.

172 CALEDONIAN ROAD
LONDON N1 USG

01-837-8741
DERBYSHIRE

Active
Audio

sound systems

IWA U AR 3 ARCAM 3 ARISTON U BOSE
CAMBRIDGE • CELESTION U DENON U ELITE
HEYBROOK • KEF 11MARANTZ • MISSION CYRUS
MONITOR AUDIO • NAD • ONKYO U PIONEER MI ROTEL
REVOX • MUSICAL FIDELITY • ROGERS IIII SANSUI
WHARFEDALE III YAMAHA
Active Audio
Active Audio
12 Osmaston Rd
29 Market St
The Spot
Tamworth
Derby

W 0322-380385
IOU

Staffs
0827-53355

T.T.i:okrancrt
says+

MON I
TOR
SOUND
▪
▪
II
▪
▪

A & R Cambridge
U B8.0 IIIB&W
III Castle • Celestion
Denon U Dual U Marantz
• Mission • Monitor Audi()
Mordaunt-Short • Musical Fidelity
Nakamichi U Pioneer • Philips CD
Quad MI Rogers U Rotel U Revox
Sony U Spendor • Tannoy U Technics
Thorens U Trio • Yamaha etc
Two-year guarantee

Private listening room
Excellent comparator demonstrations

54 Chapel St.,Chorley, Lancs.
Telephone (
02572) 71935

4-

e

euee_

STOCKISTS OF Acoustic Research, Alexander, Alphason, Ariston,
Audio Technica, Beard, 8 & W. Carver, Castle Acoustic, Celef,
Celestion. Chord, Denon, Dual, Gale, Harman Kardon, Heybrook,
Hunt, Jecklin, JPVV, Kelvin Lab. Linx, Manhcore, Marantz, Michell.
Musical Fidelity. Nakarnichi, Proac, Proton, QED, Quad. Rotel, Roark.
SD Acoustic, SME, Sony, Spendor, System Dek, Tannoy,
Target Audio, Orell, Technics, Themes, Van Den Hui, Yamaha
35-37 Marsham Street, London SW1P4LA.
Tel: 01-233 0774

Fax: 01-233 0773
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SPECIALIST GUIDE
ISLEOF

WIGHT

aLLinD FliFi

THE ISLE OF WIGHT'S ONLY HI-FI SPECIALIST

STOCKISTS OF:
ARCAM

AUDIO INNOVATIONS

CAMBRIDGE
MARANTZ
SNELL

DENON

REVOLVER
VOYD

DUAL

S.D ACOUSTICS

YAMAHA • OTHERS

WEST MIDLANDS
"Hi Fi System Optimisation"
Real time frequency analysis by computer
Send sae for details

Acoustic Response Limited
34 Francis Road,
Acocks Green,
Birmingham B27 6LX.
Tel: 021-708 1835

DELIVERY AVAILABLE

I

93 HIGH ST., RYDE, I.O.W. 0983 63993

LIVERPOOL

FIVE WAYS HIGH FIDELITY

Nagaoka,

F

0

1-Z

Westwood& Mason (Oxford) Ltd
HI-FI SPECIAUSTS
SR.ECTE19, PRODUCTS FROM: A&R
CASTLE
CREEK
DEAN
DENON
DUAL
HEYBROOK
KEF
LINN SONDEK
MISSION
MONITOR
AUDIO
MORDAUNT-SHORT
INCA TECH
NAIM
QUAD
REGA
ROTEL
SPENDOR
TANNOY
WHARFEDALE
AUDIO TECHNICA
YAMAHA
BEYER
FOUNDATION AND TARGET
STANDS
NAGAOKA
QED,
ORTOFON
HARBETH
SENNHEISER
MARANTZ
LOGIC , EPOS
Demonstrations strictly by appointment
46 GEORGE STREET, OXFORD
Tel. Oxford (0865) 247783 Closed Thursday

\
5c

Nakamichi,
Ortolon, Philips
(C.D. only), Quad,
CeAS)
Revox,
Rogers,
Sennheiser,
Shure
Sondex, Spendor, Tannoy,
TDK, TDL, Thorens, KT DC, Zenn.
o

Five Ways Hi-Fidelity Ltd., 12 Islington Row,
Edgbaston, Birmingham 815 1LD
Telephone, 021455 0667
Demonstrations by appointment
9.30-6.00 Tuesday-Saturday

051 — 227 — 5007

\

A&R, ADC, AKG, Alphason, Audio-Technica,
B&W, Beyer, British Loudspeakers, Castle,
Celestion, Creek, Denon, Dual,
Dynavector, Elite (Inc. Rock), Glanz,
Goldring, Hunt-EDA, KEF, Lowther,
5
Meridian, MFSL, Michell, 1Monitor Audio
',
Musical Fidelity,
P1
/
4

BETTER HI-FI
16 COOK STREET
LIVERPOOL

0

QUALITY HI-FI SPECIALIST.

fia5tivig5

fi

CONSULTANTS
(38 WESTERN ROAD, ST.LEONARES. ( 0484) 448978.
,,elected

poM

EXPOSURE, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
QUAD, NAKAMICHI, HARMAN, KARDON,
MONITOR AUDIO, ROGERS, TAIINOY, CYRUS,
NAD, REVOLVER, NANTICOKE, GALE,
MARANTZ, AUDIOPHILE, ELITE, THORENS,
CELESTION, HEYBHOOK,
& Plany more.

al OPEN MONSAT 9. 00-(i. 00.
la FULL DEMONSTRATIONS -

STORE A' IN ? tom.

EAST MIDLANDS

Warstones

The most respected names
in hi-fi are here

(INN PRODUCTS *CROFT
ACOUSTICS • SPENDOR
MONITOR AUDIO* INCATECH
HARMAN KARDON • EXPOSURE
ELECTRONICS • QUAD
•R A TA • JPW • ION • SENNHEISER
TANNOY • DENON • ORTOFON •
NAD • MORDAUNT-SHORT • SYSTEMDEK
• CREEK AUDIO* CELESTION •

studio

e W1LKEN9.

(BOWERS

WORTHING

Hours« Opening.
Mon. mes. Wed, Sat 10am-6pm
Thurs, Fr, ) 0mm-9pm

Littlehampton Road

Tel Worthing 64141

54. Wombs». Read, Pena, Wokiredamptait
Wolverbamptoa 345114

NOTTINGHAM
ANALOGUE
STUDIO
r
ron Microscanned Deccas Garrott P77.
roft Acoustics, SD Acoustics, Klipst h
I
Iwn Speakers and Space SO Speakers and
Space Deck, Esoteric Audit, Research
Amplifiers, Mentor Turntable + Arm.
0' 7 3-762947 .

griffin AUDIO

cru -!' flrIESTIEU
119

BIRMINGHAM

Retailers of quality audio equipment
7 St. Pancras, Chichester, West Sussex P019
Telephone 0243 776402

H

A
S
E
3
ROW, MORDAUNT SHORT, ARCAM. LINN. MONITOR
AUDIO, EPOS, MAIM, MISSION, REGA. DUAL, RO TEL,
CYRUS, CREEK, NAKAMICHI, DENON, MARANTZ
RE VOX, QUAD
94 BRISTOL ST.. BIRMINGHAM
692 1 3 59, TUE -SAT 10am
6pm

I
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Closed Mondays

ALAI • MUSICAL VID1.1.11 1Y • NI IACHI
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53 Brighton Road, Worthing, Sussex
Tel: Worthing (0903) 206820

SPECIALIST GUIDE
WARWICKSHIRE

YORKSHIRE

Audio Projects

ercrs
Expensiye

45 Headingley Lane, Leeds
LS6 1DP.

TO ADVERTISE IN
THIS SECTION
CONTACT
BEVERLEY
SIMPKINS
ON 01-686 2599
EXT. 469

Tel. 0532 304565.
Open Tues.—Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat 2.50-5.30.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.

GEle GWILEY
nws -r1 EFonn

RING NICK ON 0788-540772
AGENTS FOR

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD

A&R - Alphason - Audio Technica - Cambridge Audio Castle - Celestion - Dual - Denon - Grado - Goldring Helius - Heybrook - Marantz - Meridian - Monitor Audio Mordaunt-Short - Musical Fidelity - Myst - Nagaoka Ortofon - QED - Quad - Rbtel - Sansui - Sennheiser - SME
-Sony - Spendor - Tannoy - Thorens - Trio - Yamaha.
For Demonstrations, Installations and Expert Advice.
12 Regent Street, Rugby, Works.

CASTLEFORD
WEST YORKSHIRE WF10 5BS
Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774
Stockist for All Leading
Manufacturers
Full Demonstration
Facilities
closed Wednesday
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CLASSIFIED

Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid. The rate is 46p per word ( private), minimum £ 12.00 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £3.00
extra. Trade rates 55p per word, minimum £ 15.00 incl. VAT. Copy and remittance for advertisements in August issue must reach these
offices by 21st June addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.
Classified Lineage Advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.

Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to
discriminate on grounds of sex (cg. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted unless:
1 The job is for the purpose of aprivate householder or
2 It is in abusiness employing less than six persons or
3 It is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

FOR SALE- Private
LOWTHER ACOUSTAS Walnut. Fitted new A' type
PM7s £400 o.n.o. Acousta cabinet less driver £40 o.n.o.
Armstrong 625 overhauled £45. 01-952-8405 eves w/
ends.(G)
MARANTZ CD 12 LIMITED EDITION Reference
Standard. Save £750. A Bargain at £ 1750. D/A
converter units, Musical Fidelity Digilog £275. Sony
DAS702 ES £395. ( Cost £ 1500 new). Tel: Kilbarchan
3300 ( Renfrewshire).(G)
VERY RARE PAIR LIMITED EDITION
THRESHOLD SI000 MKII 500 watts monobloc £3600
(£9900). Matisc reference T4BE pre- amp £ 1800
(£2950) Audio Note 10 Ltd Cartridge ONN P/S unused
£1300 (£2350) Brand New Mission Mechanic Arm
Absolute Link silver arm-lead £425. GyroDec with new
power supply acrylic platter £450. Tel: 01-771-2476
evenings.(G)
QUAD 33/303 amp and Tuner. ERA Turntable, SME
Arm, Micro Acoustic Cartridge £250. Genuine reason
for sale. Tel: Southampton (0703) 630673.(G)
PAIR SIGNIFERS. Little used. Mcridan Tuner preamp, power amps - S STD 305 M. Mission Arm.
Goldring Cartridge Electro II. Offers. S. Summers, 105
Jubilee Cres., Louth, Lincs LN1 I OAL.(G)
PROAC EBS £960; Audio Research D115 MKII £ 1985.
Ask for Mike on 0825 61666.(G)
B & W SPEAKERS brand new Matrix 1series 2 x 2.
For quick sale £450 o.n.o. Bargain. Tel: 402-5929
evenings or please leave message.(G)

AUDIOSTATIC MONOLITH 2 Electrostatics, £ 1500.
A.R.C. D250 ( II) P/amp £2500, both mint. WANTED:
Apogee Duetta. Diva. Larger Krell amps. Cello Audio
Suite. C.A.L. Tempest ( II). (0227) 770195. 277569 24
Hr. Ansaphone.(G)
CELESTION 6L6000 SUB WOOFER SYSTEM. Boxed.
As new. Less than six months old. £900 o.n.o. tel: B.
Gowan, 01-831-8844 ( work), 079481-3457 ( Home) ( H)
B & W 801 WALNUT SPEAKERS. Unwanted gift.
Unused. Cost £2500 accept £ 1500 o.n.o. Tel: 0903
765317 evenings ( G)
HI-FI MAGAZINES AND STUDIO SOUND. Over 280
various titles 1968 to 1989. Includes first editions and
some complete years. £60 o.n.o. Buyer collects. Wirral
arca. 051-648 3607. ( G)
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN LIVE MUSIC. Must sell
quickly this superb collection of Audio Research pre
amp, the amazing SPIS: the awesome Audio Research
pre amp, the amasing SPIS: the awesome Audio
Research M300s Power Amps; Goldmund ST4 Transcription Turntable and Koctsu 80th Anniversary Cartridge. Magneplaners MGM Speakers. For information Tel: 01-679-6801 evenings. ( H)
YAMAHA DSP 100 Sound Proccessor plus Yamaha
MX.35 Four channel power amp, one month old.
Boxed. Cost £570. Bargain at £425. Tel: 889-1069. ( G)
AUDIO TECHNICA PHONO CARTRIDGE AT-007
£140, AT-0C9 £240. Two hours use, absolutely
immaculate, boxed, Tel: ( 0592) 84370 (
D)
S.A.E. P102 Pre- amp £330, A102 P. amp £475. T102
Tuner £295, D102 C.D. £475. (- 10% the lot).
Nakamichi 582 Cassette £345. Sonab 0A4/11
Orthoacoustic Speakers, white, £ 100. All as new o.n.o.
Tel: 0602 784714/624666. ( G)
ADC SS2/I ( BLACK) £85: A.D.C. SS3 ( black) £ 135
(Graphic Egs) 2 x Aurex Adres 4 Stereo N.R. £90
(both); Luxman L102 Digital Tuner (guaranteed) £ 160.
Yamaha C.T. 800 tuner £ 110. All in excellent condition, boxed, o.n.o. Tel: 0602 784714/624666. ( G)

FOR SALE- Trade
ROKSAN XERXES/REGA RB300/Koetsu Rosewood,
Roksan Table ( medium) mint cond. £850. P.S. Audio
4.5 v.good codnition £400 o.n.o. roksan arm - board,
SME, Walnut. Offers. Tel: 0942 721864. Steve. ( G)

BEARD CA506 top of range valve pre-amp. Recent
service. Boxed, perfect. £ 1,200 new; Best offer around
£650. Celestion SL6000 subwoofer system wanted.
condition unimportant. Tel: 01-226 3604 Evs.(G)

SPENDOR BCI SPEAKERS Walnut finish in excellent
condition complete with spendor stands £300 in original
boxes. Also Nakamichi LX-3 Cassette £200. Tel:
0406-364590.(G)
ARAGON 2004 Power Amp 10(1 WPCH. Excellent
sound. Excellent condition. Owner upgrading. £900.
Tel: Hinckley ( Leicester) 610434 evenings. ( G)

MUSICAL FIDELITY A100 Amplifier, three months
old. Guaranteed. £349.00. New £479. Audio Technica
AT009 Cartridge, unused, brand new. Normally £400
only £320. Tel: 0582 504560. ( H)
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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KRELL KSA-200 ( latest type). as new. £3850: Krell
PAM-7, ex-dem, as new. £ 1600; Apogee Ductta Series
2, mint, £2250; Duntech PCL-500 Marquis loudspeakers, £2200; Magneplanar lb loudspeakers, £350; Infinity IRS 2B's, £ 1800 ( perfect); Counterpoint SA- 5.1
preamp, £950; Counterpoint SA- I2, £850 (£ 1700 the
pair): Quad 606, £400; Burmester 785, £250; Magnum
A250, £220; Celestion SL 700's, as new. £750: PS
Audio 4.65. £450; Koetsu Red. one year's moderate
use, £400. Pinewood Music, ' Martins', Church Lane,
Goodworth Clatford, Andover, Hampshire SPI I7HL.
Tel: 0264 57536 ( any time). ( G)
BEAUTIFUL SLATE TURNTABLE PLATFORMS,
suitable for S.O. tables etc.. or stand alone with spikes
£55-60. Please send S.A.E. for details of speaker
stands. ROCK STEADY AUDIO, 18b Windsor Road,
Ealing. London W5 5PD. ( G)
DIGITAL DELIGHTS FROM PURE SOUND: The
Mod Squad range is now complete. the " PRISM - CD
player has arrived, plain in appearance it delivers the
sonic goods for only £ 1140.00.. when teamed with the
Line Drive and the FORTE amplifiers it becomes an
absolute delight. Book your audition now. PURE
SOUND Tel: 051-645-6690 ( G)

PURE SOUND FOR DENON, the new Denon 1520 CD
and the P0A4400 mono power amps make the most of
the latest offerings on the silver disc, for only £ 1099
including cables, CD and shipping, you really must not
miss them! Don't forget our regular, carefully chosen
products from; Acoustic Energy, Aragon, Audioquest,
Audio Tcchnica, Chcsky. Deltec. SME, etc. etc. Phone
for info on our ex dem and used items, you never know
your luck. PURE SOUND Tel: 051-645-6690. ( G)
PURE SOUND "NEW" PRODUCT REVIEW. Despite
being overworked ( and underpaid) ‘w have managed
some very serous (?) listening recently, and some items
demand acritique, you've read about it, we've listened
to it, the "TSRUGI" CARTRIDGE! A cult item the
world over, it is at last available in " VERY" limited
quantities. first come first served! PURE SOUND tel:
051-645-6690. ( G)
THRESHOLD-FORTE. Available exclusively from
PURE SOUND, the THRESHOLD- FORTE range of
amplification proves that " high end" doesn't have to
mean high price.With prices from £995-£14.000 there is
a THRESHOLD- FORTE component for every
application. Tel: PURE SOUND for information pack;
051-645-6690. ( G)

REGA RB300 / RB250
VAN DEN HUL
REWIRING
If you own one of these superb arms, why not
upgrade the performance by rewiring with Van
den Hul cable?
Our engineers will replace the internal wiring
with VdH MSS7 and lead out cable with VdH
MC- D502.
We will fit high quality phono plugs and our
work is fully guaranteed, parts & labour, for
12 months.
Our price for this skilled conversion is just
£79.95. inc. p&p, and we will return your arm
within 21 days.
Details sent on request, or simply package the
arm properly and send it to us by insured post.
BLACK 12mm: MDF ISOLATING PLATFORMS
All except ESS4 utilise 3downward lacing spikes. glued & screwed
directly into platform for best Sound Quality
ESSI
ESS2
ESS3
ESS4

- 210min
- 420mm
- 454rnm
- 454mm

x 300mm
iii 300mm
x 355mm
x 355mm

1/2 Width ( Cyrus 1 & 2size)
E8.95
CD/ Amplifier size
112.95
Turntable/ large Amp size
E14.95
SO di Target TT2 replacement £ 12.95

EXECUTIVE SOUND SYSTEMS INTERCONNECTS
Excellent quality direction marked leads with AS nickel silver
plated plugs. These leads sound great so why pay more.
Unconditional 5year guarantee
1.2m Phono - Phono E9.95 1.5m Din - 4Phono E14.95
1.5rn Din - Din ( 12.95 Other lengths built to order.
FELT MAT same size/quality as Mantra/LP12 etc.

EE 95

All prices include VAT and Postage.
Access / Visa telephone orders accepted.

SOUND DEALS: 52-54B SHORTMEAD ST.
BIGGLESWADE BEDS SG 18 OAP ENGLAND
TEL: 0767 312249
FAX: 0767 315714

CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE- Trade
CD PLAYERS UPGRADED All Philips and Maranti
I6-bit players contain the same microchip set, but other
components vary according to the model and price.
Using the highest quality components agreat improvement to sound quality may he achieved for £59. The
'Pro' modification involves an add-on circuit board for
true Audiophile performance for £ 135. Modification
available on Philips CD160. CD460, CD360, CD450,
CD650 and Marantz CD56, CD65. CD7.5. CD273.
Enquiries to Geoff on 01-379 7635 Ext 134. Covent
Garden Records. 84 Charing Cross Road, London
WC2. ( D)
NEW! QUAD 33 - ULTIMATE UPGRADE
Introduced in

1903.

the boundbin ›i11101

upgrade boards haft.

modernised and enhanced Quad 31 s dround the nor','

Our lijo

Si1707 plug in circuit hoards i.sceed the perlormancr

il men Ihe

SKIM

and

especlallf

for distortion.

Irrournef

response

noise

performance .551) Main Ihe 1,111 tisr Iil the lone, tiller and balance
controls.
5) hen upgraded nith Ilw urn 511707 Ihe Quad 33 mill challenge atif
'modern design for Iranspan•nc> and bass firmness.
58707 C) pair - £ 63.00
tVF

QUAD 33 disc board u • trade
Ki.i.1.11 ', will,' In' cola' Quad disc ¡ muddier hoard ff ith

urn SIllinn

greatif Imprint, 1.I'reproduclion. The 511600 0 has amore natural
perspeclife and a sureler lop- end iespecially On strings'
88600C)- e38.30 s

HIGH QUALITY
VINYL PRESSINGS
WILL COMPLIMENT AND ENHANCE YOUR PLAYING
EQUIPMENT TO THE FULL!

dIslorlion results Irian iii,' h.,' mu-m.14'1i
foil>) and Opical . unii inputs.

co lilayerir 42

(100m% Ilike Quails' This gires a hard grill% t

lc . 1

bass

and an uncomfortahlf high volume Our CO aticiin.itor , clininuitc
Ibise distortions and Ft-shirr thi- naloral sound \ undid, ni hoc or
as complete I5m Wails

BECKENHAM

RECORD CENTRE
•-

DIRECT CUT. ORIGINAL MASTERS. /
2 SPEED. JAPANESE ETC.
1
REFERENCE. PROPRIUS. OPUS 3. CHEnti
LFE
IVLINN
SHEFFIELD LAB. MOBILE FIDELITY ETC.
•
DLYRITA

AS9OCK O
F

SEND A 6"x9" SAE FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE.
TRY 'JAZZ AT THE PAWN SHOP' DOUBLE LP £ 13.99
LIGHT GOOD-TIME JAll- THE FAMOUS YOU ARE THERE PRESSING
WE ARE SPECIALIST VINYL RETAILERS AND IN CONJUNCTION
WITH OUR SUPERCUT DEPARTMENT WE STOCK AND HAVE ACCESS
TO AFULL RANGE OF RECORDS COVERING - BLUES, R&B, UK AND
IRISH FOLK, ELECTRONIC, NEW AGE, JAll, FUSION, COUNTRY
ETC. ETC. AND BACK CATALOGUE OF ALL KINDS
IF YOU HAVEN'T GOT AGOOD LOCAL SHOP - WHY NOT TRY US?
NIE ENDEAVOUR TO OFFER APROMP;AND HELPFUL MAIL ORDER SERVICE
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME BY PHONE. CAREFUL PACKING
OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS MOST WELCOME
POSTAGE RATES ON APPLICATION
WE ARE OPEN FOR BROWSING MON SAT
64 BECKENHAM RD, BECKENHAM, KENT, BR3 4LS
01-658-3464

FAX. 01-650-0374

Other scrod' nHies matches . 1,111.11ili•

STOP

In4lne: 5620)) (0 1015i - L15.110 S11233 411)) phono - LI7.00
58263 q1
,) MIN plug lo phono sockets) - £ 20.00
511245 (11
1, ribbon', plugsiphono plugs) - £ 23.30
511283 C) 11115 plug! phono

- L23.30 Mt.

SOUNDBOX, 3 ENTERPRISE PARK,
LINDFIELD, WEST SUSSEX, RH 16 2LX.
TEL: 04447 4371
RE% O, \
MANN, and Surrey Electronics Products
supplied. New and some second hand equipment
available. Low prices! Trade ins considered against
some items. Send s.a.e. for lists to: Minerva Analogue
Audio, 2 Victoria Terrace. Corkickle, Whitchaven,
Cumbria CA28 8AB. ( F)

the noise from domestic electrical equipment cg. fiourescent
lights, televisions. fridges. etc. affecting your HiFi system
by fitting a Lynwood Mains Filter. This results in:* Huge increase in soundstage width, height and depth.
* More space around each now clearly distinct instrument.
* Much deeper. extended bass with better control and
focus.
* More natural, relaxed sound especially with CD.
* Cuts out RF interference.
This is the only unit we have found which accomplishes
these things without degrading the music in anyway. The
Lynwood filter will supply over 1KW of clean power and is
fitted into an expanded mains plus to replace the ordinary
plug on your equipment leads or extension sockets. Available on asale or return basis for
£44.00 incl P&P
send acheque or SAE for further information to
WENTWORTH
Coley

Lane

Farm,

Rotherham
SNAP, CRACKLE & POP!
[The GOOD NEWS is

WE HAVE THE SOLUTION II
•

KNOWIN DISCO-ANTISTAT is the record bath system which
uses special liquid to remove dust and dirt, leaving your
records clean and anti-static. Includes fluid for 300 records
Internationally tried and recommended: complete kit loi
£25, 1litre fluid refills - £ 8
KEEP YOUR RECORDS IN TOP CONDITION I
- •
Use E-STAT Antistatic Record Sleeves, carbon- fibre im
pregnated to reduce din attraction. Get better sound and
longer life for your records and your stylus!
SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE!
2PACKS OF 10 - £8
6PACKS OF 10 - £20
Prices include post, packing and VAT.
These products only available in U.K. from Grahams Hi F
Pay by P.O.. Cheque, Access/Visa. For information or to
order, ring
01-226-5500

A
GRPHPITIS HI•fl
4à
write to GRAHAMS. Dept HEN. FREEPOST. 190/,NEW NORTH RD
LONDON NI 7BR
No stamp required

104

NEW LAMPS FOR OLD. Not really we manufacture
speaker cabinets of well known makes, ever thought of
changing your cabinet and giving them aface lift? Give
us a ring on 01 985-1646. ( G)

AND ARE AVAILABLE FROM:-

COMPACT DISC ATIENUATORS
erload
letNern

SERVICES

AUDIO

VALVE AMPLIFIERS. Thirty years experience in
servicing and repair. Upgrades. modifications. Custom
design and construction. Professional service with
guarantee. Maker of GLASSIC head amp and
VERNA pre-amp. Tel: David Pearl. Chester ( 0244)675185, seven days. ( F)
LAKELAND HOME MUSIC offers a caring service
supplying to special order Quad, Sugden, Castle,
Spendor, B & W. Nakamichi and most leading makes.
Phone: Ian Bewley ( 08536) 235 ' Fair Place' Watermillock, Penrith, Cumbria. ( X)

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER with fully equipped
Audio Laboratory. Top class repairs/overhauls.
Experience hack to first valve amplifiers. Will travel.
Mr. Barrows. Tel: 508-2673. ( G)

PUBLICATIONS
BERLIOZ & BEETHOVEN. Strange bed- fellows, hut
they were both full of ideas and opinions which
influenced their music and helped to shape the Romantic Age. The thoughts beliefs and attitudes of each arc
examined in highly praised biographies-with-a-difference by one-time HEN/RR editor John Crabbe. Hector
Berlioz - Rational Romantic and Beethoven's Empire of
the Mind are available from bookshops at £5.95 each.
and if your stockist doesn't have copies on his shelves,
tell him that each can he ordered from Messrs Kahn &
Averill. Or you could try your local library. Either way,
they make an intriguing read. ( XIS)

Wentworth,

S62

7SQ

WANTED

CLEARANCE
AU DIO LAB
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIO RESEARCH
AIR TANGENT
BEARD
BEARD
COUNTERPOINT
LINX
LYRIC
MAGNEPLANNAR
MARTIN LOGAN
MERIDIAN
NAIM
ORACLE
SPENDOR
SUMO

TURNTABLES. ARMS. CARTRIDGES. STYLI.
We specialise in the Great Classic Names & Models.
ADC: AKG: CONNOISSEUR: GARRARD: GOLDRING:
LENCO; ORTOFON: SHURE: SME; THORENS.
All available. Genuine. Equipment Spares & Manuals. 'yen
for some of the early models
Specialist styli for early Recordings - 78s & LP
Servicing. Repairs. Refurbishing in our own workshops
TECHNICAL & GENERAL 35 MARLOW ROAD.
LONDON SE20 7XX TEL: 01 778 3737
Wednesday to Friday 10.0(1-600

8000 C, P
M100 MONO BLOCKS
D70 Mk2 AMP
D70 Mk2 AMP
D115 AMP
SP11 Mk2 PRE-AMP
Mk1 TONEARM
CA506 PRE-AMP
P101 AMP
SA 20 AMP
STRATOS PRE/POWER
MODEL 3SPEAKERS
MG1C SP'KRS
CLS SPKRS
M2 SPEAKERS
ALL DEMSTOCK
DELPHI Mk2 T/TABLE
Spi SP'KERS (black)
NINE PLUS AMP

XD
SH
XD
NEW
XD
XD
XD
SH
XD
XD
XD
SH
XD
XD
SH
XD
NEW
XD
XD

£699
£3500
£1299
£1550
£2400
£3495
£1199
£595
£799
£1750
£499
£499
£799
£1995
£399
P.O.A.
£895
£495
£899

XD=Ex-dem: SH-Second Hand; NEW=New boxed.
K. J. West One 26 New Cavendish Street, London W1 M 7LN
Telephone: 01-486 8262/8263. Fax No: 01-487 3452
Open: Monday-Saturday 10am4pm, Thurs. until 7pm.

TEST CASSETTES. Individually digitally mastered in
real time using top quality tape, £3.50418.50. Full
details/specifications from: Ian Harrison. 7 Mill Hill.
Repton. Derby DE6 6GQ, 0283 702875. ( F)

WANTED: DUAL 1229 Record Deck, Al condition
essential. Moody. 2 St Martins Place. Scarborough,
North Yorkshire YOI 1 213Q. Tel: 0723 376550. ( F)

VINTAGE AUDIO EQUIPMENT. Best prices paid for
quality items. Tannoy, Quad, Leak, Thorens, Decca,
Garrard, Lowther, Goodmans, Vole. Classical records
bought. Buyer collects. Please telephone Mr Lewis,
01-720 1550. ( F)
WANTED - VINTAGE VALVE HI-FI
Amplifiers: Quad, Radford, Leak Stereo 50 & 60
Turntables: Thorens 1D124 & 10224. Garrard 301 & 401.
Pickup Arms & Heads: Decca FFSS, SME3012 etc.
Loudspeakers: Tannoy 15' - Monitors and WU. Axiom 80, Wharfedale
Airedale, Goodmans etc.
Illustrated 22 page "Wanted List" available upon request.
Buyer collects in areas on aregular basis
The Vintage Wireless Company Ltd., Tudor House, Combs. Street,
Mangotsfield, Bristo1,11S17 3EN. Telephone (02721 565472 Anytime,

MISCELLANEOUS
LAKE DISTRICT HOLIDAYS for Music Lovers in
country guest house on Ullswater. Every comfort ( no
smoking). details I.H.Bewley, Fair Place, Watermillock. Pcnrith, Cumbria CA11 OLR Tel: 08536 235. ( B)
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PRECISION TEST CASSETTES
Each Harrison Test Cassette is individually digitally mastered

in real time using top quality tape. They are supplied with
comprehensive, clear instructions and specifications.
Dolby Level
£ 350
Azimuth Alignment
£ 585
Speed Accuracy
£ r1 75
LevelAzimuth
£825
LeveLAzonuthiSpee0
f1115
LevelAzimuth 120us eq 30Hz-15KHz FREQUENCY RESPONSE f13.50
Multi- Purpose 120us eq. 6tests DOLBY LEVEL. AZIMUTH. 30Hz-15KHz
FREQUENCY RESPONSE, DOLBY B'C TRACKING.
SPEED/WOW rFLUTTER. tims
METER TONE- BURST
£ 18.50
'AFTER HAVING PLAYED THE CASSETTE. WE COULDN'T FAULT IT
THE INSTRUCTIONS ARE CLEAR AND PRECISE. AND NO ONE WILL
HAVE ANY PROBLEMS FOLLOWING THEM IN SUMMARY. THE
MULTI- PURPOSE TEST CASSETTE IS AN EXCELLENT PRODUC T
WELL WORTH THE ASKING PRICE. WE'D RECOMMEND IT TO
ANYONE IN NEED OF A TEST CASSETTE FOR EITHER DOMESTIC
AND PROFESSIONAL USE - Australlan 1-11-FI Vol 19 No 11

"EVERYONE WHO'S SERIOUS ABOUT
CASSETTE PLAYBACK AND RECORDING
OR WHO'S MYSTIFIED ABOUT SERVICING
CASSETTE DECKS NEEDS THIS TAPE
CHECKING SYSTEM." HI- Fl News,
December 1988 summarising the multipurpose test cassette. Postage: U.K. 75p/
Tape. Europe £ 1. Elsewhere £2.

Please contact:
Audio Q Imports, 64a Burwood Road,
Hawthorn 3122, Victoria, Australia.
Tel: (03)813-3691

If an
advertisement
is wrong
wire here to
put it right.

ATTENTION: ALL U.S.A. AND CANADIAN HI -Fl
DEALERS. HI Fl NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW
IS NOW AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN YOUR STORE,
COPIES ARE DELIVERED WITHIN 1WEEK OF
PUBLICATION DATE FOR INFORMATION
CALL STU WFIN,
MUSIC AND SOUND IMPORTS
30 SNOWFLAKE ROAD, HUNTINGDON VALLEY
PA 19006 U.S.A
phone: 215-357-7858 FAX 215-953-0360

to proprietary equipment. carried out without

INTERNATIONA I.
SONIC FRONTIERS — CAPACITORS: WonderCap.
Rd-Cap, Chateauroux, Ascico. Resistors: Hole°.
Resista. Vishay. Connectors: WBT. Roycc, Wire ,
Cable: Tara Labs. Cardas. MIT. Van den Elul. Other
Products. Call/Write for Catalogue. 181 Kenilworth
Ave., Toronto, Ontario, Canada. M4L 3S7. ( 416)
691-7877. 1( -)

If you see an advert isement in
the
' press. in print, on posters or in the
cinema which you find unacceptable.
write to us at the address Mow
The Advertising
Standards Authority

the original manufacturer's knowledge or
approval. will invalidate any warranty or

guarantee. Readers having equipment modified
by third parties do so entirely at their own risk
and while many companies offering
modifications do provide an excellent service.
neither the original manufacturers nor Hi Fi
News & Record Review will accept
responsibility for equipment so modified, should
it become unserviceable.

In-Tel,

'
L. ,nd. ,
111 .
(ft. HN

N
I

NEWS
RUDR

AUDIOPHILE PARTS at affordable prices! FEATURING: WonderCap. Rd-Cap. Solen. Whim, llolco.
Vishay. Resista. Cardas, Vandenliul. MIT. Teflon,
WBT, Tiffany, Music Post. Gold Aero, Grado, etc.
Premium Tube Pre Amp and Power Amp KITS.
Call/Write/FAX for free catalogue. SONIC FRONTIERS. 181 Kenilworth Ave. toronto. Ontario.
Canada. M4L 3S7. Tel: ( 416) 691-7877. FAX. ( 416)
338-2562. ( II)

F.QL IPMENT MODIFICATIONS
Readers should he aware that any modifications

ORDERS/ENOUIRIESTO: IAN HARRISON. 7. MILL HILL. REPTON.
DERBY DE6 6GO. TEL: 0283 702875

(
HP-FI

HI-FI NEWS is now available in Australia.
within 2 weeks of publication. Also back
issues are available.

Private:

Rates: Trade:
55p per word.
Min £ 15.00

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

46p per word.
Box No's:
Min £ 12.00. £ 3.00 extra

(
These rates are
inclusive of VAT)

I
I,\
Debit my credit card account ( tick as appropriate)

Card Expiry Date

Credit Card No:

euk
Access

VISA

[1

El

111111111111111i
1

Signature

To: HI-FI NEWS, please publish the above advertisement for
insertions under
the heading
Cheque/P.O. to be made payable to LINK
HOUSE MAGAZINES PLC and send to Hi Fi News, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Is a Box No. required? Yes Ii No C.
If no, please include remittance to cover name and address and/or tel. no.
Name

Address

•••11.
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BACK DOOR
lake, for example, their attempts at
updating the old blues double entendres.
Twice — with ' Big Bottom' from
Brainhammer (19 73) and 'Sex Farm'
from Shark Sandwich (1980) — Spinal
Tap tried to modernize the old images of
'squeezing lemons' and 'puttin' mules
kickin' in stalls: Trite and hackneyed
they may be, but lyrics like 'Sex farm
uanzan, don't you see my silo risin' high'
( 'Sex Farm') and The looser the waistband, the deeper the quicksand' ( 'Big
Bottom') never caused Willie Dixon any
sleepless...

KEN KESSLER
aid my favourite professor, 'Too is the
cruellest uard in the English Ian guage: ' Too late; ' too little' — for
heavy inetal merchants Spinal Tap it was
'too early: Sure, they had some success
after tua decades. Their career culuminated in a Hollywood biopic, the latter
being an honour that only one other
British band, the Beatles, could claim,
Spinal Tap preceded the current metal
explosion ky half a decade, yet all that
remains of their rich catalogue is the
recently reissued compilation/soundtrack '
Ibis Is Spilial Tap.
A glance through Record Collector
reveals copies for sale of the Beatles'
'Butcher Sleeve' and Jethro Tull's Stand
Up with the pop-up sleeve But what of
Tap's Smell The Glove? Brainhammer?
Intravenus de Milo?!? While fans bemoan
the lack of Beach Boys CDs and the
failure of the Short One to release The
Black Album, Spinal Tap — whose own
Black Album preceded Prince's by seven
years— is represented by amere IIsongs.
Are we overstating the case? Is it not
true that if you've heard any Spinal Tap
then you've heard it all? Sort of But
Spinal Tap is a band that, on an annual
basis, created new trends for which
others uvuld take credit. Long before
Blue Oyster Cult and Queensryche,
Spiiial Tap pioneered the use of
meaningless umlauts over letters which
don't require them. Before Larry Blackmon of Cameo cold Sigue Sigue Sputnik
donned their codpieces, members of
Spinal Tap were stuffing elongated vegetables down their tights.
This might suggest to those who
haven't read the Rocklopedia Brittanicus
that Spinal Tap was the first at everything. But it would be wrong to imply
that Tap launched the concept of 'heavy'
in relation to a band's actual weight
(Mammoth) or produced totally amusical noise ( Napalm Death, Unseen Terror), utter misery ( The Smiths), complete
artificiality ( hankie Goes to Hollywood) or heavy inetal religion (Stryper).
Even so, whole volumes remain to be
written about Spinal Tap's contribution
to rock

* * *
Enough. Icould go on like this for ages,
pretending that Spifial Tap was real in the
way that Eastenders fans actually give a
damn about the nasty ` Mee-shell'. Yeah,
I'm aSpifial Tap groupie because Tap, to
quote the Rocklopedia, '
fill a muchneeded void'. And that void is rock's sense
of humour, something which has always
been lacking. This Is Spinal Tap is not the
first rock spoof and it probably won't be
the last. It is, however, the wittiest, most
intelligent and funniest because it was
written, produced and performed by people who obviously understand and care
about rock.
Around the time that the more arrogant, small-minded members of the entertainment establishment, like Frank Sinatra
and Steve Allen, realized that rock
wouldn't go away, the entertainment
industry incorporated rock in the way
that a family accepts ( however
gracelessly) an unwelcomed relative. By
the end of the 1950s and early 1960s,
Broadway ( and Hollywood) had already
produced an absolutely conventional and
unimaginative piss- take called Bye, Bye
Birdie. Worse, the original straight rock
'n' roll movies from Day Idripped with
contempt for the subject matter, the
scene not changing until A Hard Day's
Night. Almost as acounter- reaction, rock
responded to the sneers of the establishment with a long-standing unwillingness
to take the mickey out of itself.
That's not to say that there weren't rock
spoofs prior to the 1984 appearance of

This Is Spinal Tap. National Lampoon
produced a series of LPs with wicked
parodies of top performers, while in the
UK we've enjoyed such disparate wheezes
as the IleeBeeGeeBees and the Lone
Groover. The Runes was simply delightful,
but only if you had afan's knowledge of
Beatle lore.
As basic comedy, even if viewed by
someone who isn't au fait with all of the
rock ' in-jokes', This Is Spinal Tap earns as
many chuckles as any non- rock comedy
currently making the rounds. The zucchini down the trousers, the appearance
of a model of Stonehenge made to the
wrong scale, the girlfriend's use of the
word • Dobly' instead of Dolby', the entire
shtick about amplifiers which ' go up to 11'
instead of 10 — you could dissect the film
French- film-student-style and find no shortage of straightahead gags.
On the next level, as arock comedy, it
transforms the ailing genre. True, it helps
if you know something about the real
bands which inspired the characters and
the songs. You could do with some
knowledge of managers, roadies. producers, PR people, sales reps and the rest if
you want to feel that not asingle joke has
slipped past Your Royal Hipness. And, yes,
if taken to extremes This Is Spinal Tap
might only be suitable viewing for heavy
metal musicians, their hired help and rock
journalists. Which is why I watched it
with people who have no connection
with the music industry and less than a
passing interest in I1M, and yes, they
thought it was hilarious.
And there's another level where the
film and I.P set standards which might
never be surpassed. By creating such a
sense of ' accuracy' in what is a work of
fiction, This Is Spinal Tap transcends
genre, budget, you name it: American
actors with foolproof ` Sahf I.ondon'
accents, music which works both as
proper heavy metal and satire and the
painstaking details ( imaginary LP sleeves,
the logo, the creation of a coherent
pre- film history ).
Most of all, This Is Spinal Tap is a
perfect piece of fiction, acted so beautifully that the audience cares about this
bunch of slightly dim but pure- of- heart.
rockers. By the end, we believe in Spifial
Tap. We want to believe in Spifial Tap.
Because we need Spifial Tap. +

Spinal Tap — rock's forgotten
genuises remembered at last

* * *
... nights. Surely, he's proud to have
inspired this band.
As Iwrite, I'm listening to the debut LP
from Carmine Appice's new band Blue
Murder. The song titles include 'Sex
Child' and 'Valley Of The Kings: the
members have penned hair and are
dressed as swashbuckling pirates. They
lack only two things which would make
them suitable substitutes for » Mal Tap:
A sense of humour. and an umlaut.
Sphial Tap discography
This Is Spinal Tap
Episode Records LES LP2
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